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Acta Linguistica Hungarica, Vol. 46 (1- 2), pp. 1-2 (1999) 
PREFACE 
The present issue of Acta Linguistica Hungarica contains four papers directly or 
indirectly related to semantics. 
Gábor Alberti's paper is devoted to the problem of compositionality in its rela-
tion to Discourse Representation Structures (DRS). It is pointed out that DRS can 
be made compositional by constructing a strictly compositional syntax. Further-
more, DRS can be simplified if the content of discourses is embedded into a model 
of the hearer's information state. Such a level of representation provides a uniform 
treatment of conditionals, canonical scenarios, universal, modal, non-factive and 
negative contexts. 
László Hunyadi addresses the question of how and to what extent syntax, 
prosody, communicative and logical functions are related. The paper outlines the 
metrical syntax of Hungarian, the main claim being that there is a close relationship 
between basic sentence structure and prosodie structure. In the sentence three 
prosodically and communicatively distinct parts can be identified. The commu-
nicative structure of the sentence determines the relative scope of operators and is 
thus closely related to logical interpretation. 
Márta Maleczki investigates the problem of indefinite subjects. Indefinite sub-
jects may have a weak (non-specific) and a strong (specific) interpretation. It is 
shown that the specifying property of predicates can be derived from the telic or 
place-bounded character of the predicate. However, subjects, too, may contribute to 
the interpretation. This means that for the full range of interpretation possibilities a 
more general criterion is called for. This criterion, called General Specifying 
Criterion, states that each statement must have at least one specifying feature. 
Specifying features for subjects are (i) strong determiners and (ii) strong inter-
pretation of weak subjects; specifying features for predicates are (i) telicity and 
(ii) locatedness. 
Ildikó Tóth discusses the licencing conditions for negative polarity items (NPI) 
in Hungarian. Two types of NPIs are distinguished and described. It is shown that 
they involve different licencing mechanisms, both crucially depending on their 
indefiniteness. In other words, the author claims that analyzing negative polarity 
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items not as quantifiers but as expressions associated with free variables which can 
be bound by a nonveridical operator is a desirable move towards understanding 
their behaviour. The proposal put forward in the paper relies on inherent features of 
negative polarity items and is in several respects superior to earlier treatments of 
these items. 
We would like to express our gratitude to Anna Szabolcsi who provided help 
in devising the contents of this issue and who has also been involved in the rcfer-
eeing procedure. Without her invaluable help this particular collection of papers 
would never have been compiled and presented as it is here. 
The editor 
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This paper presents arguments in favour of the representational character of the (original) Kamp Heim 
Theory, which is frequently criticized nowadays because of the uncertain status of DRSs and the 
absence of compositionality in the strictest sense. I point out that there is a natural syntax according to 
which the simplest class of DRSs can be constructed in a compositional way; and logical-formula-like 
DRSs can be dispensed with if the hearer's information state is represented as one huge complex DRS 
instead of assigning DRSs to discourses. This representational level sheds new light on stubborn prob-
lems due to the fact that referents, propositions and worlds are defined by simultaneous recursion. 
1. Compositionality and representationalism 
1.1. Compositionality 
This article is devoted to a crucial question of dynamic semantics, viz. the princi-
ple of compositionality.' 
The principle comcs from the Western tradition of logic, which is based on the 
approach that the semantic interpretation of any statement or predicate logical for-
mula is obtained via a systematic semantic procedure interpreting its parts and the 
logical symbols connecting them in models. The principle of compositionality, 
attributed to Frege, is a way of articulating this systematic correspondence between 
syntax and semantics (Partee et al. 1990): 
Dl The Principle of Compositionality: The meaning of a complex expression is a function of the 
meanings of its parts and of the syntactic rules by which they are combined. 
Partee et ai (1990) say that "construed broadly and vaguely enough, the principle 
is nearly uncontroversial," but they add that "Montague's precise version of it 
' Special thanks are due to Anna Szabolcsi and two anonymous reviewers for their valuable 
remarks about an earlier version of this paper and their great efforts at filtering out my mistakes, and 
László Kálmán and András Komlósy for instructive discussions on different aspects of the topic. 
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places rather severe constraints on admissible systems of syntax and semantics." 
Montague (Dowty et al. 1981) was the one "whose papers showed once and for all 
that the model-theoretic approach towards natural language was viable. These 
papers also demonstrated that the model theories for natural and those for symbol-
ic languages have a great deal in common" (Kamp-Reyle 1993). 
1.2. Discourse semantics 
In the extension of model-theoretic semantics from the sentential to the discourse 
level, however, theories have emerged (e.g. Kamp 1981; Kamp-Reyle 1993; Heim 
1982; 1983) that arc expressly non-compositional. Kamp and Reyle (1993), for 
instance, only insist on "...uncovering the systematic [!] correlation between mean-
ing and syntactic form," instead of insisting on compositionality in a strict sense. 
The simple two-sentence discourse in (la) below illustrates the nature of the 
problem with compositional representation in a simple predicate logic: 
(1 ) (a) A man walks in the park. He whistles. 
(b) 3x[man(x) & walk_in_the_park(x)] & whistle(x) 
While the male pronoun in the second sentence clearly refers to the walking man 
mentioned in the first sentence, the formula in (lb), which is the straightforward 
predicate logical representation of the two sentences, cannot express this meaning. 
The last occurrence of variable x has nothing to do with the second and third occur-
rences of x because they are bound variables (bound by the existential quantifier 3, 
in the scope of which they are) whereas the last x is a free variable. In traditional 
predicate logic there is no way to identify a free variable with a preceding bound 
variable (i.e. to make sure that they take the same value) even if they are occur-
rences of the same symbol. And the problem is not only technical at all. The for-
mula associated with the first sentence expresses only the existence of at least one 
walking man, which is correct in a truth-conditional sense since the reference to a 
walking man does not exclude either other walking men, or men that arc not walk-
ing, or young male persons, from the model. It cannot be explained, then, why he 
can refer to an arbitrary member of a (perhaps large) group of male people as well 
as if there were only one in the model. 
The solution that the Kamp-Heim Theory (e.g. Kamp 1981; Kamp-Reyle 
1993; Heim 1982; 1983) offers depends on the representation of partial models that 
contain discourse referents (Karttunen 1976). The partial model assigned to the 
first sentence of ( la) is a very small world with two referents, the former being a 
man, the latter a park, and the former walking in the latter: 
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(I) (c) <{u, v) , jman(u), park(v), walk_in(u,v)}> 
In this approach he can easily find the referent u for it is the only male object in the 
small world; now the existence of a lot of walking men in the complete world is 
irrelevant. The discourse representation structure (DRS) of the two-sentence dis-
course under examination is the following: 
(1) (d) <{u, v}, Jman(u), park(v), walk_in(u,v), whistle(u)}> 
Though Kamp himself called these DRSs "partial models, typically with small 
finite domains" in the introduction of his 1981 paper and retains this approach later 
again (Kamp-Reylc 1993), DRSs behave as formulas of a special logical syntax at 
the same time. These formulas, for instance, can contain logical connectives (e.g. 
=>, V; see 1.1). Thus, simple DRSs can still be assimilated to partial models but 
complex DRSs can only be read as formulas (because of the logical connectives 
mentioned above). 
1.3. Compositionality vs. representationalism 
As pointed out by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1989), DRSs as formulas are non-
compositional, at least in the strict Montagovian sense (which is a widely accepted 
specification of the informal formulation in Dl). The DRS in (Id) serves as an illus-
tration: the (unordered!) set of statements (about certain referents standing in cer-
tain relations and similar facts) docs not constitute units that would correspond to 
units of a syntax. 
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1989) argue that there are methodological, philo-
sophical, empirical, computational and practical reasons "to be interested in trying 
to keep to compositionality," not to mention the fact that "a semantic theory such 
as Montague grammar, and an approach like Kamp's discourse representation the-
ory, are hard to compare. ... One of the main obstacles is that the latter lacks, c.q. 
has abolished, the principle of compositionality, which is so central a feature of the 
former." 
The authors have developed a compositional alternative to Kamp's discourse 
semantics, in which the formula in ( lb) above, compositional according to a tradi-
tional predicate logical syntax, provides an appropriate reading.2 What is not tradi-
tional in the method is a computational approach known from the semantics of pro-
gramming languages, according to which a variable bound by an existential quan-
2 There arc also other directions of the efforts to find alternatives to ÜRT where traditional 
assumptions are insisted on to a greater extent (e.g. E-type approaches; Heim 1990). 
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tifíer retains its last value after the existential formula's being verified. In the case 
of formula (lb), for instance, if it is the value Peter (x=Peter) that has been chosen 
to verify the existential statement, then this value remains that of the free occur-
rence of X, yielding the statement whistle(Peter). In this dynamic predicate logic 
(DPL) thus certain formulas receive a dynamic interpretation, which has been 
intended to substitute for representations. To sum up, DPL could incorporate most 
of the dynamic intuitions of the original Discourse Representation Theory but at the 
cost of abandoning DRS-type representations altogether. 
A non-representational theory, however, will face to problems concerning def-
inite descriptions without any explicit antecedent. Kálmán's (1990) examples serve 
as an illustration: 
(2) (a) Joe got married yesterday. The priest spoke very harshly, 
(b) Joe got married yesterday. ''''''The dog barked very loudly. 
Kálmán attributes the radical difference between (2a) and (2b) to the fact that, under 
standard assumptions on cultural background, the hearer will know what priest the 
speaker has in mind in (2a), whereas (s)he will have no idea of what the dog in (2b) 
refers to. In a representational semantics a phenomenon like this can be accounted 
for by turning DRSs into greater DRSs on the basis of the hearer's encyclopedic 
knowledge.3 The DRS in (2c) below, for instance, licenses4 the (simplified) DRS 
in (2d), which already contains a priest (marked with referent w) that can be 
referred to: 
(2) (c) <{uj , {get_married(u)}> 
(d) <{u, V, w}, {getmarr ied(u) , marry(u, v), make_man_and_wife(w,u,v), priest(w)}> 
To sum up, representational semantic systems seem to be easier and more effective 
to account for linguistic phenomena but at the cost of being non-compositional (at 
least in the strict sense that many insist on). 
3 A solution like this is not in accordance with the spirit of the non-reprcsentationalist DPL 
because the cornerstone of this theory is that a value is retained if it has been taken explicitly. The 
priest referent, however, cannot be taken explicitly after the utterance of the first sentence. Nor can it 
be taken even due to some implicit mechanism because the existence of a priest is not a logical con-
séquence, but only a licensed possibility (see also the following footnote). 
4 This is not a logical inference because a civil official also has the right to marry couples, but 
a possibility available in the hearer's encyclopedic knowledge, which is obviously relevant to lan-
guage usage. There is no "relevant dog" associated with marriage, however, at least in our culture. 
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1.4. Dynamic semantic systems 
The fundamental papers on discourse semantics discussed so far share the follow-
ing three properties. 
I. The authors regard the meaning of a sentence not lying (only) "in its truth 
conditions but rather in the way it changes (the representation of) the information 
of the interpreter" (Grocnendijk-Stokhof 1990). This approach gives the dynamic 
character to these semantics. 
II. Nevertheless, the picture of the hearer's information state is oversimplified 
and in certain areas simply counter-intuitive. Kamp and Rcyle (1993, 93) admit 
having adopted "models [in which DRSs are to be evaluated] in order to avoid 
inopportune questions about possible worlds," and they add that "this is standard 
practice in formal logic." The problem with regarding information states as models 
(Partee et ai 1990) is that models arc total semantic objects in the sense that it is 
supposed to be known in the case of a model for each n-tuples of referents belong-
ing to its universe whether or not they stand in a certain relation. "Models leave no 
relevant information undecided" (Kamp-Rcylc 1993). Hearers, however, practical-
ly always have a partial knowledge. As Groenendijk and Stokhof (1989) also use 
models as information states, they arc to regard atomic statements (e.g. Peter loves 
Mary) as tests, which means that an assertion heard is supposed to be either cor-
roborated or rejected. The typical case is excluded: to regard an assertion as a new 
piece of information to the hearer.5 
III. Although compositionality plays the main role in Groenendijk and Stokhof's 
(1989) paper, a relevant aspect of the problem is totally ignored, viz. syntax. What 
any version of the Principle of Compositionality (D) declares is nothing else but a 
tight systematic correspondence between syntax and semantics. Compositionality 
of a semantic system is always to be interpreted as 'compositionality according to 
some kind of syntax.' The syntax that Groenendijk and Stokhof (1989) consider is 
the most traditional predicate logical syntax whose compositional construction 
from a generative syntax of natural language (e.g. Partee et al. 1990) is far from 
simple even in small fragments of the English language (^-abstraction, proliferation 
of types). As for Kamp and Rcyle (1993, 18), their "choice of syntactic theory has 
been guided by opportunism." Thus the choice of syntax seems to be another over-
simplified part of dynamic semantics. 
5 It is not evident that the above mentioned version of DPL can be embedded in a richer ver-
sion where phenomena like this have some kind of dynamic effect. 
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1.5. Proposals: A compositionally adequate syntax for DRT, 
DRS-like information states 
My main purpose is to prove that a dynamic semantics based on DRS-like repre-
sentations need not necessarily be thought to be non-compositional. It is not exclud-
ed at all that there is an alternative to the anti-representationalist move. 
Compositionality is a matter of the relationship between syntax and semantics, so 
non-compositionality of a theory can be fixed in at least two ways: by changing the 
semantics or by changing the syntax. I argue that what is required is an appropriate 
syntax, relative to which DRS-like representations are compositional, in the strictest 
sense. The attractive discourse representation structures themselves inspired me 
first to raise the possibility of such a syntax (Alberti 1990). The version to be pre-
sented in this paper has been called Generative Argument Structure Grammar, 
(GASG) because of the distinguished role of a comprehensive lexical characteriza-
tion of argument structures. 
In this approach a (simple) DRS is to be regarded as the semantic side of a list 
of lexical relation names with referents, which is nothing else but a list of state-
ments concerning facts that certain referents stand in certain relations; whereas the 
syntactic side of this list of lexical relation names is the surface form of the sen-
tence, which is built up by (lexical features of) these relation names themselves. No 
phrase structure rules are required since each lexical item determines its own envi-
ronment. Thus, GASG can be regarded as a special kind of categorial grammar 
(Oehrlc et al. 1988), as the grammatically and interpretability of sequences of 
(inflected) words depend on whether they satisfy the environmental requirements 
described in the lexical characterizations of each other (concerning not only con-
ventional syntactic and categorial factors but other external features as well, such 
as morphological and intonational ones). 
A sketchy analysis of a Hungarian sentence in Section 2 serves the purpose of 
outlining and exemplifying the leading ideas of this generalized categorial gram-
mar. In that section I attempt to convince the reader that these ideas are viable and 
immediately motivated by the desire to cater to DRT. The reader may consult the 
Appendix if (s)he is interested in details.6 
Another integral part of my approach (Section 3) is the claim that we should 
return to Kamp's (1981) original intuition on DRSs, i.e. they are partial models, 
rather than formulas of a special logical syntax or of anything else whose theoreti-
6 Л syntactic review of a couple of hot topics of Hungarian generative linguistics (arguments 
and adjunct, bracketing problems, neutral sentences, definiteness effects, focus constructions, elliptical 
constructions) is available in Alberti (1996). Alberti (1998) provides an improved version of GASG. 
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cal status is quite uncertain (Kálmán p.c.). The cost is that it is the hearer's infor-
mation state that is to be defined as a single huge richly structured DRS, being built 
through the hearer's whole life, in which a discourse is embedded from sentence to 
sentence where each sentence feeds a couple of partial models (i.e. simple DRSs) 
to this gigantic DRS. Thus a discourse will not be assigned a usual box structure; 
instead, it is the hearer's information state that can be regarded as a gigantic com-
plex DRS, which contains a partially ordered system of worlds. 
I argue that logical connectives can entirely be dispensed with due to a simul-
taneously recursive definition of referents, statements about relations among these 
referents, and the structure of possible worlds at the hearer's disposal. This con-
struction can be regarded as a powerful generalization of the usual separation of 
variables from constants in that constants that belong to a particular world can serve 
as variables to a formula that belongs to another world (in a precise sense to be 
defined in Section 3). Hence, defining the hearer's information state, which might 
seem to be a burden to us at first sight, sheds new light on stubborn problems. A 
series of famous examples of dynamic semantics will illustrate this point. 
At the beginning of Section 2 I am going to mention an example which simul-
taneously illustrates almost every basic problem discussed in this paper. Its entire 
formal analysis (from syntax to embedding in the hearer's information state) is 
available in the Appendix. 
2. Generative Argument Structure Grammar 
This section is devoted to a brief demonstration of a grammar whose leading ideas 
are motivated by the desire to cater to DRT directly, on the one hand, and appear 
independently in different current linguistic theories, on the other. It will be point-
ed out that this grammar corresponds to DRS-like representations in the same way 
as constituent structure trees correspond to predicate logical formulas and 
Montagovian representations. 
The principles will be exemplified by a partial analysis of the first clause of the 
sentence in (3) below (an entire analysis of the entire sentence is available in the 
Appendix). Here I attempt to provide technical details just enough to convince the 
reader that the grammar is viable and is to be regarded as a serious alternative to 
current generative grammars. Nevertheless, a certain amount of (non-conventional) 
formalism concerning syntax and morphology is to be introduced because it is rel-
evant to semantics that there is a compositionally adequate syntactic, or rather, 
external, counterpart to an attractive semantic theory. 
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(3) Ha 'Mari-nak 'nősül egy 'régi 'udvarló-ja, akkor 'fel-keres-i a 'menyasszony-t... 
if Mari-dat marryawoman-3sg an old suitor-poss3sg then prefup-seek-3sg-defObj the fianeée-acc 
'If a former boyfriend of Mary's is getting married, she visits the fiancée...' 
(e.g. in order to talk to her about the man's bad habits) 
2.1. The condition of lexical inclusiveness 
The task of the syntax-semantics interface in this context is to establish "... the right 
correlations between schematic discourse referents [i.e. arguments of lexical 
entries' conceptual structures] and real discourse referents" (Kamp-Rossdeutscher 
1994, 159). The authors also say that "...in essence, [its mechanism] will always be 
the same and will make use of the same interface information that our lexical 
entries encode." It is to be noted that the condition of Lexical Inclusiveness of the 
Minimalist Hypothesis (Chomsky 1995) declares the same principle: output repre-
sentations consist of nothing beyond properties of items of the lexicon (i.e. lexical 
features); in other words, the interface levels consist of nothing more than arrange-
ments of lexical features. 
2.2. A homogeneous representational level of different kinds of external 
grammatical features 
Hence, phrase structure rules, held formerly as basic source of creativity, have 
become redundant, and have been expressly suggested to be eliminated (Chomsky 
1995). Movement, another central concept of transformational generative linguis-
tics, has remained an integral part of the theory in the following form: it is assumed 
to be driven by morphological checking requirements, that is, certain lexical fea-
tures are to check each other in syntax in special checking configurations. In the 
light of the condition of Inclusiveness, this approach is to be regarded as an explic-
it syntactic encoding of morphological information. Similar considerations have 
led me to the conclusion that intonational information (as well as other kinds of 
external information) is also assumed to be represented in a syntactically encoded 
form (Alberti 1996). 
In this model, thus, syntax (i.e. constituent structure trees with traces and 
empty functional heads) serves as a uniform level of representation of pieces of 
external information of different kinds (morphological, intonational, categorial, 
and, of course, syntactic kinds). In this respect what the Minimalist Theory mani-
fests is a radically homogeneous arrangement of external linguistic information. A 
similarly radical alternative on the opposite side would be a level of representation 
where each piece of morphological, intonational, or syntactic information is repre-
sented as a piece of morphological, intonational, or syntactic information, respec-
tively. That is what I am going to suggest now. 
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2.3. Unordered structure 
The question as to which kind of representation is more suitable for the separation 
of grammatical sequences of words of a language from ungrammatical sequences 
is irrelevant now. Both representations are to contain the same information on 
external features of sequences of inflected words (called numerations by Chomsky 
1995). What is relevant now, however, is that a (simple) DRS contains an 
unordered set of statements about referents, i.e. no order is imposed on its ele-
ments (Kamp-Reyle 1993, 121), whereas constituent structure trees, as well as 
predicate logical formulas, are linearly ordered constructions. It is not an accident, 
thus, that the possible compositional semantic counterparts of transformational 
generative syntactic representations arc hypothesized to be based on traditional 
predicate logical formulas (Groenendijk-Stokhof 1989, 1990). 
Obviously, DRS-likc representations require an entirely different syntax. The 
version I am proposing is based on the idea that the syntactic, or rather, external, 
structure of a sentence consists of an unordered (!) set of lexical items that satisfy 
the environmental requirements desribed in the lexical characterizations of each 
other. The grammar is characterized by a parallel semantic and external descrip-
tion of the argument structure of words. This fact is the explicit guarantee for com-
positionality and the justification for the name Generative Argument Structure 
Grammar. As for classification, it seems that GASG belongs to the family of cat-
egorial grammars but differs from the classical versions in that the 'category' of a 
word contains references to certain features of not only its neighbors in a sentence 
but any word. A verb, for instance, may require the presence of a word marked 
with, say, the dative case in the sentence, without being sensitive to its precise posi-
tion. Naturally, it is not excluded cither that a word is sensitive to certain features 
of its left neighbor.7 
2.4. Co-predication 
In GASG a sentence can be assigned a DRS, on the one hand, which is an 
unordered set of statements concerning relations among referents, and an external 
representation, on the other hand, which is an unordered set of statements concern-
7 Another deviation from classical categorial theories is that the satisfaction of categorial 
requirements of words in a sentence is not to be verified by building a constituent structure tree. In 
this respect, and in several other respects, GASG is similar to Kálmán and Rádai's (1996) 'construc-
tion grammar." The only clear difference is that this construction grammar is based on external con-
structions or patterns stored in the lexicon whereas in my system constructions manifest themselves 
as lexical redundancy rules. As for catering to DRT. it is not evident to me that each construction is 
(to be) associated with some semantic content whereas in GASG each external relation between two 
words is assumed to be associated with a semantic relation. As has been mentioned, it is this strict par-
allelism that is the guarantee for compositionality. 
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ing relations among words of a sentence. What an external relation between two 
words expresses is that the one satisfies the description of a potential participant in 
the lexical characterization of the other. Thus there is an immediate mapping 
between semantic relations and external relations. The cornerstone of the imple-
mentation of a system like this is an appropriate formulation of these bilateral rela-
tions. What does it mean that two words stand in a semantic relation (encoded by 
an external relation)? The starting-point is predicate-argument relation as usual, 
but instead of saying that a word selects another word as its argument, it is to be 
said that there arc two words predicating of one and the same referent. A rela-
tion between words like this will be referred to as co-predication.8 
2.5. Starting-point of analysis: an underspecified DRS 
As has been promised, a fragment of the analysis of the sentence in the Appendix 
illustrates here the crucial points (the strange indices are to be attributed to this 
incompleteness). A Hungarian sentence has been selected primarily in order to 
demonstrate the good capacity of GASG for processing morphological information.9 
(4) (a) 'Mari-nak 'nősül egy 'régi 'udvarló-ja. 
Mari-dat marryawoman-3sg an old suitor-poss3sg 
'A former boyfriend of Mary's is getting married.' 
The meaning of a sentence depends on its words and the grammatical relations 
among these words so the first task is to collect the lexical relation names that 
belong to the words. As for the grammatical relations, their role is to be determined 
later, on the basis of the (morpho-)lexical characterizations of the inflected words, 
according to the principle of Lexical Inclusivcncss (2.1). The set of the lexical rela-
tion names can already be regarded as a DRS, which is still undcrspccificd: the 
8 The relation that a verb bears to its object in DRT, for instance is an obvious instance of co-
predication. Both the verb and the object are to be represented as predicators, and their relation man-
ifests itself in the fact that the argument slot of the prcdicator that belongs to the object is occupied by 
the same referent as one of the argument slots of the predicator that belongs to the verb. Williams 
(1995, 122 -3) also refers to a similar relation between words in a transformational generative frame-
work: "In this conception, one thinks of the theta roles as referring, and the NPs that they are assigned 
to as 'conditioning' that reference. Coreference, 'linking,' and the other binding theory relations 
would be relations among theta roles [which roughly correspond to referents] [instead of relations 
among NPs]." 
9 The linguistic data and observations on Hungarian encoded in the lexical characterizations to 
be discussed are partly evident, and partly due to researches in the 80's primarily in the framework of 
the Government and Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981). A book edited by Kiefer and E. Kiss (1994) 
provides a good summary on the latter part. 
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argument slots are filled with different objects, say, variables. The task of the syn-
tax-semantics interface (2.1) is to substitute discourse referents for these variables. 
What depends on the grammatical relations of the sentence is which variables are 
to be replaced with the same discourse referent; and this question can be decided 
just on the basis of external relations, i.e. instances of co-predication (2.5). The 
underspecified DRS contains the information that somebody is named Mary, some-
body (a man) gets married, and somebody is a boyfriend, in addition to pieces of 
information that cannot be interpreted at this level.10 
( 4 ) ( b ) { M A R l ( V J ) , M A R R Y - A - W O M A N ( V 4 ) , A N ( V 5 ) , F O R M H R ( v 6 ) , B O Y F R I E N D p o s s ( v 7 , V 8 ) ( 
2.6. Lexical characterizations 
Instances of co-predication arc to be revealed on the basis of external relations, and 
it is the lexicon that mediates between the former and the latter. The characteriza-
tion that belongs to a lexical item is to contain the elementary DRS referred to by 
this item, on the one hand, and some kind of reference to the words in a potential 
sentence with which they are to stand in external relations, on the other. Each exter-
nal relation "predicted" in the morpholcxical characterization which is found in an 
actual sentence explicitly refers to a semantic relation, i.e. an instance of co-prcdi-
cation. It is in this way that the lexicon ensures compositionality. 
First of all, however, let us consider the lexical characterizations in the order 
of the words in the sentence to be analyzed. 
( 5 ) ( a ) M A R I ( V 3 ) 
'Mari-dat: <t3> 
CAT.N.PROPN(t3), LEG.REF.SPEC.DEF(t3), MOR.CASE.DAT(t3), iNT.STRESS(t3) 
The inflected word Marinak 'Mari-dat' is characterized as follows. As for its cate-
gory (CAT), it is a noun (N), and specifically a proper noun (PROPN). What makes 
it legitimate (LEG) in a sentence (Alberti 1997a) is that it is a referential expres-
sion (REF), and specifically specific (SPEC) and, moreover, definite (DEF). As for 
morphology (MÓR), it is marked with the dative (DAT) case (CASE). Finally, as for its 
intonational (INT) state, its actual occurrence is stressed (STRESS). 
1 0 I follow Kamp Reyle (1993) in treating proper names as predicates, which is often regard-
ed as an objectionable practice unless it is made clear that the predicate in question semantically 
requires uniqueness and guarantees rigidity. In GASG, these conditions are satisfied in the course of 
the embedding of the semantic content of the sentence in the gigantic DRS that serves as the hearer's 
information state. It is at that level, too, that the uninterpretable pieces of information mentioned begin 
to function. 
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( 5 ) ( b ) M A R R Y - A - W O M A N ( V 4 ) 
. -, 4 4 4 marryawoman-3sg: <t ; ..., t 3 , t 3 1 > 
CAT.V.lNTR(t4), FiNiTE(t4), iNT.STRESS(t4), rec[INT.STRESS(t4)], 
CAT.N(t4 3 1), MOR.CASE.NOM(t 4 3 | ) , rec[INT.STRESS(t4 3 1)], 
MOR.PER.3(t431), MOR.NUM.SG(t43|), 
LEG(t4 3) , ~SYN.PREC(t 4 3 | , t43), SYN.NEAR(t 4 3 , t4 3 1) , ... 
The lexical characterization of the finite (FINITE) intransitive verb (CAT.V.INTR) 
provides more information on the grammar. In addition to its own word (marked 
with t4), there are references to other words to be found in its sentence. In this frag-
mentary analysis only the subject is discussed." 
Let us go on from row to row. The third formula in rl means that the actual 
occurrence of this word is stressed (previous footnote!) while the similar fourth for-
mula declares the general fact that being stressed is the default state of this verb or, 
in other words, it is a recessive condition on it, which can be overridden (e.g. in a 
focused sentence). 
Rows 2-3 provide information on a noun (r2.1), marked with t 4 ^ , which is in 
Nominative (r2.2) and stressed as a default (r2.3). Further, it is to be a 3sg noun (r3). 
The potential word marked with t43 might seem to be a more mysterious thing. It 
is the word that legitimize (r4.1) the nominal element, which would remain predicative 
otherwise, viz. it manifests the requirement that the subject is to be referential. It would 
play the role of D in a DP in a transformational generative framework. An article can 
play this role in a sentence, but it may also occur that a proper noun plays both the role 
of the determiner (f*3) and that of the noun (t43i). Conditions r4.2-3 show that both 
cases have been taken into consideration: the potential noun does not precede the poten-
tial determiner and is near to it. These syntactic conditions are to be interpreted in the 
case of a separate determiner as follows: the noun immediately follows the determiner. 
( 5 ) ( c ) A N ( V 5 ) 
'a(n) : <t5; t 5 ,> 
CAT.DET.ART.IND(t5), LEG.REF.NON-SPEC(t5) , 
~INT.STRESS(t5) , ~lNT.STRESS(t5), 
CAT.N(t5 ,), SYN.PREC(t5 , t5 , ) , SYN.NEAR(t 5 , t5 , ) , MOR.NUM.SG(t 5 , ) 
The third word is an indefinite article ( r l . l ) , which is ambiguous (in Hungarian) 
wrt. specificity. This particular one here is assumed to be the non-specific version 
11 A few remarks are required at this point. See the Notes on lexical characterizations in 
G A S G in the Appendix. 
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(rl.2), which has a separate lexical characterization (which is, naturally, closely 
related to that of the specific version in the morpholcxical inheritance network (see 
footnote 11 ). Condition rl.2 also shows that this word is able to ensure a referen-
tial legitimacy to a nominal expression. 
The funny second row says that this article is to be unstressed (in a grammati-
cal sentence) (r2.1), and its actual occurrence is unstressed indeed. Otherwise, a 
sequence of words can be judged to be ungrammatical without delay. 
An article requires the presence of a noun: t 5 | refers to this potential noun 
(r3.1). The own word is to precede the noun (r3.2), which is required to be in sin-
gular (r3.4). Condition r3.3 is to be interpreted roughly as follows: the article is to 
be as 'near ' to the noun as possible but if another word is dominantly required to 
be near to the noun then this latter word is to be inserted between the article and the 
noun (1 mean an adjective). 
( 5 ) ( d ) FORMER(v ( ' ) 
'former: <t('; t6 ,> 
CAT.A(t6), 
CAT.N(t( ' |). SYN.PRECtt6, t6 ,), dom[SYN.NEAR(t6 , t6,)], ... 
The (attributive) adjective (rl) requires the presence of a noun (r2.1), which follows 
it (r2.2). The requirement that the potential noun is to be near to the own word of 
the adjective (r2.3) is a dominant requirement, which is the expression of the obser-
vation that an adjective inserts between the article and the noun in a Hungarian DP, 
as has been mentioned just in the previous paragraph. 
( 5 ) ( e ) BOYFRIEND p o s s (v 7 , v") 
7 7 7 
'boyfriend-poss3sg: <t ; t t ц> 
C A T . N ( t 7 ) , MOR.CASF.NOM(t 7 ) , 
LEG(t7 , ) , CAT.N(t7 n) , ~SYN.PREC(t7 , , , t7 ,) , SYN.NEAR(t7 , , , t7 ,) , 
7 7 7 
MOR.PHRS.3(t ), MOR.NUM.SG(t ), MOR.PERS.3(t 
[MOR.CASE.NOM(t7 | | ) v MOR.CASE.DAT(t7 n)] 
dom[MOR.CASE.NOM(t7 , , ) => (SYN.PREC(t 7 n , t7) & SYN.NEAR(t 7 n , t7))], 
rec[MOR.CASE.DAT(t7 n) => (SYN.PREC(t 7 n , t7) & SYN.NEAR(t7 , , , t7))], ... 
The last word is a noun again (r l . l ) marked with the nominative case (rl.2). Due to 
its possessive suffix, its lexical charactcrization contains reference to a DP (in con-
ventional terms), viz. both a determiner (t7i) and a noun ( t7n) are required (r2.1-2). 
The determiner is to precede the noun and to be as near to it as possible unless they 
coincide (r2.3—4). The own word belongs to the possession, which is in 3sg (r3.1—2). 
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The potential possessor is required to be in its third person form, which is indicated 
by the possessive suffix. The number of the possessor is not determined. The com-
plex formula in r4 says that the possessor is required to be marked with either nom-
inative or dative. The (even more complex) last two formulas contain the informa-
tion that the possessor immediately precedes the possession as a default but other fac-
tors (e.g. topicalization) may override this requirement if, and only if, the possessor 
appears in its dative form. Thus the external relation between possession and pos-
sessor in Hungarian is primarily encoded by morphological features. 
2.7. Semantic relations and conglomerates of external means 
It is worth mentioning at this point an advantage of the homogeneous representa-
tion of different kinds of external grammatical features (2.2): it is expressed explic-
itly that an external relation between two words is encoded by a structured con-
glomerate of pieces of information of different external kinds (syntactic, morpho-
logical, intonational, etc.). In this approach the difference between languages wrt. 
the correspondence of different conglomerates of external information to a fixed 
semantic relation can be regarded as an irrelevant superficial difference (e.g. the 
difference between configurational and non-configurationa! languages). What is 
relevant is that there must be enough information for the appropriate indication of 
external, and hence semantic, relations. 
I hypothesize that there is a (presumably universal) set of semantic relations on 
the one hand, and there is an (also presumably universal) set of external relations 
on the other, and languages realize different mappings from one to the other, or 
rather, there is a mapping, for each language, from semantic relations to sets ('con-
glomerates') of external relations. This picture shows "the fundamental, or we 
might say, 'material' unity of different means of language" (Szépe 1964) where 
immediate syntactic relations (actual word order) do not seem to play a distin-
guished role. They are prepared to cooperate with non-syntactic external relations 
within a language and to encode a semantic relation encoded by non-syntactic rela-
tions in another language. This homogeneous model of external relations promises 
a grammar characterized by a flexible interaction of syntactic, morphological, into-
national, categorial, etc. information, all these stored in the lexicon.12 
1 2 This homogeneous model of external relations differs from that of Lexical Functional 
Grammar (LFG; e.g. Bresnan 1982; Wescoat 1987; Bresnan Kanerva 1989). In LFG it is established 
that external structures vary across languages while internal [semantic] structures are largely invari-
ant across languages, and this observation has led them to the conclusion that the amount of trans-
parency [the idea that the internal and external structures must have the same form] might vary with 
the language type. This conclusion is undesirable from a metatheoretical point of view because it 
implies that the child's task in the course of language acquisition may differ in difficulty, or at least in 
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2.8. Compositional correspondence between GASG and simple DRSs 
The parallel two systems of equations below serve as a formal demonstration of the 
compositional correspondence between GASG and simple DRSs. Let us consider 
the equations from row to row. The left column shows the satisfaction of the envi-
ronmental requirements described in the lexical characterizations discussed above, 
i.e. the assignment of actual words to the potential ones. 
(6) t43 = t5 v4 = v5 
t 4 , , = t 7 V4 = v7 
t43 has been characterized in (5b) as a determiner-like element (r4.1) that precedes 
(r4.2) a noun marked with Norn. (r2.1-2). The indefinite article whose own word is 
t5 (5c) meets this description. Hence, there is an external relation between the verb 
and the indefinite article, which corresponds to their semantic relation in the right 
column. The content of this relation is that 'a non-specific entity gets married.' This 
piece of information will be relevant in the course of the embedding of the imme-
diate semantic content of the sentence in the hearer's information state. 
t43i is required to be a 3sg noun marked with the nominative case (5b). 
Obviously, the own word of the boyfriend in (5e) meets these requirements. Hence, 
the argument slot of the verb and the first argument slot of the possession are occu-
pied by the same referent, i.e. these two words are co-predicative. The semantic 
content is straightforward here: it is the boyfriend that gets married. 
t5] is the noun in singular form that is preceded by the indefinite article (5c). 
What has already been known is corroborated: 'an' and 'boyfriend' are co-predica-
tive. Thus the non-specific person is a boyfriend. 
t6] is characterized as a noun just after the adjective (5d). This noun is the 
boyfriend again. Hence, 'former' and 'boyfriend' stand in the co-predication rela-
tion. The precise interpretation of this relation requires implicit lexical information 
nature. My homogeneous theory predicts, however, that there is no difference between immediate syn-
tactic relations and non-syntactic external relations in either respect, including transparency. It is not 
more (or less) difficult to grasp a syntactic external relation than a non-syntactic one. Nor is it more 
(or less) difficult for the child to learn the former kind of means than the latter kind. Babarczy's ( 1996) 
cross-linguistic research on language acquisition corroborates this hypothesis derived from the theo-
ry: it is not true at all that syntactic means are easier to learn than morphological means. English chil-
dren are good at the former whereas Hungarian children at the latter. 
.7 
.7 .3 
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in the course of the embedding of the sentence in the hearer's information state 
since it cannot be regarded as a simple conjunction: 'x is boyfriend and x is former'. 
t7l and t 7 | ] are characterized as a determiner and a noun marked with nomi-
native or dative, respectively (5e). The proper name in dative ('Mari-dat') is suit-
able for both roles (5b). Hence, the definite person named Mari is to be selected as 
the possessor of the boyfriend. A precise and realistic characterization of the pos-
sessive construction, as usual, requires implicit encyclopedic information. 
After summarizing the results concerning semantic relations (7), the under-
specified DRS in (4a) above can be replaced with a DRS (8) that can serve as an 
input of the process in the course of which the semantic content of the sentence is 
embedded in the hearer's information state. 
( 7 ) v 3 = v 8 = v 9 = r m ( M a r i ) 
v 4 = V j = v ( , = v 7 = r s ( t h e m a n t h a t g e t s m a r r i e d ) 
( 8 ) [ M A R l ( r m ) . MARRY-A-WOMAN(r s) , A N ( r s ) , FORMER(r s) , BOYFRIEND p o s s ( r s , r m ) } 
3. Information states 
This section is devoted to the demonstration of an attempt to construct a realistic 
model of the hearer's information state ( 1.4.11, 1.5) and the embedding of the 
content of discourses in this structure from sentence to sentence. I am going to 
argue that it is an indispensable task of dynamic semantics. One reason is that cer-
tain features of a sentence cannot be interpreted without considering the hearer's 
lexical knowledge, cultural or encyclopedic knowledge, or the knowledge supposed 
to be common to speaker and hearer due to their long acquaintance (1.3). Another 
reason is that it is the cost of returning to Kamp's (1981) original intuition, i.e. 
DRSs are small partial models, instead of accepting their uncertain theoretical sta-
tus in present approaches (Kamp-Reyle 1993). It is worth that cost, however, to 
construct a level of representation like this because it enables us to capture relations 
among referents, propositions and possible worlds in so effective a way that sheds 
new light on stubborn problems of dynamic semantics. 
3.1. Lexicon, referents, worlds 
Let us scrutinize the arguments in support of the elaboration of the level of repre-
sentation mentioned above as the hearer's information state. 
The starting-point according to the logic of this article is that the introduction of log-
ical connectives into DRSs in the course of the extension of the theory to new linguistic 
areas creates a confusion about the theoretical status of DRSs, which is also relevant to the 
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possibility for constructing a strictly compositional syntactic counterpart to them (details 
in 3.1.3), An alternative might be to insist on regarding DRSs as small partial models, 
whose intricate system of connections is to be given a separate level of representation. 
Another observation provides a key to an appropriate determination of this level. 
As was mentioned above, certain features of a sentence cannot be interpreted without 
considering particular pieces of the hearer's lexical, cultural, cncyclopcdic, or inter-
personal knowledge. Obviously, they do not come from a discourse consisting of a 
few sentences but from a source that can be regarded as the hearer's information state. 
Thus the content of a discourse is to be embedded in this information state (from sen-
tence to sentence), instead of assigning an independent representation to the discourse. 
In this approach a hearer is supposed to build a single gigantic DRS during his/her life, 
which is not a simple one, of course, but richly structured. It may enable us to reflect 
in some way structures of different speakers' different texts and the two-directional 
transfer of information between discourses that a hearer participates in and his/her 
knowledge: on the one hand, discourses feed information to the hearer's information 
state and, on the other, the old knowledge stored there is required to produce coherent 
interpretation of a discourse. Thus the hearer's infonnation state can serve as a repre-
sentation in which and by which discourses can be interpreted. 
Another possibility provided by a level like this concerns a uniform represen-
tation and adequate arrangement of different sorts of information (lexical, cultur-
al/encyclopedic, interpersonal, etc.), which are to be available at the same time in 
the course of the interpretation of a discourse (see Appendix). 
Furthermore, the definition of the hearer's information state suggests an 
approach to the encyclopedic and interpersonal data (often required by the calcula-
tion of the coherent interpretation of discourses; 1.3, 3.1.3.5-6) which is not so 
hopeless than regarding them as a huge data base. It is often held by linguists that 
phenomena whose explication requires encyclopedic data or other non-lexical sorts 
of data do not belong to semantics, or do not belong to linguistics at all. A straight-
forward reason for this approach is that lexical data can still be thought of as such 
that can be collected and arranged in a finite lexicon whereas non-lexical knowl-
edge amounts to knowledge about an entire culture and perhaps the whole lives of 
the speaker's and the hearer's. Theoretically, the hearer's information state is to 
include this knowledge but in the present approach the linguist's task is not to fill 
it up with data but to construct the structure that makes it possible for the informa-
tion content of discourses to be fed to it. Both lexical and non-lexical data come 
from discourses and are stored in the same form as discourses are represented.13 
13 1 have adopted here some principle of Homogeneity of Lexical and Discourse Representations, 
which Kálmán ( 1990) attributes to Bartsch (1987, 2). See also Kálmán - Szabó (1990). 
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Finally I would like to mention a promising property of the structure of the 
hearer's information state as will be defined here, which can be elucidated by com-
paring it with a traditional predicate logical system. Referent-like objects (I mean 
individual constants and variables), relation (predicate) names, and worlds are 
defined separately. In the course of the definition of the hearer's information state, 
however, these three structured sets, together with the set of propositions, are deter-
mined by simultaneous recursion. Thus these sets will permanently be defined 
depending on each other. This construction is an effective explicit generalization of 
the traditional predicate logic, in a spirit inspired by (the early version of) DRT 
(Kamp 1981). Instead of two sorts of individual terms, for instance, as many dif-
ferent sorts of referents will be at our disposal as many worlds have been defined. 
Informally speaking, a referent that 'belongs to' a world plays the role of a constant 
in that world while looks like a variable from (certain) other worlds. 
The following definition, which still resembles a fragment of that of a tradi-
tional predicate logic, is the basis of the definition of the hearer's information state. 
The remarks about parts of the former definition serve as preparation for the fairly 
complicated latter one. 
D2 Suppose Pk is a finite (or empty) set for every natural number к (к = 0, 1,2, ...), called the set of 
k-ary lexical relation names. Let P denote their union: u |P, : i = 0, 1,2, . . .}, the set of lexical 
relation names. Suppose further that R is a denumerably infinite set, called the set of referents, 
and W is also a denumerably infinite set, that of worlds. 
I would like to make a few remarks about the definition. 
3.1,1. Lexicon 
P is a huge lexicon where also such abstract items can be found as the focus oper-
ator or lexical items corresponding to, say, locative prepositions or inflections in 
language, in accordance with an attempt to consider semantic relations as instances 
of co-predication (Appendix). Elements of Pk refer to k-place relations. If p e Pk, 
and Г], r2, ..., rk are referents from R, then the expression '<Г], r2, ..., rk > e p' is a 
well-formed proposition: we claim that these referents (in this order) stand in the 
relation denoted by p. The expression '<r j , r2, ..., rk > e p' (which will often be 
written as 'p(rj, r2, ..., rk )') is not a relation, only an instance of a relation, or a 
predication of certain referents' standing in a relation. The relation itself is a set of 
k-tuples of referents, i.e. a subset of Rk. It is relevant that in traditional model-the-
oretic semantics a model is supposed to store total information on relations (each 
k-tuple of referents is known to be inside or outside a k-place relation), whereas the 
hearer's information state in my approach typically contains partial information on 
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relations.14 The application of traditional models as information states 
(Groencndijk-Stokhof 1990, Kamp-Rcyle 1993) is an anachronistic relic of truth-
conditional semantics in dynamic semantics, or at least a temporary situation, 
which results in such consequences as claiming that an assertion, say Peter loves 
Mary, is only a test to the hearer (i.e. (s)hc is only able to judge its truth value but 
cannot embed its information content in his/her information state). 
The elements of P are assumed here to be real lexical units of a language. As 
for major syntactic categories, nouns denote one-place relations, adjectives and 
adverbs denote one- or two-place relations, and verbs denote k-place relations 
where к ranges from 0 to 5. A proposition formed with a 0-place relation (e.g. 
havazik 'it snows') plays the role of an atomic statement in a partial model.15 
3.1.2. Referents 
The set R of referents is supposed to be similar to Landman's (1986) pegs: before 
use they contain no information, they are only carriers of information. 
As is illustrated by the examples below, the relation among referents and 
propositions is two-directional: on the one hand, propositions can be constructed 
from referents (by combining them with lexical relation names) and, on the other, 
referents can be constructed from (or rather, assigned to) propositions. 
(9) (a) The boy loves a pretty girl. He admitted it to her. His friend was surprised by it. 
(b) r 3 = (BOY(r,), LOVE(F|, r : ) , PRETTY(r2), GiRt.(r2)l 
r 4 = (ADMiT(r,, r 3 , r 2 )} 
lBE_SURPRlSED_AT(r5, r 4 ) , FRIEND(r5, Г, >} 
1 4 'Partial information on a relation' is simply a relation in a mathematical sense. Its partial 
character manifests itself only in its interpretation. ' < r b r2 , . . . , rk > e q' does not necessarily mean that 
the given referents do not stand in relation q. What this formula means is that the hearer does not still 
know whether these referents stand in the given relation, or not. Hence, '<Г|, r2 rk > € q ' and '<Г|, 
ь ..., rk > e not-q' is a contradiction, as usual, where not-q is the relation that belongs to the nega-
tion of the expression that belongs to relation q. However, '<r ( , r 2 , . . . , r k > i q' and ' < r b r2 , . . . , rk > £ 
not-q' is not a contradiciton but only the expression of a fact that the hearer does not still know 
whether the given referents stand in the given relation, or not. Thus, relations q and not-q are to 
defined separately. 
1 5 This paper is not about language acquisition (or the evolution of languages) so the set of lex-
ical relation names used in the course of the recursive definition of the hearer 's information state is 
assumed to be a fix subset of P. Nevertheless, it is not excluded to assume that the hearer's 'active 
vocabulary' expands via, say, substituting p(r, L r ' 2 , ..., r 2 h r2 2 , ..., ..., r k h rk 2 , ...), where p is a new 
element of the set of lexical relation names, for the DRS ( р Ч н 1 . r ' 2 . •••). P2(r2 i , r2 2 , ...), ..., p k ( r k , , 
rk->, ...)} where each p' belongs to an earlier stage of the hearer's vocabulary. 
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The first sentence demonstrates the typical case, which can be represented by even 
the simplest version of predicate logic, when persons or things are referred to, and 
something is asserted of them. In the second sentence the pronoun it refers to the 
proposition constructed on the basis of the first sentence (and not a person or a 
thing). Notice that this special referent does not differ from entity-type referents 
wrt. the occupation of argument slots of lexical relation names. It is asserted of two 
simple referents and the one that refers to a DRS that they stand in a certain rela-
tion. And a pronoun in the third sentence can refer to this DRS, the one expressed 
by the second sentence, again... The definition of the hearer's information state can 
capture this mutual relation between referents and propositions due to the technique 
of simultaneous recursion. 
The famous example below also illustrates a case where certain referents' 
standing in a certain relation is referred to. The new element is that the DRS 
referred to is a complex one in the sense that it expresses a relation between two 
simple DRSs, marked with r1 and r2 here. According to the definition of the hear-
er's information state, the merchant's referent 'belongs to' another world than the 
farmer's one and the donkey's one (in a sense to be discussed precisely). What is 
demonstrated here is that even a DRS in whose construction different worlds have 
been involved can be referred to. 
( 1 0 ) ( a ) I f a f a r m e r o w n s a d o n k e y , HE s e l l s IT t o a m e r c h a n t . 
r ° = < r ' , r 2 > 
w h e r e r 1 = ]FARM E R ( r ' , ) , o w N ( r ' | , r ' 2 ) , DONKEY(H 2 ) } , a n d 
r 2 = { S E L L ( r ' | , r ' 2 , r 2 , ) , MERCHANT)R 2 J ) } 
(b) ... Mary is surprised at THIS S T R A N G E C U S T O M . 
To sum up, not only the construction of DRSs and worlds arc based on referents but 
also that of referents is often based on DRSs and worlds. The hearer's information 
state is an effective means to truly reflect the intricate system of relations among ref-
erents, propositions, and worlds, due to its being defined by simultaneous recursion. 
3.1.3. Worlds 
The hearer's information state contains a subset of the set W of worlds, furnished 
with a structure, a partial order. They enable the hearer to store separately knowl-
edge about the actual state of affairs, the past, the future, and the culture, canonical 
scenarios, lexical and encyclopedic units of knowledge, assumptions on the back-
ground knowledge of different speakers, as well as beliefs, wishes, and uncertain 
information that comes from other people. Members of the set W of worlds are sim-
ilar to pegs, as well as referents, in that they are only carriers of information. 
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Before use they are empty, and the hearer feeds information to them. They are 
essentially represented as DRSs. They are frozen discourses whereas actual dis-
courses arc constructed from up-to-datcd fragments of stored worlds.16 
Below I am reviewing the data, mainly famous examples of discourse seman-
tics embedded in a sketchy history of a particular direction line, which have moti-
vated the world structure involved in the definition of the hearer's information 
state. 
3.1.3.1. Truth-conditional model-theoretic semantics 
The simple two-sentence discourse in (11) is a popular starting-point of papers on 
discourse semantics (e.g. Groenendijk-Stokhof 1990). 
(11) Л man walks in the park. HE whistles. 
It demonstrates why truth-conditional semantics based on total models is unsatis-
factory. Meaning in that model lies in truth conditions. The meaning of the first 
sentence thus equals the set of models where it is true. And it is true in models 
where there is at least one man walking in the park. What entity docs he in the sec-
ond sentence refer to then? Obviously, a male person should be looked for in the 
model. The theory predicts that unless exactly one male person can be found in the 
model, the discourse is ungrammatical. Although there may be more men in the 
model, the discourse is undoubtedly correct. 
3.1.3.2. Dynamic semantics: small partial models 
This simple phenomenon has led some researchers to say that "...the meaning of a 
sentence does not lie in its truth conditions but rather in the way it changes (the rep-
resentation of) the information of the interpreter" (Groenendi jk-Stokhof 1989). This 
idea is the cornerstone of dynamic semantics. One way to implement it is to create 
small partial models for discourses (Kamp 1981; Kamp-Rcylc 1993; Heim 1982; 
1983). In the partial model that can be associated with the first sentence of dis-
course (11), there is exactly one man, even if the speaker himself thinks that there 
are more men in the park. The pronoun he straightforwardly refers to the unique 
man in the small partial model. This approach is based on a special representation 
of partials models, called discourse representation structures (DRS), and hence 
the entire theory is often called a representational semantics. 
1 6 Here I would like to acknowledge the influence of an unpublished work by Kálmán, Polos, 
and Szabó ( 1989), which contains principles and ideas that are similar to recent ideas in DRT (Kamp 
Reyle 1993, Kamp Rossdeutscher 1994; see also Kálmán 1990, Kálmán Szabó 1990). 
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DRSs also provide a solution to the problem of the famous donkey sentences: 
(12) (a) If a farmer owns a donkey, HE beats IT. 
(b) If A farmer owns A donkey, HE beats IT. *HE hates IT. 
(13) (a) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats IT. 
(b) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats rr. *He hates IT. 
There is no evident solution available in traditional truth-conditional theories 
since a farmer may own more donkeys in the case of (12-13a); and which one has 
been referred to by the pronoun it in the second clause then? The discourse repre-
sentational solution is really attractive. A small partial model should be construct-
ed with a farmer and a donkey owned by him, and another one in which the farmer 
of the first model beats the donkey of the first model (Kamp-Reyle 1993): 
(13) (c) <<{x,y) , (farmer(x), donkey(y), own(x,y)}> => <{ }, )beat(x,y}>> 
This complex DRS predicts (correctly) that sentence (12a) is true if the truth of the 
first subordinate DRS always implies the truth of the second subordinate DRS, and 
the truth value of the former should be checked for each <farmer, donkey> pairs. 
The crucial point here is that it is irrelevant how many times a certain farmer takes 
part in <farmer,donkey> pairs, i.e. how many donkeys particular farmers have. 
The intuition is excellent but the use of the conditional symbol (=>) creates a 
confusion about the status of DRS. Is it a partial model,17 i.e. a semantic object, or 
a formula of a predicate logical language,18 hence a syntactic object? This theoret-
ical uncertainty entails other problems, that of compositionality, for instance. In 
Section 2 I argued against a categorical refusal (Grocncndijk-Stokhof 1990) of the 
possibility of a syntax relative to which the construction of simple DRSs is com-
positional. 
Therefore the introduction of complex DRSs and the attribution of a double 
character to them seem to be an unfavorable tendency. We should return to the 
(compositional) partial model interpretation and find another way to capture rela-
tions between DRSs. I have argued that this way is through a DRS-like representa-
tion of the hearer's information state. Thus what I suggest is that, instead of asso-
1 7 "DRSs are partial information structures, not only in that they will typically assert the exis-
tence of only a small portion of the totality of individuals that arc supposed to exist in the worlds of 
which they intend to speak, but also in that they will specify only some of the properties and relations 
of those individuals whose existence they do assert." (Kamp - Reyle 1993) 
1 8 "...each DRS can be regarded as a formula of [first-order] predicate logic in disguise a dis-
guise, moreover, that neither is nor is intended to be a particularly effective one." (Kamp - Reyle 1993) 
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ciating a discourse with a complex DRS consisting of a logically structured set of 
simple DRSs, we should rather embed simple DRSs in the hearer's information 
state one by one, where they are assimilated by a partially ordered set of worlds. 
This latter structure is intended to substitute for logical connectives. 
I argue that certain lexical items in the sentence to be processed (e.g. articles, 
connectives, tense and aspect, etc.) arc responsible for the successful implementa-
tion of this assimilation. They control the embedding of a discourse (from sentence 
to sentence) in the hearer's information state. Their contribution to the extension of 
the amount of information at the hearer's disposal manifests itself in their dis-
course organizing capacity.19 
3.1.3.3. Dynamic Predicate Logic: no representations 
Another way to solve problems with the uncertain status of DRSs is to dispense 
with them and return to a more conventional predicate logic. Groenendijk and 
Stokhof (1989; 1990)20 have supplied certain logical connectives with a limited 
dynamic power, and at this cost they have managed to save formulas in their orig-
inal predicate logical shape: 
(11) 3x[man(x) & w a l k i n t h e p a r k ( x ) ] & whistle(x) 
(12) 3x[farmer(y) & 3y[donkey(y) & own(x,y)]] -» beat(x,y) 
(13) Vx[[farmer(x) & 3y[donkey(y) & own(x,y)]] -> bcat(x.y)] 
The original problem was that the highlighted variables above arc free occurrences, 
and there was no technique to force them to take the same values as the earlier 
bound occurrences of the same variables. This problem was not only a technical 
one but had something to do with totality of models. It is not at all sure that the 
value of X or у (a man or a donkey) that have been found to verify the given exis-
tential formula is really the one that also verifies the formula with the free occur-
rence of the given variable. The authors mentioned above applied an approach 
1 9 Obviously, the hearer's information state itself also affects the process of the embedding of 
sentences. It is partly the hearer that will decide (unconsciously) what to do with a discourse; which 
I find a realistic picture. Misunderstanding, for instance, a typical source of humor in comedies, is 
based on this fact: participants of conversations associate certain expressions with different referents. 
(Naturally, a speaker's referents always differ from another speaker's referents. Nevertheless, certain 
referents seem to refer to the same entity in the real world, say, a person.) 
2 0 1 would like to mention again that there are other sorts of attempts to return to more con-
ventional principles of logic (e.g. Heim 1990), too. As what is focused on here is how to get rid of 
certain theoretical problems with DRT, and what is the consequence of the introduction of the means 
offered, a detailed comparison between DRT and more conventional alternatives would go beyond the 
scope of this paper. 
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known from the semantics of programming languages: they have defined certain 
logical connectives, viz. &, 3 and -A, so that after verifying (certain parts of) the 
formula created by them the last value they have taken must be retained. Due to this 
dynamic power, the bold face variables above must be corcferential with their ear-
lier bound occurrences. 
It should be emphasized that only the three logical connectives mentioned are 
supplied with dynamic power and, moreover, the conditional (—>) has only an inter-
nal dynamic power, meaning that in a formula ф — t h e variables of ф are to be iden-
tified with those of \|/, but later these values must not be retained. Conjunction (&), 
however, is both internally and externally dynamic: in a formula ф—>vj/ the variables 
of ф are to be identified with those of \j/, and then these values must be retained. 
The data below in (11)-(14) provide evidence in support of this variation of 
predicate logic: 
(11) (a) A man walks in the park. HE whistles. 
(b) A man walks in the park. HE whistles. HE is happy. 
(c) It is not the case that a man walks in the park. *HE whistles 
(12) (a) If a farmer owns a donkey, HE beats IT. 
(b) If a farmer owns a donkey, HE beats IT. *HE hates IT. 
(13) (a) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats l'r. 
(b) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats rr. * He hates IT. 
(14) Every farmer owns A donkey. *HE beats IT. 
In the case of conjunction (which is externally as well as internally dynamic) 
even the pronoun in the third sentence in ( l ib ) has inherited the referent of 'a man' 
in the first sentence and that o f ' h e ' in the second one. (Static) negation (11c) can-
not extend the referent of 'a man' in the first sentence to that of 'he' in the second 
one. In the case of the conditional formulas, which are only internally dynamic, 
variables of the second clause, but not those of the third clause (which is the sec-
ond sentence), are able to accept earlier values (12). Finally, the universal quanti-
fier has no dynamic power ( 14). 
Thus the basic idea is that certain logical connectives (&, 3 and —>) ensure 
passing on values of bound variables (a possibility not available in traditional pred-
icate logic). 
3.1.3.4. Modal subordination 
Two kinds of problems seem to arise. (14b, d) illustrate cases where values are 
passed on that have been predicted not to be able to be passed on. Whereas in 
( 16)-( 17) in 3.1.3.5 values that have never been taken seem to have been passed on. 
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(14) (a) Every farmer owns A donkey. *HE beats IT. 
(b) Every player chooses a pawn. HE puts IT on square one. 
(c) Harvey courts A girl at every convention. * S H E is very pretty. 
(d) Harvey courts A girl at every convention. SHE is usually very pretty. 
(e) Jancsi hal-at akar fog-ni. *Lát-od (л IIAL-AT) innen? 
John fish-acc want-3sg catch-inf sce-2sg-def the fish-acc from-here 
'John wants to catch a fish. *Do you see IT / THE FISH from here?' 
(f) Mari gazdag ember-hez akar feleség-ül men-ni. Bankár kell legy-en (minimum)! 
Mari rich man-to want-3sg wife-as go-lnf banker must be-imp-3sg minimally 
'Mary wants to marry a rich man. HE must be a banker 
(g) Bár len-nc Mari-nak autó-ja! *Pétcr is fog-ja vezet-ni (AZ AUTÓ-T). 
I wish be-cond-3sg Mari-gen car-poss-3sg Péter also be-fut-3sg-def drive-inf the car-acc 
'I wish Mary had a car. *Peter will drive it too.' 
(h) Bár len-nc Mari-nak autó-ja! Péter is vezet-het-né (AZ AUTÓ-T) . 
l wish be-cond-3sg Mari-gen car-poss-3sg Péter also drivc-can-cond-3sg-dcf the car-acc 
'I wish Mary had a car. Peter could drive rr / THE CAR TOO.' 
(i) Az-t hisz-em, Pétcr-nck van autó-ja. '"''Most a ház mögött van (AZ AUTÓ). 
that-acc believe-lsg-def Péter-gen is car-poss-3sg now the house behind is the car 
'I suppose Peter has a car. ' "Now it is behind the house.' 
(j) Az-t hisz-em, Péter-nek van autó-ja. Feltehetőleg most a ház mögött van (AZ AUTÓ). 
that-acc believe-lsg-def Péter-gen is car-poss-3sg presumably now the house behind is the car 
'I suppose Peter has a car. Now IT/THE CAR is presumably behind the house. (I guess...)' 
In (14b) the second sentence is held to be acceptable due to the fact that a canoni-
cal scenario is described. In (14d) usually saves the second sentence by clarifying 
that an arbitrary convention is referred to.21 I agree with Karttunen (1976) that 
cases where universal quantification is involved (14a-d) are related to those where 
modal ( 14e-h) or non-factive ( 14i-j) verbs (expressions) are involved.22 The com-
mon property is that non-actual worlds (of wishes, beliefs or possibilities) seem to 
have come into existence, whose referents can sometimes (second sentences) be 
Naturally, ( 14c) is unacceptable only with a reading where different girls arc courted. 
- - Hungarian translations of Karttuncn's (1976) examples make things clearer because in 
Hungarian specific indefinite (e.g. egv halat 'a fish.acc') and non-specific (e.g. halat 'fish.acc') nom-
inal expressions can be distinguished (by using a determiner, on the one hand, or choosing a bare nom-
inal expression, on the other) whereas in the original examples these two readings interfere with each 
other. I lungarian thus have a richer system of external means in this area, or rather, a different system, 
which lacks, however, forms like 'no car' ('Peter has no car'). 1 regard this phenomenon as a further 
example of different mappings from semantic relations to sets of external relations (where determin-
er use co-operates with verb selection: halat (*meg)fog vs. (meg)fog egv halat 'fish.acc (*pre-
verb)+catch' vs. '(preverb)+catch a fish.acc.' 
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referred to, and sometimes cannot. Certain sentential adverbials or modal expres-
sions in the second sentences (usually, must, could, presumably, guess) help make 
these sentences acceptable, that is, to enter non-actual worlds (called modal sub-
ordination by Roberts 1989), due to their discourse organizing capacity. 
Grocnendijk and Stokhof (1989; 1990) argue that what is required is an exter-
nally dynamic version of conditional, in addition to the only internally dynamic 
version. Moreover, as shown by ( 15b—c) below, sometimes the speaker seems to use 
an externally dynamic version of negation ~ (instead of the static one), and a both 
internally and externally dynamic version of disjunction v (instead of the static one): 
( 15) (a) If a client turns up, you treat HIM politely. You offer HIM a cup of coffee and ask HIM to wait. 
(b) It is not true that John does not own a car. IT is red and IT is parked in front of the house. 
(c) Either there is no bathroom here, or IT is in a funny place. In any case, IT is not on the first floor. 
There arc no technical obstacles to elaborating a version of predicate logic like this but 
it will have a too great generative power.23 Furthermore, this approach suggests a strat-
egy in the course of which, in cases like those of the two-sentential discourses exam-
ined, the speaker ought to decide, when he utters the first sentence, which version of 
the alternative logical connectives to use (the dynamic or the static one). I do not think 
that a speaker necessarily makes a decision in advance. He may decide on adding a bit 
later some further information on the non-actual world. He should do nothing else but 
to insert a special expression in the second sentence, which has a discourse organizing 
capacity for referring back to the non-actual world similar to that of anaphors. The 
hearer's task is to understand this special kind of reference to a world and to include 
the information content of the sentence to the non-actual world, instead of his earlier 
model. My definition of information states is a formulation of this approach. 
3.1.3.5. Encyclopedic knowledge 
The problem with ( 16)-( 17) is that values that have never been taken seem to have 
been passed on. 
( 16) (a) Joe got married yesterday. The priest spoke very harshly. 
(b) Joe got married yesterday. ???The dog barked very loudly. 
( 17) Ha 'Mari-nak 'nősül egy 'régi 'udvarló-ja. akkor 'fel-keres-i a 'menyasszony-t... 
if Mari-dat marryawoman-3sg an old suitor-poss3sg then prcfup-seek-3sg-dctDbi the fiancée-acc 
'If a former boyfriend of Mary's is getting married, she visits the fiancée...' 
(e.g. in order to talk to her about the man's bad habits) 
2 3 It can generate lots of unacceptable discourses (an observation due to Kálmán (p.c.)). 
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No priest or fiancée is mentioned in the first sentence of the corresponding dis-
course. What makes then the definite descriptions, usually held to be able to refer 
back to old information (known from earlier text or somewhere else) legitimate? 
Our cultural knowledge that a wedding can be associated with a well-defined 
fiancée and a well-defined priest (and this association is not necessarily a logical 
inference but only some kind of accessibility between lexical items (Kálmán 1990; 
Kálmán-Szabó 1990)). And this knowledge cannot be supposed to be stored any-
where else but in the hearer's information state. I argue that embedding sentences 
in information states where certain pieces of encyclopedic knowledge have been 
activated (as a consequence of a so far unsuccessful search for an antecedent to 
legitimize a definite description) is to be preferred to pumping lexical information 
into discourse representations. A comparison of (17) with (16) shows that alterna-
tive worlds are also suited for being fed with extra encyclopedic information. 
3.1.3.6. Common background knowledge 
Finally, the illustration below is intended to prove that the hearer's information 
state should contain a great number of alternative worlds. 
( 18) Speaker A/B/C, to hearer D: "I met Peter yesterday..." 
Suppose speaker A said the given sentence to hearer D a day before speaker В did, 
and speaker С said it to another person but hearer D happened to hear it. Suppose 
further that A works for the same company, and В lives in the same house, as D. It 
may occur that though the name Peter refers to three different persons, D as a hear-
er feels no uncertainty. It refers to a man at work in the first case, a neighbor in the 
second case, and someone unknown to D in the third case. 
How many persons named Peter then can be found in D's information state? 
There must be at least two. And how can he sclect the appropriate one in the course 
of a discourse? It should be assumed (again!) that the hearer uses three different 
partial worlds in the three cases. In the first case he selects a world that contains A's 
and his common background knowledge, in the second case: B's and his common 
background knowledge, whereas in the third case D presumably creates a new 
world. In the first two worlds each there is only one person with the name Peter24  
so D can easily find the appropriate referent. In the new world in the third case, D 
It is not excluded that there are more Peters in two persons' common background knowledge, 
while retaining that no problem arises with reference. The explanation lies in the fact that the com-
mon background knowledge itself consists of a great number of intricately related worlds. Out of 
which, however, there is a salient one with only a unique Peter, and the salience of this world also 
belongs to their common background knowledge. 
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will not begin to look for a person with the name Peter for he knows that the speak-
er does not suppose him to know the Peter in question. Hence, D introduces a new 
referent in the new world and waits for new pieces of information concerning this 
unknown Peter... 
Thus among the relevant factors are the discourse organizing capacity of prop-
er names, a rich system of alternative worlds to store information on the common 
background knowledge of different pairs of people, and the role that the hearer 
plays in a discourse. 
3.2. The hearer's information state 
Let us consider a set P of lexical relation names, a set R of referents and a set W 
of worlds. In what follows the hearer's information state is defined. 
3.2.1. Preliminary remarks 
The basis of the definition is simple: the hearer has referents and partial informa-
tion on relations between these referents. The role of referents is to indicate that 
certain pieces of information concern the same entity. 
The first complication, discussed in 3.1.2, is that referents are permanently 
mixing with statements about referents, yielding that the set R of referents and the 
set Q of statements about relations between referents below are not disjoint sets and 
they are to be defined by simultaneous recursion. It also has turned out that many 
referents refer not to entities of the real world but products of discourses. 
Another complication concerns worlds, thoroughly discussed in 3.1.3. Without a 
well-organized network of worlds, one could find nothing in his memory and the 
speaker could refer to nothing effectively. Here it is assumed that the relation between 
worlds is a strict partial order ('precede'),25 which is claimed to be enough for sub-
stituting for logical connectives. As was shown in 3.1.3.4, it is also relevant to the 
hearer which point of his world structure is just active. Thus a cursor is required that 
points to the active world. This world structure thus is like a Windows editor. 
The third complication concerns referents. It is a commonplace that definite 
descriptions (e.g. the hoy below), personal pronouns {he), and proper names {Peter) 
typically refer to old referents, supposed by the speaker to be contained by the 
hearer's information state, whereas an indefinite description {a pretty girl) triggers 
the introduction of a new referent, i.e. the application of an empty peg (Landman 
2 5 According to the definition of strict partial order (e.g. Partee et at. 1990), I. no world pre-
cedes itself (irreflexivity), II. if a world précédés another world, then the latter does not precede the 
former (asymmetry). III. if a world precedes a second world, which precedes a third one, then the 
first one also precedes the third one (transitivity). 
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1986). In the definition below this latter process is divided into (i) the introduction 
of an empty referent into the set R n e w o f ' n e w referents', and (ii) the assignment of 
an assertion to this referent, resulting in it leaving the set of new referents for the 
set Rold of old referents. 
(19) The boy / He / Peter caught sight of a pretty girl. 
Examples like those in (16)-(17), however, are a warning to us that in certain cases 
the hearer's information state scarcely contains the referent to be searched because 
of its being referred to by a definite description. A referent like this should be 
searched in an extension of the hearer's information state (3.3), which can be con-
structed by an appropriate application of the hearer's lexical, encyclopedic, and/or 
interpersonal knowledge. The permanent definition of the accessible referents of 
formulas below will be relevant later to this latter definition. 
There is also a fourth complication: we can refer to sets (or plural individu-
als), or more precisely, we can introduce set referents for sets on which we may 
have partial information. This question will be ignored. 
Now let us consider the entire simultaneously recursive definition of the hear-
er's information state. Its pieces are going to be discussed afterwards. 
D3 An information state of the hearer (interpreter) is an n-step information state I "íRdd- Rnew> 
Q, W, <, e, w> for some natural number n. 
An n-step information state is an I = <R0 |j, Rn e w , Q, W, <, e, w> septuple, to be defined by 
simultaneous recursion, where 
R0id, a subset of R. is called the set of old referents; 
Rnew , also a subset of R. is the set of new referents; 
Q is a set of relations (i-place relations between the referents in R = R0 |d u Rn e w , for different 
natural numbers i); 
W, a subset of W. is called a family of words; 
< is a relation between worlds, a strict partial order (wq < vv2 is to be read as w, precedes w2, 
and we say that w, immediately precedes w2 if wj precedes w2 and there is no world w3 in W 
such that W| precedes w3 and w3 precedes w2; furthermore, there is a least element in W, 
defined by the property of preceding every world except itself); 
e is a relation from referents (R) to worlds (W) (read: r belongs to w) such that if a referent 
belongs to a world, then it also belongs to each world preceded ("subsequent worlds'); 
and w is a distinguished element of W, the cursor position. 
Remember Pm denotes the set of m-place lexical relation names, which is a subset of P. 
A one-step information state I = <R0id, Rnevv Q- <> w> is of the following form where 
r(1 is an arbitrary element of R. and w0 is an arbitrary element of W: 
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R o l d = 0 
R n e w = r 0 
0 = 0 
W = {w„} 
< = 0 
e = {<r0, w0>} 
W = W Q . 
I f i ' = <R-okt'' Rnew'' Q'- W', < ' , e ' , w '> is an (n-l)-step information state (with R'= Ro l d ' и 
Rn e w ' ) , then each of the 7-tuples I ; <R0id. Rnew- Q- W, <, e, w> defined below is an n-step infor-
mation state. 
D3.1. cursor movement backwards (to a world w"): 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
R = R ' 
lieu 14 new 
0 = Q' 
w = w 
< • = • < ' 
e = e' 
w = w " where w " is an arbitrary world (w"e W') that precedes (<') w \ 
2. cursor movement forwards (to a world w"): 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
R = R ' 
:u:.v new 
Q = Q' 
W = W' 
< = <' 
E = E ' 
w = w " where w " is an arbitrary world (w"e W') preceded (<') by w'. 
3. introduction of a new referent r": 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
Rnew = Rnew' u where r " e R\R' (remember R' = Ro l d ' u R n e w ' ) 
Q = 0 ' 
w = W' 
< = < ' 
E = E' U {<r", u> : w' = u or w' <' u} 
w = w' 
4. expansion of a simple relation: 
R o l d = R o l d ' u l r b r 2 , •••, r m } 
Rnew = Rnew' ^ r2, •••, rm} 
Q = Q' u {P(r,, r2 rm)} where r,, r2, ..., rm6 R' and P e Pm (m > 0) 
W = W' 
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< = < ' 
E = e' 
w = w" 
The accessible referents of Р(г ь r2, ..., rm) are: q , r2 , . . . , rnl. 
5. expansion of a complex relation: 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
D _ D ' 
r^ -new I 4 n e w 
Q = Q' и {{q,, q2, ..., qm}} where q, . q2> ..., q m e Q' (m > 2) 
W = W 
< = < ' 
e = e' 
w = w' 
The accessible referents of {qi, q2, .... qm} are: all the accessible referents of q ( , q2 qm . 
6. introduction of a referent r" for an instance of a relation: 
R 0 l d = R0 |d ' u {r"} where r " e R', r " = q " , q" is an arbitrary element of Q' 
R = R 1 
new r^new 
Q = Q' 
W = W' 
< = < ' 
£ = £' U {<r", u> : w ' = u or w' < ' u} 
w = w' 
The accessible referents of r " are: the accessible referents of q". 
7. introduction of a new world w": 
R o l d = R old* 
M _ D 1 
:;ew ' n e w 
Q = Q' 
W = W' u { w " | where w " e W \W' , chosen arbitrarily 
< = < ' u {<u, w " > : u = w' or u < ' w'} 
E = £' u {<r, w " > : <r, w '> 6 £'} 
w = w " 
8. expansion of a conditional relation (and the introduction of a referent for it): 
R o l d = Rold" u r " where r " = <q,, q2, ..., qm> and r " e R \ R ' (m > 2) p — p » 
I xnew new 
Q = Q' и {<q|, q 2 Чш5*) where each qj is an element of Ro l d ' 
(i=l,2,...,m) and belongs to a world Wj of W' which precedes (<') w i + ) 
(i=l,2. . . ,m-l), and w ' < ' W| 
W = W 
< = < ' 
e = e' u {<r", u> : w ' = u or w' < ' u} 
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W = W ' 
The accessible referents of г": 0 (it has none). 
9. introduction of a set referent r": 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
R n e w = R n e w ' ^ { f " ) 
О = 0 ' U {MEMBER ( r , R " ) } where MEMBER e P2 (a distinguished binary lexical relation name) 
and r e R0 |d ' (arbitrary) 
W = W' 
< = < ' 
e = e ' u {<r", u> : w ' = u or w ' <' u} 
w = w' 
The first remark about the long definition above concerns its status. I regard it as 
a definition of the "state" of the hearer, in whose development both linguistic and 
extralinguistic influences have played some role. As for linguistic influences, the 
essence of my approach is that a sentence heard turns the hearer's information state 
into a state that satisfies the criteria of being an information state of the hearer 
again. Moreover, there are intermediate states that are also 'information states of 
the hearer'. As for extralinguistic influences, the way they contribute to the hear-
er's information state presumably differs from the way linguistic factors exert their 
influence, but it is not obvious that the (structure of the) result is different. 
A recursive definition requires an initial step. Here the initial step consists of 
the introduction of a referent and a world, the former belonging to the latter. The 
cursor points to the single world. 
3.2.2. The cursor 
The cursor can move backwards as well as forwards in the network of worlds (D3. 
1-2). Here are the relevant rows of the parts of the definition concerning the cursor: 
D3.1 : w = w " where w " is an arbitrary world ( w " e W') that precedes (<') w' . 
D3.2: w = w " where w " is an arbitrary world ( w " e W') preceded (<') by w' 
This network, due to the rules that develop it (1, 2, 7), is connected in the sense that 
there are no isolated sets of worlds in it.26 Hence, it is possible to get to an arbitrary 
2 6 A proper subset U of a set W of worlds is isolated iff ('if and only i f ) for each element u of 
U, there is no such clement w in W that precedes or is preceded by u. The world structure in the hear-
er 's information state can be represented in the same well-known way as the dominance relation 
between constituents of a sentence: by means of a constituent structure tree 
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world from any world by some combination of the two kinds of cursor movements. 
The argument against the immediate introduction of a single cursor movement rule 
that would ensure the possibility of a free jump between arbitrary worlds is that in 
certain periods of the development of the hearer's information state there seem to 
be only backward movements (see later). Otherwise, there must be situations when 
the hearer jumps immediately from a world to an incommensurable world: for 
instance, when another speaker begins to talk to him, the hearer should select 
(a world in) another common background (3.1.3.6). 
3.2.3. New referents 
The introduction of a new referent (r" in D.3.3) is associated with a constraint that 
the new referent will belong to every world that the world the cursor points to pre-
cedes, in addition to the world itself that the cursor points to: 
D3.3: £ = e ' u ( < r " , u > : w ' = u o r w ' < ' u ( 
This constraint is part of a general constraint (see D3.6-9), i.e. every referent of a 
world is accessible from any subsequent (or later) world but not vice versa (Kamp 
and Reyle (1993) formulate a similar constraint). In (14g-h), for instance (repeated 
below), a new "world of wishes" is supposed to have been introduced that is pre-
ceded by the original, say now, actual world. 
(14) (g) Bár len-ne Mari-nak autó-ja! *Péter is fog-ja vezet-ni ( A Z AUTÓ-T) . 
I wish be-cond-3sg Mari-gen car-poss-3sg Péter also be-fut-3sg-def drive-inf the car-acc 
'I wish Mary had a car. *Peter will drive IT too.' 
(h) Bár len-nc Mari-nak autó-ja! Péter is vezet-het-né (AZ A U T Ó - T ) . 
I_wish bc-cond-3sg Mari-gen car-poss-3sg Péter also drive-can-cond-3sg-def the car-acc 
'I wish Mary had a car. Peter could drive IT / THE CAR too.' 
The non-existing car only belongs to this new world whereas Peter is obviously to 
be interpreted as a participant of the real world. The second sentence of (14g) is 
intended to concern the real world (presumably because of the discourse organiz-
ing capacity of the simple future tense); that is why it is wrong: it is only the new 
world that the car referent belongs to. Whereas the second sentence of ( 14h), con-
cerning the new world (of wishes), due to the conditional mood, is correct: hence, 
Peter's referent also belongs to the new world. Continuations of the common first 
sentence in (14g-h), where the real world is concerned but there is no reference to 
referents that only belong to the world of wishes, would also be correct (e.g. 
'Unfortunately, neither Peter nor Mary earns much'). 
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3.2.4. Simple and complex relations 
D3.4 is the only rule that feeds information to the system, the other rules organize 
and/or reorganize it. The new piece of information is a proposition concerning a 
relation: it is asserted of a definite number of referents that they stand in the given 
relation. 
D3.4: Q = Q' и {P(r,, r2 , ..., rm)} where r , , r2 , ..., r m e R' and P e Pm (m > 0) 
As worlds are partial models, which means that we have only partial informa-
tion on relations, a new statement about a relation is an "expansion" of (our infor-
mation on) the given relation. If a relation name has never been used before, its 
expansion means that our information on this relation expands from the empty set 
( 0 ) to a singleton. Once a new referent turns out to stand in a relation, it leaves the 
set of new referents for the set of old referents, since it is already suitable for being 
referred to by means of just this relation 
Notice that it is not assumed that the referents mentioned in D3.4 necessarily 
belong to the active world (the world the cursor points to) so there may be referents 
that only belong to subsequent worlds. This approach enables us to make a distinc-
tion between arguments and non-argument-like expressions (e.g. bare nominals; this 
latter ones will not be associated with referents in the active world, see (23) 3.3). 
D3.5 provides the means to produce situations, which can also be associated 
with referents by D3.6. Then situations can already be referred to.27 
D3.5: Q = Q' и {{q , ,q 2 , q m ) } where q,, q2 , ..., q m e Q' (m > 2) 
D3.6: R0 |d = Ro l d ' и {r"} where r " « R \ r " = q " , q " is an arbitrary element of Q ' 
(9) (a) The boy loves a pretty girl. He admitted it to her. His friend was surprised by it. 
( b ) r 3 = {BOY(r i ) , L O V E ( r , , r 2 ) , PRETTY(r2) , G i R L ( r 2 ) ; 
(c) < r,, r2 > € q 
( d ) r 4 = {ADMIT(r , , r 3 , r 2 ) } 
( e ) { H E N ] ), ADMITTED(V|, V 2 , VJ), IT(V2), SHE(V 3 ) } 
( 0 {BE_SURPRISED_AT(r5, r 4 ) , FRIEND(r5, r ^ } 
2 7 Identifying this 'association' of situations and referents with an identity relation between 
them (D3.6) is undoubtedly a simplification which is somewhat harmful unless situations are fur-
nished with sufficient (spatio-) temporal information. 
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(9c) above shows the complex relation, which can also be regarded as a (non-lcxi-
cal) relation (q above) between rl and r2, about which we have partial knowledge. 
Those referent pairs stand in this relation whose first member is a boy, second 
member is a girl and pretty, and the former loves the latter. Thus D3.5 is an effec-
tive way to extend the lexicon without including non-lexical elements in P. 
D3.6 enables us to refer to a situation by simply including a statement about a 
relation between certain referents in the set of old referents. Thus entity-type refer-
ents mix with statements about them. Perhaps it is this mixture of levels that makes 
language so effective, and so intricate, a device. 
The example above illustrates that a statement's referent can be part of a state-
ment again (the discourse referent r3 in (9d) and the other discourse referent r4 in 
(9f)). A grammatical analysis in the style demonstrated in Section 2 assigns the sec-
ond sentence of (9a) the underspecified DRS in (9e), which expresses that a male 
person admitted something to a female person. Due to the special discourse organ-
izing capacity of definite pronouns, the temporary referents Vj, v2, and v3 can be 
identified with the referent assigned to the boy mentioned in the first sentence, the 
referent of the whole situation described by the first sentence, and the referent of 
the pretty girl mentioned also in the first sentence, respectively. We have con-
structed the DRS in (90- The DRS in (9d), which belongs to the third sentence in 
(9a), can be calculated likewise. 
3.2.5. The tree of worlds 
The introduction of a new world (w" in D3.7) could be compared to the growing of 
a twig from a thicker twig, or a bough, or the trunk of the tree of worlds. This new 
twig is assumed to be preceded by just the last active world (w') and the worlds pre-
ceding it. The new world inherits all referents of the world that it has grown from 
(which implies that it inherits all referents of the preceding worlds; but later it can be 
assigned further referents that are not necessarily assigned to the preceding worlds). 
D3.7: W = W' u {w"} where w " e W\W', chosen arbitrarily 
< = < ' u {<u, w " > : u = w ' or u <* w'} 
e = £' u {<r, w " > : <r, w '> € £'} 
I conjecture that the family of worlds actually has a trunk, i.e. a least element that 
precedes every other world. This trunk should correspond to what the hearer 
regards as the real world. Presumably, the trunk contains the hearer's lexical knowl-
edge whereas boughs contain different parts of his cultural or encyclopedic knowl-
edge, and thicker twigs the common backgrounds associated with his acquaint-
ances. 
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3.2.6. Conditionals 
Whereas in D3.5 a set of statements about relations has been introduced, in D3.8 a 
(totally ordered) sequence of them is constructed. It receives a referent that belongs 
to the active world, and the referent of the first member of the sequence belongs to 
a subsequent (later) world, then the referent of the second member belongs to an 
even later world etc. 
D3.8: Q = Q ' и {<qi, q 2 , •••, qm5*} where each q( is an element of R 0 | d ' 
(i = l,2,...,m) and belongs to a world w ( of W ' which precedes (< ' ) w i+] 
(i = l,2...,m 1), and w ' < ' wk 
This special construction is intended to capture the essence of conditionals, which 
have played a central role in the development of dynamic semantics (see (12)). Let 
us analyze the following examples: 
(20) (a) If A farmer owns A donkey, HE sells IT to A merchant. 
r ° = < r ' , r 2 > w h e r e r 1 = ( F A R M E R ^ 1 , ) , o w N ( r ' h r ' 2 ) , D O N K E Y ) ^ ) } , a n d 
r 2 = { S E L L ( r ' i , r ' 2 , r 2 | ) , M E R C H A N T ( r 2 | ) } 
w h e r e w ° < w 1 < w 2 , r 1 ^ e w ' 
(b) . . . * H E will get little money for IT. ( W ° ; НЕ(Г> , ) , IГ(г'2)) 
( C ) ... Mary is surprised at THIS S T R A N G E C U S T O M . ( W ° ; cusTOM(r0)) 
(d) ... Or HE keeps on beating IT. (w 1 ; HE(r'i), IT(r'2)) 
(e) ... Although HE usually gets little money for IT. ( W 2 ; H F . ( R ' , ) , LT(r'2)) 
Suppose w° is the world that the discourse referent of the entire conditional sen-
tence in (20a) belongs to in the hearer's information state after the embedding of 
the sentence. World w° can be called the 'actual world'. Two other worlds are to be 
introduced in order to place the DRSs belonging to the two clauses of the condi-
tional sentence: w1 is preceded by w° and precedes w2 ; further, a referent with a 
superindex i always belongs to world w1, for i = 0, 1, or 2. Thus, only the referent 
of the entire conditional belongs to world w° (besides Mary's referent in (20c)). The 
DRS of the first clause (r1) and the two participants mentioned in this clause, the 
farmer (r11) and the donkey (гЦ), have referents that belong to world w1. The ref-
erents that belong to (only) world w2 are that of the DRS of the second clause and 
that of the merchant. The word 'only' is intended to remind the reader of the 
assumption that later worlds inherit all referents from preceding worlds. The refer-
ent of the donkey, for instance, belongs to world w2 as well. 
The continuation in (20b) is incorrect since it is to be interpreted in the actual 
world ( w°), presumably because of the simple future tense, but the potential rcfcr-
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ents of he and it, the farmer and the donkey, cannot be found in that world, since 
they belong to later worlds only. Continuation (20c) is correct, however, provided 
that Maty is known. The explication is that this sentence is to be interpreted in the 
actual world, too, but the expression this strange custom refers to the discourse ref-
erent of the entire conditional, which also belongs to the actual world (by contrast 
with its clauses). The case of continuation (20e) is fairly simple: this sentence is to 
be interpreted in w2, due to although, which clearly connects the selling situation 
to the content of the second sentence, and usually. He and it refer to the farmer and 
the donkey, whose referents have been said to belong to world w ! , so they also 
belong to the later world w2. 
As for the continuation in (20d), the connective or triggers the introduction of 
a new world w3 , which is to be an alternative to w1 in the sense that w3 is imme-
diately preceded by w1 (as well as w2) but w3 and w2 arc incommensurable worlds 
in the tree structure. As w3 inherits the referents of the farmer and the donkey from 
the preceding w1, sentence (20d) is easy to interpret. 
As for the discourses with canonical scenarios, universal expressions, modal or 
non-factive elements in (14) and (15a), I argue that they should be analyzed essen-
tially the same way as conditionals. These factors, as well as the conditional struc-
ture, triggers the introduction of non-actual worlds, due to their special capacity for 
discourse organizing. The semantic content of the sentences in question is em-
bedded in these non-actual worlds and can be retrieved by means of similar ele-
ments with an appropriate discourse organizing capacity. 
An entire solution to the illustrated problems require a formal analysis of the 
discourse organizing factors, which would go beyond the scope of this paper. The 
claim here is that the treatment of the different phenomena collected above is to be 
based on the same mechanism (described in the previous paragraph and formalized 
in connection with the conditional sentence). Let us review the basic types: 
(14) canonical scenario: 
(b) Every player chooscs a pawn. HE puts IT on square one. 
universal quantifier: 
(c) Harvey courts a girl at every convention. *SHF. is very pretty. 
(d) Harvey courts a girl at every convention. SHE is usually very pretty, 
modal expression: 
(g) I wish Mary had a car. *Peter will drive IT too. 
(h) I wish Mary had a car. Peter could drive IT / THE CAR too. 
non-factive expression: 
(i) I suppose Peter has a car. r ' ? Now it is behind the house. 
(J) I suppose Peter has a car. Now IT/THE CAR is presumably behind the house. 
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The first sentence in (14b) triggers the introduction of a non-actual world, which 
represents a canonical scenario, presumably due to its special style and content. The 
continuation is to be interpreted in the world of the canonical scenario (because 
there is no change in tense, mood, and aspect, and, perhaps, intonation), so he can 
be regarded as referring to the player who has chosen a pawn. In (14d) it is obvi-
ously due to usually that the second sentence is to be interpreted in the non-actual 
world where Harvey's behavior at an arbitrary convention (with a single girl court-
ed by him) is described. In (14h) it is to be attributed to the conditional form could 
that the car in the world of wishes can be referred to in the second sentence. Finally, 
in (14j), it is presumably due to presumably that the car mentioned in the first sen-
tence, whose existence is only a supposition, can be referred to in the second sen-
tence. 
3.3. Sentence embedding in (extended) information state 
1 would like to repeat here that my purpose is to save the representational nature 
characteristic of the beginning of dynamic semantics (Kamp-Heim Theory), often 
criticized nowadays because of facts resulting from the uncertain status of DRSs 
and the absence of compositionality in the strictest sense. I am arguing that there is 
a natural syntax according to which the simplest class of DRSs can be constructed 
in a compositional way whereas logical-formula-likc DRSs can be dispensed with. 
What needs to be done is to represent the hearer's information state as one huge 
intricate DRS instead of assigning DRSs to discourses. Further, I would like to 
point out that this approach sheds new light on stubborn problems due to the fact 
that referents, propositions and worlds are defined by simultaneous recursion. 
3.3.1. Preliminary remarks 
In 3.2 the basic structure of the hearer's information state was defined. Now I 
would like to define how a sentence said to the hearer can be embedded in a struc-
ture like this. Examples in (16)-(17) show that the first step should be the prepara-
tion of the information state for the new sentence. Or rather, the new sentence trig-
gers some reorganization of the information state. Or even more precisely, the hear-
er believes in the coherence of the discourse performed (Kálmán 1990; Kálmán-
Szabó 1990) so he is prepared for reorganizing the structure of his information state 
to a certain extent unless he could embed the sentence in its original version. In 
other words, he extends his information state in certain areas. 
The definition below is intended to determine the structural limits of this 
extension or reorganization at the moment of hearing the sentence. Thus no further 
information is supposed to get in the system, cither linguistic or cxtralinguistic; 
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only reorganizing steps are allowed besides the very piece of information that a sen-
tence should be processed. 
Consequently, an unlimited use of the steps defined in D3.2 is excluded. 
Nevertheless, six of them can be used: those that can feed no information to the system. 
The fifth rule (in cooperation with the seventh rule) creates an absorbing world: a point 
for the new sentence to cling to before embedding. The last three rules practically pro-
duce referents, so an extension of the hearer's information state may offer more refer-
ents to lexical items of the sentence to be embedded than the initial information state. 
Notice that the extension of the hearer's information state is an information 
state again, which could be constructed by means of the original definition of the 
hearer's information state (D3). A consequence of this fact is that the available ref-
erents of propositions in Q (in D) need not be defined again but arc declared now 
to be the same as if the given propositions were produced by D3. 
D4 An extension of the hearer's information state I* = <R0 |d*, Rn e w*' Q*- A"*, <*, £*, w*> is an 
I = <R0ij . Rnew, Q, W, <, e. w> m-step extension of the hearer's information state for some nat-
ural number m such that W\W* contains exactly one element, called absorbing world. 
An 111-step extension I = <R0|d, R n e w , Q. W, <, £, w> of the hearer's information state 
I* = <R0 | j*. Rnew*' Q*- W*, <*, £*, w*> is an information state to be defined by simultaneous 
recursion, where for m = 0 I = I*. If Г = <R 0 | d ' , R n e w ' , 0 - W' , < \ £', w '> is an (m l)-step 
extension of the information state I* (with R '= R„|d ' и R n e w ' ) ' then each of the septuples 
I = <R„|d, Rnew> Q- W, <, e, w> defined below is an m-step extension of 1*. 
1. cursor movement backwards (to a world w") (identical to D3.1): 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
R — p ' 
^ n e w now 
Q = Q' 
W = W' 
< = < ' 
e = e ' 
w = w " where w " is an arbitrary world that precedes w' . 
2. introduction of a new referent r" (identical to D3.3): 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
R n e w = R n c w ' u j r " } where r" e R\R' 
0 = 0 ' 
W = W' 
< = < ' 
e = e ' u {<r", u> : w'=u or w' <' u( 
w = w" 
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3. expansion of a complex relation (identical to D3.5): 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
" n e w — " n e w 
Q = Q' u {{q,, q 2 , ..., qm}} where q,, q2 , ..., qm e Q' 
W = W 
< = < ' 
£ = £' 
w = w' 
4. introduction of a referent r" for an instance of a relation (identical to D3.6): 
R0ld = R0 |d ' и ( r " ) where r " = q" , q" is an arbitrary element of Q' 
R = R ' 
n e w n e w 
Q = Q' 
W = W' 
< = < ' 
£ = e' и {<r", u> : w ' = u or w' <' u) 
w = w' 
5. introduction of a new world w" (almost identical to D3.7; but no change in cursor position): 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
R n e w — R n e w 
Q = Q' 
W = W' и {w"} where w " G WYW', chosen arbitrarily 
< = с ' и {<u, w " > : u = w' or u < ' w " } 
£ = £' и {<r, w " > : <r, w '> g £'} 
w = w' 
6. introduction of a set referent r" (identical to D3.9): 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
R n e w = R n e w ^ l r \ 
0 = Q' и { M E M B E R ( r . r")} where M E M B E R G P 2 (a distinguished binary lexical relation name) 
and r G R0 |d ' (arbitrary) 
W = W 
< = < ' 
£ = £' и {<r", u> : w ' = u or w' <* u) 
w = w' 
7. introduction of a new referent r" to an absorbing world: 
R o l d = R o l d ' 
R n e w = R n e w ' U I R " ) where r " G R \ R ' 
Q = Q-
W = W' 
< = < ' 
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e = e ' и {<r", u> : u e W ' \ W * } 
w = w ' 
8. creation of a new relation q" by generalization: 
R0id = R 0 | d ' и {r"} where r " e R\R' 
R = R ' 1 4 new I 4ne\v 
Q = Q ' U {q" | where q " = q[r, r '"] , r is an available referent of proposition q, r ' " is an element 
of R n e w ' that belongs to a world in W'YW*, q[r, r ' " ] denotes a formula obtained by the substitu-
tion of r ' " for each occurrence of r in the formula of q, and r " = q[r, r ' " ] 
W = W 
< = < " 
E = e ' и {<r", u> : w ' = u or w' <' u} 
w = w ' 
9. creation of a new relation q" by specification: 
R o l d = R o ! d ' и {r", r ' " } where r " g R \ R \ and r ' " e R n e w ' a n c l belongs to w ' 
R n e w — R n e w ' 11 I 
Q = Q ' и { q " | where q " = q[r, r"*], r is an available referent of proposition q and belongs to a 
world that w' precedes; and r " = q[r, r*"], 
W = W 
< = < ' 
e = e ' u {<r ' \ u> : w* = u or w' <* u} 
w = w ' 
10. creation of a new relation q" by the application of a conditional relation: 
Roid = R o i d ' u U " } w h e r e r " e ' L R ' 
R = R ' 
. new r4-new 
О = Q ' u lq"} where the following are satisfied: 
there is an old referent (in R0 |d ' ) which belongs (e') to w ' and identical to a conditional relation 
< q r , ..., q k > e Q' ; 
q " derives from <q | , ..., qk> by the fol lowing substitutions: 
q " = < {q i [ r i ' . r i " ] . . . t r j ' , r j " ] , q 2 [ r 1 \ r , " ] . . . [ r J \ r J " ]} , 
Яз [ r i ' . r i " ] - [ r j > r j " I ' •••' Я к Е н ' т П ^ - [ i j \ i j " ] > 
where r f , .... rj' ( j>0) are referents contained by the formula of q, that do not belong (E') to w ' , 
whi le r , " r," are referents belonging (E ') to w ' that q i [ r | ' , r l " ] . . . [ r J ' , r j " ] e Q ' 
W = W 
< = < ' 
£ = e ' u {<r", u> : w* = u or w' < ' u} 
w = w ' 
Further, if к = 2, then q k [ r l ' , r l " ] . . . [ r j ' , r J " ] e Q, and every statement it contains but is not con-
tained by a conditional relation is also a member of Q. 
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3.3.2. The absorbing world 
The first remark concerns the first paragraph of the definition above. It is stipulat-
ed that the family of worlds is allowed to be increased by exactly one world in spite 
of the unrestricted later possibilities. The sentence to be embedded will begin to 
grow in the direction of this "absorbing world". 
3.3.3. Cursor movement backwards 
The cursor is allowed to move only backwards (D4.1). A fragment of (20) illus-
trates the positive side of this rule (details there): 
(20) (a) If a farmer owns a donkey, HE sells IT to a merchant. 
r ° = < r ' , r 2 > w h e r e r 1 = {FARMER^ 1 , ) , o w N ( r ' , , r ' 2 ) , D O N K E Y ( r ' 2 ) } , a n d 
r 2 = { S E L L ( r ' | , r ' 2 , Г 2 J ) , M E R C H A N T ( r 2 ] ) } 
w h e r e w ° < w 1 < w 2 , r 1 ^ e w 1 
(c) ... Mary is surprised at THIS STRANGE CUSTOM . (w°; cuSTOM(r0)) 
(d) ... О Г Н Е keeps on beating IT. ( W 1 ; HEtr'T, RR(r'2)) 
(e) ... Although HE usually gets little money for IT. (w2; HE(r' |) , IT(r'2)) 
Remember w° is the world that the discourse referent of the entire conditional sen-
tence in (i) belongs to in the hearer's information state. The discourse referent of 
the premise belongs to world w1, and that of the conclusion belongs to w2; and 
w° < w1 < w2. Suppose further that the cursor in the final state of the embedding 
of the conditional sentence points to the latest world, w2. The background of this 
stipulation is that it is the latest twig in the tree of worlds that serves as a natural 
point for the following sentence to cling to. (20e) illustrates this case. Nevertheless, 
the cursor is permitted to return to a preceding world: to that of the premise in (20d) 
where the continuation provides an alternative to the selling situation with the 
premise as a common base (or!), or to the actual world (w°) in (20c) where some-
thing is asserted of the conditional as a whole. 
The introduction of forward cursor movement, which, together with backward 
cursor movement, would result in the possibility of free jump, requires thorough 
examination. I conjecture that free jumps are triggered by cxtralinguistic facts such 
as speaker change. 
3.3.4. New referents, new statements 
New referents are allowed to be introduced freely (D4.2). Certain expressions of 
the new sentence (e.g. 'a pretty girl') will look for them. It is a technical detail that 
they arc assumed to be introduced in advance, instead of assuming that their intro-
duction is triggered by indefinite expressions like the one mentioned. If an asser-
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tion is associated with a 'new referent' of an information state, then it will belong 
to the old referents of the resulting new information state. 
D4.3 ensures the possibility of forming complex relations. Notice that complex 
relations contain no more information than their components, in contrast with sim-
ple relation expansion where a new statement appears. The following simple illus-
tration proves that the definition must not lack D4.3 and D4.4, the collection of cer-
tain statements and the possibility of referring to them as a whole. The highlighted 
part may refer to a long story. 
(21) I believe WHAT THAT MAN SAYS. 
In connection with D4.3 and D4.4, it is to be mentioned that an infinite number of 
referents can be produced. Totally chaotic collections, however, are not likely to be 
referred to. Their exclusion might (partly) be based on the rich world structure: 
some kind of complexity should be defined. 
3.3.5. The absorbing world 
The rule concerning the introduction of a new world (D4.5) is a slightly modified 
version of D3.7: the cursor docs not enter the world created. The use of this rule is 
not restricted here but an earlier constraint ensures that only a single new world is 
created relative to the hearer's original information state. I call this world the 
absorbing world because the new sentence will grow in its direction (see later). 
Thus the task of this rule is restricted to the creation of the absorbing world. D4.7 
supplies it with new referents, also without cursor movement. 
3.3.6. Generalization 
Let us turn to D4.8. It has been mentioned what endless possibilities lie in referring 
to arbitrary collections of statements about relations. Nevertheless, language has an 
even greater referential power, as shown below: 
(22) Tegnap győzött az A csapatunk a spanyolok ellen, 
yesterday won-3sg the A team-poss-lpl the Spanish-pl against 
'Yesterday our team A won a victory over the Spanish team.' 
r 4 = {YFSTERDAY(r3) , r 3 = {DEFEAT)^, r 2 ) , TEAMA ( r , ) , TF .AMSP(r 2 ) )} 
(a) ... Ez csodálatos! 
this marvelous 
'That is marvelous.' 
Г4 = {YESTERDAY(r3) , r 3 = {DEFEAT(r | , Г2) , T E A M A ( r , ) , T E A M S P ( r 2 ) ( ) 
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(b) ... Ez nem tegnapelőtt történt? 
this not the_day_before_yesterday happened-3sg 
'Didn't that happen the day before yesterday?' 
r 3 = { D E F E A T ( r b r 2 ) , TEAMA ( q ) , TEAMSP ( r s )} 
(C) ... Bárcsak sikerülne EZ (A BRAVÚR) ma А В csapatunknak is! 
I_wish succeed-cond-3sg his the success today the В team-poss-lpl also 
T wish our team В could replicate this victory today.' 
r ' = {DEFEAT(r , , r 2 ) , T E A M S P ( r 2 ) } [ r , , Г 1 , ] = { D E F E A T p 1 , , Г 2 ) , T E A M S P ( r 2 ) } 
(d) ... Bárcsak sikerülne EZ (A BRAVÚR ) ma а В csapatunknak is az angolok ellen! 
I_ wish succeed-cond-3sg this the success today the В team-poss-lpl also the English-pl against 
i wish our team В could replicate this victory over the English today.' 
r " = { D E F E A T f r , , r 2 ) } [ r , , r l , ] [ r 2 . r ' 2 ] = { D E F E A T ^ 1 , , r ' 2 ) } 
In the second sentence of each two-sentence discourse there is a referential expres-
sion, which refers to different situations in the four different cases. The pronoun in 
continuation (22a) refers to the content of the entire first sentence (the fourth row 
of (22a) shows its referent r4) whereas the pronoun in (22b) only refers to the 
proposition of the first sentence without the time adverb. Nevertheless, there is no 
problem because these referents have been at our disposal provided that the first 
sentence had been embedded. 
It is the second two examples (22c-d) that require a special treatment. The 
highlighted definite expression in continuation (22c) refers to the set of statements 
denoted by r ' , whose most interesting feature is not that it consists of only two 
statements but that a new referent (which does not belong to the active world) has 
been substituted for the one in the first argument position of DEFEAT. The relevant 
detail of D.8 is the following: 
D4.8: Q = Q ' u | q " | where q " = q[r, r ' " ] , r is an available referent28 of proposition q, r ' " is an 
element of R n e w ' that belongs to a world in W'YW*, q[r, r ' " ] denotes a formula obtained by 
the substitution of r ' " for each occurrence of r in the formula of q, and r " = q[r, r ' " ] 
2 8 Availability of different referents was permanently defined in D3. The relevant point is that 
a referent that can be found only in a conditional relation is not available so cannot be replaced with 
the new referent mentioned in D4.8. The reason is that the extension of an information state is to pro-
vide no new information. What r ' and r " express in (22c-d) is not new at all. r " , for instance, refers 
to the situation that a team defeated an (other) team, which is a consequence of the fact that team A 
defeated the Spanish team. Let us consider, however, that the hearer's information state contains, say, 
the following conditional relation: "If team A defeats the Spanish team, Mary will be happy." Then 
it would be undesirable to permit the introduction of the following proposition in the extension of the 
hearer's information state: "If a team defeats an (other) team. Mary will be happy." That is why ref-
erents in conditional relations are not assumed to be available. 
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What referent r ' belongs to is not the situation that team A defeats the Spanish team 
but the (underspecified?) situation that somebody defeats the Spanish team. The 
analysis of sentence (22c) contains the identification of this potential winner with 
team B. 
Likewise, in continuation (22d) the pronoun (or definite expression) refers to 
a one-member set of statement(s), r " above, which can be created in an appropri-
ate extension of the hearer's information state by substituting new referents not 
belonging to the active world of the hearer's original information state for those in 
the two argument places of the given single statement (DEFEAT), r " expresses cor-
rectly that EZ Л BRAVÚR 'this success/victory' refers to a situation where somebody 
(or a team) defeats somebody (or a team). The former entity is to be identified with 
team В while the latter one with the English team on the basis of sentence (iv).29 
Notice that DEFEAT(r' J , r ' 2) essentially corresponds to a À-expression in a 
Montagovian logic: Àx.Ày.DEFEA'r(x, y). r ' = {DEFEAT^1], r2), TEAMSI>(r2)} also cor-
responds to a À-expression: ÀX.(DEFEAT(X , r2) & TEAMSp(r2)). Hence, the application 
of a structured family of worlds provides a generalization of À-abstraction: referents 
that do not belong to the active world serve as variables. Thus a dynamic treatment 
of discourses is substituted for À-abstraction, which is a means threatening with an 
endless proliferation of types. An advantage of the approach demonstrated in this 
article that DRSs arc constructed from only expressions of the simplest types. 
3.3.7. Specification 
D4.9 is the opposite of D4.8 in some sense. In D4.8 a new situation is derived from 
an old situation by deleting some of its specific details. D4.9 ensures the possibili-
ty of substituting a new referent belonging to the active world (but still empty) for 
a referent outside the active world (but not enclosed in a conditional relation): 
D4.9: Q = 0 ' ( jq"( where q " = q[r, r"*], r is an available referent of proposition q and belongs 
to a world that w' precedes; r ' " 6 R n e w ' and belongs to w'; and r " = q[r, r ' " ] 
Thus we make it possible to refer to something whose existence has already 
been known but seemed to be irrelevant. Let us look at a phenomenon of linguis-
tics where this possibility plays a crucial role. 
The following data are intended to illustrate four types of nominal expressions 
classified along the dimension of predicativity / referentiality: 
2 9 A less simplified treatment should also contain a reference to the predicate 'be a team' but 
the simplification docs not affect the relevant points. 
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(23) (a) ' L E V E L - E T ~kap-tál! ... Hárm-at is! Nagyon hosszú-*(ak) 
letter-acc received-2sg-indef three-acc also very long-*(pl) 
'You've received a letter. What's more, three letters. They are very long.' 
r3 = { R E C E I V E ( r | . r ' ) , Y O U ( T | ) , LETTER (r ')}, r ' does not belong to W 
(a')'LEVF.L-ET ~kap-tálü Nagyon hosszú-(*ak)! 
letter-acc received-2sg-indef very long-(*pl) 
'You've received at least one letter. They are very long.' 
r6 = J RECEI V E ( r J . r ' ) . Y O U ( r , ) , LETTER ( Г ' ) } [ Г ' , Г 5 ] , Г 5 , but not r ' , belongs tO W 
(b) 'Кар-tál EGY ' L E V E L - E T ! {*Hárm-at is!} / { Nagyon hosszú!} 
received-2sg-indef a letter-acc {*three-acc also} / {very long} 
'You have received a letter. (What's more, three letters.)' 
r3 = J R E C E I V E ( r j . r2), Y O U ( I ' i ) , LETTER (r2)}, r2 belongs to w, new referent 
(c) Meg - Aap-tál EGY ' L E V E L - E T ! 
preverb received-2sg-indef a letter-acc 
'You've received one letter (out of those that you expected).' 
r3 = J R E C E L V E ( r j , r-,), Y O U ( r , ) , LETTER (r2)}, r2 belongs to w, new referent but u r 4 
(d) 'Meg - kap-tad Л ' L E V E L - E T ! 
preverb received-2sg-def the letter-acc 
'You've received the letter.' 
r 3 = } R E C E I V E ( I ' | , r 2 ) , Y O u ( r j ) , LETTER ( r 2 ) } , r 2 b e l o n g s t o w , o l d r e f e r e n t 
In (23a) above the noun 'letter' is essentially used prcdicativcly, demonstrated by 
the fact that the first sentence can be followed by a second one where it is claimed 
that three letters have been received. Thus the bare N has no number feature. The 
predicative nature of 'letter' can be expressed by giving its argument a referent that 
does not belong to the active world (23a). Nevertheless, the first sentence of (23a) 
is allowed to be followed by a second one that contains reference to a single letter. 
And it is here that rule D4.9 should be applied (just before the embedding of the 
second sentence). Thus the hearer's task between the first and the second sentence 
is to produce for the letter a referent that belongs to the active world.30 
The following sentence illustrates a case where the hearer's task is also to produce for the let-
ter a referent which belongs to the active world: 'Yesterday I was informed that I had been admitted 
to the university. My mother opened THE L E T T E R . ' After processing the first sentence, the hearer's 
information state does not contain the relevant letter. What is required here is a means to be discussed 
later, in 3.3.8: an extension of the hearer's information state by applying a conditional relation which 
carries the information that the fact that somebody is informed about something is licensed to be asso-
ciated with the fact that a letter contains this information. Here is the letter! What is relevant now is 
that the referent of this letter still does not belong to the active world, likewise the referent that belongs 
to the bare noun in (23a). This footnote serves the purpose of calling attention to this analogy. The 
solution is also the same: a new referent of the active world is to be assigned to the potential letter in 
an appropriate extension of the hearer's information state. 
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What the first sentence in (23a) illustrates can be callcd a non-argument-like 
use of a noun. D4.9 ensures the possibility of pretending that the given noun had 
been used like a (non-specific) argument. The second sentence of (23a'), for 
instance, forces to produce a state that has been produced immediately by the first 
sentence of (23b). Here the non-specific indefinite use of nouns is exemplified. 
The sentence contains reference to a new referent of the active world. (23c) illus-
trates the specific use of indefinites. The sentence contains a reference to a new rcf-
erent of the active world but this referent should stand in A M E M B E R _ O F relation 
(Enç 1990) with a set referent of the active world. Finally, the definite use of a noun 
(23d) means that the sentence contains a reference to an old referent of the active 
world. 
3.3.8. How to open conditional relations? 
Finally, D4.10 makes it possible to access the internal part of a conditional rela-
tion. Remember a conditional relation is a sequence <qj, ..., qk> of statements 
about (simple, complex or even conditional) relations. The interpretation of this 
structure is that terrible dragons (namely, q, , ..., qk ,) guard a valuable piece of 
information (qk). First of all, dragon qj should be defeated, then dragon q2, and so 
on, in accordance with the usual fate of dragons. To defeat a dragon amounts to sat-
isfying the corresponding relation q: D4.10 describes its way: 
D4.10 Q Q' и |q" î where the following are satisfied: 
there is an old referent (in R0 |d ' ) which belongs (e') to w ' and identical to a conditional rela-
tion <qj qk> G Q ' ; 
q " derives from <q; qk> by the following substitutions: 
q " = < ! q i [ r | ' . r T ] . . . [ r j - , r j " ] , q 2 [ r | , , r | " ] . . . [ r i ' , r j " ] } , 
Чз[Г | T r , " l . l r j - . r j " ] q k [ r , ' , r | " ] - [ r j \ r j " ] > 
where r , ' rf (j > 0) are referents contained by the formula of q, that do not belong (£') 
to w \ while r , " r :" arc referents belonging (£') to w' that q |[r i ' , r1"]---[ r j ' . r j"] e Q 
The simplest ease is to find q itself freely in the active world (q 6 Q') of the hear-
er's information state. We have also got another weapon: if a referent contained by 
the formula of q belongs to a world that the active world precedes, it is allowed to 
try to replace it (its all occurrences) with an old referent that belongs to the active 
world. This way a new statement q[...] can be produced. If this latter statement is 
already a member of Q', then a dragon has been defeated. Once q, has been satis-
fied (qi[...]e Q'), a shorter sequence <{qi[--•], q2»Á Чз %> has been derived 
from < q b ..., qk>. Observe that the first two members of the original sequence have 
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merged yielding a set. Repeating rule D4.10 k-1 times results in a set, i.e. a state-
ment about a complex (but non-conditional) relation. The last sentence of the defi-
nition declares that the content of qk in a specified form is already available: 
D4.10: Further, if к = 2, then q k [ r l \ r 1 "] . . . [ r j ' , r J "] G Q, and every statement it contains but is not 
contained by a conditional relation is also a member of Q. 
This procedure plays a central role in verification of conditionals, embedding of 
sentences and explanation of phenomena like the one below (see also (16)): 
(24) (a) Joe got married yesterday. THE PRIEST spoke very harshly, 
(b ) 0 = {.. . , CiET_MARRlED(r|), ЮЕ(Г| ) , 
< GET_MARRIED(r ' ) , {M А К E_M AN_A N D_ WIF E( Г2, Г1. Г3), PRIEST(r2)} > , . . .} 
(C) GET_MARRIED(r ' ) [ r ' , Г | ] G Q ' 
( d ) |MAK.E_MAX_A\D_WIFE(r2 , Г,, Г3), PR1HST(i'2)}G Q " 
( e ) D 6 . 9 : {MAKE_MAN_AND_WIFE(r2 , Г | , Г3), PRlEST(r 2 )}[r 2 , r 2 ] e Q " ' 
(f) PRIKST(r2) G Q"" where Ь belongs to the active world 
Suppose the hearer has processed the first sentence in (24a), and is about to process 
the second one. His set of statements about relations contains the three elements 
mentioned in (24b). The third one is a conditional referent that must belong to a 
"bough" of his world structure tree (and hence also to later worlds), being a piece 
of encyclopedic or cultural knowledge (and not a logical inference, Kálmán 1990). 
Each referent above with a superindex is regarded as one that does not belong to 
the active world. Clearly, the referents in the piece of encyclopedic knowledge in 
(24b) do not belong to the active world. 
The information state described in the previous paragraph can be extended by 
the application of the conditional relation that carries the piece of knowledge con-
cerning weddings. A referent should be found with the properties that it belongs to 
the active world and 'gets married'. Joe's referent satisfies these requirements so this 
real fiancé can be substituted for the theoretical fiancé (24c). In this extension of the 
hearer's information state the second part of the encyclopedic knowledge about a 
wedding is already available (24d), or rather, its modified version with Joe in the 
theoretical fiancé's role. The priest is still not available because its referent does not 
belong to the active world. Rule D4.9 solves the problem, by specifying the priest's 
referent, i.e. identifying this referent with one that belongs to the active world. Due 
to the clause of D4.10, the statement P R I E S T ( r 2 ) belongs to the set Q '" of statements 
of a possible extension of the hearer's information state, and hence the hearer can 
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access this piece of information in the course of the embedding of the second sen-
tence of (24a). He can find the antecedent of the definite expression the priest.31 
3.3.9. Truth-conditional verification 
It should be remarked here that truth-conditional verification can (and should) be 
included in the theory (Kamp-Reyle 1993). We can simulate a total model on a 
restricted referent set and vocabulary by considering a hearer who knows every-
thing about this total model. In this approach, the verification of a conditional, for 
instance, means that we try to derive, from a statement <q, q'>, a statement {q[...], 
q'[...]j by D4.10 in each possible way. If (and only if) each resulting q'[...] is an 
element of the current set Q (i.e. true, since a total model is assumed now), the con-
ditional is true.32 
3 ' A detailed analysis of the discourse in ( 17) is available in the Appendix. Another problem is 
discussed there whose solution is also to be based on the application of conditional relations that con-
tain lexical or encyclopedic information. This problem concerns the interpretation of the connections 
among elementary statements in a DRS. Is this connection always a simple conjunction? Possessive 
and attributive constructions, among others, suggest a negative answer. Mary's former suitor, for 
instance, cannot be interpreted as a person who is a suitor, who is former, and who is Mary's at the 
same time. Or rather, I argue that a DRS that includes these three pieces of information is not wrong 
but only underspecified. Possessors, attributive adjectives, and several other elements in a sentence 
are to be assumed to bear a discourse organizing capacity, due to which the hearer's information state 
is increased by pieces of lexical and encyclopedic knowledge. It can be derived, at least theoretically, 
that Maty s former suitor is a person with the property that he courted Maty informer times. See the 
Appendix. 
I argue that the phenomena illustrated in (15b c) should also be accountcd for by accessing ref-
erents that (originally) do not belong to the actual world. 
( 15) (b) It is not true that John does not own a car. IT is red and IT is parked in front of the house. 
(c) Either there is no bathroom here, or IT is in a funny placc. In any case, IT is not on the first floor. 
In the ease of the sentence John does not own a car (15b), the referent of the car docs not belong to 
the actual world (similarly to modal contexts), but exists (!), which ensures the possibility for its iden-
tification with a new referent of the actual world in an adequate extension of the hearer's information 
state (as a result of an appropriate discourse organizing rule to neutralize double negation). As for the 
referent of the bathroom in the first clause of the first sentence in (15c), it does not belong to the actu-
al world either, but it exists, too. That is the crucial point again. A disjunctive element is to be assumed 
to bear the capacity for the creation of "the opposite" of a world in the extension of the hearer's infor-
mation state, and in this world the bathroom can already be referred to. On this analysis, the second 
sentence is also to be embedded in this world. 
3 2 It can be checked that the verification of a conditional like the one in ( 17), keeping on assum-
ing. naturally, that each definite description must find its antecedent, will provide the correct inter-
pretation. First we should try to satisfy the premise, by specification. In successful cases, we should 
find the appropriate fiancée, and then comes the moment when the specified conclusion should be 
checked. The relevant point is that it is not an arbitrary fiancée that has been checkcd. 
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3.3.10. The minimai embedding of a new sentence 
The next definition is intended to capture the moment when the sentence that the 
hearer has just heard clings to the absorbing world of an extension of the hearer's 
information state. The sentence to be embedded takes the shape of a statement 
about a conditional relation, expressing an approach that the new information car-
ried by the sentence is guarded by one or more layers of conditions (Kálmán 1990, 
Kálmán-Szabó 1990). These conditions are explicit in a conditional sentence but I 
claim that every sentence consists of a predicative part and such conditional lay-
ers. Each piccc of information that helps in search for referents is to be regarded as 
(part olj a conditional layer: finding a referent is nothing else but satisfying a con-
dition. 
The definition below is an attempt to capture the structural properties of the 
representation of a sentence that is already clinging to the absorbing world but its 
pieces of information still manifest themselves as statements about referents 
belonging to worlds that arc preceded by the active world of the hearer's original 
information state. 
Approaching from another perspective, the task is to prepare the statements 
about relations associated with lexical items for a later embedding. The final pur-
pose is to feed the new information carried by the new sentence to the hearer's 
information state. 
D5 A (relation) numeration is defined as a sequence N = <P|. p2, • ••, Pk> (k > 1 ) where p( 6 P.3-' 
A minimal embedding of a relation numeration N = <pi. p2, ..., pk> in an extension Г (with an 
absorbing world denoted by w+) of a hearer's information state I* is an information state I that 
can be derived from Г by an application of the procedure described in D that follows the require-
ments below: 
In period 1. first the cursor should be moved to the absorbing world w~ (D.2), and as a last step 
in this period a referent that belongs to w + should be assigned to a statement about a relation, 
denoted by, say. q1 . The whole period is characterized by the constraints that 
a) the cursor must not go through worlds preceding w+ , 
b) referents in R' must not be referred to in any step (hence D3.3, D3.6 and/or D3.8 are to 
be applied to produce (new) referents)34 
c) only lexical relations contained by the numeration can be used in D3.4, and such a step always 
results in the deletion of (an occurrence of) the given lexical relation from the numeration 
3 3 The order of elements in a numeration is assumed to be irrelevant. Nevertheless, a numer-
ation is to be defined as a sequence because it is not excluded that a lcxical relation name occurs mul-
tiply. Multiple membership is not interpreted in the case of a simple set. 
3 4 Remember R' = Ro ) d ' и Rnew". 
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d) the formula of q1 must contain, for every lexical relation deleted from the numeration in 
the period, a statement about a relation associated with it. 
In period t, T > t > 2 for some t and T, provided that tasks in period t 1 has already been exe-
cuted, first a new world should be created by D3.7 (let w' denote it), and as a last step in this 
period a referent that belongs to w1 should be assigned to an instance of a relation, denoted by, 
say, q1. The whole period is characterized by the constraints that 
a) the cursor must not go through worlds preceding w+ , 
b) referents in R' must not be referred to in any step 
c) only lexical relations contained by (the remainder of) the numeration can be used in D3.4. 
and such a step always results in the deletion of (an occurrence of) the given lexical relation 
from the numeration 
d) the formula of q' must contain every lexical relation (in the form of predicates) deleted 
from the numeration in the period. 
If there is already no relation remained in the numeration, then there comes a final period. The 
sequence <q ' , q : . ..., qT> should be created by means of D3.8 (and D3.1), and be given a refer-
ent r " that belongs to w \ If N is a numeration that belongs to a sentence, then let us call r " the 
Davidsonian referent of this sentence. Finally, the cursor is to move to w1. 
The starting-point of the definition above is a sequence of lexical items (called here 
numeration, after Chomsky 1995). The semantic side of a lexical item is a state-
ment that certain entities stand in a certain relation. These statements should be 
arranged in layers (sec (26) a bit later). Technically, the numeration should be emp-
tied into the absorbing world and later worlds (c-d above). The absorbing world 
and the brand new later worlds serve the purpose of still isolating the new sentence 
(a-b). Otherwise, the general rules of information state development are valid (D3). 
By the last period a series of worlds will have been created, parallel with the cre-
ation of situation referents (whose formulas consist of certain members of the 
numeration) so that each situation referent belongs to a world. The numeration is 
already empty. The resulting conditional relation is called the Davidsonian refer-
ent of the sentence (Davidson 1967; Kamp-Rossdeutschcr 1994; Parsons 1995). It 
belongs to w' whereas the referents that the lexical relation names are associated 
with as predicates belong to later worlds. This construction is intended to capture 
the moment when the hearer has already accepted that a situation has been referred 
to by a sentence but tbc participants are still undecided. 
3.3.11. The proper embedding of a new sentence 
The extent of embedding a sentence into the hearer's information state depends on 
the discourse organizing capacity of its words. A definite description, for instance, 
usually triggers the identification of a temporary referent of the new sentence with 
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an old referent of an earlier information state of the hearer. Certain conditional sen-
tences, however, remain minimally embedded in the sense that they express an 
assertion of referents that cannot be found in the actual world. 
D6 Suppose Imln is a minimal embedding of a relation numeration N = < p b p2, .... pk> (with a 
Davidsonian referent qfl) in an extension Г of a hearer's information state I*. An m-step exten-
sion (see D4) of Imln (for an arbitrary m > 0) is called a proper embedding of N in the exten-
sion Г of 1* i f q 0 undergoes D4.10 at least once. 
A miniinal embedding of a sentence in an information state 1* of a hearer is a minimal em-
bedding of its numeration in an arbitrary extension Г of I*. A proper embedding of a sentence 
in an information state 1* of a hearer is a proper embedding of its numeration in an arbitrary 
extension I' of I*. 
Rule D4.10 plays the central role in the definition above. The essence of my 
approach is that every sentence clings to the hearer's information state first as a 
sequence q0 = <q ' , q2 q T > of statements about relations. Then the discourse 
organizing elements of the sentence (operators, articles, connectives ctc.) deter-
mine whether the sentence remains in the state of a minimal embedding, or not. In 
the latter case statements q1, q2, ... should be satisfied, respectively. Let us look at 
a scries of examples: 
(25) (a) If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it. 
< FARMLR(r ' ), ! DONKEY(r" ), OWN'(r", r " ) } , BEAT(r ' , r " ) > 
(b) If the farmer owns a donkey, he beats it. 
[ F A R M E R ^ , ) , < {OONKEY(r" ) , O W N ( f | , r " ) ) , ВЕАТ(г,, r " ) > } 
(c) The farmer owns a donkey and beats it. 
Î FARMF.R( Г J ) . DONKEY(r 2 ), OWN (Q, Г2 ) , BEATt r , , R2)} 
where q and r2 belong to the actual world, and r' and r " do not belong to it 
(25a) illustrates the case of minimal embedding. Neither the farmer's referent nor 
that of the donkey belongs to the actual world. The hearer is not likely to begin to 
calculate the truth conditions of the sentence; rather, he stores this piece of infor-
mation in his information state and will apply to a farmer, and then a donkey of this 
farmer's, if he needs it. 
(25b) illustrates proper embedding. It is assumed here that the speaker and 
the hearer have been talking about a particular farmer; so this farmer is assigned an 
old referent in the hearer's information state just before processing the sentence in 
(25b). The farmer's temporary referent (in the isolated state of sentence process-
ing) could be identified with this old referent. 
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The difference between (25a) and (25b) lies in the role of the piece of infor-
mation KARMHR(r'). In (25a) it serves as a condition concerning the future: "if you 
might hear of a farmer..." Whereas in (25b) the same piece of information serves as 
an instruction (primarily due to the definite article): "look for the farmer in your 
information state; the speaker assumes that there is a salient farmer referent there..." 
(25c) is another example of proper embedding. If the hearer could accept the 
sentence, then the farmer's (original) referent has been identified with an old refer-
ent, and that of the donkey with a new referent (that also belongs to the actual 
world). As the worlds preceded by the actual world of the hearer's before process-
ing the sentence, which have been created in the course of its embedding, contain 
no new information any more relative to the actual world after processing the given 
sentence, they are to be deleted. A case like this can be called a total embedding 
of a sentence into the hearer's information state. 
3.3.12. The minimally embedded Hungarian sentence as a conditional relation 
This paper serves the purpose of creating the framework of a representational 
dynamic semantics based on the hearer's information state. Further research in this 
line would require a detailed examination in two main areas. The one area is the 
construction of the conditional relation to be assigned to a minimally embedded 
sentence. Here I am going to make a brief remark about the hypothesized connec-
tion between this conditional relation and the basic Hungarian operator structure.35 
The other area amounts to the exploration of the discourse organizing capacity of 
words and grammatical constructions. I conjecture that not only articles and con-
nectives bear such a capacity but perhaps each lexical item. 
Now let us consider the standard assumption on the Hungarian operator struc-
ture in the early nineties (Kiefcr-E. Kiss 1994).36 The surface form of a sentence 
may begin with topics. Then quantifiers may come. A focus position may be the 
last element of the prcvcrbal zone. The postverbal zone usually consists of argu-
ments. (26a) below represents this structure, and (26b) demonstrates the proposed 
formula of the Davidsonian argument in the minimal embedding: 
(26) (a) T, T2 ... T, Qi Q2 ... Qj F V A, A, ... Ak 
(b) < T | , <T2, ... <Tj, <Q| , <Q2, ... <Qj, <{A|, A2, ... Ak ,V), <F> » » > » 
— On the assumption (Szabolcsi 1995) that what is overtly expressed in Hungarian is essen-
tially the same as what is expressed covertly in, say, English, the scope of the discussion here prom-
ises a possibility for generalization. 
3 6 The current alternatives (e.g. Brody 1990; É. Kiss 1995; Szabolcsi 1995) contain no element 
that seems to be irreconcilable with the spirit of the discussion here. 
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Lel us look at a series of examples as an illustration where proper embedding is pro-
hibited by a universal context like this: "The following statement is true for every 
word of the text written in cipher..." On this reading the sentences in question will 
remain minimally embedded for a hearer since they express universal statements 
about occurrences of letters Q and U in a particular text written in cipher. 
(27) (a) Egy Q - t j 'követy egy 'UA . 
a Q-acc follow-3sg a U 
'As for a letter Q. it is followed by a letter U.' 
<Q(T), |U(r") . r t )LLOW(r" , r ')}> ( U A Q U , * Q U A Q ) 
scheme: <T, |A, V}> 
(b) Egy 'UT 'követy egy Q-tA . 
a U follow-3sg a Q-acc 
'As for a letter U, it follows a letter Q.' 
<U(r"), {Q(r'), rOLLOW(r", r ')}> ( * U A Q U , Q U A Q ) 
scheme: <T. 1Л. V}> 
(c) Egy 'Új.- követy egy ~Q-tA-
a U follow-3sg a Q-acc 
'It is a letter U that follows a letter Q.' 
< IQ(r'), roi.t.ow(r", r')}, U(r")> ( U A Q U , ? Q U A Q ) 
scheme: < | A . V}. F> 
In (27a) above the predicted formula (correctly) says that first an arbitrary Q should 
be considered, and this Q must be followed by a U. The statement is false if the text 
contains the word QUAQ because the second Q is not followed by a U. (27b) illus-
trates the opposite case when first an arbitrary U should be considered, and then this 
U should satisfy the condition of following a Q. The first U of UAQU is not com-
patible with the statement. Finally, the sequence of statements associated with sen-
tence (27c) predicts that first we should consider an arbitrary situation where a Q is 
followed by something, and then it is claimed that the letter following Q must be a 
U. According to this analysis, QUAQ is compatible with statement (27c) since the 
first Q is followed by a U, while the second Q does not meet the premise at all. The 
judgment here is a bit uncertain, due to the fact, I guess, that there is a tendency to 
regard a conditional statement as being relevant. In this latter case, the interpreta-
tion is that first a Q should be find, then it is supposed that this Q is followed by 
something (since this possibility has been mentioned in the sentence), and finally it 
should be turn out that the letter following this Q is a U. We can get rid of this dis-
turbing factor by substituting követhet 'follow-can' for követ, yielding a statement 
that is in perfect harmony with what has been predicted. 
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Summary 
My main purpose has been to prove that a dynamic semantics based on DRS-likc 
representations (e.g. Kamp 1981; Kamp-Reyle 1993; Heim 1982; 1983) need not 
necessarily be thought to be non-compositional (Groenendijk-Stokhof 1989). What 
is required is an appropriate syntax to a representational dynamic semantics, or 
rather, an external component instead of a syntax in the traditional sense. The 
attractive discourse representation structures themselves inspired me first to raise 
the possibility of such a system (Alberti 1990). The version demonstrated in this 
paper is called a Generative Argument Structure Grammar, becausc of the distin-
guished role of lexical characterizations. It can be regarded as a special kind of cat-
egorial grammar. 
In Section 2 it was argued that GASG is a straightforward implementation of 
such central ideas of current generative linguistics as the condition of lexical inclu-
siveness, the elimination of phrase structure grammar, and the idea of a morpholo-
gy-driven grammar (Chomsky 1995). The cornerstone of my reasoning is that these 
ideas arc not necessarily to be associated with the practice of an entire syntactic 
encoding of morphological and intonational information. Thus, on the one hand, 
GASG serves as a compositionally adequate formal counterpart of a representa-
tional dynamic semantics whereas, on the other hand, it provides a flexible syntac-
tic means, due to the simultaneous accessibility of pieces of external information 
held usually (but groundless) as being of different nature. 
Section 3 was devoted to the demonstration of an attempt to construct a realis-
tic model of the hearer's information state and the embedding of the content of 
discourses in this structure from sentence to sentence. I have argued that it is an 
indispensable task of dynamic semantics. One reason is that certain features of a 
sentence cannot be interpreted without considering the hearer's lexical, cultural/ 
encyclopedic, or interpersonal knowledge. Another reason is that it is the cost of 
returning to Kamp's (1981) original intuition, i.e. DRSs are small partial models, 
instead of accepting their uncertain theoretical status in present approaches (Kamp-
Rcyle 1993). 
It is worth that cost, however, to construct a level of representation like this 
because it enables us to capture relations among the basic components of logical 
systems, defined separately in predicate logic, in so effective a way that sheds new 
light on stubborn problems of dynamic semantics (e.g. donkey sentences, modal 
subordination, the introduction of different kinds of implicit information), and pro-
vides a uniform treatment of conditionals, canonical scenarios, universal, modal, 
non-factive and negative contexts (in harmony with the spirit of Karttuncn 1976). 
The hearer's information state, as has been defined here, promises to serve the pur-
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pose of reflecting the intricate interactions among referents, propositions, and alter-
native worlds due to its being defined by simultaneous recursion. 
In the last subsection (3.3) it was defined how a sentence said to the hearer can 
be embedded in his/her information state. A new sentence often triggers some reor-
ganization of this information state. Or more precisely, the hearer is assumed to 
believe in the coherence of the discourse performed (Kálmán 1990; Kálmán-
Szabó 1990) so he is prepared for reorganizing the structure of his information state 
to a certain extent unless he could embed the sentence in its original version. In 
other words, he extends his information state in certain areas. The extension of the 
hearer's information state is defined as an information state to which no new infor-
mation has been fed (relative to the hearer's original information state before pro-
cessing the new sentence to be embedded) but which may offer more referents to 
pronouns, definite descriptions, and other elements of this new sentence, due to 
three special rules whose task is to produce referents. 
Appendix 
I. Notes on lexical characterizations in GASG 
1. The propositions (or conditions) on words and potential words (to be found) are formulated in a clas-
sical predicate logical language whose model's domain consists of the set M of morphemes of the sen-
tence (being examined) together with every finite sequence of M (usually denoted by M*). The vocabu-
lary of predicates consists of such that refer to different kinds of external relations, including one-place 
relations ('is a noun', 'is in Norn.', etc.). The formulas are as usual (if ф and vp are formulas, then ~ф. 
ф&чI. фур, ф—>i)/. ф<->1|/, Зу.ф and \/у.ф are also formulas), except this one: 'if ф is a formula, then гее[ф] 
and Фот[ф] are also formulas,' whose interpretation is that ф is recessive/dominant. Informally speak-
ing, a recessive requirement can easily be overridden while a dominant one always must be satisfied. 
2. Propositions written in capitals (1NT.STRESS) concern inherent lexical properties of words while 
those written in small capitals ( INT.STRESS) are only due to affixation, intonation, or other extraneous 
factors. These characterizations are assumed to be arranged in an inheritance network; a stressed 
inflected word thus inherits properties from its stem, from its kind of stress, and from its affixes. 
3. The lexical characterization of a word (in the inheritance network just mentioned) is to be inter-
preted as its 'category" in the approach according to which GASG is a kind of categorial grammar. 
4. There is an asymmetry in lexical characterizations: those of certain words (e.g. finite verbs) con-
tain references to words to be found in an actual sentence ('potential words') besides their own 
word(s), whereas those of other words (e.g. nouns) contain no such references. It is assumed thus that 
external relations arc asymmetrical: the one word is referred to in the lexical characterization of the 
other but not vice versa. This asymmetry may be useful, say, in formulation of rules like this: 'out of 
two recessive external features in conflict, the one described in the superior lexical item will manifest 
itself." It is this asymmetry, together with the assumption that the superiority relation between words 
is transitive (hence, not circular), that enables us to construct phrase structure trees. This observation 
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does not entail, however, that phrase structure trees are necessarily to be regarded as the appropriate 
level to represent each piece of linguistic information (cf. syntactic encoding in 2,2). They may be 
nothing else but attractive representations of superiority relations. 
5. Apostrophes before words mark their being stressed. In Hungarian the first syllable of open class words 
is stressed as a default; the absence of a stress like this may refer to the presence of a focus operator. 
6. Finally a brief note on the particular word nősiil. It is a real intransitive verb which has no transi-
tive version either. It means 'get married" but can be asserted only of men. Or it might be said, too, 
that il means 'marry a woman ' but the woman cannot be expressed in this construction. 
II. Analysis of a conditional sentence 
( 1) Ha 'Mari-nak 'nősül egy 'régi 'udvarló-ja, akkor 'fel-kercs-i a 'menyasszony-t... 
if Mari-dat marryawoman-3sg an old suitor-poss3sg then prefu p-seek-3sg-dcfObj the 
fiancée-acc 
'If a former boyfriend of Mary's is getting married, she visits the fiancée... ' (e.g. in order to 
talk to her about the man's bad habits) 
First I am going to make comments on the lexical characterizations of the items that the sentence 
above consists of. This part of the Appendix serves as a complement to 2.6. Alberti (1996. 1998) pro-
vide even more detailed analyses. 
( 2 ) ( a ) IF -TUEN(V, , v 2 ) 
i f . . . then: < t ' , t2; t 1 , , t ' 2 , t 2 h t2 2> 
row 1 CAT.CONN(tl) , SEQ(H|) , SYN.PREQt 1 , t1 , ) , SYN.NEAR(t ' , t1 ,) , MEM(t ' 2 , t1 ,) , 
F INITE^ 1 , ) , 
1-2 CAT.C'ONN(t2). SEQ(t 2 , ) . SYN.PREQt 2 , t2 ,) , SYN.NEAR(t2 , t2 , ) , MEM(t 2 2 , t2 ,) , 
FINITE(t2 2) 
r3 - INT.STESS( t ' ) . —INT.STRESS(t ' ) , ~INT.STESS(t2), ~ INT.STRESS( t 2 ) 
IIa ' i f ' and akkor ' then ' are assumed to form a unit in spite of the distance between the two own words 
(t1 and t2). which are connectives ( rowl . l , r2.1). Both immediately precede ( r l .3 4, r2.3-4) 
sequences of words ( t ' | in r l .2 , and t2 , in r2.2) that contain (r l .5 , r2.5: MEMber) a finite element 
(t1-. in r l .6 . and t2-. m r2.6). Thus, both connectives precede a finite clause. The connectives must not 
be stressed in a grammatical sentence (r3.1. r3.3), and they arc not stressed in the sentence under 
examination indeed (r3.2. r3.4). As for semantics, the temporary referents V| and v2 are to be identi-
fied with referents that belong to entire DRSs. 
( 2 ) ( b ) MAR1(V 3) 
'Mari-dat: <t3> 
CAT.N.PROPN(t3), LEG.REF.SPEC.DEF(t3), MOR.CASH.DAT(t3), 
INT.STRI SS(t3), M O R . P E R S . 3 ( t 3 ) , MOR.NUM.SG( t 3 ) 
The word above is a stressed proper name in the dative case. Details arc available in 2.6, with the 
exception of the last two formulas (r2.2 3) about the person and number of this noun. 
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( 2 ) ( С ) M A R R Y - A - W O M A N ( V 4 ) 
'marryawoman-3sg: <0 ; t4,, t42, t43, t 4 3 , > 
r l CAT.V.INTR(t4), FlNlTE(t4), lNT.STRESS(t4), rec[INT.STRESS(t4)], 
r2 [~(t4, = t4) => INT.STRESS(t4 | ) => SYN.PREC(t 4 , , t4-,)] 
r3 LEG.PREDít4-,). lNT.STRESS(t4 2), rec[t4 2 = t4] 
r4 [~(t42 = t4) => (SYN.PRECft 4 , , t 4 j & SYN.NEARlt 4 , , t4))] 
r5 LEG(t4 3), CAT.N(t4 3 | ) , MOR/CASE/NOMit 4 , , ) . rec[INT.STRESS(t4 3 | )] , 
ró ~SYN.PREC( t 4 3 | . t43), SYN.NEAR(t4 3 , t431)," 
rl MOR.PER.3(t43 |), MOR.NUM.SG(t43|) 
2.6 provides only a fragmentary analysis of this stressed finite intransitive verb ( r l .1 -3) , which 
requires stress as a default (rl .4). In addition to the subject (t43, t 4 3 | ) , the lexical characterization con-
tains references to two potential elements of the sentence. The one (H| in r2) is the topic of the sen-
tence. which usually bears a normal stress (r2), and the other (t4-,) is the element called the verb car-
rier in Kálmán Nádasdy (1994). In focused sentences, for instance, it is the focused element that 
serves as a verb carrier. The given verb bears the property that its own word plays the role of the verb 
carrier in a neutral sentence (r3.3). The verb carrier is always predicative in a certain sense (r3.1 ). and 
stressed (r3.2). The topic precedes the verb carrier (r2); if there is no normal topic in a sentence, the 
verb itself is regarded as the topic. If the verb carrier differs from the verb, i.e. the sentence is focused, 
then the former immediately precedes the latter (r4). Thus the logical/rhetorical structure of Hungarian 
sentences is described in the lexicon as the potential environment of finite prcdicators. 
Rows 5 7 characterize the potential subject, which is to contain a determiner-like element (t43). 
and a nominal element (t4-,|). As is mentioned in 2.6, a proper name can play the roles of these two 
elements at the same time. A detail ignored in 2.6 is expressed by the formula in r5.4: the nominal cle-
ment is stressed as a default (e.g. in a neutral sentence). 
( 2 ) ( d ) A N ( V 5 ) 
a(n) : <t5; t 5 , > 
CAT.DET.ART.IND(G). LEG.REF.NON-SPEC(f ) , 
~INT.STRESS(t5) , ~iNT.STRESS(t5), 
CAT.N(Fj) . SYN.PREC(t5 , t5 , ) . SYN.NEAR(t 5 , t5 ,) , MOR.NUM.SG(t 5 , ) 
The characterization of the indefinite article is complete in 2.6. 
( 2 ) ( C ) F O R M K R ( V 6 ) 
•former: <t(l; t ( , ,> 
rl CAT.A(t"), 
r2 CAT.N(th | ) , SYN.PREC(t6 , t6 , ) , dom[SYN.NEAR(t 6 , t6 , ) ] , 
1-3 rec[lNT.STRESS(t6) <-A lNT.STRESS(t h , ) ] 
As for the adjective. r3 above provides an additional piece of information: attributive adjectives arc 
stressed or unstressed parallel with the noun that belong to them (as a default). 
( 2 ) ( f ) U O Y F R l E N D P O S S ( V 7 , V S ) 
"boyfricnd-poss3sg: <t7; t 7 | , t 7 M > 
CAT.Nft7), M O R . C ' A S E . N O M ( t 7 ) , 
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LEG(t 7 | ) , CAT.N(t7 , , ) . ~ S Y N . P R E C ( t 7 , t 7 , ) , NEAR(t 7 , , , t7 ,) . 
MOR.PERS.3( t 7 ) , MOR.NUM.SG(t 7 ) , MOR.PERS.3 ( t 7 , , ) , 
MOR.CASE.NOM(t 7 , , ) v MOR.CASE.DAT(t 7 , , ) 
dom[MOR.CASE.NOM(t 7 , , ) =t> ( S Y N . P R E Q t 7 , , , t7) & SYN.NEAR(t 7 , , , t7))], 
rec[MOR.CASE.DAT(t 7 , , )=> ( S Y N . P R E Q t 7 , , , t7) & SYN.NEAR(t 7 , , , t7))], 
rec[INT.STRESS(t7) <-> INT.STRESS(t7 , , )] . i\T.STRKss(t7) 
2.6 provides a thorough analysis of the noun above, too. It lacks only the last subsection here, which 
says that the nominal head of the possessor is stressed or unstressed parallel with the possession as a 
default. The current occurrence of the possession is stressed here. 
(2) (g) visrr(vq , V | 0 ) , HH./SHE/IT(V9) 
'prefu p-seek-3sg-defObj: <t9, tx; t 9 , , t 9 , , t93 , t 9 3 1 > 
rl CAT.V.TR(t9), и м iK(t9), rcc[~INT. STRESS) t9)], ~iNT.STRESs(t9), 
r2 CAT.VPREF(tx). rec[LEG(tx)], ~LEG.REF(tx) , 
r 3 1NT.STRESS(t8), (SYN.PRKC'(tX, t 9 ) , SYN.ADJAC(tX , t 9 ) 
r4 [~(t9 l -19) ( ( S Y N . P R E Q t 9 ! . t9 2) & INT.STRESS(t9 l ))] 
r5 LEG.PRED(t9 2) , lNT.STRESS(t9 2), rec[~(t9 = t9 , ) ] , 
r6 [~(t9 t 9 , ) ( ( S Y N . P R E Q t 9 , , t 9 ) & SYN.NEAR(t 9 , , t9))] 
r7 LEG(t 9 3T CAT.N(t93|), MOR.CASE. A C Q t 9 , , ) , rec[INT.STRESS(t9 3 l)] , 
r8 - S Y N . P R E Q t 9 , , , t 9 , ) . SYN.NEAR(t 9 , , t 9 3 l j , 
1"9 M O R . P E R . з и 9 , , ) . LEG.REE.SPEC.DEF(t9 3) 
l.et us turn to the second clause, which has not been discussed in 2.6. The first word is a prefixed finite 
(rl .2) transitive verb ( r l . 1 ) with two semantic argument slots for the visitor and the person visited (vq 
and v,y above). It consists of two own words: the verb stem (t9) and a separable verbal prefix (tx, r2.1 ). 
The verb stem is unstressed as a default (rl .3), and its current occurrence is unstressed indeed (r l .4) . 
fhe verbal prefix is usually legitimate (r2.2) but its legitimacy cannot come from its referentiality 
(r2.3) but only from its serving as a verb carrier (Alberti 1996). It is stressed now (r3.1) and immedi-
ately precedes the verb stem (r3.2 3; ADJACent) so it is likely to be the verb carrier. 
I9, represents the potential topic of the sentence (r4), which is usually stressed and precedes the 
verb carrier. It will be turned out, however, that the clause in question contains no explicit topic so t9 , 
will be identified with the verb. Nevertheless, the semantic topic is assumed to be the referent of a nom-
inative pronoun whose absence is permitted by the current version of the verb: the formula HE/SHE/IT(VQ) 
indicates this assumption (gender plays no role in Hungarian grammar). That is why there is no refer-
ence to a subject (but only to an object) in the niorpholexical characterization of this version. 
fhe potential verb carrier, which belongs to the lexical characterization of every finite predica-
tor, is marked here with t 9 , . It is always predicative (r5.1) and stressed (r5.2), and immediately pre-
cedes the verb stem unless they coincide (r6). These three properties of verb carriers are inherited by 
every finite verb in the morpholexical inheritance network, whereas formula r5.3, which expresses the 
recessive condition that the verb carrier does not coincide with the verb stem, is inherited only by a 
subclass of verbs. The finite verb of the first clause ( 'marry a woman"), for instance, does not belong 
to this subclass because it definitely requires the main stress in a neutral sentence. 
t 9 , , and t 9 , in r7 9 represent the two relevant parts of the object: the nominal (r7.2) element in 
the accusative case (r7.3). which is stressed as a default (r7.4), and the determiner-like (r7.1) element, 
which immediately precedes the former (r8) unless they coincide. The conjugation of the verb deter-
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mines tlie person feature (r9.1) of the nominal element of the potential object and the definiteness 
(r9.2) of its determiner-like element. 
( 2 ) ( h ) T H E ( v , , ) 
the: <t10; t ' 0 , > 
rl CAT.DET.ART.DEF(t10), LEG.REF.SPEC.DEF(t10), 
r 2 ~ l N T . S T E S S ( t 1 0 ) , ~INT.STRESS(t1 0) , 
r3 CAT.N(t'°|), SYN.PREC(t1(l, t1 0 ,) , SYN.NEAR(t10 , t ' ° | ) 
The definite article (r 1.1 above) is characterized as an obligatorily unstressed element (r2.1), which 
can legitimize (rl.2: LEGitimate, REFerential, SPECific, DEFinite) a nominal expression (r3.1) that 
it immediately precedes (r3.2-3). Fortunately, the current occurrence of this definite article is 
unstressed indeed (r2.2). 
( 2 ) ( i ) FIANCÉE(V|2) 
'fiancée-acc: < t " > 
CAT.N(t"), MOR.CASE.ACC( t ' ' ) , INT.STRESS(t' ' ) 
The last word is a stressed noun in accusative. 
Our second task is to verify that the morpholexical requirements concerning potential environ-
ments in a sentence can be satisfied. Thus we should point out that the sequence of stressed and 
inflected words given above does meet these requirements indeed. The verification amounts to an 
identification of each potential clement referred to in the lexical characterizations with own words or 
other potential elements. Parallel with the establishment of this system of equations among mor-
pholexical elements, another system of equations among semantic arguments can be established. 
Thus, a successful satisfaction of lexical conditions has two results: it will have been proved, on the 
one hand, that a grammatical sentence can be constructed from a numeration of stressed and inflect-
ed words, and a DRS will have been assigned to this sentence, on the other hand, where instances of 
co-predication have already been determined. 
Let us review the parallel equation systems: 
( 3 ) r l t 1 , = < t - \ t
4 , t - \ t ' \ t 7 > V| = {MARI(V3) , MARRY-A-WOMAN(V4) , AN(V5) , 
FORMER(v 6 ) , BOYFRIEND p o s s (v 7 , v„).} 
t-2 t ' 2 = t 4 gramm. 
r 3 " l = < t
s . t 9 , t 1 0 . t M > v 2 = {VIS1T(V4, V | 0 ) . T H E ( v n ) , FIANCFE(V12)} 
r 4 t 2 , = t 9 gramm. 
r5 t 4 l = t 3 MARI(V3) is in t h e t o p i c o f t h e s e n t e n c e w h o s e 
is M A R R Y - A - W O M A N ( V 4 ) 
r 6 t K = t 4 gramm., no focus 
1-7 t 4 3 — t- Y 4 = V5 
r 8 t 4 , L = t 7 v 4 = v 7 
1-9 t 5 i = t
7 Y 5 = V7 
r l 0 t 6 . = t 7 v 6 = v 7 
t-11 t 7 , = t
3 v x = v 3 
t-12 t 7 , , = t -
3 v s = v 3 
t-13 Л = t 9 gramm., no new topic (v3 = vy?) 
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ri 4 t9-> = t8  
1-15 = t1() 
r l6 t 9 3 l = t ' i 
r 17 t l ü , = t l l 
The IF-THEN operator is assumed here to be similar to a verb with two argument slots. Its specialty 
amounts to the fact that these arguments are referents that belong to entire discourses and are to be 
expressed as finite clauses. These finite clauses are characterized as sequences of words with a finite 
element. The sequence <Marinak, nősül, egy, régi, udvarlója> serves as an adequate realization of t1, 
(ri ) with nősiil 'marry a woman' as a finite element (r2). The potential element t2, can be identified 
with the sequence <fcl, keresi, a, menyasszonyt> (r3) where (fel-)keresi 'visit' will play the role of the 
finite element required (r4). As for semantics, the sequences of words correspond to sets of semantic 
items, which can be regarded as (still underspecifted) DRSs (rl , r3). The demonstration of finite ele-
ments (r2, r4) only amounts to the satisfaction of a requirement concerning grammaticality. 
The potential topic ( t4 | ) in the lexical characterization of the first finite verb can be identified 
with the stressed word Marinak 'Mary-daf (r5). It will turn out soon that this word precedes the verb 
carrier indeed. Here no semantic consequence is attributed to the identification of an element with the 
topic (which is undoubtedly a simplification). It will be relied on, however, that the implicit topic of 
a clause equals to the topic of the previous clause as a default. 
The verb carrier t42 can be identified with the stressed verb (r6), which has been mentioned to 
be the default case. This fact is to be regarded as an indication of the absence of a focus operator. 
The subsequent six equation pairs (r7 12) have already been commented in 2.6. The pieces of 
information mentioned only here corroborate the equations. The final result is that the boyfriend is the 
same as the person who is going to marry a woman (r7 8), Mary is the possessor of the boyfriend 
( i l l 12), and the boyfriend is a "non-specific former boyfriend" (r9- 10). These latter two statements 
will be interpreted a bit later. 
Let us turn to the second clause and begin with the verb carrier (rl4). The verbal prefix satisfies 
every requirement (it is stressed and immediately precedes the verb stem) so it serves as a verb carri-
er in the clause in question. This fact is an indication of the absence of a semantic focus operator. 
What can play the role of the potential topic (r 13)? The following simplified answer can be pro-
vided here. As nothing precedes the verb carrier in the clause, f , can be identified with the verb. As 
was mentioned, the incorporated subject of this clause is to be identified with the topic of the previ-
ous clause so Mary will be the topic of the second clause, too, and the implicit subject as well. 
The definite determiner-like element is obviously the definite article (г 15) so the definite entity (v j |) 
is the visited person {v,()). Fortunately, this element immediately precedes a noun in accusative, which can 
be identified with the nominal element of the potential object referred to in the lexical characterization of 
'visit' (rl6). The semantic result is that the visited person is to be identified with the fiancée (v,(1 = Vp). 
Finally, the nominal element that belongs to the definite article ( t l ü | ) can be unified with the sub-
sequent noun (t11) so the definite entity is nothing else but the fiancée. 
The equations among semantic arguments have been summarized below: 
gramm., no focus 
VI0 = VII 
VL() = V I 2 
V,, = v . . 
(4) V| = j...}: the premise 
v2 - j...}: the conclusion 
V, = v s = v4: Mary, who will visit somebody 
v4 = v5 = v6 = v7: Mary's former boyfriend, who is going to marry a woman 
V|q — V| j v p : the fiancée 
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Now we are in A position to specify the two DRSs in the argument slots of the IF-THKN operator 
so we can list the set of semantic items corresponding to the numeration of lexical items: 
( 5 ) | I F - T H E N ( { M A R I ( V 3 ) , M A R R Y - A - W O M A N ( V 4 ) , A N ( V 4 ) , F O R M E R ( V 4 ) , B O Y F R I E N D _ O S S ( V 4 , V 3 ) } , 
{ V I S I T ( V 3 , V | 0 ) , T H E ( V 1 0 ) , F I A N X F : E ( V | H ) } ) , M A R I ( V J ) , M A R R Y - A - W O M A N ( V 4 ) , A N ( V 4 ) , FORMF:R(V4) , 
B O Y F R ! H N D p O S S ( V 4 , V , ) . V 1 S I T ( V 3 , V , 0 ) , T H E ( V 1 0 ) , F l A N C É E ( v 1 0 ) } 
The formula above serves as an input for the embedding of the sentence in the hearer's information 
state ( 3 . 3 ) . Then the connection between the simple DRSs that constitute the input is interpreted as a 
conditional relation ( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) , primarily due to the discourse organizing capacity of the topic operator 
( 3 . 3 . 1 2 ) and the IF-THEN operator ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) . This conditional relation below is to be regarded as the result 
of the minimal embedding of the sentence: 
( 6 ) < M A R I ( V 3 ) ? , I M A R R Y - A - W O M A N ( v 4 ) , F O R M E R ( v 4 ) ? , B O Y F R I E N D p o s s ( V 4 , V 3 ) ? } , 
j v i s i r ( v 3 , V | 0 ) . F ! A N C H K ( V | 0 ) ? } > 
The four question marks in the formula above are intended to indicate other elements' capacity for 
discourse organization, which will result in the process of embedding going on. 
I. Proper names, likewise (other) definite expressions, require their temporary referent to be 
identified with an old referent of (an extension of) the hearer's information state before processing the 
new sentence. Thus the speaker assumes that the hearer's actual information state contains only one 
person named Mari. 
II. The attributive construction régi udvarló 'former boyfriend' cannot be interpreted in a con-
junctive way like this: "x is former and x is a boyfriend." 
III. The possessive construction Mart udvarlója 'Mary's boyfriend' cannot be interpreted in a con-
junctive way either. The conjunction "x is Mary's and x is a boyfriend" is at least underspecified because 
this formula does not express the fact that x belongs to Mary as a boyfriend (Alberti 1995, 1997b). 
IV. The definite expression a menyasszony 'the fiancée' requires its temporary referent (\'|o) to 
be identified with an old referent. 
The following conditional relations (or similar ones), expressing lexical/cultural/encyclopedic 
knowledge, are to be assumed to be contained by the hearer's information state ( 3 . 2 . 6 , 3 . 3 . 8 ) : 
( 7 ) ( a ) < B O Y F R I E N D p o s s ( X , y ) , C O U R T ( X , y ) > 
( b ) < C O U R T ( X , y ) , C O U R T l i m e ( x , y , t ) > 
( C ) < | F O R M E R ( x ) , C O U R T l i m e ( x , y , t) j , { N O T - C O U R T , i m e ( x , y , t„), t<t ( ) |> 
( d ) < M A R R Y - A - W U M A N ( X ) , J M A R R Y ( x , y ) , F ! A N C F K ( y ) j 
( C ) < M A R R Y ( X , y ) , M A R R Y t j m e ( X , y , t ) > 
( f ) < V I S I T ( X , y ) , V I S I T l j m c ( X , y , t ) > 
The first conditional relation declares that the possessor of the boyfriend is a person that he courts. 
Row 4 demonstrates a similar piece of knowledge: the elementary DRS that belongs to nősül 'marry-
a-woman" is associated with the DRS expressing that the person who gets married marries a person 
that can be called a fiancée. Rows 2. 5, 6 provide specialized versions of the general assumption that 
actions can be supplied with a time referent. Finally, the formula in r3 also expresses a special instance 
of a general rule, which concerns the use o f ' f o r m e r ' . It says that ' former ' is an assertion of a time 
referent. Precisely, if x is asserted to be 'former' and x courts y at a point of time t. then t precedes 
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the present time of the actual world (marked with t0), and x bears a NOT-COURT relation to у at the 
present time (1 have simplified here an idea in Partee 1984). 
A question arises as to whether these pieces of information can be assumed to be at the hearer's 
disposal. Obviously, no lexicon or encyclopedia can be assumed to contain such a gigantic amount of 
knowledge. The hearer's information state, however, is not a lexicon but a store of earlier discourses. 
There must be a mechanism (of generalization) that turns pairs (or groups) of concrete DRSs associ-
ated in real discourses into abstract conditional relations. The hearer permanently attempts to interpret 
different discourses by means of arbitrarily combining (generalized versions ( 3 . 3 . 6 ) of) earlier DRSs. 
and saves the combinations that have proved successful in the course of an interpretation. 
Suppose now the conditional relations in (7) arc at the hearer's disposal. (S)he should open them 
in the way discussed in 3 . 3 . 8 . Here I show the final result, and then I am going to sketch the steps. 
(8) w ' < w~ < w^" 
rM belongs to w' , 
r s , Г|г. t(), t | , Ь belong to w + , 
t j belongs to w + + 
( 9 ) < 1 C O U R T , j m e ( r s , Г М , t | ), NOT-COURT t j m e ( r s , Г м , t 0 ) , M A R R Y t j m e ( r s , Гр, t 2 ) , FLANCÉE(rp), t , < t 0 < t 2 ] , 
[visrr t j m e(rM , rF, t j) , t0<t3}> 
World w ' in (8) is the active world of the hearer's information state before processing the sentence. 
The Davidsonian referent of the sentence ( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) belongs to this world. w+ denotes the absorbing 
world, and W denotes an even later world. 
Mary's temporary referent (v3 in (6)) is to be identified with an old referent that belongs to w . 
as was mentioned. The speaker assumes that this referent, marked with rM in (8), exists in the hear-
er's current information state. If this is true, the first conditional layer of the conditional relation in (6) 
can be satisfied and then can be deleted (see 9). 
The temporary referent v4 is to be identified with a new referent that can be assumed to belong 
to the absorbing world w+ . This new referent is marked with r s , to remind of the word boyfriend. Now 
let us notice that the referents of the conditional relations in (7) belong to the absorbing world (since 
if a referent belongs to a certain world, it belongs to every later worlds). The (referent of the) DRS 
[BOYFRIENQ_OSS(X, y)[rs, rM]} also belongs to w \ so {COURT(X,y) [ r s , r M ] j = (COURT(r s , r M ) | belongs 
to the absorbing world as well. The content of (7.2 3) can be feed to the absorbing world likewise. 
The appearance of the referent of the fiancée is due to (7.4): referent y in (7.4) is to be identified with 
a new referent of w + (3.3.6). t() in (9) denotes the current tense of the absorbing world, while t2 denotes 
the time of the marriage. The computation of their relation is based on a thorough analysis of tense, 
aspect and verb type (not discussed here). 
In the DRS [VISIT(V3 . V | 0 ) . F IANCÉE(V ) 0 ) ?} in (6), the definite expression 'the fiancée' requires 
explanation. Where is the old referent for vK ) to be identified with? There is one that belongs to the 
absorbing world but does not belong to w ' : it is marked with rp. The time of the visit can also be intro-
duced; its referent t, will belong to (only) w+ + . It obviously marks a point of time that follows the pre-
sent time that belongs to w"1" (the reasons are not discusscd here). 
I argue that (9) represents the final state of the embedding of sentence (1) in the hearer's infor-
mation state because the sentence has a conditional form and a non-spccific boyfriend is referred to 
in it. The interesting point is that the definiteness of the fiancée in the second clause is to be inter-
preted according to the world (that belongs to the DRS) of the first clause. So the hearer is not 
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assumed to have a salient fiancée in Iiis information state before processing the sentence. No problem 
arises, fortunately, since the abstract conditional relations can be applied to the absorbing world as 
well. 
Thus the sentence in ( 1 ) has been embedded in the hearer's information state as the conditional 
relation in (9), which provides the following information: If the hearer hears about a person with the 
properties that (1 ) he does not court Mary (a definite woman known by the hearer) that time, (2) but 
he courted her some time before, (3) and he intends to marry somebody a bit later (who. hence, can 
be referred to as a fiancée), then the hearer will know that (according to the speaker) Marry will visit 
this fiancée (also a bit later relative to the time of hearing about the fiancé). 
The truth-conditional verification of the sentence (in the traditional sense) might be based on 
assuming an ideal hearer, who bears a total knowledge about the possible relations among the refer-
ents that belong to the active world of his current information state. The conditional sentence in ( 1 ) is 
true relative to w if Situation A below always (for any seleetion of the referents mentioned) entails 
Situation В (where rM is a fixed referent that belongs to a definite person named Mari): 
( 10) Situation Л: there are referents r s ' , r F \ t0". t , t 2 ' that all belong to w, and 
{ C O U R T t i m e ( r s " , r M , t f ) , N 0 T - C 0 U R T t i m e ( r s \ r M . t 0 ' ) , M A R R Y t i m e ( r s ' , r F ' . t 2 ' ) . F i A N C É E ( r F ' ) , 
t | ' < t 0 ' < t 2 ' | a l s o b e l o n g s t o a n e x t e n s i o n o f w . 
Situation B: there is a referent t , ' that {visiTtime(rM, r F \ t f ) , t 0 '< t , ' } belongs to an extension of 
the former extension. 
Nevertheless. 1 think that everyday reasoning is based on other kinds of strategies. 
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T H E O U T L I N E S O F A M E T R I C A L S Y N T A X O F H U N G A R I A N 
LÁSZLÓ HUNYADI 
Abstract 
The paper addresses the question of how and to what extent syntax, prosody, communicative and log-
ical functions are related. It is assumed that prosody plays a more general role in indicating scope rela-
tions than surface configuration. 
The basic assumptions of a metrical syntax of Hungarian are outlined according to which only 
those sentences arc grammatical which are assigned a proper prosodie structure. The prosodie rules 
are based on rules of stress reduction between adjacent prosodie components. It is shown that stress 
reduction does not automatically follow rhythmic rules, it is rather constrained by a hierarchy of cat-
egories available for reduction. 
The relation of important communicative functions of a sentence to its prosody, such as topical-
ization and focusing, including multiple foci is discussed demonstrating that the prosody of a sentence 
is both determined by its logical and communicative functions. 
Introduction 
It was observed in Hunyadi (1981a) that, in Hungarian, there is a certain relation 
between linear order and scope interpretation. A wide scope operator precedes its 
scope in such sentences as (1), where the universal quantifier mindenki has wide 
scope over the focused Péterrel. 
(I) [Q Mindenki [ F Péterrel [beszélgetett.]]] 
everyone Peter-with talked 
'Everyone talked to Peter" 
I am grateful to a number of people who have encouraged me to continue work outlined in this paper 
and who have given useful advice on several aspects, including Ferenc Kiefer. Katalin F.. Kiss, Márta 
Maleczki, Bob Ládd. Anna Szabolcsi and László Varga. 1 am also indebted to two anonymous review-
ers for the care they have taken in reading an earlier version and for giving useful comments. All 
remaining errors are, of course, my responsibility. 
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It was also noticed that there is a certain relation between stress and the function of 
scope assignment. Namely, a wide scope operator 'takes over' the stress of the ele-
ment in its immediate scope. This can be seen in the comparison of the following 
pair of sentences (capital letters indicate the main stress-bearing word): 
(2) (a) [,. PÉTERREL [beszélgettem.]] 
Peter-to I talked 
'It was Peter who I talked to' 
(b) [|, NEM Péterrel [beszélgettem.]] 
not Peter-to 1 talked 
'It was not Peter who I talked to' 
Apparently, the focused Péterre! in (2a) has main stress, whereas, when it is in the 
scope of the negative nem, it is unstressed (as in (2b)) with nem 'taking over' the 
stress of Péterrel. 
It was also pointed out that the indication of the scope of an operator by stress-
ing the operator appears to be more general than linear scope assignment. Regardless 
of linear order, the universal quantifier has wide scope in (3a-b) and narrow scope 
in (4a-b): 
(3) (a) PÉTER evett meg MINDENT. 
Peter ate CONV everything-acc 
'For every x, it was Peter who ate x ' 
(b) MINDENT Péter evett meg. 
everything-acc Peter ate CONV 
'For every x. it was Peter who ate x ' 
(4) (a) PÉTER evett meg mindent. 
Peter ate CONV everything-acc 
'It was Peter who ate everything (others may have eaten less)' 
(b) Mindent PÉTER evett meg. 
everything-acc Peter ate CONV 
'It was Peter who ate everything (others may have eaten less)' 
As can be seen in (3) and (4), it is the stressed/unstressed character of the quantifier 
rather than its linear position that suggests its wide/narrow scope, respectively. 
These and similar examples indicate that there is a relation between syntactic 
structure and scope assignment, on the one hand, and prosodie structure and scope 
assignment, on the other. 
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Apparently prosody (including stress and intonation) does not only take part in 
the assignment of scope, it plays yet another, probably even more general role, i.e. 
the denotation of certain communicative functions, specifically, focusing and topical-
ization. Since, in Hungarian, in addition to their prosodie difference, the commu-
nicative functions of focus and topic arc built into syntax with separate positions 
for each of them (cf. E. Kiss 1978), we can assume a certain interdependence 
between the syntactic structure, prosodie structure, communicative and logical func-
tions of a Hungarian sentence. With both syntactic and prosodie structure having 
formal properties the question may arise to what extent each of them participates in 
the denotation of the communicative and logical functions of a sentence. The ques-
tion may also arise whether syntax and prosody only meet in their 'joint venture' 
of assigning the communicative and logical functions of a sentence or whether there 
is also a direct relation between syntax and prosody, i.e. whether at least some 
aspects of either of them are directly determined by the other. Finally, we may also 
ask whether the communicative and logical functions of a sentence only meet via 
the mediation of syntax and prosody or they can also be directly related; cf. (5): 
(5) communicative 
syntax and its communicative and logical functions. In her account, syntax direct-
ly serves the above functions, i.e. the communicative functions of focus and topic 
are expressed in the corresponding syntactic positions F and T, respectively. As for 
the logical functions of a sentence, her precedence principle supports the view that 
it is linear order based on c-command that determines scope (either directly or via 
the traces of moved operators). In the ease of the wide scope postverbal operator 
(as in (3a) PETER evett meg MINDENT) she assumes a stylistic movement in 
Phonetic Form. In her recent work (E. Kiss 1998a; 1998b) she assumes that in sen-
tences with multiple foci all movement lakes place at the level of S-structure. She 
claims that the prevcrbal field consists of a multiple of [FP-QP-TopP] projections 
functions 
synt; 
Out of the potential binary relations above, É. Kiss (1987) studies the relation of 
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and these positions arc filled in recursively. Maintaining the precedence principle, 
her example (6a) correctly yields the desired interpretation. It does not, however, 
seem to work on (6b), in which the postvcrbal quantifier phrase milicien ételből has 
wide scope over the preceding focus phrase csak János: 
(6) (a) Csak JÁNOS vett minden ételből csak KÉTSZER, 
only John took every meal-from only twice 
'It was only John who had twice from every meal ' 
(b) Csak JÁNOS vett MINDEN ételből, 
only John took every meal-from 
'From every meal, it was only John who had' 
The comparison of (6a) and (6b) suggests that the syntactic status of an element (in 
these cases the fact that minden ételbök a quantified NP, is in a certain syntactic 
position (here the Spec of QP) is not sufficient to associate this position with a cer-
tain absolute (wide) scope. On the other hand, the difference in the prosodie real-
ization of the phrase Csak János vett minden ételből in (6a) and (6b), i.e. the fact 
that the condition for the quantified NP minden ételből to have wide scope over the 
focused phrase csak János is to have main stress, indicates that prosody must play 
a role in the assignment of scope. 
In another approach, Kornai and Kálmán ( 1988) study the prosodie properties of 
Hungarian sentences presenting a model of the Hungarian intonational system within 
the framework of autosegmcntal phonology. In this work, describing accent rules to 
yield the proper prosody of sentences, they assume that there is a direct relation 
between syntactic structure and sentence prosody: Kornai and Kálmán assign a dia-
critic / (focus, or in their reading: Foykes) marking to certain syllables. The formation 
of intonational patterns is the result of the Eradication rule, a rule which deletes the 
accent and word boundaries of the subsequent words up to the next diacritic/mark-
ing. As a result of the Eradication rule segments from one /'to the next or to the end 
of the phrase form one phonological word with one accented syllable. 
Kornai and Kálmán do not make a distinction between quantified and focused 
constructions, and, as a consequence, they cannot generate the otherwise possible 
prosody of (3b) [QMINDENT [ fPéter [evett meg\\\. The Eradication rule only 
deletes the accent to the next diacritic / marking, and if both mindent and Péter are 
assigned the diacritic j\ the second element with the diacritic f {Péter) cannot be 
unaccented (i.e. this rule excludes the dcaccenting of an element with the diacritic 
/ in general, a property characteristic of narrow focus). 
The relation of syntactic and prosodie structure is addressed in Vogel-Kencsci 
(1987; 1990). presenting a metrical phonological account of how syntax, prosody. 
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and the expression of logical scope are related to one another. They maintain that 
intonational phrases, derived from phonological phrases, can be identified at the 
level of S-structure. Certain elements arc marked as [+SC] for wide scope quanti-
fiers and others as [+OS] (for 'operator status'). Phonological phrases arc grouped 
into intonational phrases from left to right, starting from the element with the 
widest scope, until another element with a logical function (either marked [+SC] or 
I OS]) or the end of the sentence is reached. 
Since, in their account, relative scope follows the left-to-right order, and so 
wide scope is always denoted by an operator on the left, from their hypothesis it 
follows that if two sentences consist of the same IPs but the relative order of the IPs„ 
is different, they will also have different scope relations: 
(7) (a) [,p MINDEN nyúl] [ц, JÚLIÁT szereti a legjobban] 
every rabbit Julia-acc loves the most 
'For every rabbit, it is Julia that it likes best' 
(b) [,p JÚLIÁT szereti][,p MINDEN nyúl a legjobban] 
'It is Julia that every rabbit likes best' ( V o « c l 1 9 9 0 ' 3 6 0 1 
In fact, (7b) is an example of Quantifier postposing. The scope of such a stressed 
quantifier has been described as having wide scope over the focused element (cf. 
Hunyadi 1981 b; É. Kiss 1987), thus the proper gloss of (7b) should rather be equiv-
alent to that of (7a), regardless of surface word order differences. This fact indicates 
again that the rule of left-to-right scope assignment has its restrictions. 
Both the Kálmán-Kornai and the Vogcl-Kenesci phonological approaches are 
based on the assumption that certain elements have an absolute operator status (deter-
mined by their syntactic position and/or their lexical-semantic properties). Since 
cases of unstressed universal quantifiers arc not treated in these models, the unstressed 
instances of the quantifier mindent in (4a) PETER evett meg mindent and (4b) Mindent 
PETER evett meg with narrow-scope reading cannot be accounted for either. 
Our data suggest that there is indeed a certain relation between syntactic struc-
ture and scope assignment on the one hand, and syntactic structure and prosody on 
the other. The data, however, also suggest that neither scope relations nor prosodie 
patterns can exclusively be predicted from the proposed syntactic analyses. The 
relation of the formal and semantic aspects of a sentence appears to be more com-
plex: it may well be the case that both the communicative and logical aspects of a 
sentence are expressed on more than one interacting level, including the levels of 
the lexicon, syntax, and prosody. In what follows, we arc going to explore some of 
the properties of this interaction. 
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1. Stress and metrical phonology 
We arc going to apply to Hungarian syntax a framework of metrical phonology 
developed in Liberman—Prince (1977) and in subsequent work. According to this 
theory, stress is not considered to be a phonological feature, it is rather captured in 
a rhythmic structure. This structure is hierarchically organized and the various pat-
terns are the result of certain phonological rules. 
Following Halle-Vergnaud (1987), a sequence of syllables /, 2, 3, 4 will 
receive a metrical constituent structure as in (8): 
( 8 ) X 
(X . X .) 
(X X) (X X) 
1 2 3 4 
First syllables / and 2, on the one hand, and syllables 3 and 4, on the other, are con-
catenated to form the substrings / л2 and Зл4, respectively. The complete string 
/Л2Л3Л4 is the result of the concatenation of the two previous substrings. 
This way of representation reflects an important property of the given phono-
logical operations: the order of their application is not arbitrary, it is rather con-
strained by the existence of a constituent structure at the phonological level of lin-
guistic representation. 
In metrical stress theory a sequence of stresses is represented in a metrical grid 
intended to denote temporal (rhythmic) structure, such as in (9): 
(9) X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X > < X J ( X X X > С X J ( X X X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
The above sequence of syllables is grouped in a sequence of beats represented by 
columns. The height of each column corresponds to a certain degree of strength which 
is relative rather than absolute (the height of a column depends on how many levels 
can be created which in turn is directly related to the number of syllables in the 
sequence). The rows arc as relevant as the columns: on each level each stress mark-
ing stands for a beat unit determined by the overall beat structure of the given row, 
thus creating a rhythmic structure of the row (or layer, following Halle and Vergnaud). 
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Generalizing characteristics of rhythm, Hayes (1995) notes the following: 
(a) rhythmic structure is hierarchical, with sequences of beats having multiple lev-
els of strength; (b) it has a tendency to even spacing at all intervals of repetitions; 
(c) it respects downward implication. The latter means that any beat on a high 
layer must also serve as a beat on all lower layers. In practice this implies that if a 
syllable is stressed on a high level then it must have been stressed on the underly-
ing layer as well. 
Although significant work has been done on the syllable (word) level (e.g., 
Selkirk 1980) and there arc investigations into the phrasal level as well (cf. Selkirk 
1984. Halle-Vergnaud 1987, or most recently Hayes 1995), these studies have not 
been specifically directed to the description of how the syntactic and prosodie prop-
erties of a sentence arc related to its primary logical representation. Since, in Hun-
garian, there is an apparent relation between these aspects of the language, and since 
stress appears to have an important share in all of them, a metrical model of syntax 
may capture their relation in one single approach. In what follows, we arc going to 
describe the main properties of such a metrical model of Hungarian syntax. 
2. Proposal: a metrical model of Hungarian syntax 
Since many important aspects of the description of Hungarian syntax are associated 
with reference to prosody (e.g. elements in the focus position arc characterized by 
heavy stress, those in the topic position by a characteristic intonation; cf. É. Kiss 
1987 and scope assignment is also related to prosody; cf. Hunyadi 1981b, 1996; for 
a detailed analysis of Hungarian intonation cf. Varga 1996), it may appear reason-
able to study lite relation between syntactic and prosodie structure in a metrical 
model. 
Although metrical phonology is essentially concerned with properties of the 
syllable structure and although metrical structure on the syllabic level basically fol-
lows rhythmic rules (such as even spacing at all intervals of repetition), this does 
not always seem to be the case on the syntactic level, cf. (10a) and (10b): 
(10) (a) X x X (AZT aKARtam MONdani) 
X X X X X x x 
azt akartam mondani 
that wantcd-1 to say 
'1 wanted to say' 
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(b)*x x X *(AZT János MONDta MINdig) 
X X X X 
azt János mondta mindig 
that John said always 
'John always said" 
But the fact that a Hungarian word has a single (lexical) stress makes it possible for 
us to assign each word one column in the metrical grid (as i f i t consisted of just one 
syllable); cf. (10c): 
(10) (e) x x (AZT akartam MONdani) 
X X x 
azt akartam mondani 
Apparently, the metrical representation of sentence prosody, in addition to general 
phonological rules, obeys its own rules, however; cf. (lOd): 
(10) (d)*x X *(AZT János MONDta mindig) 
X X X X 
azt János mondta mindig 
The aim of the present paper is to describe those phonological rules of metrical rep-
resentation by the help of which the possible prosodie representations of Hungarian 
sentences can be derived. 
The model to be presented operates upon the output of a prepositional com-
ponent which has already taken care of the prepositional composition of the sen-
tence, including the formation of the NPs. The order of the arguments is left 
undefined. The task is to identify all and only the grammatical permutations of 
the arguments in the given sentence. It is assumed that the grammaticality of a 
permutation is constrained by prosodie rules, namely, by whether a phonological 
structure can be assigned to it. Only those with a proper phonological structure 
can be grammatical. 
Below sentences are presented in a metrical grid format. Bach word in a sen-
tence will be considered to have one stress only (i.e. every phonological word has 
already undergone metrical réduction on the level of syllable structure). Since 
Hungarian is a left prominent language (word stress falls on the initial syllabic and 
the first element of compounds carries main stress), column formation will proceed 
from right to left. 
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Each layer is intended to represent a valid prosodie structure of the given sen-
tence. Although the height of columns can be associated with the indication of rel-
ative strength of stress, throughout this paper wc will only be concerned with the 
horizontal reading of each layer. The lack of a stress mark in a grid will indicate that 
the stress of the given word, present at the previous layer, has been reduced. 
Let us consider the following examples: 
(11) (a) * x x layer 2 
X X x layer 1 
Látta János a kiállítást, 
saw John the exhibition 
'John saw the exhibtion' 
(b) x layer 3 
(Bár) x x layer 2 (bár = 'although') 
X X x layer 1 
Látta János a kiállítást. 
(Bár 'however' in this and further examples is intended to indicate that such sen-
tences arc only grammatical as an embedded sentence of the kind Bár látta János 
a kiállítást, egyéb dolog nem történt 'Although John saw the exhibition, nothing 
else happened'.) 
( 12) (a) * x x layer 2 
X X x layer I 
Látta a kiállítást mindenki, 
saw the exhibition everyone 
'Everyone saw the exhibition' 
(b) x layer 3 
(Bár) x x layer 2 
X X x layer 1 
Látta a kiállítást mindenki. 
The grammaticality/agrammaticality of (11) and ( 12) demonstrates that the column 
formation between adjacent stress marks of the same layer does not automatically 
follow the rhythm rule on the basis of which the metrical constituent structures in 
(8) and (9) could be derived. The reduction of the stress on the right of two adja-
eent phonological words was possible in the (b) sentences whereas it was ruled out 
in the (a) variants. 
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(13) (a) * x layer 3 
x x layer 2 
X X x layer 1 
János elment a kiállításra. 
John went the exhibition-to 
'John went to the exhibition' 
(b) * x x layer 2 
X X x layer 1 
János elment a kiállításra. 
(14) (a) x layer 3 
x x layer 2 
X X x layer 1 
Látta mindenki a kiállítást, 
saw everyone the exhibition 
"Everyone saw the exhibition' 
(b) x layer 3 
(Bár) x x layer 2 
X X x layer 1 
Látta mindenki a kiállítást. 
It is reasonable to assume that in determining the rules of prosodie derivation prop-
erties other than phonological ones should also be considered. On the basis of the 
above examples we propose the following poperties of the derivation of sentence 
prosody: 
(15) Properties of derivation of sentence prosody 
(a) In the underlying structure every word has its own stress and represents a single phonologi-
cal word. Rules of generation are reduction rules describing how the stress of a given word 
is reduced. 
(b) In the course of stress reduction phonological words are combined into intonational phrases 
and on higher levels reduction takes place between intonational phrases and phonological 
words or further intonational phrases. 
(c) Stress reduction only takes place between adjacent phonological components so that, in case 
of two adjacent phonological components C| and C~, (C| preceding C2), C2 undergoes stress 
reduction. 
(d) The combination of C| and C-> into one intonational phrase (the reduction of the stress of C2) 
depends on the hierarchy of the categories C | and C2. 
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The reduction of the stress of phonological words depends on their operator status. 
Operators are organized into a hierarchy which fundamentally determines the order 
and direction of stress reduction; cf. (16): 
(16) Hierarchy of categories for stress reduction (in increasing order of ranking): 
verb > non-quantified NP > quantified NP > sentential operator. 
The condition of stress reduction is formalized in (17): 
(17) Conditions of hierarchical stress reduction: 
(a) In a sequence of phonological components C, and CT, C| is the trigger and CT is the domain 
of stress reduction. 
(b) CT undergoes stress reduction i f i t is lower on the hierarchy than C | . 
(c) Stress reduction of phonological words is obligatory in cases of cliticization and in other 
cases it is optional. 
As the above data suggest, stress reduction docs not directly follow from the Nuclear 
Stress Rule (Chomsky-Halle 1968). The rules of metrical grid formation are also con-
strained by the above hierarchical rule of stress reduction. 
Thus, comparing (11a) and (1 lb), (11a) has an ungrammatical derivation on 
layer 2 because in the sequence [Látta] János a kiállítást the reduction of the stress 
of it kiállítást in *\Látta] JÁNOS a kiállítást is ruled out by the fact that this phono-
logical word is not lower on the hierarchy than the preceding János. The reduction 
in the phrase LATTA János [a kiállítást] in (1 lb) is grammatical, because the verb, 
the carrier of the sentential operator 'assertion, identification' is higher on the hier-
archy than the non-quantified NPJános. 
The ungrammatically of the second layer derivation in (12a) *LATTA A 
KIÁLLÍTÁST mindenki is again accounted for by the violation of the hierarchical 
constraint in the sequcncc a kiállítást mindenki (the stress of the universal quantifier 
cannot be reduced to the preceding non-quantified NP). In (12b), on the other hand, 
the hierarchy of stress reduction is respected both on layer 2 and layer 3 derivation. 
First the stress of the non-quantified NP is reduced to the verb (the carrier of the sen-
tential operator) and the stress of the postverbal universal quantifier mindenki is 
unchanged (i.e. remains stressed; hence the perception of a double stress construc-
tion). On layer 3 the stress of the universal quantifier is reduced to the verb (the sen-
tential operator) which again corresponds to the hierarchical constraint. 
The hierarchical position of the surface sequence of all phonological words 
Látta mindenki a kiállítást both in ( 14a) and (14b) allows for a proper derivation. 
This example demonstrates that, although the direction of stress reduction is from 
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right to left, it is not obligatory to start reduction from the very end of the sentence 
(cf. layer 2 of (11a)). This condition makes it possible to derive prosody with an 
additional stress at the end of the sentence, too. (The derivation of prosody with 
final stress only is ruled out by the right-to-left direction of reduction based on left 
prominence in Hungarian.) 
The ungrammaticality of the top layer of both (13a) *JANOS elment a kiál-
lításra and (13b) *JANOS elment a KIÁLLÍTASRA indicates that no stress réduc-
tion can take place between two adjacent phonological components with the same 
hierarchical value: both János and el arc non-quantified NPs and occupy the same 
hierarchical position. 
If C] and C 2 are on the same hierarchical level, no reduction can take place 
even between two universal quantifiers; cf. (18a) and (18b): 
(18) ( a ) * X layer 3 
X X layer 2 
X X X layer I 
Mindenki mindent megnézett, 
everyone everything-acc saw 
'Everyone saw everything' 
(b) * X X layer 2 
X X X layer 1 
Mindenki mindent megnézett. 
The conjunction is 'also' is a sentential operator; cf. (19): 
(19) X layer 3 
X X layer 2 
X X X layer 1 
Péter is mindent megnézett. 
Peter too everything-acc saw 
'Peter, too, saw everything' 
Since in a sequence with the universal quantifier preceded by an is-expression 
stress reduction can take place, we have to conclude that is is ranked higher in the 
hierarchy than the universal quantifier. That is is thus listed among sentential oper-
ators can be accounted for by the fact that with the conjunction is two propositions 
are conjoined, thus representing a sentential operation. 
In the case of negative sentences the negative nem 'no' or ne 'do not [imp.]' is 
normally stressed and as such appears to be higher on the hierarchy than the non-
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quantified or quantified NPs; ef. (20) and (21), suggesting that nem represents sen-
tential operation. 
(20) NEM Péter ment el a kiállításra. 
"It was not Peter who went to the exhibition' 
(21 ) NEM mindenki ment el a kiállításra. 
'Not everybody went to the exhibition' 
In (22), however, the absence of stress on nem suggests that, having undergone stress 
reduction, it represents narrow scope negation. 
(22) PÉTER nem ment el a kiállításra. 
'It was Peter who did not go to the exhibition' 
On the basis of these examples we assume that there arc two kinds of negation: sen-
tential and predicate negation. Sentential negation is an operation with the highest 
position in the hierachy of stress reduction (hence the grammaticality of (20) and 
(21)). Predicate negation is lower than the non-quantified NPs but higher than the 
verb in the hierarchy (hence the grammaticality of (22). 
The fact that (23) is ungrammatical, however, follows a possibly universal con-
straint: most universal quantifiers of the type minden- must have narrow scope in 
relation to negation. 
(23) ""MINDENKI nem ment el a kiállításra. 
everyone not went CONV the exhibition-to 
As a consequence of stress reduction, a stressed word forms one prosodie phrase 
(phonological word) with the subsequent unstressed word. Whereas non-quantified 
NPs and universally quantified NPs can be the heads of such phrases, existentially 
quantified NPs cannot; cf. (24a-d): 
(24) (a) JÁNOS látta a kiállítást. 
John saw the exhibition 
'It was John who saw the exhibition' 
(b) MINDENKI látta a kiállítást, 
everyone saw the exhibition 
'Everyone saw the exhibition' 
(c) "VALAKI látta a kiállítást. 
someone saw the exhibition 
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(d) Valaki LÁTTA a kiállítást. 
'Someone saw the exhibition' 
But this restriction only refers to constraints of the existential quantifier as trigger 
of stress reduction, its stress can be reduced, cf. (25a): 
(25) (a) X layer 3 
X X layer 2 
X X X layer 1 
Mindenki látott valakit, 
everyone saw someone 
'Everyone saw someone' 
On layer 2 the stress of the verb is reduced (the existential quantifier is higher on 
the hierarchy than the verb, so its stress cannot be reduced here). On layer 3, how-
ever, the stress of the existential valakit can already be reduced. 
Since both mindenki and valaki are quantifiers and arc thus on the same hier-
archical level, the quantifier mindenki cannot be the trigger of stress reduction on 
layer 3 of (25) by itself; stress reduction only takes place due to the fact that in sen-
tence-initial position mindenki serves also as the carrier of the sentential operation 
of assertion. Since, as it was shown above, an existential quantifier cannot receive 
main stress, it cannot be the carrier of the operator of assertion in sentence-initial 
position, either. Hence the ungrammaticality of (24c) above and of (25b): 
(25) (b) »VALAKIT látott mindenki. 
The above properties of the existential quantifier are further demonstrated in 
focused sentences like (26a) where the reduction in the sequence valakit látott can-
not take place because the existential does not trigger reduction; and (26b) where 
reduction in the phrase János valakit cannot take place because János, the 'trigger' 
of reduction is lower on the hierarchy. 
(26) (a) * X X layer 2 
X X X layer 1 
János valakit látott. 
(b )*x X layer 2 
X X X layer 1 
János valakit látott. 
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3. Communicative functions vs. stress reduction rules 
Consider the following sentences: 
(27) (a)* x x 
X X X 
János olvasta a könyvet. 
John read the book-aec 
'John read the book' 
(b) * x x 
X X x 
János olvasta a könyvet. 
John read the book-ace 
'John read the book' 
(e) x 
X X X 
János olvasta a könyvet. 
John read the book-aec 
'John read the book' 
The question is: if both layer 2 of (27a) and layer 2 of (27b) is ruled out by the hier-
archical constraint, what is the derivation structure of sentence JÁNOS olvasta a 
könyvet (layer 3 of (27c)). 
If we consider the communicative function of an unstressed element in sen-
tence final position (like a könyvet in (27c)), we notice that these elements always 
express a piece of known information, as part of the theme of the sentence. Since 
the denotation of known information is part of the communicative function of the 
sentence, it is reasonable to assume that this function is not subject to any categor-
ial or hierarchical constraint. This part of the sentence may consist of an unlimited 
number of lexical items with equal stresses, representing the neutral component 
of the sentence. This neutral component can be prosodically considered a complex 
intonational phrase which undergoes stress reduction in such a way that each of its 
constitutcnts undergoes stress reduction. Since the determining factor in the real-
ization of stress reduction here is the communicative function of the phrase rather 
than the hierarchical characteristics of each of the constitutcnts, we need not expect 
hierarchical constraints of prosodie phrasing to apply. (This operation resembles, 
e.g., assigning the proper intonation to a yes-no question, in which each of the into-
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In order to allow the unconstrained derivation of prosodie phrases for the 
expression of communicative functions we will introduce a rule of neutralization 
for the derivation of the neutral component as part of the known information: 
(28) Neutralization: derivation of the neutral component: 
Form a continuous segment of sentence-final phonological words expressing known (redundant) 
in formation. 
Apply unconstrained stress reduction to each of the constituents of the neutral component. 
By separating this neutral phrase from the rest of the structure it is assured that the hier-
archical rules of stress réduction can still be maintained for the focus part of the sentence. 
Thus (27c) JÁNOS olvasta a könyvet can be derived as (27d): 
(27) (d) x layer 3 
x x layer 2 
(x x ) ( x ) layer 1 
János olvasta a könyvet. 
Since neutralization is not hierarchically constrained, it also allows for the stress 
reduction of a longer sequence of (even hierarchically equal) elements: 
(29) (JÁNOS olvasta) (a könyvet tegnap délután.) 
John read the book-acc yesterday afternoon 
'It was John who read the book yesterday afternoon' 
The above rules of stress reduction based on a hierarchy of elements and right-to-
left order properly generate prosodie phrases in which the initial element of the 
phrase is stressed (a universal quantifier, a non-quantified NP or a verb). On the 
other hand, the same rules do not properly generate the prosodie structure of ele-
ments with contrastive topic function (Left Dislocation in the sense of E. Kiss 
1987). There are two reasons for this: first, the minor accent (or quasi-unaccented-
ncss) characteristic of a topicalized element can only be achieved by a stress reduc-
tion from the opposite (left-to-right) direction (since this topicalized element is the 
leftmost element of the sentence), second, it is obvious that even if this opposite 
direction of stress reduction is allowed, the hierarchical rules will not work: 
(30) (a) János MINDENKIT látott. 
(b) Mindenkit JÁNOS látott. 
(c) Mindenkit NEM látott János. 
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Whereas in (30a), regardless of the opposite direction of reduction, the hierarchical 
constraint allows for the reduction of the stress of a non-quantified NP by a quan-
tifier, this constraint would be violated in (30b) and (30c). 
The specific nature of contrastive topicalization can be shown by the fact that 
different categories (both quantified and non-quantified NPs) can serve as topic and 
their stress is reduced regardless of their predefined hierarchical relation to the fol-
lowing adjacent (stressed) element. 
Similarly to constituents in the neutral part of the sentence, the topic phrase can 
also consist of an unlimited number of constituents, which make up the complex topic-
phrase. By default, each topic-constituent has the specific topic-intonation with some 
possible minor, secondary stress. This intonation contour, however, does not make up 
a complete intonation phrase: it never arrives at L (low) tone, the indicator of the right 
boundary of a (non-interrogative) intonational phrase. In order to be completed, a topic 
phrase should always be followed by a focus phrase. Although it is a general prosodie 
property of topic constituents not to carry main stress, even to be fairly unstressed, 
what makes this phrase prosodically distinct is its intonation contour and (partial) 
stress reduction is just a consequence of the formation of the proper intonation. This is 
why the hierarchical constraints of stress reduction do not have to apply. 
lYe-focus element(s) can represent either contrastive or non-contrastive topic. 
In (31a) tegnap has not undergone contrastive topicalization and maintains its 
default stress and default neutral intonation. (31b), on the other hand, is an exam-
ple of topicalization: 
(31) (a) x x 
X X X 
X X X X 
'Tegnap 'tűz ütött ki. 
yesterday fire broke out 
'Л fire broke out yesterday' 
(b) x 
X X 
X X X 
( X ) ( X X X) 
Tegnap 'tüz ütött ki (, ma 'vihar volt.) 
yesterday ("ire broke out today storm was 
'Yesterday, a fire broke out (today it was stormy)' 
Thus the underlying prosodic-communicative structure of the sentence consists of 
three main parts: the topic, denoting the logical subject of the sentence, the focus, 
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the informational center of the sentence, and the unmarked neutral part. According-
ly, the Hungarian sentence consists of the following basic segments determined 
prosodically and interpreted communicatively: 
(32) The underlying prosodic-communicativc structure of the Hungarian sentence: 
[topic]* [focus]* [neutralpart] 
Topicalization takes place recursively, i.e. more than one constituent can rcceive the 
sentence initial topic function. The topicalizcd components are phonologically 
coordinated, which means that each component has its own intonational phrase and 
the intonational phrases arc of the same type. The topic is followed by a complex 
stucturc of focus. Phonologically it is a subordinate phrase with the (leftmost) trig-
ger of stress reduction as head and the subordinated prosodie components with 
reduced stress. Focus is followed by the communicatively neutral part. Whereas 
both the topic and the focus are prosodically marked (the focus has its own stressed 
head and initiates an intonational contour, the topic, too, has a special intonational 
contour), the neutral part is prosodically unmarked: it has no stress or specific 
intonation (its contour is flat). 
From a categorial point of view, focus can equally be expressed by a universal 
quantifier, a non-quantified NP and a verb. Whether these elements do express the 
above function is determined by the hierarchical constraint of stress reduction. 
As for topicalization, its understanding can offer an account for the descriptive 
observation according to which if a sentence contains a topic, then it is obligatori-
ly followed by a focus (a quantified or non-quantified NP or a stressed verb). The 
reason is obvious: since topic is prosodically denoted by stress reduction, from its 
sentence intitial position it follows that the only way to reduce its stress is to reduce 
it onto the following clement on the right. The element receiving this reduced stress 
will in turn be focused. 
4. The semantic property of'in situ' focus. 
An instance of sentential vs. cross-sentential operations 
As it was shown in section 2. multiple focus sentences can simply be derived by 
applying stress reduction to the prcverbal focus and leaving the default stress of the 
'in situ' focus unreduced. The two foci have different semantic functions: the prc-
verbal (operator) focus expresses exhaustiveness and the in situ (information or 
presentational) focus does not express exhaustiveness (cf. E. Kiss 1998a; 1998b). 
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Considering the contexts in which sentences with the two kinds of focus appear, 
we assume that both kinds of focus express some sort of contrast. The kind of cxhaus-
tiveness they express, however, largely depends on the status of the focus operator 
they carry. Whereas the prcverbal focus expresses contrast within the given proposi-
tion. the 'in situ' focus is an instance of cross-sentential operation: the 'in situ' focus 
contrasts the whole proposition with all other relevant propositions rather than repre-
senting an additional 'exclusion' within that proposition. Thus the in situ focus is dou-
blc-faced: it is non-contrastive within the proposition its carrier is a constituent of, and 
it is contrastive and exhaustive with respect to the relevant set of propositions: 
(33) (Mi történt ezután? Kati felhívta a kórházat? Nem, ) [What happened afterwards? Did Kate 
call the hospital? No,] 
(a) JÁNOS ment el a NAGYSZÜLŐKHÖZ. 
John went t ' O N V the grandparents-to 
'All that happened was that John went to the grandparents' 
(b) "JÁNOS hívta fel a KÓRHÁZAT. 
John called (ONV the hospital-ace 
(c) "KATI ment el a NAGYSZÜLŐKHÖZ. 
Kate went t ' O N V the grandparents-to 
Accordingly, the relevant set of propositions the multiple focus sentence must be 
contrasted with should include propositions differing both in their predicates and 
arguments. A partial difference, such as in (33b) or (33c), is not sufficient. Thus 
multiple focus expresses full exhaustiveness: it exhaustively identifies the proposi-
tion out of a set of possible propositions. 
Topic can also function as sentential and cross-sentential topic: 
(34) (a) Kalit NEM láttam. 
Kate-ace not saw-1 
'Kate. I didn't see her' 
(b) Azt. hogy KATI zárta-e be az ajtót, NEM láttam, 
that-acc that Kate locked-whether CONV the door-acc not saw-I 
'Whether it was Kate who locked the door. 1 did not see' 
In (34b), azt is topic, denoted by its position and prosody. This element is specified 
by the embedded hogy KATI zárta-e he az ajtót, which also functions as topic. Its 
topic-function is such that the whole proposition it is included in is 'topic-wise' 
related to other relevant propositions. 
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The fact that this embedded sentence is a cross-sentential topic allows the 
given sentence to have its own sentential information structure. Accordingly, in 
(34b) Kati is, in fact, the focus of the embedded sentence. 
Prosodically, there appears to be a significant difference between sentential 
and cross-sentential operations: whereas sentential operations are expressed on the 
left periphery of the clause, cross-sentential operations appear to be expressed on 
the right periphery. 
5. The interpretation of scope 
The scope interpretation of phonologically grammatical sentences directly follows 
from the given prosodie structure: 
(35) (;i) The stress-bearing head of each intonational phrase has wide scope over the rest of the oper-
ators in the same intonational phrase; 
(b) The relative scope of intonational phrases is determined by the hierarchy of stress reduction; 
i.e. the higher on the hierarchy a stressed operator of a phonological phrase, the wider its 
scope over an intonational phrase with its main operator on a lower level in the hierarchy; 
(c) The relative scope of intonational phrases with equal ranking wide scope operators is 
ambiguous. 
Thus, for illustration; 
In (4a) PETER evett meg mindent the focus has wide scope over the universal 
quantifier: since this sentence consists of one intonational phrase with Péter having 
main stress, the focus has wide scope over the universal quantifier. 
In (3a) PETER evett meg MINDENT there are two intonational phrases 
(PÉTER evett meg and MINDENT). It is the hierarchical position of the category 
of the wide scope operators of each phrase that determines their relative scope. 
Since Péter with its focus function is lower in the hierarchy than the universal quan-
tifier mindent, the quantifier has wide scope over the focus. 
The reliance of scope assignment on hierarchical stress reduction can also 
account for the logical equivalence of (3a) PÉTER evett meg MINDENT and (3b) 
MINDENT Péter evett meg. Namely, (3b) consists of one intonational phrase, and 
it is the stressed universal quantifier that must have wide scope over the rest of the 
sentence, including the non-quantified Péter with its focus status. 
Scope relations between a universal and an existential quantifier can also be 
accountcd for in a similar fashion: 
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(36) x x layer 2 
x X X layer 1 
Valamikor mindenki hazament, 
sometime everyone went-home 
'Everyone went home at some time' 
The sentence is ambiguous due to the fact that the quantifiers belong to two differ-
ent international phrases and they are on the same hierarchical level. 
(37) x layer 3 
x x layer 2 
X X X layer 1 
Mindenki hazament valamikor. 
'Everyone went home at some time' 
The second layer derivation ( M I N D E N K I hazament VALAMIKOR) is ambiguous 
for the same reason as the previous (36). The third level derivation, however ( MIN-
DENKI hazament valamikor) is unambiguous: with its single main stress it forms 
one intonational phrase and, following the scope rule, the main stress bearing uni-
versal quantifier has wide scope over the unstressed existential quantifier. 
Condition (35a), according to which the stress-bearing head of an intonational 
phrase has wide scope over the rest of the operators in the same intonational phrase, 
seems not to apply in (38a): 
(38) (a) PÉTER táncol MINDIG Katival. 
Peter dances always Kate-with 
'It is always the case that it is Peter who dances with Kate' 
It might appear that there are two intonational phrases in (38a), namely PETER tán-
col and MINDIG Katival with the prosodie phrasing and—applying condition (35b) 
of scope assignment—logical interpretation as shown in (38b). Instead, the proper 
logical interpretation of (38a) is (38c), due to the fact that the proper prosodie 
phrasing of (38a) is (38d), where the neutral part with its flat prosody is indepen-
dent from the intonational phrase focus2. Its independence is based on its separate 
derivation: il is derived by destressing rather than stress reduction, i.e. its stress is 
not taken over by the head of the focus2 phrase. Since wide scope'is denoted in a-
construction with stress reduction, the neutral part is outside the immediate scope 
of the preceding intonational phrase. 
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(38) (b) (PÉTER táncol) (MINDIG Katival) 
'It is always Kate that PETER dances with' 
(c) 'It is always Peter who dances with Kate' 
(d) (PÉTER táncol) (MINDIG) (Katival) 
[focuS| ] [focus2 ] [neutral part] 
Although lopicalization is similar to neutralization in that it does not follow the 
hierarchy of stress reduction, it differs from the latter in that it forms part of the 
adjacent intonational phrase. Consequently, condition (35a) of scope assignment 
applies; cf. (39): 
(39) (Mindenkit NEM látott) (JÁNOS) 
[topic ] [focus ] [neutral part] 
The obvious relation between prosodie structure and scope interpretation can fur-
ther be demonstrated in sentences having more than one scope expression in the 
postverbal field. Szabolcsi's various interpretations of (40) and (41) can be sup-
ported by their distinct prosodie structure: 
(40) Egy keddi napon harapta meg hatnál több kutya Katit és Marit. 
a Tuesday day-on bit CONV six-than more dog Kati-acc and Mari-acc 
'It was on a Tuesday that more than six dogs bit Kati and Mari' 
(i) (a Tuesday >) more than six dogs > Kati and Mari 
(ii) (a Tuesday >) Kati and Mari > more than six dogs 
The above interpretations have the following corresponding prosodie structures: 
(i) I. (Egy KEDDI napon harapta meg) (HATNÁL több kutya) (Katit és Marit) 
[focus, ] [focusj ] [neutral part ] 
2. (Egy KEDDI napon harapta meg) (HATNÁL több kutya) (KATIT és MARIT) 
[focus, ] [focus2 ] [foeus? ] 
(ii) (Egy KEDDI napon harapta meg hatnál több kutya) (KATIT cs MARIT) 
[focus, ] [focus2 ] 
(41) Egy keddi napon harapott meg minden kutya kevés fiút. 
A Tuesday day-on bit CONV every dog few boys-ACC 
'It was on a Tuesday that every dog bit few boys' 
(i) (a Tuesday >) every dog > few boys 
(ii) * (a Tuesday >) few boys > every dog 
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The following prosodie structures correspond to the above interpretations: 
(i) (Egy KEDDI napon harapott meg) (MINDEN kutya) (kevés fiút) 
[focuS| ] [focus, ] [neutral part] 
(ii)*(Egy KEDDI napon harapott meg minden kutya) (KEVÉS fiút) 
[focus I ] [focus, ] 
If the latter interpretation were possible, it should have the above (ii) prosodie structure. 
The derivation of this prosody is, however, blocked for the following reason: in contrast 
to (i), (ii) consists of only two intonational phrases and the quantifier phrase minden 
kutya, belonging to the first intonational phrase is in the scope of its head, the focus-oper-
ator egy keddi napon. The phrase kevés fiút has the same hierarchical ranking as the head 
of the first intonational phrase, egy keddi napon, and it means that neither of the two 
operators lias wide scope over the other. Their relation is rather that of coordination. 
Coordination would require that the two operators will include the same elements in their 
scopes. Despite of the fact that the phrase egy keddi napon is a non-quantified NP and as 
such has a hierarchical ranking lower than the quantifier, it docs include the quantifier in 
its scope, since, in sentence intitial position, it is the carrier of a sentential operator. Since 
scope is marked by stress reduction, the wide scope of kevés fiút over the quantified 
phrase minden kutya cannot be denoted since the would-be wide scope operator, kevés 
fiút has lower ranking (it cannot be the carrier of a sentential operator cither). 
Similarly, (42a-c) also demonstrate that in the sequence Cj and C2 , C2 can 
only have scope over C| if (a) C2 is higher on the hierarchy or (b) (having equal 
ranking) СI does not include a narrow scope operator whose hierarchical ranking is 
higher than that of the head of C2: 
(42) (a) (JÁNOS beszél) (KATIVAL) 
(b) (JÁNOS beszél) (MINDIG) (Katival) 
[focuS| ] [focus, ] [neutr. p.] 
(e)*(JÁNOS beszél mindig) (KATIVAL) 
[focus I ] [focus, [ 
János talks always Kati-with 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we outlined the basic assumptions of a metrical syntax of Hungarian. 
We assumed that, from the point of view of prosody, the grammaticality of a sen-
tence depends on whether a proper prosodie structure can be assigned to it. The 
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prosodie rules are based on rules of stress reduction between adjacent prosodie 
components. Stress reduction is constrained by a hierarchy of categories available 
for reduction. 
The paper also addressed the question of how and to what extent syntax, 
prosody, communicative and logical functions are related. It was found that there is 
a significant relation between the basic syntactic structure (as described in E. Kiss's 
model) and prosodie structure of Hungarian sentences: the ordering of the univer-
sal quantifier, the focus-clement and the verb in the syntactic structure also corre-
sponds to their hierarchy determining stress reduction. It was also found that the 
study of the relation of the prosody of sentences and their communicative functions 
enables us to differentiate three, prosodically and communicatively distinct parts: 
the topic field, the focus field and the postverbal neutral part. From the point of 
view of prosody and communicative functions, both the (universally) quantified 
NPs and the non-quantified focused NPs appear to constitute material within the 
same focus field. Relying on the prosodie features of the communicatively distinct 
parts of the sentence the given communicative structure also enables us to relate 
communicative structure to logical interpretation: the intonational phrases which 
also determine the communicative structure of a sentence arc the basis for the deter-
mination of relative scope interpretations. 
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W E A K S U B J E C T S I N F I X E D S P A C E 
MÁRTA MALECZKI 
Abstract 
The papei investigates how sentential predicates influence whether an indefinite (weak) subject has 
weak or strong interpretation. It is argued that these interpretationa! possibilities are determined by the 
specifying or non-specifying character of the predicate, which in turn depends on other predicate 
properties. The results of examining tclic/atclic, bounded/unbounded, stage-level/individual-level dis-
tinctions is that it is telicity and locatedness that can make a predicate specifying. The main claim is 
that the whole stoiy is the result of a general specifying criterion. English, Hungarian and French data 
are considered during the argumentation. 
Introduction' 
It is well known from Milsark's frequently cited dissertation (1974) that noun 
phrases can be divided into two groups according to whether they occur freely in 
existential constructions (//icre-sentences) or not. The former group is called weak 
whereas the latter strong. Barwise and Cooper (1981) explicated the difference 
between the two kinds of noun phrases on the basis of their formal properties. By 
their definition, a noun phrase (a generalized quantifier, denoting a family of sets) 
is weak iff it is not strong. An NP is positively strong iff the set the common noun 
part of the NP denotes always belongs to the family of sets the whole NP denotes, 
and negatively strong iff the denotation of the common noun can never belong to 
the NP-denotation. That is, a noun phrase is weak iff the relation between the deno-
tation of the common noun and the whole NP is affected by the contingent proper-
ties of the given model. Thus noun phrases with indefinite determiners (a, some, 
few, many, etc.) are considered weak, both by the test Milsark proposed and by the 
definition given in Barwise-Coopcr (1981). 
' This research was supported by ОТК.Л T 17263. I owe many thanks to three anonymous 
reviewers for Acta Linguistica, as well as Anna Szabolcsi. The paper has benefited much from their 
constructive comments and stimulating discussions. Remaining errors are, of course, entirely mine. 
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As de Hoop (1995) lias argued recently, weakness and strength as character-
ized above are based exclusively upon the semantic properties of determiners, con-
trary to the possible weak or strong readings of NPs, which depend on the syntac-
tic context. Accepting the first part of this claim I argue that it is not only the syn-
tactic context which is relevant to the emergence of weak or strong interpretations. 
Phenomena related to the weak or strong interpretation of noun phrases can be 
partly identified with the problem set connected with the specific/non-specific dis-
tinction.- Specificity has been investigated from several points of view. Different 
approaches to specificity show that its sources arc various in nature. From these one 
major issue is picked out in the present paper: effects originating from the senten-
tial predicate.3 I argue that the aspectual and some other properties of sentences are 
a factor of utmost importance in determining whether a (subject) noun phrase can 
or must have weak or strong (non-specific or specific) reading. Consider (l)-(3): 
( 1 ) A student walks willingly. 
(2) A student is walking in the garden. 
(3) A student has already walked (in the garden). 
The most natural interpretation for (1 ) is the generic (strong) reading (it is charac-
teristic of students that they walk willingly); for (2) the non-specific (weak) read-
ing (there is a (non-identified) student walking in the garden); and for (3) the spe-
cific (strong) reading (one element of a previously introduced set of students has 
already walked). Our concern in ( l)-(3) is that whereas the indefinite subjects have 
different readings, the only overt opposition is between the aspectual properties of 
the (same) verb phrase (and the concomitant adverbs corresponding with the dif-
ferent aspects). Being so, aspectual features of verbal predicates surely can influ-
ence whether the subject noun phrase gets a weak or strong interpretation. It is 
unclear, however, which arc the relevant properties in this respect and how they are 
to be defined in order to show their impact on the possible readings of the subjects. 
This is the topic of the present article. 
The paper is organized in the following way: 
The first section presents what will be understood by weak and strong inter-
pretations of indefinite noun phrases. 
- As de Hoop (1995) notes in footnote 10. the difference is that the notion of strong reading also 
covers generic and partitive readings beside the specific ones. Notice, however, that the specificity 
definition given in Fnç (1991) clearly extends to partitive readings as well. 
- As will be emphasized below, the term sentential predicate cannot be equated to the verb 
alone. See section 1.1 for more details. 
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In the next section some predicate properties are examined. Section 2.1 deals 
with the stage-levcl/individual level and generic/non-generic distinctions, and 
comes to the conclusion that "timeless" sentences develop a strong interpretation of 
their indefinite subjects. Section 2.2 is an intermezzo about thctic and catcgorical 
modes of judgements, which will contribute to restricting the set of data to be con-
sidered in such a way that prcdicatc properties be kept separated from effects orig-
inating from syntax as clearly as it is possible. Section 2.3 presents the specify-
ing/non-spccifying distinction as developed to account for the present problem by 
Bosvcld-dc Smet (1993). Section 2.4 examines whether tclicity and boundedness 
can influence the interpretational possibilities of indefinite subjects. 
In section 3 it is shown that in Hungarian the specifying property can be 
derived from the tclic or place-bounded character of the predicate. The final section 
argues that there is a general specifying criterion on statements that can be made 
responsible for the observed linguistic facts. 
1. Weak noun phrases with weak or strong reading 
While 1 admit that strong (definite) NPs (as defined by Barwise-Cooper 1981) can 
both have strong (specific) or weak (non-specific) readings in some sense (see 
Groenendijk-Stokhof 1980; de Hoop 1995), indefinite NPs exhibit these different 
interpretational possibilities in a far more striking way. Notice that i f in (l)-(3) we 
replace the indefinite subjects with definite ones, the observed differences in their 
meaning disappear. 
( 1 ') The student/every student walks willingly. 
(2') The student/every student is walking in the garden. 
(3') The student/every student has already walked. 
On the other hand, if we replace the indefinite article a in ( l)-(3) with some other 
weak determiner, weak or strong interpretational possibilities show up again: 
( 1 ") Some students/many students walk willingly. 
(2") Some students/many students are walking in the garden. 
(3") Some students/many students have already walked. 
Since definite NPs do not exhibit the weak/strong opposition as clearly as the indef-
inite ones, they will be ignored in the present paper. 
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In examples ( l " ) - (3" ) , due to the individual meaning of the determiners, the 
difference is not quite the same as in (l)-(3). However, strong and weak readings 
are present here exactly as expected; indefinite noun phrases in (1 ") and (3") are 
strong in the sense that the sentential predicates are claimed of a subset of students 
(that is, the implicatures arise that there are some students who do not walk will-
ingly/have not walked yet); whereas (2") is not necessarily interpreted in that way. 
( 1") and (3") have a proportional or partitive reading, whereas a prominent read-
ing of (2") is weak, that is, existential or non-specific. 
In order to ascertain whether a noun phrase can be interpreted weakly I use the 
definition of specificity given in Enç (1991): the reading of indefinite NPs is con-
sidered weak iff they introduce discourse-referents that are new in the sense that 
they are unrelated to previously established discourse referents. Another well-
known test can be attached to this notion of weakness: the entities the weak NP 
refers to may possibly constitute the whole denotation of the common noun part of 
the NP. That is, some students in (2") does not necessarily presuppose any previ-
ously mentioned set of students, and the sentence can be true in a model where 
there arc no other students than those walking in the garden. 
Following de Hoop (1992; 1995), a non-contrastively stressed NP is consid-
ered here strong in three cases (cf. footnote 2). First, it is strong i f i t is specific in 
the sense that it does not have the discourse referent introducing potential, but 
refers to a known (or so assumed) discourse referent. Second, it is strong ifit is pro-
portional or partitive, that is, the sentence containing it cannot be true if there are 
no other individuals belonging to the extension of the common noun beside the 
ones the NP refers to. Third, the generic reading of an indefinite noun phrase is also 
considered strong. 
Whether an indefinite noun phrase can or must have a strong or a weak reading 
depends on several, seemingly very different factors. Ladusaw (1994) argues that 
there are two basic types of judgements, thctic and categorical, and thetic judge-
ments allow only weak NPs (in both senses of weakness). De Hoop (1992) argues 
for a syntactic solution: in her opinion there are two types of Case-assignment 
according to different syntactic configurations, and we get weak readings under the 
weak structural (or inherent) case assignment, whereas strong readings arise when 
the NP gets its case via strong structural case assignment. Others stress the contex-
tual, pragmatic factors (e.g. Groenendijk-Stokhof 1980; Ludlow-Neale 1991). 
Some authors notice the important role the meaning of the main predicate can play 
in getting weak or strong readings (Bosveld-dc Smct 1993; dc Hoop 1995; E. Kiss 
1994). 
The topic of the present paper is to examine how the semantic properties of 
sentential predicates can influence whether an indefinite subject NP can or must 
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have weak or strong reading. Although I am fully aware of the fact that other fac-
tors mentioned above (syntactic position, context, etc.) can also be significant, they 
will be put aside for the present. 
What is referred to by the expression "semantic properties of sentential predi-
cates" is quite a complex issue, and is determined not only by the lexical properties 
of the verb alone. Features connected with tense and aspect will be especially 
important for our present concern, and these can be treated more appropriately as 
sentential properties. Thus what is called here simply a predicate property, is influ-
enced by the lexical meaning of the verb, its aspectual form, its tense, its comple-
ments, and also by some kinds of adjuncts. With these caveats in mind, firstly some 
properties that have recently been used for classification of verbal predicates will 
be examined. 
2. Classifications of predicates 
2.1. Stage-level vs. individual-level predicates 
Since Carlson's famous dissertation (1977) much attention has been paid to the 
stage-level and individual-level properties. The basis of this differentiation is the 
observation that predicates behave differently according to whether they express 
permanent features or accidental properties. In order to explain that non-uniform 
behaviour, Carlson distinguished two different possible levels of entities in the 
model: predicates expressing permanent qualities apply to individual level argu-
ments, whereas those expressing transient properties take some spatiotemporal 
realization of individuals (stage-level arguments). 
Kratzer (1995) argues that stage-level/individual-level predicate properties can 
be derived better from a systematic difference in the argument-structure of predicates: 
stage-level predicates have an extra (event) argument slot for spatiotcmporal specifi-
cation. Individual-level predicates normally express properties that are independent of 
place and time, so they cannot be modified by place or time adverbials, contrary to 
stage-level predicates. Kratzer (1995) illustrates this with the following examples: 
(4) Manon is dancing on the lawn. 
(5) Manon is dancing this morning. 
(6) Manon is a dancer. 
The stage-level predicate is dancing can easily be modified by place or time adver-
bials, whereas the individual-level predicate is a dancer "cannot be modified by 
locatives. I f i t can, it has turned into a stage-level predicate" (Kratzer 1995, 128). 
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The inverse of this reasoning also holds: if a sentence is not located either in 
time or in space, it expresses a permanent or habitual property of the subject, even 
if the predicate is not inherently individual level (generic sentences). As Dahl 
(1995) argues, genericity is cross-linguistically expressed with the least marked 
form of the verb with respect to the tense/aspect. This verb form is the Simple 
Present in English; it may indicate that the spatiotemporal argument slot is not tilled 
(for the present argumentation the rcportive and futurate uses are irrelevant).4 Thus 
in order to get a non-generic interpretation, it may be enough to use any tensed or 
aspectually marked form of a predicate that is not characteristically individual-
level. This can indicate by itself that the predicate has the extra argument slot mak-
ing it stage level. 
Consider again our examples (l)-(3): 
(1) Л student walks willingly. 
(2) A student is walking in the garden. 
(3) A student has already walked (in the garden). 
The only overt difference between ( l)-(3) is in their time/aspect. Now it is clear 
that the "timeless" (1) is a generic (more exactly, a habitual) sentence; it is about 
students as a kind. The existence of that kind ("student-kind") is not claimed but 
presupposed. Since the indefinite NP does not introduce new referents into the dis-
course, the indefinite subject is strong. 
In fact, concerning their timeless character, there is no difference between indi-
vidual level predicates and the class of stative verbs. As Bach (1981) argues, the 
most distinctive feature of statives as opposed to dynamic (process or event) pred-
icates is that they are timeless in the sense that establishing the truth-conditions for 
them does not necessarily involve more than one moment of time. Thus it is not sur-
prising that statives that are neither inherently stage-level nor made spécifié in some 
way or other,5 trigger the strong reading of their indefinite subjects. 
4 It is well known that there are some predicates which cannot be interpreted for stages; e.g. 
extinct (in the sense 'having died out'), widespread. Of course these always will be interpreted as indi-
vidual-level predicates, irrespective of the timc/aspect of the sentence. On the other hand, there arc 
inherently stage-level predicates as well (drunk, awake (adj)). The point is that if a predicate is nei-
ther inherently individual nor stage-level, then it is the Present Tense that can trigger a generic or 
habitual reading most easily. 
-s Objects, for instance, can influence the interpretation of the subject as well: cf. (i) A girl knew 
poems with (ii) A girl knew that poem. While sentence (i) with the non-specific bare plural object can 
be interpreted generically ( 'a girl (in the old times) used to know poems'), the demonstrative pronoun 
makes the object specific, so in (ii) the predicate becomes stage-level. Thus the subject in (ii) cannot 
be (easily) interpreted as referring to an individual-level entity. 
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The next problem is that although both (2) and (3) arc non-generic sentences 
containing stage-level non-stative predicates, still there is a difference in the 
strength of their indefinite subjects. That puzzle will be examined in the following 
sections. 
2.2. An intermezzo: thetic and categorical modes of judgements 
As mentioned in section 1, Ladusaw (1994) argues that the weakness or strength of 
the subject is influenced by the judgement type it occurs in. Thctic statements, as 
opposed to categorical ones, are predications as a whole, with no prominent or pre-
supposed arguments. They do not express judgements about some well-delineated 
subject, but they are presentations of an object (an individual or an eventuality).6 
Since the indefinite subjects of thetic statements themselves are presentations 
(descriptions), they are non-specific. Typical instances of this judgement-type arc 
the existential constructions (//jcrc-sentcnccs): they express a presentation of some 
individuals by their very nature, and this explains why definite or specific noun 
phrases arc normally excluded from these sentences. 
Categorical judgements, on the other hand, have a clearly articulated subject-
predicate structure: they are statements about a presupposed subject. Typical exam-
ples of this mode of judgement are generic sentences: these attribute properties to 
subjects as characteristic of them, independently of their spatiotemporal location. A 
generic property can be predicated either of an individual or of a group of individ-
uals, but not of presentations (descriptions). Thus subjects of generic sentences 
have to be strong. 
Between the two extremes, there are the sentences with indefinite subjects that 
ought to be ambiguous in principle: we should be able to interpret them as both 
thetic and categorical judgements. In a range of well-known examples that is the 
case, indeed (Milsark 1974, 199): 
(7) Some unicorns entered the garden. 
(8) Many people were at the party. 
The subjects in (7), (8) can have both weak (existential) and strong (proportional) 
readings. However, as (2)-(3) show, there arc factors favouring the weak or the strong 
reading, also in sentences which are neither existential constructions nor generic state-
ments. In the following sections our attention will be directed to sentences whose 
form is neither utterly thctic (existential) nor utterly categorical (generic). 
6 Ladusaw equates the notion of a presentation of an object for a description of an object, where 
"a description is something which can be satisfied by an object", and objects range over both indi-
viduals and eventualities (Ladusaw 1994, 223-4). 
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2.3. The specifying/non-specifying distinction 
Relative clauses in French, like in English, have two basic types: "relatives spéci-
fiantes" (defining or restrictive relatives) and "relatives non spécifiantes" (non-defin-
ing or non-restrictive relatives). Examining these, Kleiber (1981 ) observes that the 
propositions the former type of relatives expresses cannot have a generic or habitual 
reading, while the latter type can be interpreted as attributing an "inner property" to 
the noun phrase the relative clause modifies. Kleiber argues that the occurrence of 
these interpretational possibilities depends solely on the properties of the predicate 
the clause contains. Relative pronouns in French play no role at all in this respect; 
this fact is illustrated by minimal pairs with spccifying/non-specifying relatives that 
differ only in the predicates of the relative clauses (Kleiber 1981, 216). 
From these observations Kleiber concludes that predicates themselves arc 
specifying or not. The distinctive property of these predicate classes is that speci-
fying predicates, as opposed to non-specifying ones, are somehow anchored in time 
and space, and that is why their subjects are to be interpreted non-generically. 
Kleiber observes that in order to be able to anchor individuals, specifying predi-
cates have to express either some event (verbes d'action), or have to contain some 
explicitly expressed location. Non-specifying predicates, on the other hand, result 
in ambiguity: the clauses they occur in can be interpreted as specifying or non-spec-
ifying relatives. 
Bosveld-de Smet (1993) extends Klciber's analysis, and examines how the 
specifying or non-specifying property of a predicate influences whether its indefi-
nite subject can be interpreted weakly or strongly. She argues that specifying pred-
icates allow or favour the weak reading of their subjects, while non-specifying ones 
require strong subjects. Trying to find an explanation, she combines Klciber's 
observations with Kratzer's distinction between individual-level and stage-level 
predicates, and defines a predicate as specifying iff there is some information avail-
able that fills the spatiotcmporal argument slot of the (stage-level) predicate. This 
distinction does not result in the same classes as the individual-level/stage-level 
opposition, since a predicate is non-specifying irrespective of whether it does not 
have a spatiotemporal location slot altogether (individual level predicates), or it has 
one but it is unfilled (non-specifying stage-level predicates). Of course, individual-
level predicates arc non-specifying by default, but stage-level predicates can be 
either specifying or not. The non-specifying versus specifying distinction manifests 
itself in a well-formedness criterion put on the use of French plural indefinite arti-
cle des. This determiner can only be interpreted weakly, and it is good with speci-
fying predicates (sont venus in (9)), but it is unacceptable with non-specifying pred-
icates (sont remplis in (10), see Bosveld-de Smet 1993, 32-4): 
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(9) Des amis sont venus. 
'(Sm) friends have come' 
( 10) *Dcs verres sont remplis. 
'(Sm) glasses are full' 
Notice that in (9), (10) both predicates arc stage-level. I will assume in what fol-
lows that the specifying/non-specifying distinction as Bosvcld-de Smet defines it is 
the relevant predicate property to allowing or prohibiting weak or strong readings 
of indefinite subjects. Then the next question is what kinds of linguistic means can 
indicate that the spatiotemporal slot of a predicate is tilled or not; that is, what can 
make a predicate specifying (in a construction which is not typically existential). 
Different interpretations of the subjects of (2) and (3) show that aspectual proper-
tics of predicates can be candidates. 
2.4. Telicitv and boundedness 
The Vendler-classification and the aspectual properties of predicates arc usually 
considered at least partially overlapping. (Vendler-classes arc sometimes called 
aspectual classes.) The need for defining and separating the underlying properties 
these distinctions are based upon has emerged from time to time. Although it is a 
matter of debate what features arc the distinctive ones in defining the Vendler-
classes, it is widely accepted that the tclic/atclic opposition is relevant. Recently 
Depraetcre (1995) has argued that a clcar distinction has to be made between the 
atelic/telic character of a situation on the one hand, and its boundedness on the 
other. The usual aspectual distinctions (e.g. perfective/imperfective) can be then 
given with these more basic notions. Depraetere claims that it is the former dis-
tinction which is relevant to the Vendler-classification, and it is based on whether 
the situation described contains an inherent endpoint or not. Specifically, a sentence 
is telic iff some intended or inherent (natural) endpoint is reached in the described 
situation when the event is completed, independently of whether the endpoint is 
actually reached in the given context or not. That is, telicity is given inherently in 
the meaning of the (possibly complex) predicate; (11), (12) arc telic, while (13), 
(14) are atelic (examples (11)-(14) are selected from those of Depraetcre (1995), 
with different numbering): 
(11) Sheila collapsed. 
( 12) John was opening ihe parcel. 
( 13) Sheila is working in the garden. 
(14) Julian lived in Paris from February 1989 until May 1989. 
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The bounded/unbounded property, on the other hand, expresses some limitation in 
time. This means that a telic predicate becomes bounded when the inherent end-
point is actually reached (sec (11)); whereas an atelic predicate is bounded when 
some limitation in time is given (usually by an adverbial phrase, see (14)). As can 
be seen from the above examples, (un)boundedncss cross-classifies (a)telicity: both 
atelic and tclic sentences can be either bounded or unbounded. (11) describes a telic 
bounded, (12) a tclic unbounded, (13) an atelic unbounded, and (14) an atelic 
bounded situation. 
Now let us return to our examples ( l ) - (3) : 
( 1 ) A student walks willingly. 
(2) A student is walking in the garden. 
(3) A student has already walked (in the garden). 
These all are atelic sentences, but (1) and (2) are unbounded whereas (3) is bound-
ed. Putting aside the generic sentence ( 1 ), comparing (2) and (3) may lead us to the 
tentative generalization that boundedncss favours the strong reading of the subject, 
while unboundedness develops the weak reading. Let us put this assumption to the 
test and replace the definite subjects of (11)-(14) with indefinite ones: 
(15) A woman collapsed. 
(16) A boy was opening the parcel. 
(17) A man is working in the garden. 
(18) A student lived in Paris from February 1989 until May 1989. 
(15) is a telic bounded sentence, and its subject can be easily interpreted as weak. 
The prominent reading of the subjects of the telic unbounded (16) and atelic 
unbounded (17) is also weak. The atelic bounded (18), on the other hand, seems to 
allude to a specific student, or else it is hopelessly uninformative. 
Thus it seems that telic and atelic verbs behave differently in the relevant 
respect. Boundedncss alone does not favour either reading (see the bounded (15) 
and (18) with subjects different in strength), but when the verb is atclic, bounded-
ness seems to trigger the strong reading (see (3) with an activity verb and (18) with 
a stativc verb). Let us sec some more examples, changing now the tense of the verb 
and the type of boundedncss: 
(19) A woman has collapsed. 
(20) A boy is opening the parcel. 
(21) A man was working in the garden. 
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(22) A man was working in the garden from eight to ten. 
(23) A man has already worked in the garden. 
(24) A student has already lived in Paris. 
The reader can check with ( 19)—(24) and similar examples that tclicity in itself 
guarantees that the subject may have a weak reading (sec (19), (20)). Boundedncss 
plays a role in this respect only if the verb is atclic, but not each kind of bounded-
ncss: (22) is bounded, and the weak reading of the subject is available without any 
difficulty; but the Present Perfect makes the weak reading much less accessible. 
In sum, our first guess seems incorrect: (un)boundcdness in general does not 
influence the possible readings of the subjects. Unboundedness alone could not 
even emerge as a candidate in determining whether a predicate is specifying or not: 
it is neither necessary nor sufficient for triggering either the weak or the strong 
interpretation of an indefinite subject (see unbounded statives with strong subjects, 
unbounded activities with strong (in the Present Tense) or weak (in the Continuous) 
subjects, and bounded telic sentences with both weak and strong subject interpre-
tations). Boundedncss alone does not seem to develop the strong (or weak) reading 
of the subject, either; but it is remarkable that the perfective aspect in atclic sen-
tences favours the strong reading of the subject. 
Tclicity, on the other hand, seems to be definitive: if a predicate is telic, the 
weak subject interpretation is always available (irrespective of whether the sen-
tence is bounded or not, perfective or not). That is, telic predicates are specifying 
(recall that a predicate is specifying if its subject can have weak interpretation, sec 
2.3), but atclic predicates behave non-uniformly: activities in the Present Perfect 
and stativc predicates tend to be non-specifying, while non-perfective and non-
generic activities seem to be specifying. 
Now if wc try to match these observations with Bosveld-dc Smet's theory, it 
seems that tclicity involves or indicates that the spatiotemporal slot of the predicate 
is filled (that is, telic predicates are spatiotemporally located events). The question 
arises, why and how tclicity makes a predicate specifying. A tentative answer might 
be given along the following line of reasoning. Per definitionem, a telic predicate 
inherently alludes to the endpoint of the eventuality it describes. The notion of end-
point involves necessarily some change (independently of whether the change actu-
ally happened or not). The notion of change in turn is based on comparing states of 
affairs in two different temporal intervals. But the reverse holds as well: without 
any change in the states of affairs, time cannot be measured, defined, perceived— 
that is, with no alteration in the world the notion of time would lose its sense and 
content. From the mutual dependency of time and change it follows that in telic 
predicates, where an endpoint (that is, some change) is inherently present in the 
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meaning of the predicate, reference to time is involved as well (or else no change 
whatsoever can be alluded to, that is, the predicate cannot be telic). Thus the time-
dependency of the eventuality described is inherently present in telic predicates. 
Statives arc not located, thus they are non-specifying, and so are activities in 
the Simple Present. So far these results are not surprising. What seems to be a real-
ly interesting question is what can anchor activities spatiotemporally, and why they 
behave like non-located eventualities in the Pcrfect. 
3. Hungarian 
We can arrive at interesting generalizations if we consider a language having a less 
clearly articulated aspectual system than English. The next sections examine the 
emergence of weak and strong subject interpretations in Hungarian. 
3.1. Thetic and categorical judgements in Hungarian 
In Hungarian the specificity of the grammatical subject heavily depends on the sen-
tence type it occurs in, thus some remarks on Hungarian sentence structure are nec-
essary here. 
Hungarian has two basic sentence-typcs: neutral and non-neutral sentences. 
The latter type contains a constituent in a fixed position (immediately before the 
verb) with a special stress and focus interpretation. That sentence-type will be 
ignored in the present paper; attention will be directed to neutral sentences alone. 
Kálmán (1985) claims that (putting aside the special imperfective and identi-
fying sentences) there arc two basic types of neutral sentences in Hungarian: the 
one contains some constituent before the verbal part (V'), the other does not. The 
logical subject (the topic) of a sentence is necessarily before the V'; thus sentences 
with no constituent in the pre-verbal part cannot have the Aristotelian subject-pred-
icate structure, they "tend to express simple events rather than n-ary relations" 
(Kálmán 1985, 15; this observation is attributed to A. Tich). This semantic differ-
ence between Hungarian verbal and non-verbal neutral sentences is essentially the 
same as the thetic/categorical distinction (see 2.2), so we can risk the generalization 
that topiclcss Hungarian neutral sentences are used to express thetic judgements. As 
we have seen in section 2.2, grammatical subjects of thetic sentences are descrip-
tive expressions semantically, or as Kálmán expresses the same idea for Hungarian, 
constituents behind the verb or before it but under the V' are not arguments but ver-
bal modifiers. The thetic judgement type is unproblematic from our present point 
of view, since the indefinite NP subject in these sentences cannot be strong nor-
mally. This can be nicely exemplified with Hungarian data as well: stative predi-
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cates, which require their subject to be strong, do not tolerate the verbal sentence 
form. (25) is not a well-formed Hungarian sentence, as opposed to (the normative 
generic) (26): 
(25) "Utál egy béka minden gólyát. 
hates a frog every stork-acc 
(26) Egy béka utál minden gólyát. 
a frog hates every stork-acc 
'A frog hates every stork" 
In sum, non-verbal neutral sentences (more exactly, neutral sentences with the sub-
ject in the topic) will be examined in the following sections. This sentence-type has 
a so-called level prosody: each phrasal constituent bears a uniformly slight stress. 
In some examples the stress will be indicated with a ' mark before the stressed 
word, but only if it seems necessary for the sake of clarity. 
3.2. Telieity and boundedness in Hungarian 
In this section the relevant predicate properties and their combinations will be 
examined in a systematic way with Hungarian data. Examples will be given in the 
Past Tense whenever it is possible, in order to avoid generic readings, which are 
expressed with the (only) Present Tense, and might blur the picture. 
3.2.1. Atelic predicates 
As wc have seen in section 2.4, a predicate is atclic iff there is not any endpoint 
reached when the eventuality the predicate expresses is carried out. Thus stativc 
and activity verbs will equally belong to this class. If there is no adverb or other 
explicit marker in the sentence making it bounded, atelic predicates by them-
selves are always unbounded. (Recall that boundedness means some limitation in 
time.) 
On the basis of Hungarian data it seems that unbounded atelic predicates allow 
only strong subjects in non-verbal sentences. That is, their subject can be either a 
definite, or—less acceptably—a specific (conlrastive) indefinite noun phrase. This 
is exemplified by (27)—(29): 
(27) Hugó/a kutya/minden kutya aludt/futott/bűzlött. 
Hugh/the dog/every dog slept/ran /stank 
'Hugh/the dog/every dog was sleeping/running/stinking' 
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(28) ?Egy'kutya 'aludt/'futott/'bűzlött. 
a dog slept ran stank 
'Л dog was sleeping/running/stinking' 
(29) 'Néhány 'kutya 'aludt/'futott/'bűzlött. 
some dog slept ran stank 
'Some dogs were sleeping/running/stinking' 
Examples in (27) are wholly acceptable, unambiguous sentences. (28) is unaccept-
able with the indicated level-prosody; but it becomes acceptable if we lay empha-
sis on the determiner instead of the common noun. However, this contrastive stress 
makes the indefinite subject specific in the sense ofEnç (1991): a previously intro-
duced set of dogs is presupposed, and the indefinite NP refers to one of them. That 
is, sentences in (28) must have some marked intonation pattern to express the 
strength of their subject, indicating that a context with some opposition is given, 
like e.g. in (30), (31)): 
(30) 'Egy kutya 'bűzlött, a 'többinek 'nem volt szaga. 
'One dog was stinking, but the others did not smell' 
(31) 'Egy kutya 'aludt, egy 'másik 'játszott, egy 'harmadik 'csontot rágcsált. 
'One dog was sleeping, another was playing, a third one was chewing a bone' 
The preferred versions of sentences in (28) with specific (but not necessarily con-
trastive) indefinite subjects would be the wholly acceptable (32)-(34), which do not 
trigger the contextual requirements mentioned above, and they arc good with a non-
contrastive neutral intonation as well: 
(32) Egy 'kutya 'megbüdösödött, 
a dog pfx-stank 
'A dog became stinky' 
(33) Egy 'kutya 'elaludt. 
a dog pfx-slept 
'A dog fell asleep' 
(34) Egy 'kutya 'elfutott, 
a dog pfx-ran 
'A dog ran away' 
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That is, when the subject is specific, some prefixed version of the verb is preferred. 
The prefixes in (32)—(34) make the originally atclic verbs telic, and that is the only 
difference between sentences in (28) and their prefixed counterparts.7 
Almost the same can be said about (29): the indefinite NP has to have a parti-
tive reading. But due to the meaning of the determiner néhány 'some', the partitive 
reading can easily arise, so the contextual and intonational requirements arc not so 
strong here as in the case of (28). The prefixed, telic counterparts of the atelic verbs 
fit here as well. 
On the basis of these observations, it seems that atelic verbs (statives and activ-
ities) by themselves are non-specifying in Hungarian: their subject has to be strong, 
weak reading cannot arise. However, there might remain some doubt whether telic-
ity or boundedness is relevant here: since our examples are in the Past Tense, telic 
examples are bounded as well. That telicity is the critical factor can be supported 
with atelic bounded examples:8 
(35) Egy / 'néhány 'kutya 'tegnap estig 'bűzlött / 'aludt. 
a / some dog yesterday evening-till stank / slept 
'Л/some dog(s) was/were stinking/sleeping until yesterday evening' 
(36) Egy / 'néhány 'fiú 'reggelig 'sétált. 
a / some boy morning-till walked 
'A/some boy(s) was/were walking until morning' 
In (35) and (36) the utterly specific reading of the subject shows that it docs not 
matter whether atelic verbs arc bounded or not. 
Of course there are atelic Hungarian sentences with weak subject interpreta-
tion; but what makes that interpretation available without any doubt is not bound-
edness in time but in space. That is, if we localize the atclic non-stative9 sentences 
7 This does not hold for Hungarian prefixes in general; lexically telic verbs (e.g. achievements) 
also can have prefixes. Moreover, prefixes do not bave a fixed meaning that can be attached compo-
sitionally to each verb. 
x Of course it could be tested by telic unbounded examples as well. But telic unbounded sen-
tences have to be either in the Present Tense, or in the Future (in Hungarian). This would be disturb-
ing for several reasons. As mentioned above. Present Tense is used to express genericity as well, thus 
we could not set minimal pairs as clearly as in the Past. Moreover, Present Tense docs not express a 
real present in the ease of telic verbs: it refers rather to some future eventuality. The future also has 
its own problems: it has either the flavour of some prediction, or it is a promise, and both interpreta-
tions might affect the specificity of the subject. 
9 Stative verbs, because of their very nature, cannot be easily localized. See section 2.2 for more 
details. 
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in (28) and (29) with some place adverbial, then weak readings are allowed in all 
the examples above: 
(37) Egy kutya aludt/futott itt/ a kertben. 
a dog slept/ran here/the garden-in 
'Л dog was sleeping/running here/in the garden' 
(38) Néhány kutya aludt/futott itt /а kertben, 
some dog slept/ran here/ the garden-in 
'Sonic dogs were sleeping/running here/in the garden' 
(39) Egy kutya tegnap estig aludt/futott itt/a kertben. 
'Л dog was sleeping/running here/in the garden until yesterday evening' 
Thus we might conclude that on the basis of Hungarian data there is a kind of 
boundedness that has to be distinguished from the boundedness defined with 
respect to time in Depraetere (1995). Locatedness in space is of great importance 
to allowing the weak interpretation of the subject; it definitely makes a difference 
in Hungarian whether the Kratzerian spatiotemporal argument slot is filled with 
information about place or time. In the former case 1 will speak about place-bound-
cdness, separating it from time-boundedncss. 
The conclusion based on the notion of place-boundedness is formulated in (40): 
(40) In Hungarian atelic predicates (in non-verbal sentences) can be specifying (allow weak subjects) 
only if they are place-bounded. 
Recall that specifying predicates do not require their subject to be weak but allow 
weakly interpreted subjects. In accordance with this, (40) does not involve that sub-
jects of place-bounded predicates cannot have strong interpretation.10 
3.2.2. Telic predicates 
With telic predicates both strong and weak readings of the subject seem possible, 
and place adverbials do not favour either interpretation. 
10 it is interesting that the preference of strong or weak interpretation depends on where the 
place adverbial occurs: i f i t is placed BEFORE the verb, strong interpretation more easily arises. This is 
in a remarkable correlation with Dutch, where scrambling causes strength (see dc Hoop 1992; 1995). 
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Telic, unbounded predicates: 
(41) Néhány remete egy csónakot fest (a folyóparton), 
some hermit a boat-acc paints the river-bank-on 
'Some hermits are painting a boat (on the river-bank)' 
(42) Egy kislány észreveszi majd ezt a falfirkát (az. utcán). 
a little-girl notices later this the graffiti the street-on 
'Л little girl will notice this graffiti (in the street)' 
(41) contains an accomplishment, (42) an achievement predicate. In both sentences, 
subjects can have both weak and strong interpretations. 
Telic, bounded predicates: 
A telic situation becomes bounded when the endpoint inherently involved is 
actually reached. As we have seen in section 2.4, boundedness can be indicated by 
using a perfect form, and this turns the predicate non-specifying. In Hungarian there 
are no separate inflectional forms to express the different aspectual properties, but 
there are verbal prefixes which can be used to express perfectivity. 
However, prefixed telic predicates do not behave uniformly with respect to 
their specifying property. In general, prefixes do not seem to affect the interpreta-
tional possibilities of indefinite subjects: in (4Г) and (42') the subjects continue to 
have both weak and strong readings: 
(41 ') Néhány remete befestett egy csónakot (a folyóparton), 
some hermit pfx-painted a boat-acc the river-bank-on 
'Some hermits painted a boat (on the river-bank)' 
(42') Egy kislány észrevette ezt a falfirkát (az utcán), 
a little-girl noticed this the graffiti-acc the street-on 
'A little girl noticed this graffiti (in the street)' 
Here arc some more examples supporting this observation: 
(43) Egy fiú elment a városba, 
a boy away-went the city-ill 
'A boy has gone to the city' 
(44) Néhány vándor felkerekedett, 
some wanderer tip-arose 
'Some wanderers set o f f ' 
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Thus the generalization about telicity based on English data seems to hold in Hun-
garian as well: 
(45) Telicity puts no restriction on the interpretation of subjects: telic predicates can give rise to weak 
and strong readings alike. 
However, there are also some apparent counterexamples to (45) in Hungarian. The 
subject in the English sentence (46) can have both strong and weak interpretations, 
due to the telic character of the verb; but this sentence has two, unambiguous coun-
terparts in Hungarian. Although both (47) and (48) are tclic bounded sentences, in 
(48) the subject is utterly specific, while in (47) it can only be interpreted weakly. 
(46) A chimney-sweep arrived. 
(47) Egy kéményseprő érkezett, 
a chimney-sweep arrived 
(48) Egy kéményseprő megérkezett, 
a chimney-sweep pfx-arrived 
(47) and (48) indicate that the specificity of the subject can be marked in Hungarian 
by a prefixed verb-form of the same verbal stem, at least in some cases.11 However, 
the semantic difference between these prefixless and prefixed predicates cannot be 
grasped with either the bounded/unbounded or the tclic/atelic opposition, both (47) 
and (48) being telic and bounded. 
The restrictions on the interpretation of the subjects in (47) and (48) can be 
attributed to a special property of the verb érkezik 'arrive'. This verb in Hungarian 
exibits the Definiteness Effect (henceforth DE), that is, it rules out subjects with 
strong determiners; 
(49) *A/minden kéményseprő érkezett. 
the/every chimney-sweep arrived 
Now recall that the reasoning that the DE is due to the thctic character of judge-
ments (see Ladusaw 1994) has been accepted here (see section 2,2). Thus sentence 
" It is far from being true that prefixes always make a (telic) predicate non-specifying in non-
verbal sentences. For instance there are prefixes with some adverbial function, and these do not influ-
ence the strength of the indefinite subject (see later in this section). 
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(47) is a thetic, non-categorical statement, licencing only weak subjects, in both 
senses of weakness. This is also supported by the syntactic fact that the subject is 
not in the topic position, but is incorporated under the V' (see Szabolcsi 1986). That 
is, (47) is a verbal sentence according to the terminology used in Kálmán (1985). 
Turning now to the opposite restriction in (48), notice that it constitutes a min-
imal pair with (47), so the only element that can be blamed for the constraint is the 
prefix meg.12 While it is true that prefixed verbs never show the DE, they usually 
do not force strong reading upon their subjects either (sec (4Г), (43), (44)). So a 
general restriction ruling out non-specific arguments does not exist as an indepen-
dent constraint in Hungarian (contra E. Kiss 1995).13 Let us examine then, what 
differentiates between prefixed verbs in this respect, and why. 
The prefixless verb fest 'paint' differs from the prefixlcss érkezik 'arrive' in 
that it does not restrict its subject's determiner in any way. On the other hand, pre-
fixed versions of fest do not force strong reading upon the subject, contrary to the 
prefixed megérkezik. Comparing some more prefixless-prefixed verb pairs, it can 
be observed that if the prefixless verb does not force its subject to be weak, its pre-
fixed versions do not require a strongly interpreted subject, either. Consequently, 
the fact that the prefixed verb megérkezik forces the strong interpretation upon its 
subject may be due to the fact that its prefixless counterpart is an intransitive DE-
verb. 
It is interesting that versions of érkezik with prefixes other than meg allow 
either the strong or the weak reading of the subject: 
(50) Egy turista felérkezett a csúcsra, 
a tourist up-arrived the top-to 
'A tourist arrived at the top' 
The translation of meg is missing here because its meaning cannot be given with any English 
word. It usually expresses perfectivity, but it can contribute to the meaning of a verb in quite differ-
ent ways. Because of the non-compositional behaviour of verbal prefixes, Hungarian prefixed verbs 
are best treated semantically as lexical units. 
13 É. Kiss (1995) argues that there are some verbs in Hungarian exhibiting a Specificity Effect, 
that is. requiring the subject (and also the object when the verb is transitive) to be specific. This claim 
is based on data containing stative verbs and some prefixed verbs. However, the behaviour of statives, 
which are inherently individual-level predicates, can be explained with their argument structure (see 
Kratzer 1995). whereas it is simply not true that all prefixed verbs require strong arguments. As we 
have seen, the obligatorily strong interpretation of subjects of individual-level predicates can be attrib-
uted to the non-specifying (atclic and not place-bounded) character of these verbs, and this is sup-
ported by the fact that the same principle is valid for (non-placc-bounded) activities as well. On the 
other hand, since prefixed verbs do not require specific arguments in general, an independently func-
tioning Specificity Effect cannot be motivated by them, either. 
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(51 ) Egy lány elérkezett a tóhoz, 
a girl away-arrived the lake-to 
'A girl arrived at the lake' 
Maybe the possibility of weak interpretation of subjects in (50), (51) follows from 
the directional nature of the prefixes, which requires place adverbials as comple-
ments. Then the cffcct of placc-boundedness that licences weakly interpreted sub-
jects extends beyond atclic verbs. 
Thus it seems that DE-verbs have a counterpart with some non-directional pre-
fix that prescribes strong interpretation for the argument which is obligatorily weak 
with the DE-verb. This observation is borne out by transitive DE-verbs as well: in 
(52) the object is obligatorily weak (in both senses of weakness), in (53) the indef-
inite object must be interpreted strongly, while in (54) the interpretation of the 
object can be either strong or weak. 
(52) Hugó írt egy levelet. 
Hugh wrote a letter-acc 
'Hugh wrote a (non-specific) letter' 
(53) Hugó megírt egy levelet. 
Hugh pfx-wrote a letter-acc 
'Hugh has written a (specific) letter' 
(54) Hugó aláírt egy levelet. 
Hugh under-wrote a letter-acc 
'Hugh signed a letter' 
Thus wc can conclude that (45) is valid, that is, tclicity in general makes the pred-
icate specifying (licencing weakly interpreted subjects). Exceptions can be attrib-
uted to a disturbed symmetry: since the DE-verbs exclude strong noun phrases from 
their specified argument-positions (transitives from the object, intransitives from 
the subject position), there arc prefixed counterparts of DE-verbs exhibiting an 
(almost) opposite restriction that excludes the weak interpretation14 of the same 
arguments. This is presumably due to some tendency to have a lexically balanced 
chance of appearing weak and strong readings. 
14 Notice that these verbs excludc only the weak interpretation of their closcst argument, but 
they tolerate weak determiners. 
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Summarizing the results of this section, a predicate can be specifying in Hun-
garian non-verbal neutral sentences ifit is telic or place-bounded. Tclicity is enough to 
allow weak subjects in most cases, place-boundcdness seems to have no exceptions. 
4. Conclusions 
It is time to explain or at least arrange somehow the linguistic facts observed above. 
Assume that there is a General Specifying Criterion put on every statement. 
This criterion reflects the trivial fact that sentences are about something: 
(55) General Specifying Criterion (GSC): a statement must have at least one Specifying Feature. 
The GSC can be met by the subject, by the predicate, or both. Thus Specifying 
Features satisfying the GSC belong either to the subject or to the predicate. 
Features that count as Specifying Features with respect to the GSC arc the fol-
lowing: 
(56) Specifying Features of Subjects: 
1. strong determiners 
2. strong interpretation (of weak subjects) 
Specifying Features of Predicates: 
1. telicity15 
2. loeatedness 
Locatedness can be expressed differently in different languages. Here are some 
possibilities: 
1. There are certain syntactic constructions that indicate or imply locatedness 
by themselves: /Aere-sentences in English (notice that the expletive indicates some 
(possibly abstract) place); verbal sentences in Hungarian. 
2. There are certain verb forms that are able to implicate locatedness. For 
instance, in English, where there are two different verb forms for the simple and 
continuous tenses, the latter form can indicate that the Kratzerian spatiotcmporal 
slot is filled (notice that this form often goes hand in hand with some adverbial 
phrase(s) locating the eventuality spatially or temporally). 
15 See the reasoning on the necessary connection between telicity and locatedness at the end of 
section 2.4. 
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3. If neither of the previous two types of markedness occur, there has to be pre-
sent some other marker of locatedness in order to be able to interpret the subject 
weakly. For instance, in Hungarian, where there is only one Present and one Past 
Tense, there has to be some place-adverbial in the sentence to allow the weak read-
ing of the subject. 
If none of the Specifying Features of Predicates appear, it is the subject that 
must satisfy the GSC; that is, an SF must be present on it. This means that the sub-
ject has to be either a strong NP or a strongly interpreted weak NP. 
In some cases strong interpretation of the subject is required even if there 
seems to be an SF of predicates present. An SF of this type is the Perfect in English, 
and in Hungarian there arc prefixes with the same effect when attached to verbs that 
arc DF-verbs in the prefixless form. 
I close this paper with pointing at a remarkable conséquence of the GSC. On 
the basis of (55), (56) it is possible to explain why individual-level predicates usu-
ally trigger a generic (strong) reading: a prototypical individual level predicate is 
stativc (that is, not telic), and cannot be place-bounded (not having the argument 
slot Kratzer assumes). Thus, no predicate-SF being present, the subject has to be a 
strong or a strongly interpreted weak NP. But rccall that there are generic sentences 
that can have an cxistentially interpreted (weak) subject as well: 
(57) Typhoons arise in this part of the Pacific. 
The predicate in (57) is explicitly place-bounded, and since loeatedness is an SF. it 
is possible to interpret the subject weakly as well. 
Finally. I would like to emphasize repeatedly that there are several other fac-
tors influencing the specificity of subjects. Syntactic arrangement, for instance, has 
been only mentioned very tangently. But I suppose that effects arising from other 
factors can be more clearly separated and more appropriately studied if constraints 
originating from semantic properties and principles have been clarified. The present 
paper aims at contributing to that end. 
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Abstract 
The present paper is concerned with licensing Negative Polarity Items (NPI) in Hungarian, both locally 
and across clause boundaries. Two types of NPIs arc described and their distributional properties arc 
examined. After considering two possible analyses of NPI-licensing, one based on Generalized 
Binding and one capitalizing on the properties of NPIs as indefinites, I argue that Hungarian NPIs arc 
better captured within the latter framework. Data are drawn from different constructions like wh-ques-
tions with rhetorical readings, long distance lincensing of negatives, factive islands, and multiple 
negation within a single clause. I conclude that in Hungarian the two different NPIs should be distin-
guished and that they involve different licensing mechanisms, both crucially depending on their indef-
initeness. 
Introduction 
Polarity Sensitive Items (PSIs) arc elements whose distribution and interpretation arc 
sensitive to negative vs. affirmative contexts. PSIs includc Negative Polarity Items 
(NPIs) and Positive Polarity Items (PPIs). NPIs cannot freely occur in any sentence, 
they have to be licensed by a negative polarity environment. Polarity environments 
arc understood to involve overt negation, conditionals, yes/no questions, adversative 
predicates ctc. The distribution of these items has been a long studied phenomenon 
in generative linguistics and several theories have been developed to account for the 
data that rely on the semantic features of polarity environments (sec e.g. Ladusaw 
1980; 1992; 1994; Lincbarger 1981; Giannakidou 1994; Giannakidou-Quer 1995a; 
1995b). An alternative analysis has been proposed by Progovac (1988; 1991; 1992a; 
1992b), who claims that NPl-liccnsing can be more successfully analysed within the 
syntactic framework of the Generalized Binding Theory. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the distributional properties of NPIs in 
Hungarian and consider the differences between them and NPIs in other languages. 
In order to give an account for NPI-licensing in Hungarian. 1 will consider and com-
pare two different theories of NPI-liccnsing: Progovac's Generalized Binding 
Approach (in particular Progovac 1992a) and an approach based on Ladusaw's 
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( 1992; 1994) analysis of negative indefinites (NIs) which was further developed in 
Giannakidou-Quer (1995a; 1995b). 1 will argue that in spite of the fact that 
Hungarian data prima facie appear to support the Generalized Binding Approach, 
such an analysis faces both theoretical and empirical problems. Showing that an 
analysis in Progovac's framework is neither the only possible one nor the most suc-
cessful one and that treating NPIs as negative indefinites has certain advantages, I 
will finally adopt the analysis of NIs proposed in Ladusaw (1994) and in 
Giannakidou-Quer (1995a; 1995b). 
1. Two analyses 
1.1. Generalized Binding Approach 
On the basis of Serbian/Croatian and English data, Progovac (1988; 1991; 
1992a; 1992b) argues that since NPIs depend on negation, they are anaphoric. They 
are subject to Principle A of the Binding Theory: they have to be bound in their 
governing category.1 She takes the negative particle to be in an A'-position and she 
adopts Aoun's Generalized Binding Framework (Aoun 1985; 1986), which deals 
both with A- and A'-binding. To give a unified account of NPIs licensed in nega-
tive environments without overt negation and by matrix negation, she makes use of 
the relativized notion of a governing category (Aoun 1985; Chomsky 1986): it is 
the first potential antecedent that creates the governing category. Potential 
antecedents for NPIs are negation in Infi, a null polarity operator Op in [Spec,CP], 
and matrix negation. Thus she posits the following structure with all the potential 
antecedents for the VP-internal NPI in an embedded clause: 
( 1 ) [ C P Op [ c [„> [,• Neg [ V P [C P Op [ c [,p [pNeg [ V P ... any ...]]]]]]]]]]] 
The governing category for a VP-internal NPI will be the Infi of its own clause, 
since it contains the NPI itself, the first potential antecedent (negation) and an 
accessible subject. 
Progovac claims that being subject to Principle A of the Binding Theory is a 
universal characteristic of NPIs, and that the wide crosslinguistic variation can be 
accounted for with the help of parametric variations: 
- subjecthood to different Binding Principles 
raising possibilities at LF 
1 Y is the governing category for X if and only if Y is the smallest maximal projection con-
taining X, a governor of X. and a SUBJECT accessible to X. 
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The first parameter can have three possible values. Some NPIs are A'-anaphors, 
subject only to Principle A of the Generalized Binding framework (e.g. Serbian/ 
Croatian NI-NPIs. Chinese congali and English NPIs). These NPIs will have to be 
bound in their governing category at LF and, consequently, can be licensed only by 
clausemate negation. Other NPIs are anaphoric pronominals subject to Principles A 
and В (e.g. Serbian/Croatian I-NPls). In this case, NPIs have to satisfy two condi-
tions. They have to be free in their governing category at S-Structure but bound in 
their governing category at LF. Consequently, these elements cannot appear with 
clausemate negation. If, however, they can raise at LF (I-NPls for example can), 
they will be licensed by supcrordinate negation and in non-negative contexts, since 
these licensers fall outside their governing category. Finally, some NPIs are subject 
to Principles A and С (e.g. Italian and French NPIs). 
The raising parameter at LF has four possible values. Some NPIs do not raise 
(e.g. NI-NPIs, English strict NPIs like until, and Chinese congali). Other NPIs can 
raise at LF and thus can be bound long distance. NPIs that can raise both by IP-
adjoining and by moving through the Spec of Comp will be licensed by supcrordi-
nate negation and in non-negative contexts (e.g. Serbian/Croatian I-NPIs). 
Some NPIs can only IP-adjoin at LF (e.g. Catalan NPIs like ningu), so their 
first potential antecedent will be the polarity operator in the Spec of Comp. 
Finally, those NPIs that can only move through the Spec of Comp at LF (e.g. 
Turkish NPIs) extend their governing category to the matrix IP and are licensed 
only by matrix negation. 
The role of the null polarity operator Op is to account for the licensing of NPIs 
in non-negative contexts like conditionals, questions, complement clauses of adver-
sative predicates, etc. With the help of this operator, Progovac (1992a) proposes a 
scmantico-syntactic analysis which is claimed to resolve several problems that a 
purely semantic or purely syntactic analysis inevitably faces. Her model combines 
a modified version of Ladusaw's (1980) downward entailment (DE) theory and 
Progovac's (1988) binding approach. The former accounts for licensing conditions 
while the latter for locality conditions. 
The modification of Ladusaw's theory proposed by Progovac (1992a) is a shift 
from DE to non-upward entailment (UE). This step is claimed to be necessary since 
certain environments allow NPIs but they are not DE.2 
To solve this problem Progovac argues that there is a polarity operator (Op) in 
[spec, CP] of any non-UE clause and it is this operator that licenses NPIs. The role 
- Progovac examines two such contexts: yes/no questions and the determiner only. For more 
details see Progovac (1992a; 1992b). 
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played by DE does not disappear completely but becomes indirect by virtue of the 
following filter: 
(2) UE filter: *Polarity operator in an Upward-Entailing (UE) clause. 
Adopting the UE hypothesis Progovac correctly predicts that yes/no questions will 
be NPI-licensers since they are neither UE nor DE. There are, however, some prob-
lems with this analysis. Firstly, the operator exactly is neither UE nor DE and yet, 
it does not license NPIs. 
(3) *Exactly two boys read anything. 
Progovac makes a remark about this problem in a footnote and suggests that one 
additional assumption is needed to account for the ungrammatically of (3). Her 
tentative suggestion is that it is ungrammatical since the operator exactly commits 
us to the positive truth value of the sentence and it is incompatible with the appear-
ance of NPIs. Although this is true, this in itself sounds like a restatement of the 
facts. 
Secondly, there arc contexts which cannot be judged by the criteria of DE and 
UE. In another footnote Progovac ( 1992a) mentions one such case: belief contexts. 
There are, however, other examples, which belong to the class of non-negative 
polarity contexts and license NPIs. In embedded clauses in Hungarian, the most fre-
quent complementizer hogy can combine with other complementizers and/or heads 
to form complex conjunctions. Kenesei (1992; to appear) gives a list of the large 
array of these conjunctions from among which nehogy and mintsem hogy license 
the NPIs valamit is, valakit is. 
(4) Elhallgattam, nehogy valamit is meghalljanak, 
s h u t u p - l s g not-that anything-acc hear-3pl-subj 
'1 shup up lest they hear anything' 
(5) Inkább elmegyek, mintsem hogy valakit is megbántsak, 
rather away-go-lsg than-not that anybody-acc hurt-1 sg-subj 
' I rather go away than hurt anybody' 
Of course it is possible to say that these contexts are neither UE nor DE, since the 
criteria for entailments cannot be applied. Consequently, Op can be generated in 
[spec, CP]. But such an argument would miss an important characteristic of these 
examples: they have a purposive interpretation and the embedded clauses do not 
have their truth value fixed. 
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Thirdly, Progovac offers a solution to the problem of wh-questions containing 
NPIs, which faces several difficulties. Her argument is based on two claims: wh-
questions arc UE and the presence of NPIs always triggers rhetorical readings. The 
first of these claims is simply not true and the second is only partially true. I will 
return to this problem in section 3.1. 
Finally, the postulation of Op is problematic in itself. Progovac (1992a) is rather 
vague about the nature of this negative operator. Syntactically she needs it in order to 
be able to establish locality restrictions that NPIs obey. In a very short section titled 
"The semantics of operator" she remarks that "Op has bearing on truth conditions of its 
clause" and assumes that Op represents a switch with a +/- choice, the minus value 
being responsible for NPI-licensing. But the semantic content of the operator is not sta-
ted clcarly, thus it is possible to make use of Op whenever the data seems to require it. 
1.2. Weak and strong licensing of negative indefinites 
Negative Indefinites (NIs) arc a subclass of NPIs that are either NPs or adverbs 
(like anything, anywhere, ever, etc.). A different approach to NPI-licensing stems 
from Ladusaw's (1992) analysis of NIs in negative concord (NC) languagues. 
Ladusaw (1992) claims that NIs arc Heimian indefinites without any quantifi-
cational force of their own. He proposes that licensing of NIs is not a uniform 
process and assumes that even in negative contexts two different mechanisms are 
at play. This accounts for the interpretational ambiguity displayed by NIs. The 
strong construal results in a universal negative interpretation, while the weak con-
strual gives rise to existential reading. Furthermore, Ladusaw (1994) proposes that 
a direct mapping between syntax and semantics becomes possible if we consider 
the tripartite structure Op [Rcstrictor] [Matrix] for the interpretation of quantifica-
tional phrases and identify the syntactic specifier with the restriction of an operator 
and the scope of the operator with the matrix. In this way, strong licensing becomes 
an instance of A'-movcment to a specifier position at least at LF establishing a spec-
head relation between the N1 and negation, thus satisfying the Neg-criterion (in the 
spirit of Haegeman 1992; Haegeman-Zanuttini 1991). Syntactic complements are 
mapped onto the matrix of the licensing operator and thereby weak licensing is con-
ceived of as in situ licensing of NIs via existential closure. In this way the univer-
sal negative and the existential (NPI) readings of NIs are results of two distinct syn-
tactic mechanisms. Giannakidou and Quer (1995a; 1995b) follow Ladusaw (1992; 
1994) in their analysis of NPI-licensing in Greek and Catalan and go even further. 
They extend Ladusaw's theory to NPI-licensing in general and claim that long dis-
tance licensing of NPIs can be analysed in the same way. This analysis has the 
advantage of unifying negative concord and NPI-licensing in general. Complement 
clauses are mapped onto the matrix of the licensing operator and therefore weak 
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licensing of NPls is available. Strong licensing is possible only if the embedded 
domain docs not block movement of the N1 across a clause boundary. Giannakidou 
and Quer ( 1995a; 1995b) claim that such transparency is determined by the type of 
the matrix predicate and that tense dependencies play a crucial role. 
Considering NPI-licensing in general also requires a definition of what counts 
as an "appropriately negative operator" that can license NPIs. Giannakidou and 
Quer ( 1995a; 1995b) propose that NPIs arc grammatical if and only if they are in 
the scope of non-veridical operators. An operator Op is non-veridical if and only if 
Op p does not entail p. As noted before, under this analysis NC becomes just a sub-
ease of NPl-liccnsing in general. To capture the different licensing conditions of 
negative concord terms and NPIs like anybody, Giannakidou and Quer ( 1995b) pro-
pose that strong licensing (which in effect corresponds to NC) can take placc only 
under averidical operators in which case Op p entails ^ p. 
2. The distribution of NPIs in Hungarian 
Let us now consider the Hungarian data. There arc two types of NPIs in Hungarian. 
1 will call one group SE-NPIs (since they involve words beginning with the prefix 
se, like e.g. senki 'nobody', sehol 'nowhere', semmit 'nothing'),3 and the other 
group VALA-NPIs (they involve words like valaki is 'anybody', valami is 'anything', 
valahol is 'anywhere'.4 
A few words on the role of A are necessary here. The particle is in Hungarian has 
several different meanings. To begin with, we must differentiate between emphatic 
and quantificational is. Emphatic is is similar to English 'indeed' and need not con-
cern us here. Quantificational is means 'also' and it most typically modifies NPs cre-
ating a quantifier phrase out of an NP (sec Hunyadi 1981; Pinón 1992). 
The is occurring in VALA-NPIs should be considered as a third instance of this 
particle: it turns PPIs into NPIs. While Hungarian PPIs like valaki 'somebody', vala-
mi 'something', valahol 'somewhere' need no licenser and have the same distribution 
as their English counterparts, the presence of is changes this situtation. Valaki is. 
valami is etc. can only occur in polarity contexts. To say that is has quantificational 
force in this case would be incorrect since, as I will argue later, NPIs are best analysed 
as Heimian indefinites. At this point, all I can say about is in VALA-NPIs is that it sig-
3 Throughout the paper, SE-NPIs will be glossed as nobody, nothing, nowhere, etc., because 
they have morphological negation. Note, however, that their distribution is different from that of the 
English negative words. 
4 VALA-NPIs will be glossed as anybody, anything, anywhere, etc., although their distribution 
is not identical with that of English rwv-phrases. 
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nals the lack of existential entailment that according to Haspclmath (1993) character-
izes both the licensing contexts and the polarity items themselves. Unfortunately, I can 
offer no satisfactory explanation why it is exactly is that plays this role. 
Returning to the distributional properties of Hungarian NPIs, we can say that 
while SE-NPIs occur only with clausemate negation, VALA-NPIs are licensed by 
superordinate negation and in non-negative polarity contexts, which do not contain 
the negative particle nem. Thus the two NPI types in Hungarian are in complemen-
tary distribution: 
SE-NPIs 
(6) Pál nem látott senkit. 
Paul not saw nobody-acc 
'Paul did not see anybody' 
If there is no negative particle, or negation occurs in the superordinate clause, the 
sentence is ungrammatical: 
(7) *Pál látott senkit. 
Paul saw nobody-aec 
'Paul saw nobody' 
(8) "Mária nem mondta hogy Pál látott senkit. 
Maiy not said that Paul saw nobody-acc 
'Mary did not say that Paul saw anybody' 
Furthermore, SE-NPIs cannot appear in non-negative polarity contexts like yes/no 
questions, conditionals and complement clauses of adversative predicates: 
(9) "Látott Mária semmit? 
Saw Mary nothing-асе 
'Did Mary see anything'?' 
(10) "Ha Mária hallott volna semmit. megsértődött volna. 
1С Maiy heard would nothing-асе hurt would 
'It 'Mary had heard anything, she would have been hurt' 
(11) "Péter kétli, hogy Mária látott semmit. 
Peter doubts that Mary saw nothing-асе 
'Peter doubts that Mary has seen anything' 
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VALA-NPIs 
VALA-NPIs arc allowed in the complement clause of a negated matrix sentence but 
are illicit with clausemate negation: 
(12) Pál nem mondta, hogy Mária valakit is látott. 
Paul not said that Mary anybody-acc saw 
'Paul did not say that Mary saw anybody' 
(13) * Pál nem mondott valamit is. 
Paul not said anything-acc 
"Paul did not say anything" 
They can also appear in non-negative polarity contexts: 
(14) Tanultál valaha is oroszul? 
studied-2sg ever Russian 
"Have you ever studied Russian?" 
(15) Kétlem, hogy ezt valaki is megértette, 
doubt-lsg that this-acc anybody understood 
'1 doubt that anybody has understood this' 
(16) Ha Mária valamit is elfelejtene, ismételd el neki. 
if Maiy anything-acc forgets-cond repeat-imp-2sg lier 
"If Mary forgets anything, repeat it to her ' 
So we can see that while SE-NPIs arc licensed by clausemate negation, VALA-
NPIs are licensed only by superordinatc negation and in non-negative polarity con-
texts. In positive contexts, however, neither SE-NPIs nor VALA-NPIs can appear: 
(17) *Pál látott senkit. 
Paul saw nobody-ace 
'Paul saw nobody' 
(18) *Pál látott valakit is. 
Paul saw anybody-acc 
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3. Analysing the Hungarian data 
Let us first have a look at the evidence in favour of the Binding Analysis. At first 
sight the Hungarian data above suggest that SE-NPIs behave like NI-NPIs in 
Serbian/Croatian.5 They are pure A'-anaphors and must be bound in their govern-
ing category, the local clause. (6) is grammatical as senkit is bound in its governing 
category by the negative particle nem. In (7) - ( l l ) , on the other hand, there arc no 
binders for SE-NPIs inside their governing categories and if we suppose that SE-
NPIs cannot raise at LF, ungrammatically will follow. 
Let us now consider Hungarian VALA-NPIs. As wc have already seen, they arc 
licensed by matrix negation and in non-negative contexts but cannot occur with 
clausemate negation. This suggests that they behave as anaphoric pronominals: they 
must be free in their governing category at S-structure and they have to be bound in 
their governing category at L.F. The claim that LF movement is indeed involved in 
the ease of these anaphoric pronominals seems to be supported by examples where 
licensing of VALA-NPIs takes place across two (or more) clause boundaries: 
(19) Kétlem, liogy Mari mondta, hogy valakit is meghívott, 
doubt-isg that Mary said that anybody-acc invited 
T doubt that Maiy said that she invited anybody' 
It has also been claimed (Baker 1970; Ross 1967; Progovac 1988) that NPI raising 
at LF exhibits some island effects, e.g., Complex NP islands seem to block NPI-
licensing in English:6 
(20) *We did not know the fact that anyone had arrived. 
(21 ) *Do you believe the claim that anybody was looking for anything'.' 
The same blocking effects arise in the case of Hungarian: 
(22) *Nem tudtam azt a tényt, hogy valaki is megérkezett, 
not knew-lsg that the fact that anybody arrived-3sg 
*'l did not know the fact that anybody had arrived' 
5 In fact, this similarity is even more striking once we also compare 1-NPls with VALA-NPIs. 
As Szabolcsi ( 1994) remarks, Serbian/Croatian and Hungarian seem rather unique in the distribution-
al properties of their NPIs: a perfect complementary distribution. SE-NPIs and VALA-NPIs (just like 
NI-NPIs and 1-NPIs) together cover the wide range of negative polarity contexts without any overlap. 
But differences do exist, some of which will be discussed later. 
6 Examples (20) (21) are from Ross (1967). 
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Considering these data it is tempting to say that Hungarian NPIs are well account-
ed for in the Binding Analysis: the complementary distribution follows from the 
assumption that SE-NPIs are anaphors while VALA-NPIs arc anaphoric pronominals. 
Yet, a closer look at some other phenomena suggests that the Binding Approach 
cannot offer a satisfactory account of the facts. Among the several possible objec-
tions I will concentrate on the following four: 
(i) The problem of wh-questions containing NPIs and giving rise to rhetorical 
readings. 
(ii) SE-NPIs in the focus field in Hungarian and double instances of the nega-
tive particle within one clause. 
(iii) Long distance licensing of SE-NPIs in Hungarian and related phenomena 
from other languages. 
(iv) Blocking effects of factives in long distance licensing. 
Let us take these points one by one and sec how they support one analysis or 
the other. 
3.1. Wh-questions and NPIs 
Adopting Progovac's analysis would imply that wc also accept the postulation of her 
negative operator Op in Comp in order to be able to account for licensing in non-neg-
ative contexts. Apart from the problems mentioned in section 1.1 concerning the exact 
nature of this operator, some futher problems arise in connection with Op. 
One of the arguments in favour of Op is that it is supposed to explain why wh-
questions are rhetorical questions when they contain NPIs. As Progovac points out, 
the assumption that NPI-licensing involves an operator in CP raises the question of 
(in)compatibility with other operators occupying the same position. Since wh-
words arc analysed as occupying the same position at LF (and also at S-structure in 
case of overt wh-movement), we would expect Op and wh-words to be mutually 
exclusive. Contrary to this expectation, NPIs do appear in wh-questions: 
(23) Who did Mary ever kiss on the first date? 
(24) Mikor hívtál meg valakit is a születésnapodra? 
when invited-2sg VM anybody-ace the birthday-2sg-on 
"When did you invite anybody to your birthday?' 
What should be noticed in these wh-questions containing NPIs is that the answers 
do not range over a domain of different possibilities. Rather, the question is rhetor-
ical and a negative answer is already implied in the question itseff. Progovac's argu-
mentation goes as follows: 
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Let us suppose that Op is freely generated in the Spec of CP in all wh-ques-
tions and that the operator switch is set negatively. In order to avoid a doubly filled 
Spec of CP, the wh-word and the negatively set Op merge. This merger produces a 
negated NPI. The rhetorical interpretation of wh-qucstions with NPIs follows and 
NPIs arc licensed by the negated NPI in Comp. An implicit assumption of this 
analysis is that the wh-featurc of wh-words is suppressed.7 
The analysis is attractive but there are problems with it. One problem concerns 
the claim that wh-questions containing NPIs have a rhetorical reading. As noted by 
Borkin (1971) and Lawler (1971) wh-questions starting with why and how do not 
trigger rhetorical interpretations. 
Lawler calls these wh-words "factives" because they presuppose that the 
action itself has taken place. While in English they allow NPIs without rhetorical 
reading, in Hungarian they do not even allow VALA-NPIs: 
(25) (a) Miért hívtál meg valakit is a születésnapodra? 
why invited-2sg VM anybody-ace the birthday-2sg-on 
'Why did you intive anybody for your birthday?' 
(b) »Hogyan magyaráztál el valamit is Péternek? 
how explained-2sg VM anything-acc Peter-dat 
'How did you explain anything to Peter?' 
If Op is freely generated in Spec of CP in all wh-question as Progovac argues, the 
ungrammaticality of (25) is not expected. 
Interestingly enough, the problem is reminiscent of that raised by the operator 
exactly, the wh-words why and how also commit us to the presupposition of a 
proposition and this is incompatible with the appearance of NPIs. These cases sug-
gest that the descriptive generalization mentioned by Progovac herself, namely that 
polarity clauses share the property of not having their truth value fixed positively, 
is at least as important as the question of downward and upward entailment. This 
suggestion becomes even stronger once we remember our examples (4) and (5), 
which we characterized in the same way. 
7 In fact, the argumentation is even more complicated due to the fact that Progovac claims that 
wh-questions are Uli. Consequently, she has to find a way to circumvent the UE-filter. I think this is 
incorrect. Depending on the exact definition of what it means for a wh-question to be UE or DE, we 
can get two different results: either wh-qucstions are DE or they are neither DE nor UE. The defini-
tion used by Progovac is based on Karttunen (1977): "for a question A to entail a question В every 
true answer to A has to entail a true answer to B". This criterion gives the result that wh-questions arc 
neither UE nor DE, contrary to what Progovac claims. Since this has no implications for my argument 
against Op in general, I will not discuss it in more detail. 
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Turning to embedded questions, we face the following problem: if grammati-
cal instances of NPIs signal the presence of Op and rhetorical force is due to merg-
ing the wh-word with Op creating a NPI in Comp, then how is it possible that verbs 
subcategorizing for +wh Comp can still license VALA-NPIs: 
(26) Azt kérdeztem, hogy mikor hívtál meg valakit is vacsorára, 
that asked-lsg that when invited-2sg anybody-acc dinner 
'I asked you when you invited anybody for dinner' 
Once again a negative answer is implied in the question, and the presupposition is that 
you never invited anybody. But at the same time the matrix verb can also satisfy its 
need for a +wh Comp. To account for this fact we would have to stipulate a rather 
strange ordering of satisfying different filters: first Comp carries the +wh feature and 
thus satisfies the subcategorizing requirements of the matrix verb, but then a merger 
takes place and gets rid of such a feature. I do not think this is a very plausible solution. 
3.2. Double negation within one clause and SE-NPI-licensing 
SE-NPIs also pose some problems for the claim that they must be bound in their 
governing category by negation. In Hungarian two instances of the negative particle 
nein are grammatical within a clause as long as they satisfy certain conditions.x 
Consider the following configurations in the focus field in Hungarian, which are 
directly relevant to our concerns (cf. Brody 1990 for a detailed discussion): 
(27) (a) PÉTER nem szeret senkit. 
Peter not likes nobody-acc 
'It is Peter who does not like anybody' 
(b) Senkit nem/sem PÉTER szeret, 
nobody-acc not/also not Peter likes 
same as (27a) 
(c) "Nem PÉTER szeret senkit. 
(d) Nem PÉTER nem szeret senkit. 
* The most crucial condition is adjacency of the focused element and the verb. A negative par-
ticle can in fact intervene (moving up there by head-adjunction to the verb) but not a SE-NPI. The 
ungrammatically of (i) is accounted for in Brody (1990) by assuming that V (or Neg°^V) must be 
adjacent to an element in spec of FP in order to transmit the feautre +focus (for more details see Brody 
1990). 
(i) "PETER senkit nem szeret. 
Peter nobody-acc not likes 
'It is Peter who does not like anybody' 
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The first point to make is about the nature of the negative particle occupying a posi-
tion above the focused element. To cxclude (27c) we could suppose that nem in 
front of the focused element is an instance of constituent negation, and therefore 
cannot license SE-NPIs. But such a proposal would run into difficulties when 
accounting for (27b). Senkit is licensed in this ease, consequently the negative par-
ticle cannot be constituent negation.9 Therefore, in (27b) nem must occupy an A' 
position (possibly a NegP) that is above FP. 
The second point is that negation can also appear in a functional projection that 
is below the focused element. This is evident from examples (27a) and (27d). We 
conclude that in Hungarian a clause can have two NegP projections, one above FP 
and one below it. 
Having said that, it is difficult to see how the contrast between (27a) and (27b) 
could be accounted for in Progovac's analysis. The first potential antecedent is nega-
tion below FP that can move from Ncg° to adjoin to F° in case there is a focused ele-
ment (like in (27a)). Consequently, the governing category does not extend above FP 
since FP already contains the NP1 itself, the first potential antecedent (negation) and 
an accessible subject. From this it also follows that negation above FP is not the first 
potential antecedent. The claim that SE-NPIs are anaphors can account for the gram-
maticality of (27a), but the contrast between (27a) and (27b) remains unexplained. In 
(27b) senkit is not locally bound. It has moved out of its governing category into spec 
of NegP (above FP) and got licensed there. The claim that SE-NPIs arc anaphoric and 
must be locally bound would predict (27b) ungrammatical. 
The configurations for (27a) and (27b) arc given in (28a) and (28b), respectively:10 
(28) (a) [ r P PÉTER [j.-o nenij szeret [ N c g P senkit [ N c g o t j ] ] ] ] 
(b) [ N c g P Senkitj [ N c g o sem [, ; p PÉTER [ r 0 szeretj [.. t; tj ] ] ] ] ] 
3.3. Licensing of SE-NPIs by matrix negation 
The claim that SE-NPIs behave like A' anaphors and that, unlike English rwv-NPIs, 
cannot raise at LF means that licensing in any other polarity contexts is impossible 
for them. Certain verbs, however, seem to allow overt raising of SE-NPIs and 
9 The possible alternation between nem and sem is due to the fact that the SE-NPI has been 
moved to a position adjacent to the negative particle. Sem is a contracted form of is+ncm. meaning 
'also not' i.e. 'neither'. 
I() Note that the satisfaction of the Ncg-Criterion is possible in (28a) since the negative element 
senkii in Spec of NegP is in a spec-head configuration with the trace of the negative head пет which 
has eliticized onto the finite verb. Similar constructions are argued for in Haegeman Zanuttini 
(1991) for West Flemish and in Puskás (1992) for Hungarian. 
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thus license them in the matrix sentence. These verbs have been traditionally 
referred to as bridge verbs. This set includes volitional verbs like akar 'want' , and 
'neg-raising verbs' like hisz 'think', gondol 'believe', etc. 
(29) Senkitj sem akarok, hogy meghív tj. 
nobody-acc not want-lsg that invite-2sg-subj 
'I don't want you to invite anybody' 
(30) Senkitj sem kértem. hogy meghívj tj. 
nobody-acc not asked-lsg that invite-2sg-imp 
'I didn't ask you to invite anybody' 
(31) Senkitj sem hiszem, hogy meghívtál t r 
Nobody-acc not believe-lsg that invite-2sg-ind 
"1 don't believe that you have invited anybody' 
Progovac deals with a similar phenomenon in case of NI-NPIs in Serbian/Croatian 
and NPls in embedded subjunctive clauses in Italian and French. Her claim is that 
in subjunctives, independent tense is absent and this makes it possible for Infi to 
delete at LF. Comp can also delete if it carries no unrecoverable material. She 
argues that domain extension takes place only with volitional verbs, exactly 
because their Comp does not carry any independent truth value index. In this way, 
absence of independent Tense and Truth specifications render the functional pro-
jections Infi and Comp unnecessary for interpretation, giving rise to what lias been 
called "clause union effect". Since NPIs are A'-anaphors whose potential 
antecedents arc in embedded Infi, in Comp and in matrix Infi, both Comp and Infi 
deletion arc required for licensing by matrix negation in case of those NPIs that 
cannot raise at LF like nikoga, nessuno: 
(32) (a) Non pretendo [çp che tu arresti nessuno] 
neg require-lsg that you arrest-subj noone-acc 
'I don't require that you arrest anybody' 
(b) Ne zelim [(-p da mrzim nikoga] 
not wish-lsg that hate anyone-acc 
'I don't wish to hate anyone' 
Although this analysis can successfully account for the grammaticality of sentences 
(32a) and (32b), it faces both conceptual and empirical problems. Conceptually, it 
is not clear how a head that hosts agreement features can get deleted. Deletion 
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of Comp in case of subjunctives is also problematic since absence of deictic tense 
is only true in a subset of subjunctive clauses and this subset does not coincide with 
those that allow NPI-licensing across a clause boundary. In the following Greek 
examples the subjunctive subordinate clauses have independent tense:" 
(33) (a) Prcpi na efije xthes. 
must-3sg subj lcft-3sg yesterday 
'He must have left yesterday' 
(b) Tha ithela 11a to ixes skefti prin su to zitiso ego. 
fut. wanted-lsg. subj it had-2sg thought before you it ask-lsg 1 
'1 would like you to have thought of it before I asked you' 
The Hungarian data in (29)-(31) poses empirical difficulties for any analysis in-
voking deletion of Comp and Infi. As can be seen from (31 ), subjunctive is not the 
only mood that makes licensing of SE-NPI across clause boundary possible. 
Furthermore, when SE-NPIs arc licensed long distance, overt raising is always 
enforced into a position adjacent to the negative particle nem:12 
(34) "Nem hiszem, hogy meghívtál senkit. 
not think-lsg that invited-2sg nobody-ace 
'I do not want you to invite anybody' 
This is in sharp contrast with constructions that involve infinitival complements, 
where overt raising is optional and clause union has really taken place: 
(35) (a) Nem szeretnék senkit megbántani. 
not like-lsg-cond nobody-асе hurt-inf 
'I would not like to hurt anybody' 
(b) Senkit sem szeretnék megbántani. 
nobody-асе not like-lsg-cond hurt-inf 
same as (35a) 
' ' These data are from Anastasia Giannakidou (personal communication). 
As Progovac pointed out (personal communication) Nl-NPIs can (but do not have to) move 
up to matrix Infi in ease of restructuring verbs. But overt raising is restricted to this class of verbs and 
no 'mixed type' sentences are allowed. Furthermore, in Serbian/Croatian negation in matrix Infi can 
license NI-NPIs in the embedded clause only if the subjects of the main and the embedded clause are 
identical. This is not the case in Hungarian. 
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Progovac's raising parameters involve only LF raising. The NPIs that she examines 
do not have to move overtly when they are licensed by matrix negation: they can 
either move at LF to extend their governing category or, in case of volitional verbs 
(restructuring verbs in her terms), the domain is extended through Infl/Comp deletion. 
In fact, Hungarian is not the only language where negative elements that are in 
most of the cases only licensed by clauscmatc negation also get licensed across a 
tensed clause boundary. As Haegeman and Zanuttini (1991) point out about West 
Flemish (WF), "there arc locality constraints on the relation between en and the 
negative constituent... let us say at first approximation that the negative clitic en is 
licensed by a clausemate negative constituent with sentential scope." Here are their 
relevant examples: 
(36) (a) *...da Valere en-wist da zen voader geen geld oat. 
that Valere not knew that his father no money had 
'that Valere did not know that his father had no money' 
(b) *...da Valere an niemand zei da Marie ziek en-was. 
that Valere to nobody said that Marie ill not was 
'that Valere said to nobody that Marie was not ill' 
In (36a), the intervening clause boundary blocks the relationship between en and 
the NPI. In (36b), the NPI in the matrix clause cannot relate to en in the embedded 
clause. 
In case of neg-raising verbs, however, the negative element can move up from 
the lower clause to the matrix clause overtly and thus license ne: 
(37) Niets en-pienzenk da ze wilt doen. 
nothing not th ink- lsg that she wants do-inf 
1 do not tliink there is anything she wants to do' 
Examples (37) and (36a) arc reminiscent of our previous Hungarian examples (31 ) 
and (34). Considering further WF data, Haegeman and Zanuttini (1991) conclude 
that a binding analysis is unsatisfactory. Their main argument for such a conclusion 
is that while a binding relation can be established between a subject NP and an ele-
ment (a) within a coordinate structure, (b) in a VP-internal position, (c) in extrapo-
sition, it can be shown that VP-internal negative elements, negatives coordinated 
with non-negative constituents, and cxtraposcd negative constituents cannot license 
ne. Thus the possibility of establishing a local binding relationship cannot be the 
relevant question. 
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As Giannakidou and Quer (1995a; 1995b) show, Greek and Catalan NPIs also 
support the claim that subjunctive modality is not the decisive factor for long dis-
tance licensing of NPIs. They also have examples for long distance licensing with 
indicative mood in the embedded clauses. Their claim is that transparency of the 
complement domain for NPI-licensing is determined by the selecting predicate and 
by tense dependencies. 
Moreover, empirical problems arise with Progovac's typology of NPI-licens-
ing by matrix negation when we consider the morphological make-up of Greek 
NPIs. Giannakidou and Qucr (1995a; 1995b) show that although Greek NPIs arc not 
morphologically negative, they arc subject to diverse locality requirements. In par-
ticular, in Greek the same lexical item can be licensed by different means depend-
ing on whether it is emphatic or not: emphatic NPIs depend on the co-occurrence 
of sentential negation while non-emphatic NPIs do not. Such distributional differ-
ences are not predicted by Progovac's Binding Analysis. 
Going back to the Hungarian data, independent evidence against the domain-
extension analysis is provided by 'mixed-type' sentences where both VALA-NPIs 
and SE-NPIs are licensed by matrix negation: 
(38) Senkinek sem akarom, liogy ezt valaha is elmondd, 
nobody-dat not want-lsg that this-acc ever tell-2sg-subj 
'I don't want you to ever tell this to anybody' 
Any analysis invoking some kind of deletion or transparency of Comp and Infi 
would fail to account for these 'mixed type' sentences since VALA-NPIs do not 
allow clauscmatc negation. Consequently, the presence of valaha is indicates that 
clause union could not have taken place. 
3.4. Factivity and licensing of VALA-NPIs 
Let us return now to the question of LF raising of certain NPIs and the argument in 
favour of a raising analysis, namely, that NPIs seem to exhibit island effects. Our 
examples (20)—(22) at first sight are clcar cases of CNPC. A closer look at some of 
Ladusaw's examples and at some Hungarian sentences containing complex NPs, 
however, will require reconsideration of the data: 
(39) Arc you appalled by the idea that anyone would lift a finger to visit Cleveland? 
(40) Nem látom annak a lehetőségét, hogy valamit is megértsek. 
not sce-lsg of-that the possibility that anything-acc understand-1 sg-subj 
'I don't see the possibility that I can understand anything' 
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These examples strongly suggest that it is not the CNPC that prevents licensing of 
NPIs in (20)—(22). In examples like (39)-(40) complex NPs do not block licensing 
of «/;i'-NPIs and VALA-NPIs by matrix negation, contrary to what we would 
expect if CNPC were at work. Furthermore, in the case of some verbs, licensing of 
VALA-NPIs by matrix negation is impossible, though no complex NP intervenes.13 
(41) *Nem tudtam, hogy valamit is elrontott. 
not knew-lsg that anything-acc destroyed-3sg 
"1 did not know that he had destroyed anything' 
(42) *Nem mondta meg. hogy valakit is meghívott, 
no said-3sg VM that anybody-ace invited-3sg 
'He did not say that he had invited anybody' 
A close examination of these data suggests that (activity plays an important role in 
licensing NPIs in negative polarity contexts. 
To understand the phenomenon under discussion I would like to invoke 
Vendlcr's ( 1979) semantic categorization of verbs and also some analysis of factivc 
islands in the generative framework. 
Vendlcr's classification of prepositional verbs (verbs that can take //irit-clause 
complements) contains three large sets: performative verbs (e.g. mention, state, 
inform, admit, say, assert), mental act verbs (e.g. realize, assume, remember) and 
mental state verbs (e.g. know, think, believe). While this is a useful classification for 
several purposes, it turns out that the whole domain of prepositional verbs can be 
cross-classified into fully factivc (like know), half-factive (like ted) and nonfactivc 
(like believe) verbs. Vendler mentions three criteria which can be applied to decide 
which verb belongs to which class. 
1. the wh-criterion: nonfactivcs reject wh-nominal complements 
2. the facl-criterioiv. nonfactives reject the noun fact, and its kinship: cause, result, 
outcome, and truth. 
3. the adverb-criterion', fully factives cannot cooccur with the set of adverbs con-
sisting of falsely, wrongly, incorrectly, or simply with the denial of their lhat-c lause 
complements. 
13 The element meg- in Hungarian is a perfective prefix which makes the verb mond 'say" 
behave like a faetive verb. The gloss VM stands for verbal modifier. 
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Thus the picture is the following: fully l'actives pass criteria 1 and 2 but fail 3. non-
factives fail 1 and 2 but pass 3, half-factives pass all three. 
Let us see how these criteria can be applied: 
Factivcs (e.g. mention, know, find out) 
(43) (a) He mentioned/knew/found out where he lived. 
(b) He mentioned/knew/found out the fact that his uncle died. 
(c) *He falsely mentioned/knew/found out that his uncle died. 
Half-factives (e.g. tell, inform, report) 
(44) (a) He told me/informed me/reported who arrived late to the meeting. 
(b) He told me/informed me about/reported the fact that Jane moved out. 
(c) He falsely told me/informed me/reported that Jack stayed at home. 
Nonfactives (e.g. claim, assert, think, believe, assume) 
(45) (a) *Hc claimed/thought/believed where he went. 
(b) *Hc claimed/thought/assumed the fact that Mary failed her exam. 
(c) He wrongly/incorrectly thought/assumed that I slept home yesterday. 
In Hungarian we can carry out the same tests, but some caution is necessary. The 
verb mond (meaning roughly tell or say) can be both factive and nonfactivc, 
depending on other elements within the sentence. Namely, the emphatic pronoun 
azt indicates the nonfactivc reading, while the perfective prefix meg enforces the 
factive reading: 
(46) (a) Azt mondta, hogy haza ment. de hazudott. 
that said-3sg that home went-3sg but lied-3sg 
'He told me that he had gone home but he lied' 
(b) *Megmondta. hogy haza ment, de hazudott, (factive reading) 
said-3sg that home went-3sg but lied-3sg 
'He told me that he had gone home but lie lied' 
Our claim is that licensing of VALA-NPIs by matrix negation is closely related to 
the question of (activity. If the matrix verb belongs to the class of nonfactives or 
half-factives, no problems arise. Negated factivcs, by contrast, do not liccnsc 
VALA-NPIs. 
Analyses of factive islands have been numerous in the literature and the most 
influential of these (Kiparsky-Kiparsky 1971; Adams 1985; Zubizaretta 1982; 
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Rizzi 1990; Varlokosta 1994) work with the hypothesis that the CP complement of 
factive verbs is nominal and constitutes an island to extraction. 
Instead of giving a nominal feature to factive complements we propose an 
analysis based on the semantic characteristics of factive verbs.14 Factive verbs sub-
categorize for CP complements which are presupposed events. Such complements 
are always true, independently of the context. It is exactly this semantic difference 
between the truth value of sentential complements of factive and nonfactive verbs 
that is attested by Vendler's criteria. Although these observations arc not account-
ed for in Progovac (1988; 1992a; 1992b), she remarks that none of the polarity 
clauses she examined has its truth value fixed. Her suggestion is that Op can have 
a +/- value, and that it is the minus value that is responsible for NPI-licensing and 
the plus value is given when the proposition is presupposed. Although her solution 
gives the right results, the +/- value of Op is rather stipulative. 
Two alternative solutions are presented in Roussou (1992) and Giannakidou 
Quer (1995a; 1995b). Roussou (1992) examines the (im)possibility of extraction 
from (active complements in Modern Greek, where they are introduced by a par-
ticular complementizer pu as opposed to the nonfactives which are introduced by 
oti. She argues that an empty operator in [spec, CP] together the [+dcfmite] feature 
of the complementizer pn can successfully account for the extraction- (acts: both 
argument and adjunct extractions arc blocked in factive complements. 
So instead of saying that Progovae's polarity operator in Comp can have both 
a negative and a positive value, we could argue that the empty operator sitting in 
[spec, CP] of factive complements blocks NPI-licensing by matrix negation. 
Giannakidou and Quer (1995a; 1995b) likewise remark that factive comple-
ments arc opaque for long distance licensing of NPIs because they are presupposi-
tional. They account for this fact by assuming that (active complements undergo 
QR at LF and end up in an IP-adjoined position. As a result of this LF movement, 
the c-command relation between matrix negation and the NPIs within the comple-
ment clause is destroyed and no licensing can take place. 
No matter which of the two possible analyses we adopt, the negative operator 
will not play a role. This shows that the island effects in (20)—(22) can be success-
fully accounted for without any recourse to LF-movement of NPIs. 
3.5. Conclusion from the previous facts 
From the above mentioned arguments we can conclude that although characteriz-
ing SF-NPls as anaphors that have to be bound in their governing category can cap-
14 For some theoretical and empirical arguments against treating CP complements of factives 
as nominal see Rooryck ( 1991) and also Roussou (1992). 
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ture one of their most obvious distributional properties, it cannot account for sev-
eral properties that should not be left out of consideration. Therefore, I propose that 
licensing of SE-NPIs and VALA-NPIs should be analysed as two different proce-
dures in the spirit of Ladusaw (1992; 1994) and Giannakidou-Quer ( 1995a; 1995b). 
The inherent negativity of the former requires that they establish a spec-head rela-
tion with a head containing the feature +neg. 
In particular, SE-NPIs arc better analysed with the help of the Neg-Criterion, 
which must be satisfied at S-structurc in Hungarian: SE-NPIs must move overtly to 
the specifier position of a functional projection whose bead hosts the feature 
i-neg.15 In Ladusaw's (1992; 1994) term this means that SE-NPIs can be licensed 
only strongly. Since this always implies movement, the local nature of SE-NPI 
licensing follows. Exceptions arc those cases where the embedded clause does not 
constitute an independent tense domain and therefore movement of the negative 
element is possible, as we discussed in section 3.3. 
In the case of VALA-NPIs the situation is different. As we have seen, the claim 
that VALA-NPIs arc anaphoric pronominals that can raise at LF faces empirical 
problems. These problems are further aggravated by facts from other languages. 
Raising does not seem to be supported by the data. Rather, VALA-NPIs behave like 
other indefinite expressions closed by the existential closure. They have no inher-
ent negative feature (i.e. there is no morphological negation within VALA-NPIs), 
and therefore theoretically nothing forces them to move into the specifier of NegP. 
On minimalist assumptions, the closest c-commanding nonveridical operator unse-
lectively binds them and licenses them. This means that VALA-NPIs never under-
go LF raising out of the embedded CP. 
4. Summary 
Several empirical and theoretical facts have been put forward to support the claim 
that analysing NPIs not as quantifiers but as expressions associated with free vari-
ables which can be bound by a nonveridical operator is a desirable move towards 
understanding their behaviour. First of all, it enables us to get the correct interpre-
tation when VALA-NPIs are in the embedded clause and are licensed by matrix 
negation. Secondly, this approach gives motivation for the adjacency requirement 
shown by SE-NPIs and the negative particle. Thirdly, it allows for a unified analy-
sis of negative concord and licensing of NPIs in general: both SE-NPIs and VALA-
NPIs are indefinites without any quantificational force of their own and two differ-
15 Puskás (1992) also argues for satisfaction of the Neg-Criterion at S-structure in Hungarian. 
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ent licensing mechanisms give rise lo different interpretations. In the case ot 
Hungarian, the motivation for the strong construal is the satisfaction of the Neg-
Criterion. Since VALA-NPIs arc not subject to this criterion, they are licensed in 
situ. Tliis is a welcome result, since it becomcs possible to capture the distribution-
al differences between SE-NPIs and VALA-NPIs on principled grounds, based on 
morphological distinctions. While the assumption that VALA-NPIs, as opposed to 
SE-NPIs, can raise at LF in order to extend their governing category is completely 
ad hoc and is against the generally acccptcd view that Hungarian scopal relations 
are reflected in the S-structurc order, our proposal relies on an inherent feature of 
these NPIs and is compatible with a minimalist claim that an element moves if and 
only if morphological properties of tha t element are not otherwise satisfied. 
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G U E S T E D I T O R S ' N O T E 
For most workers of the scientific order, it is especially enjoyable and rewarding to 
study topics that unite scientific interest with social, political and/or practical utili-
ty. Our conviction is that the study of the Romani language and culture represents 
such a domain of research for the international scientific community. This chal-
lenging and fascinating field, however, has remained largely unexplored so far. 
The present issue of ALH, dedicated to the Romani language and culture, would 
like to add further material to the growing body of academic research on Romani. 
Topics of the papers in the volume embrace several domains including linguistics prop-
er, as well as language-related interdisciplinary fields: descriptive linguistics, histori-
cal and contact linguistics, and issues of sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology. 
As to the first domain mentioned above: the descriptive study of Romani may be 
challenging for linguists in more than one respect. The challenge may partly emerge 
from the fact that, in spite of international efforts, Romani so far exists mainly as a non-
standard spoken language, in a range of regional dialects. As a consequence, linguists 
studying Romani (who themselves are mostly nonnative speakers of one or another 
Romani dialect) can rely neither on a homogenized, elaborated and standardized (writ-
ten) code, nor on their own linguistic intuition of the native speaker. However, as so 
often in history, virtue may arise out of necessity: inevitably, the analytical approach to 
Romani has to be more sensitive to data of spoken language, more aware of the histor-
ical factors and the social and communicative constraints shaping language, and more 
conscious of the heterogeneity of linguistic systems than current "mainstream" linguis-
tics usually is. 
At the same time, the varieties of Romani have certain typological and gram-
matical features that are only scarcely represented in the languages most studied in 
contemporary Western and American linguistics. Thus, aspects of Romani may be of 
great interest to theoretically oriented linguists as well. 
The paper by Yaron Matras in this volume, Subject clitics in Sinti represents 
such a complex approach to the description of a typologically peculiar grammatical 
feature of one variety of Romani (the Sinti dialect, mainly spoken in German-speak-
ing regions). In analyzing the problem of subject clitics, the paper discusses formal, 
pragmatic and historical arguments as well, thus arriving at a new interpretation of 
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this grammatical phenomenon. The author also gives an outlook on the possible 
phases of the formation of the systems of subject clitics in Sinti. 
The following three papers in the volume demonstrate possibilities the study of 
the Romani may offer for contact linguistics—both in synchronic and diachronic 
respects. As one of the authors of the present volume remarked: "... within Europe, 
there is no other language that underwent such different influences as Romani", par-
ticular dialects having been influenced by particular European languages (see 
Boretzky, this volume, 169). Norbert Boretzky's paper Grammatical interference 
in Romani: Loan formations for foreign categories gives a detailed survey of the 
process and the ways different contact languages shaped selected grammatical 
aspects of different varieties of Romani (with special emphasis on the formation of 
the verbal system). Birgit Igla's paper, Disturbances and innovations in the case 
system in Bulgarian Romani dialects is in several ways complementary to the for-
mer one, as it discusses the factors contributing to the formation of the case system 
common to Romani dialects in Europe, and its peculiarities in the Romani dialects as 
spoken in contemporary Bulgaria. Endre Tálos' paper Etymologica Zingarica, 
while tracing the origin and history of selected lexical items, may shed light, from a 
different perspective, on the formation of varieties of Romani through the history of 
language contacts: the paper is a collection of etymologies of a number of lexical 
entries that, in the available classical and recent etymological dictionaries of Romani, 
have been registered as having unknown or uncertain origin. Hopefully, the stock of 
etymologies presented in this paper will represent a contribution to future etymolog-
ical dictionaries. 
Shifting perspective in our approach to language, the last three papers of the vol-
ume are dedicated to the study of Romani in its social contexts. Ethnographic stud-
ies of language and language use emphasize that the world's speech communities 
may greatly differ in a range of basic features related to the social use of language. 
Such differential features of a community's "speech economy" may include, for 
example, the value and importance attached to different forms of speaking, or even 
to speaking in general, the extension and elaborateness of the stylistic repertoire 
available for speakers, the overall quantity of speech, among others (see e.g. Hymes 
1972). Anthropological descriptions of Romani (see e.g. Stewart 1997) suggest that, 
at least for Vlach Gypsy communities in Europe, language represents the primary 
value of culture, and the individual's ability to speak in culture-specific ways (ro-
manes 'in the Gypsy way') is considered the basic mark of identity. 
Katalin Kovalcsik's paper (Aspects of language ideology in a Transylvanian 
Vlach Gypsy community) analyses the "language ideology" revealed in a tradition-
al Romani song sung by a speaker of a Vlach Gypsy community in Transylvania. In 
this largely improvised song the singer develops his arguments proving the unique 
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purity and authenticity of his own dialect, contrasted with other varieties of Romani 
and other languages spoken around him. 
Some of the earlier anthropological analyses focusing on culturally specific fea-
tures of speaking in traditional communities also suggest that for the Roma, language 
has a high practical value as well (e.g. Kaprow 1982; Stewart 1997). According to these 
studies, for example, it is mainly through the use of different verbal strategies that the 
Roma try to achieve control in intra-group, as well as in interethnic, communication. 
Perhaps the most important one of these basic interactional verbal strategies is teasing, 
a way of speaking that is extremely widespread in traditional Gypsy communities, and 
is used in a variety of situations and genres. The paper by Zita Réger (Teasing in the 
linguistic socialization of Gypsy children in Hungary) focuses on the use of the ver-
bal strategy of teasing in adult-child communication, and analyzes some of its quanti-
tative and qualitative aspects in the linguistic socialization of babies and young children 
growing up in a traditional Romani-spcaking community in Hungary. 
Beyond the fields mentioned above, linguists' contribution is much needed in a 
few related, more practically oriented domains such as the survey of the linguistic 
status quo of present-day Romani-speaking communities, language maintenance, and 
language planning, language rights and related educational problems. The last paper 
of the volume (Victor A. Friedman's The Romani language in the Republic of 
Macedonia: Status, usage, and sociolinguistic perspectives) analyses the linguis-
tic situation of Romani in the multilingual context of Macedonia around these topics. 
It also exemplifies some of the successes and pitfalls of recent efforts for Romani lan-
guage planning in general. The issue of ALH dedicated to research on Romani there-
fore ends with a paper that opens perspectives on the burning question of 'What can 
be done' in the interest of Romani and its speakers. Our hope is that aspects of the 
model provided here will be used by linguists and policy makers and perhaps by the 
members of the respective communities as well, in their efforts to develop the 
Romani language and literacy in regional as well as international respects. 
Hymes, D. 1972. Foundations in sociolinguistics. University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia. 
Kaprow, M. 1982. Resisting respectability: Gypsies in Saragosa. Urban Anthropology, 3 4. 
Stewart, M. 1997. Time of the Gypsies. Westview Press, Boulder CO. 
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S U B J E C T C L I T I C S I N S I N T I 
YARON MATRAS 
Abstract 
Holzinger (1993) has recently defined subject clitics in Sinti as markers of high reference continuity. 
Structural aspects of subject clitic distribution in Sinti lead me to a new interpretation of the functions 
of this referential device, especially as regards its role in the typology of the dialect. I argue that cli-
tics arc employed primarily in constructions in which verb-subject order is obligatory. There are two 
main patterns for such constructions in the language. The first, in re-constructions, is inherited. The 
second, verb-subject inversion, is largely an outcome of syntactic convergence with German. The spe-
cialization of clitics for certain constructions is taken as an indication of their beginning retreat in the 
dialect. 
1. Adjectival subject agreement in Romani 
Verbs in Romani are generally inflected for person and number, while adjectival 
agreement is marked for gender and number. There are however two types of adjec-
tival subject agreement with finite verbs in the language: 
(a) The finite use of participles. In some Balkan dialects, this is the only way of 
forming the simple past tense of some intransitive verbs, especially of verbs indi-
cating motion or change of state, as well as passives and inchoatives (gelo/geli 
'he/she went', arakhadzilo/arakhadzili 'he/she was found'). Active past participles 
are always restricted to the third person. In Lovari and other Vlach dialects they 
exist alongside inflected simple past tense forms of the same verbs (gelas 'he/she 
went', arakhadzilas 'he/she was found'). Here, the active past participle has acquired 
an evidential meaning. Its distribution in discourse is determined by the pragmatics 
of the interaction. It is mainly used to stress non-confirmativc aspects of the propo-
sition such as surprise, disbelief, unexpectedness, or irony (sec Matras 1995a). 
(b) Subject clitics. Like the active past participles, they appear in Romani only in 
the third person. Sampson (1926, 161) regards the nominative enclitic pronominal 
forms -lo (m), -li (f), -le (pl) as derived from the Old Indie pronominal stem ta- and 
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so as part of the same historical paradigm as the oblique forms of the third person 
pronouns les, la, le(n). This implies that they arc older than, and in most environ-
ments have been replaced by the current nominative pronouns, which show dialect 
variants in ov/oj/on, jov/joj/jon, vov/voj/von. Such an analysis is plausible, as it is 
the nominative form of the third person pronoun which is universally most often 
subjected to structural renewal. Boretzky (1994, 63) however suggests that we 
might be dealing with a later development of subject clitics, one which copies the 
oblique forms. 
Subject clitics appear with lexical verbs in varieties of Sinti-Manus and in the 
Central dialects of Hungary, while in the Vlach and Balkan dialects they are 
restricted to existential constructions, where they either supplement or substitute 
for the existential verb si/hi 'is', naj 'is not' (cf. Boretzky 1995, 32-3): vo si lo 
phuro 'he is old', kaj lo? 'where (is) he?', eta lo 'there he (is)' (see also Boretzky 
1994, 62^1). A similar distribution appears in the English and Welsh dialects 
(Smart-Crofton 1875, Sampson 1926). 
Both types of adjectival agreement patterns with the subjects of finite verbs, 
the active participle and the subject clitic, appear to have been more productive in 
earlier stages of the language. In the related Central languages of subcontinental 
Indo-Aryan, such as Hindi, the active participle still forms the simple past tense of 
all verbs, transitive and intransitive; agreement in transitive constructions is gener-
ally with the direct object, a feature of ergativity in those languages. In Romani, 
which is not ergative, participle agreement is only possible with the subject, and is 
therefore restricted to verbs of the unaccusative type, where the current state of the 
subject allows inference about the underlying process or action. But the emergence 
of a new inflected past tense paradigm with personal affixes leads to a competition 
of forms even here, and the 'finite' participle generally becomes dispensible. It dis-
appears entirely in the western, northern and central Romani dialects (Sinti, Baltic, 
North-Russian, Slovak). In the Vlach dialects its specialization for evidentiality or 
non-confirmation copies a distinction which is made in the past tense systems of 
some of the congruent languages of the Balkans (cf. Friedman 1986; see discussion 
in Matras 1995a). This process may be regarded as a case of contact-induced gram-
matical recycling, or exaptation, as Lass (1990) refers to the opportunistic exploita-
tion of a grammatical item the use of which is only indirectly connected to its orig-
inal meaning. 
Much like the active participle, subject clitics with adjectival agreement are 
retreating in the language as a whole. Thus, while Boretzky (1994, 62-4) cites sev-
eral examples for the use of clitics in existential constructions in the Kelderas 
dialect, my own observations on a Kclderas/Lovari contact variety (cf. Matras 
1994) show only one single case of clitic usage, kaj-lo/la 'where (is) he/she', where 
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the clitic itself initiates a predication, and the verbal copula is missing. Such spe-
cialization for deictic locatives is a general tendency in certain types of non-verbal 
predications, as is the appearance of pronominal copulas in equatial predications 
(see Hengeveld 1992, 208-12). One might draw a connection between the restric-
tion of such pronominal clitic predications to the deictic center and the tendency to 
restrict active participles to deixis-related functions, as seen in the evidential usage 
of such participles with unaccusative verbs. In both cases, the adjectival ending 
identifies the subject on the basis of a highly accessible domain of reference. 
This paper deals with the distribution of subject clitics in the Sinti dialect spo-
ken in Germany, where they are much more frequent and productive than in the 
Vlach dialects. I examine data from two corpuses: The transcribed oral narratives 
presented by Holzinger (1993, 318-26) in an appendix to his grammar of the Sinti 
dialect (henceforth 'Holzinger corpus'), and a recent translation of the Mark Gospel 
into Sinti, published in Florshain, Germany, in 1994 (henceforth 'Mark corpus'). In 
Sinti, as well as in the closely related variety of Manus described by Valet (1991), 
subject clitics are not confined to deictic or situational predications, but there is 
agreement in the literature that they express more accessible subject referents. Thus 
Valet (1991, 121) refers to clitics as the "normal forms" of the pronoun, while the 
full pronouns jop.joj.jon arc described as "emphatic forms". Similarly, Holzingcr 
(1993, 290-308) defines subject clitics as highly continuous referential markers. 
While both the distribution of the forms in the data, and the general pattern of 
subject clitic usage and its retreat in the language as a whole (in comparison with 
other dialects) support this view on a connection between subject clitics and sub-
ject accessibility, formal-structural aspects of subject clitic distribution in Sinti, if 
reconsidered, may lead to a new interpretation of the functions of this referential 
device, especially as regards its role in the typology of the dialect. I argue below 
that subject clitics in Sinti are employed primarily in constructions in which verb-
subject order is obligatory. There are two main patterns for such constructions in 
the language. The first is inherited, and appears in other dialects of Romani as well. 
It includes embedded constructions initialized by the non-factual subordinating 
conjunction te, which, as a marker of modality, is always immediately followed by 
the verb: modal complements, manipulative complements, and purpose clauses. 
The second VS pattern is a result of language contact with German, and involves 
verb-subject inversion in constructions in which the first position in the sentence is 
occupied by an ad-verbal clement other than the subject (a direct or indirect object, 
an adverb or an adverbial clause), or in connective constructions where the finite 
verb appears in initial position (for the latter in spoken Gentian cf. Rchbein 1992, 
544-9). Although VS constructions are frequent in other dialects of Romani as well 
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(cf. Matras 1995b), their formalization in some environments in Sinti is clearly a 
result of ongoing convergence with the word order patterns of German. 
In the case of /e-constructions, Sinti is unique among the dialects of Romani in 
largely avoiding the use of free pronouns. At the same time subject clitics in non-
factual ^-subordinations allow for the retention of a pattern of linear ordering very 
different from German, and so in a way they make it easier to 'resist' syntactic con-
vergence. In the case of verb-subject inversions, the effect of clitic retention with 
respect to Sinti-German convergence phenomena appears to be just the opposite: 
Clitics are exploited following rules that are compatible with the syntax of verb-
subject inversion in German. Thus, while the mere occurrence of clitics cannot in 
itself be directly associated with syntactic borrowing, clitics nevertheless assume a 
crucial role in regulating the special dichotomy of syntactic autonomy versus adap-
tation in a language contact situation. 
The frequency of clitic occurrences in VS constructions of these types suggests 
that formal aspects of subject clitic distribution are at least as relevant, and perhaps 
even more so, than the discourse-functional or pragmatic features associated with 
their appearance (cf. Holzinger 1993). Nevertheless, high topic continuity being a 
feature of many VS constructions due to their connected character, the correlation 
observed between the appearance of subject clitics and high referential continuity 
or subject accessibility is not particularly surprising. 
2. Clitics and participant tracking in Sinti 
In the more conservative varieties of the Sinti-Manus group of dialects, clitics show 
considerable variation as regards their status on the hierarchy of reference devices, 
as well as referential distance. In the dialect described by Valet (1991, 130), all 
forms are based on the /-stem and they all follow the verb: 
(1) Har vejan le pas leste, о biboldo dikas lo ku kova, dejas lo lende 
how came-3pl cl near him-loc the Jew looked-3sg cl at that gave-3sg cl them-loc 
krat i pisla love, 
just a little money 
'Just as they came to him, the Jew looked at it, he gave them just a little money' 
(2) О puredar cavo őivas les an peskri posita un bistras les lo dren. 
the older boy put-3sg it-acc in his pocket and forgot-3sg it-acc cl inside 
'The older boy put it in his pocket and forgot it inside' 
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Clitics are shown in ( l ) - (2) to be a productive device for participant tracking in var-
ious syntactic environments: adverbial clauses, following topicalized subjects, in 
constructions involving inverted subject pronouns, and for reference to continuous 
subjects in paratactic chains. A special feature of clitics in the short text presented 
by Valet is their employment for reference to topicalized subjects, as in the second 
clause in (1). Such usage does not appear in either the Holzinger or the Mark cor-
puses. In Vlach and Balkan Romani, it is common however with object pronouns, 
which are etymologically related to the subject clitics. Consider the following 
example from a Cerhari-Kelderas (Vlach) dialect from Transylvania (Kovalcsik-
Tálos 1991, 114): 
(3) The, le dô raklèn xutjildàha-le the phanglàh-le ke le grastèhki pouri. 
and the two girls-асе caught-3sg-them and tied-3sg-them to the horse-gen tail 
'He took the two girls and tied them to the horse's tail' 
Subject clitics cannot occur in such positions in Vlach, and they are confined either 
to the deictic center or to equatial predications. The fact that subject clitics are not 
used to support topicalization in the Sinti corpuses considered here cither, although 
they do appear there in other constructions, might be taken as a first indication of 
their beginning retreat in Sinti. The constraints on their appearance as 'floating' cli-
tics are partly represented in the morphophonological reduction of the forms. 
Holzinger (1993, 292-98) distinguishes between 'enclitic pronouns' (lo/li/le), which 
usually follow an object or an adverb, and 'verb suffixes', also referred to as 'sub-
ject suffixes' (-o/-i/-e), which appear without an object and arc usually directly 
attached to the inflected verb: 
(4) Vajaso pal mende. 
came-3sg-cl after us-loc 
Rodehs men lo (Text 1: 32-3) 
searched-3sg us-acc cl 
'He came after us. 
He was looking for us ' 
Holzinger defines these structures as two functionally distinct referential devices. 
Enclitic pronouns arc placed higher than 'suffixes' on the scale of topic continuity 
and thematic coherence. Holzinger's continuity scale is based on an evaluation of 
referential distance measured by the number of sentences between the present and 
the preceding reference to the same topic, as well as of the frequency of occurrence 
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(a) with subject switches, (b) in paragraph-initial position, and (c) in foregrounded 
positions. But the scores obtained for the two forms of clitics differ only slightly. 
The argument in favour of a discourse-functional distinction between the two 
forms of clitics is further weakened by their structural distribution. According to 
Holzinger, "enclitic pronouns only rarely appear in texts" (296). The positioning of 
the /-form after an object or adverb obviously prevents it from appearing in the first 
or foregrounded position in the sentence. Thus it is less likely to indicate a shift in 
topic or thematic discontinuity than the 'subjcct suffix'. Furthermore, in Ze-embed-
dings, where the verb immediately follows the conjunction, subjects following the 
verb will generally be expressed by the 'suffix'. In complement clauses involving 
manipulation, the 'suffix' and not the 'enclitic pronoun' or /-form will therefore be 
used to indicate a subject switch. As a result, the 'suffix' ranks lower on the topic 
continuity scale than the /-form. An inherent link between tighter continuity and the 
/-forms would, however, violate an iconicity principle, which seems to apply else-
where along the continuity hierarchy of referential devices in Sinti, with parallels in 
other languages as well, and according to which structurally more complex forms are 
generally employed when more effort is needed to track down the referent. Although 
not an imperative, this tendency is often regarded as a universal of language, repre-
senting universals of cognition and communication (cf. Givón 1995, 50-66). 
The structural features show a tendency towards complementary distribution 
of the two forms of clitics which justifies their treatment as two realizations of the 
same reference device. Clitics that are attached to the inflected form of the verb 
tend to assume the form of adjectival suffixes, while those that remain distant from 
the verb retain the full, consonantal stem in /-. I therefore refer to these two forms 
of the subject clitic as 'short' and 'long' forms respectively. This view is partly sup-
ported by the data from the Mark corpus, where likewise the vowel suffixes always 
follow an inflected verb, while /-forms display a tendency (over 50%) to follow 
conjunctions, reflexive and object pronouns, and the existential verb. 
The two forms of clitics assume adjoined positions on Holzinger's hierarchy of 
continuity. They are immediately preceded by the top position on the hierarchy 
(most continuous), which is occupied by the verb with no overt marking of the sub-
ject/topic other than the person/number inflection (pro-drop), and they are followed 
by the free personal pronoun. Further lower positions on the hierarchy show 
demonstratives, followed by noun phrases with different degrees of definiteness 
(cf. Holzinger 1993, 308). Clitics and pronouns are thus competing devices for 
overt anaphoric reference. But what is the nature of the opposition between them? 
Free pronouns according to Holzinger (298) are much less frequent in Sinti 
than they are in German. This can be explained by the availability of other refer-
ential devices, including pro-drop. Although pronouns follow short-form clitics on 
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Holzinger's continuity hierarchy, there are no significant measurable differences 
between them as far as referential distance is concerned. Rather, their positioning 
on the scale is determined by the higher frequency of free pronouns in constructions 
involving a subject switch (different-subject constructions). Here Holzinger notes a 
correlation with word order patterns. The preverbal position is reserved for the the-
matic accentuation of participants and so it is used to direct the hearer's attention 
to a topic. Free subject pronouns are said to appear preverbally in most cases 
(299-300), and in fact a careful look at the Holzinger corpus revealed not one sin-
gle postverbal occurrence of a free subject pronoun in the third person. On the other 
hand, enclitic pronouns (long-form clitics) cannot appear in preverbal position 
according to Holzinger (296), and short-form clitics, being suffixes to the inflected 
verb, naturally only occur in postverbal position. 
This raises the question whether subject clitics and free subject pronouns might 
indeed be functionally equivalent, but appear in complementary distribution, free 
pronouns occurring in preverbal position, clitics in postverbal position. This is ten-
tatively supported by the little data provided in Valet's (1991) description of Manus 
where likewise full pronouns always occur in preverbal, clitics in postverbal posi-
tion. In the Mark corpus, however, this is not entirely so, and we have occasional 
appearances of free subject pronouns in postverbal position. But there are only 56 
cases in the entire corpus, compared with numerous (for a manual evaluation, 
indeed countless) instances of free pronouns occurring in preverbal position. It will 
be shown below that there are no obvious pragmatic-textual constraints on their 
occurrence. Long-form clitics, on the other hand, may appear in the Mark corpus in 
preverbal position. It is important to note, however, that the language of the Mark 
corpus tends to replicate German word order patterns much more consistently than 
that of the Holzinger corpus. This includes the placement of the finite verb in final 
position in subordinated clauses. Statistically, this means that anaphoric devices are 
more likely to appear in preverbal position here than in the Holzinger corpus, and 
indeed all instances of long clitics in preverbal position in the Mark corpus (alto-
gether only 28% of the total occurrences of long clitics) involve clitics attached to 
the conjunction in a subordinate clause. 
To summarize: The Holzinger corpus shows complementary distribution of 
short and long clitics, but also of clitics and free pronouns. The Mark corpus sup-
ports this general tendency, but it allows for competition of short clitics, long cli-
tics, and free ponouns in postverbal position, as well as for a competition of long 
clitics and free pronouns in preverbal position in subordinate clauses. In the fol-
lowing sections I examine these distribution patterns more closely, paying special 
attention to the use of anaphoric reference devices in several types of complex con-
structions involving clause and referent integration. 
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3. Distribution in the Holzinger corpus 
The two texts presented by Holzinger (1993, 318-26) constitute a limited corpus, 
but they nevertheless display some basic distributional tendencies which apply to 
the more extensive Mark corpus as well. The salient feature in the Holzinger cor-
pus is the lack of any free pronouns in postverbal position, and so the lack of com-
petition between anaphoric devices here. The distribution of clitics in the Holzinger 
corpus is thus rather straightforward. 
Short clitics rarely appear in adverbial subordinations. Their occurrence here, 
however, renders a distinct word order type with the subject clitic assuming the 
final position in the clause: 
(5) ... des krone, pant§ krone, jenachdem har but lehso. (Text 1:9) 
ten crown five crown depending how much took-3sg-cl 
'... ten crowns, five crowns, depending on how much he was getting' 
Conditionals, though formally (e-constructions, often serve in the Holzinger corpus 
as temporal adverbial clauses, due to convergence with German we/w-clauses: 
(6) Und ko te tikehso, dann.. . (Text 1: 22) 
and that if saw-3sg-cl then 
'And when he saw it, then ...' 
These subordinations are complemented by the class of (e-clauses. Te in Romani 
dialects introduces non-factual complements, such as those of modality and manipu-
lation, as well as purpose clauses. It generally corresponds to the respective non-fac-
tual complementizers of the other Balkan languages, and its distribution in Sinti is one 
of the most obvious traces of the syntactic Balkanization which early Romani had 
undergone before the divergence of its various dialects. Although Sinti has partly gen-
eralized the 3sg fonn of the verb as an infinitive-like structure, while Vlach and 
Balkan Romani generally lack an infinitive, even this 'new' infinitive (cf. Boretzky 
1996) in Sinti is introduced by te. The common modality feature of all constructions 
with te, including conditionals, supports an integrated view of such constructions as 
te-enhancements to main or core clauses (cf. Matras 1994, 224-36). 
While the modality feature is lost in cases like (6) as a result of convergence 
with German, the structural condition on te-enhancements prevails, and te always 
immediately precedes the verb. In modality clauses, subject clitics are a convenient 
device for anaphoric reference which suits the particular structural features of 
Romani modality. Modality is marked by the choice of the conjunction itself, and 
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so no insertion is permitted between the conjunction and the verb in the embedded 
clause. Short clitics, rather than (emphatic) free pronouns, assume the function of 
back-reference in same-subject constructions, as well as in cases of object raising: 
(7) Dann sikevaues les, har te ulevelo (Text 1: 58) 
then showed-lsg him how comp drive-3sg-cl 
'Then I showed him how to drive' 
Alongside adverbial subordinations and complement clauses, we find the majority 
of occurrences of short clitics in subject inversion constructions. Sinti follows the 
rule for German word order, confining the finite verb in simple, thematic declara-
tive sentences to the second position. The subject, represented in our cases by a sub-
ject clitic, follows the verb if the first sentence position is occupied by an adverbial 
clause, an adverb, or an object: 
(8) Har dajam les i grai, hiso demfig, däineh (Text 1:31) 
how gave-1 pi him a horse was-cl broken-winded know-2sg 
'When we gave him a horse, it was broken-winded, you know' 
(9) noch nicht mol ko tserdehso (Text 1: 15) 
not even that pulled-3sg-cl 
'it didn't even pull that one' 
In addition to this formally triggered inversion, Sinti also exhibits an inversion based 
on clause connectedness, or connective inversion. While absent in written German, 
connective inversion is a common feature of standard spoken German (cf. Rehbein 
1992, 544-9), as well as regional (northern and central) varieties of German, Yiddish 
(cf. Reershemius 1997, 157-88), and Jewish dialects in southern Germany (cf. Matras 
1991, 278). It signals thematic supplementation, often resulting in a consequential 
interpretation, and is often employed as a connecting strategy in serial chaining in nar-
ratives (Rchbein 1992). The Sinti constructions in (10)-(11), as well as in (4) above, 
thus conform to spoken German word order patterns: 
(10) Dâajas paä miro kamlo dadeste, rakedas mit leha. 
went-3sg by my late father-loc spoke-3sg with him-soc 
Phenaso: 'Hoi pheneh tu?' (Text 1:44-5) 
said-3sg-cl what say-2sg you 
'He came to my late father, he spoke to him. 
He said: 'What do you say?" 
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(11) Miro kamlo dad ар koi rig, me ар kai rig. 
my late father on that side I on this side 
Pandelo kote fest, me kate fest. 
tie-3sg-cl there tight, I here tight 
(Text 2: 21-2) 
'My late father on that side, me on this side. 
He ties it there, I (tie it) here' 
Now in Vlach and Balkan Romani, connective inversion of a similar type may 
occur too (cf. Matras 1995b). But while it is possible that Sinti did not actually 
acquire the construction due to contact with Gentian, its presence is nevertheless 
likely to have been reinforced by the ongoing convergence of word order patterns 
with those of (spoken) German. The employment of the clitic here, as in the for-
mally triggered inversion in (8)-(9), may thus be regarded as an opportunistic 
exploitation of a reference device which typically follows the verb, and therefore is 
suitable for replicating the verb-subject sequence now adopted. 
The distribution of long clitics in the Holzinger corpus is essentially similar, 
except that they usually follow an object or a reflexive pronoun (see Table 1). 
Interestingly, two cases of clitic doubling occur, showing traces of the floating char-
acter of the historical subject clitic in its long form: 
(12) Phenaso tsimone lo, haieveh (Text 2: 40) 
said-3sg-cl something cl understand-2sg 
'He said something, you understand?' 
(13) Dann mangehso miro kamlo dadester lo, te mukelo man 
Table 1 summarizes the distribution of short and long clitics in various syntactic 
constructions in the Holzinger corpus. 
Free pronouns were found in none of the syntactic constructions considered 
here, a result which is expected given their confinement to preverbal positions. It 
can be seen that the great majority of clitics appear in inversions, which copy, or at 
least are congruent with, both the formal and communicative rules (i.e. interclausal 
connectedness) for verb-subject inversion in (spoken) German. Ranking second in 
then asked-3sg-cl my late father-abl cl comp let-3sg-cl me-acc 
doch dut voxe pas leste 
part two weeks by him-loc 
(Text 1: 66) 
'Then he asked my late father to leave me with him for two weeks' 
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Tabic 1 
Holzinger comus: Distribution of clitics in syntactic constructions 
Short clitics 
Total 21 (100%) 
Long clitics 
9 (100%) 
Adverbial subord. 2 (10%) 
Follows obj. pron. (11%) 
te-compl./modal compl. 4 (19%) 
ie-adverbial clauses 1 (5%) 
Attaches to verb 1 (11%) 
verb-subject inversion 14 (66%) 
Follows refl. pron. 





the frequency of distribution across syntactic constructions we find clitics in com-
plement clauses, joined to some extent by adverbial clauses, partly due to the 
extended meaning of te copying German wenn. Unlike German, the word order 
here is verb-subject. 
This brings us to a first interpretation of the typological role which subject cli-
tics assume in the dialect, and which, I argue, must be seen in connection with lan-
guage contact and the ongoing processes of syntactic convergence with German. 
Subject clitics help reduce structural friction between inherited and borrowed syn-
tactic patterns. In complements, they are employed as a reduced type of anaphoric 
reference, which downplays the conflict with German word order patterns. In inver-
sions, they allow to compromise zero anaphora while still keeping 'real' pronouns 
out of the game. The use of clitics thus constitutes a compromise in both types of 
syntactic constructions, one that exploits their in-between status as a semi-bound 
and yet overt anaphoric reference device. In the next section, this tentative inter-
pretation is examined on the basis of data from the more extensive Mark corpus. 
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4. Distribution in the Mark corpus 
The hypothesis suggested in the previous sections implies that the structural distri-
bution of clitics, rather than depend on the inherent properties of clitics as markers 
of greater or lesser referent continuity, arises from the tendency of certain types of 
syntactic constructions to rely on clitics for anaphoric reference. This in turn is a 
strategy for regulating a cohabitation of convergent and non-convergent structures 
in a language contact situation. Let us therefore begin this section, in which the bulk 
of the corpus is evaluated, by considering each of the relevant syntactic construc-
tions and the anaphoric devices they show. 
4.1 Adverbial clauses and embeddings 
In adverbial subordinations, the Mark corpus shows almost exclusively free pro-
nouns in a word order type that is compatible with that of German, that is, SV, with 
the finite verb assuming the final position in the clause: 
(14) Har job noch jake rekeras, wajan i paar dran ko kher von kolester 
how he still so spoke-3sg came-3pl a few from this house of this-abl 
'While he was saying this, some people came out of this person's house' (Mk 5: 35) 
Postverbal clitics in adverbial clauses are strictly a marginal phenomenon. Free pro-
nouns are also the preferred strategy in factual embeddings and relative clauses, as 
illustrated in the third clause in (15). Here too, word order is compatible with German: 
(15) Und mangan lester, te krelo kowa, hoi job immer ар koi feira 
and asked-3pl him-abl comp do-3sg-cl this what he always at this ceremony 
krela 
do-3sg-fut 
'And they asked him to do what he would always do at this ceremony' (Mk 15: 8) 
Clitics also appear in embeddings of this type, however. Short clitics, as in 
(16)—(17), attach to the verb, rendering a VS arrangement, while long clitics in most 
cases either follow the conjunction, as in (18), or follow a pronoun, thus showing a 
tendency towards SV, though in some cases they too attach to the verb: 
(16) Har wel job koi zu, kai chalo mit kol zöllnaria und sindaria? 
how come-3sg he this to that eat-3sg-cl with these tax-collectors and outcasts 
'Why does he eat with these tax-collectors and outcasts?' (Mk 2: 16) 
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(17) Koia krajas, hoi naschtc krajasi. (Mk 14: 8) 
this did-3sg what could did-3sg-cl 
'She did what she could do' 
(18) Und har job an ko kher dren dschajas, schunas i dschuwel von lester, 
and how he in this house inside went-3sg heard-3sg the woman of him-abl 
kai lo koi hi. (Mk 7: 25) 
that cl there is 
'And as he went into that house, the woman heard about him, that he was there' 
In evaluating the position of VS order and short clitic appearance, as in ( 16)—( 17), 
one must take into account the replication of modality-type, i.e. of te-typc structures 
in infinitival constructions: (16) is clearly calqued on German Wie kommt er dazu, 
... zu essen?, lit. 'How does he come to it, to cat?'. The statistical representation of 
VS and short clitics in embeddings is further obscured somewhat by instances such 
as (17), where again the clitic actually appears in the modal complement. 
The picture so far is therefore as follows: There is an almost complete replica-
tion of German word order patterns in adverbial subordinations, which carries with 
it a shift to an almost exclusive use of free pronouns as anaphoric devices. As a 
general tendency, this drift is found in embeddings as well. Short clitics and VS 
order arc retained in some environments which come close to modal embeddings. 
Long clitics retain a typical position following conjunctions and pronouns, where 
they nevertheless yield to the drift in word order patterns, and so display SV. 
4.2 Modality and ^-constructions 
The infiltration of modality, it could be seen, motivates resistance to the drift to SV 
and the subsequent takeover of all anaphoric functions by free pronouns. And 
indeed in genuine modality constructions, i.e. those introduced by te, clitics consti-
tute by far the majority of anaphoric occurrences: 
(19) Aber job dschajas krik und fangas an, te rakerelo but von kowa 
but he went-3sg away and began-3sg comp speak-3sg-cl much of that 
'But he went away and began to tell alot about that' (Mk 1: 45) 
(20) rodan tschimone khate о Jeuseste, te marene les. 
searched-3pl something against the Jesus-loc comp kill-3pl-cl him 
'They looked for something (to use) against Jesus, in order to kill him' (Mk 14: 55) 
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(21) Tschib tire wasta ap late, te weli sasto und te dschiweli 
put your hands on her-loc comp come-3sg-cl well and comp live-3sg-cl 
'Put your hands on her, so that she may recover and live' (Mk 5: 23) 
Note that the question of subject identity (equi) in the two parts of the construction 
does not affect the choice of anaphoric device in the subordinated clause, and that 
same and different subject constructions behave alike. Nor is the choice affected by 
semantic integration (single versus non-single event), which might have been 
expected to motivate a difference between modal complements and purpose clauses. 
Similarly, the choice of long clitics in te-constructions does not appear to be 
motivated by pragmatic considerations of referential continuity either. Following 
object and reflexive pronouns, as in (22), the conditioning is clearly structural, 
while a case of a long clitic attaching to the verb is demonstrated in (23): 
(22) Und job phenas kol menschenge, te besehen pen le ар i phub. 
and he said-3sg these people-dat comp sit-3pl refl cl on the ground 
'And he told those people to sit down on the ground' (Mk 8: 6) 
(23) Und jon bisteran, te lenle maro peha. 
and they forgot-3pl comp take-3pl-cl bread refl-soc 
'And they forgot to take along bread' (Mk 8: 14) 
The choice of a free pronoun in ie-constructions, though marginal in the corpus, is 
accompanied, interestingly, by an adaption of the pronoun to VS order: 
(24) Job rodas desch ta duien wi kai dajaso ko lab apostle, 
he searched-3sg ten and two-acc out rel gave-3sg-cl this name apostle 
te wen jon pasch leste und te bitscherelo len wi, 
comp come-3pl they by him-loc and comp send-3sg-cl them out 
te phenene о dewleskro lab durder. (Mk3: 14) 
comp say-3pl-cl the Lord-gen word farther 
'He picked out twelve people, whom he called apostles, to accompany him, and to send out 
to spread the holy word' 
This is also found in /e-clauses which, calqued on German wenn, express adverbial 
subordination. Most of those show short clitics, but also allow free pronouns in VS 
order: 
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(25) Und te wajaso maredo, dann stel job pal trin diwesa pale pre 
and if became-3sg-cl killed then stand-3sg he after three days again up 
'And when he is killed, he will rise to life again three days later' (Mk 9: 31) 
(26) Te schunen jon о lab, lene les sik mit freuda pre. 
if hear-3pl they the word take-3pl-cl it fast with happiness up 
'As soon as they hear the message, they receive it gladly' (Mk 4:16) 
We see that modality in Sinti, as in Romani in general, is linked to the choice of te as 
a complementizer, and relies on the proximity of the conjunction to the verb, trig-
gering VS order. The retention of this feature results in word order patterns which 
resist convergence with German, despite the general trend in this direction that can 
be observed in the corpus. The fact that Ze-constructions rely on clitics, rather than on 
free pronouns, for anaphoric reference to subjects is connectcd to their being the nat-
ural choice of anaphor, on structural grounds, in postverbal position. The occasional 
occurrences of free pronouns in VS order in modality clauses shows just how stable 
VS is in these constructions, unlike adverbial subordinations, where the use of free 
pronouns is linked, as in German, to SV. Clitics, however, remain a convenient 
choice as they help avoid a structurally more complex VS construction with free pro-
nouns, and so reduce the friction between inherited and convergent structures. 
4.3 Verb-subject inversion 
Finally, the Mark corpus shows similar rules as the Holzinger corpus for verb-sub-
ject inversion. Linear or formal inversion is triggered, as in German, by a third enti-
ty occupying the first sentence position. Short clitics are the preferred anaphoric 
device here: 
(27) Und har job jake rakeras, phenaso ap lende: (Mk 4: 2) 
and how he thus spoke-3sg said-3sg-cl on them-loc 
'And as he thus spoke, he said to them:' 
(28) Und an i rati dschajaso wi nach Betanien (Mk 11: 11) 
and in the night went-3sg-cl out to Bethany 
'And in the night he went out to Bethany' 
(29) Und kol dui matsche dajaso nina i zele menschende. ( M k 6 : 4 1 ) 
and these two fish gave-3sg-cl also the all people-loc 
'And he also distributed those two fish among all the people' 
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(30) Dann dschajaso an kol gaba (Mk 6: 6) 
then went-3sg-cl in these villages 
'Then he went to those villages' 
Frequently, inversion is triggered by the deictic koi copying German da, as in (31), 
where the corresponding German structure is da sagte er. 
(31) Und job putschas lester: 'Наг khareh tu?' 
and he asked-3sg him-abl how call-2sg you 
Koi phenaso: (Mk 5: 9) 
det said-3sg-cl 
'And he asked him: 'What is your name?' 
He said:' 
Connective inversion of the type encountered in the Holzinger corpus appears as 
well, though less frequently, possibly since we are dealing with a translation of a 
written text, and not with a narrative which is continuously being restructured and 
rearranged by the speaker: 
(32) Und jon luran koi pre, ob job les nina ар о heiligo 
and they waited-3pl dct up whether he him also on the holy 
diwes sasto krela. 
day healthy make-3sg-fut 
О 
Phenaso ap lende: (Mk 3: 2-4) 
said-3sg-cl on them-loc 
'And they waited (to see) whether he would also heal him on the Sabbath. 
О 
(And so) he said to them:' 
Alongside clitics, we find free pronouns in inversions as well. Again there are no 
obvious pragmatic conditions triggering the use of pronouns. Thus, in (33), the 
inverted subject pronoun refers to a continuous subject, but a disrupted topic. In 
(34) the pronoun represents a continuous topic, but a subject switch. Finally in (35) 
it is a continuous subject-topic: 
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(33) Job krajas lauter mischto. Kolen, kai schunen naschti gar, krel 
he did-3sg all good those-acc rel hear-3pl can not do-3sg 
job, te schunene (Mk 7: 37) 
he comp hear-3pl-cl 
'He did everything well. He causes those who can't hear to hear.' 
(34) Kol verspotteren les und tschungcren les an und peitscheren les wi 
those mock-3pl him and spit-3pl him on and whip-3pl him out 
und maren les. Und pal trin diwesa stel job pale pre. (Mk 10: 34) 
and kill-3pl him and after three days stand-3sg he again up 
'They will mock him, spit at him, whip him, and kill him. And three days later he will rise 
back to life.' 
(35) Und an koi' momenta, har job dran о pani dschajas, dikas job, kai о 
and in that moment bow he from the water went-3sg saw-3sg he that the 
bolepen krajas pes pre. (Mk 1: 10) 
heaven did-3sg refl up 
'And just as he came out of the water, he saw heaven opening' 
Thus, in the Mark corpus, we find free pronouns gaining ground in postverbal posi-
tion as well.. 
4.4 A quantitative evaluation 
It is now time to turn to a quantitative evaluation of the extent to which complex 
syntactic constructions rely on specific anaphoric devices in the corpus, and of the 
distribution of subject clitics. The first is illustrated by Table 2. 
Adverbial subordinations overwhelmingly draw on free pronouns with SV 
order. A similar tendency can be observed in factual embeddings (complements and 
relative clauses), though here short clitics with VS order also occur (often triggered 
by modality-like constructions, as pointed out above), while long clitics tend to 
attach to the conjunction, showing in such cases SV order. On the other hand, both 
/е-constructions and inversions rely heavily on short clitics, which is also the gen-
eral tendency in conditional clauses introduced by te. In short, there is a clear pref-
erence for clitics in syntactic constructions that demand VS order. 
Conversely, the employment of free pronouns in complex syntactic construc-
tions depends on the degree to which the subject is permitted to assume a prever-
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Table 2 
Mark Corpus: Use of anaphoric dcvices in syntactic constructions 
Adverbial subord. 
Total Short clitics Long clitics Free pronouns 
48 (100%) 2(4%) 46 SV* (96%) 
Compl./relat. clauses 
Follows conj. 
Attaches to verb 
(in 1 case to hi) 
Follows refl. pron. 
Follows obj. pron. 
82 (100%) 16(19.5%) 46 SV (56%) 




1 ( 1 . 2 % ) 
/е-compl/modal compl 
Follows refl. pron. 
Attaches to verb 
87 (100%) 75 (86%) 
3 (3.5%) 
3 (3.5%) 
6 VS (7%) 
Conditional clauses : (100%) (61%) 1 (5%) 6 VS (34%) 
VS inversion 
Attaches to verb 
Follows refl. pron. 




* Free pronouns show SV order in adverbial clauses, factual complements and relative clauses, but VS 
in Ге-constructions (modal, purpose, and conditional clauses) as well as, by definition, VS inversions 
bal position. The more rigid the rule for postverbal placement of the subject, the 
stronger the tendency to use clitics. In the case of inversions, however, the rule on 
postverbal positioning of the subject is borrowed from German. It appears to have 
been initially realized entirely by clitics, but is gradually admitting free pronouns, 
thus conforming even more closely to the German model. Yet one must keep in 
mind that the occurrence of full pronouns in inversion constructions is marginal 
considering their general distribution in the language, and that the 44 cases of 
inverted free pronouns are an almost meaningless fraction of the total occurrences 
of free pronouns in the corpus. 
The results could be considered to harmonize with Holzinger's (1993) conti-
nuity hierarchy if adverbial clauses were assumed or found to show emphasized 
subjects or subject switches, whereas purpose clauses and modal clauses were to be 
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Table 3 
Mark София: Distribution of clitics 
Short forms Long forms 
Total 193 (100%) 
Adverbial subord. 2 ( 1 % ) 
Compl./relat.clauses 16(8%) 
Follows conj. 
Attaches to verb 
Follows refl. pron. 
Follows obj. pron. 
/е-compl./modal complements 75 (39%) 
Follows refl. pron. 
Attaches to verb 










VS inversion 88 (45.5%) 
Attaches to verb 







considered as having high topic and subject continuity, and inversions to constitute 
a mixed type. However, above we have already seen that the use of pronouns and 
clitics in the Mark corpus does not necessarily follow the continuity hierarchy pos-
tulated by Holzinger. 
Let us now approach the same data from a different perspective, and examine 
the distribution of subject clitics in various syntactic environments (Table 3). 
The crucial observation is that the distribution of clitics is connected to specif-
ic structural devices. Short clitics mainly appear in inversions, and in te-cnhance-
rnents, which, if one adds conditional clauses to modal complements and purpose 
clauses, amount to as high a score as attained for inversions. In other words, some 
90% of short clitics occur in constructions in which VS order is not an option, but 
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is obligatory. Of those, only the case for connective inversion could actually be 
challenged on the grounds that they are subject to speaker's choice, rather than syn-
tactic constraints or conditions. But the choice pertains to the type of serialization 
or chaining device itself; once alternative devices such as adverbs or conjunctions 
are rejected, treating the preceding clause as a thematic point of departure will auto-
matically trigger VS order in the following clause. Such constructions are quite 
straightforward and easy to recognize in the corpus. They always appear in clause-
initial position and show a tight thematic link with the preceding clause. But they 
are also much less frequent than cases of formalized (linear) inversion, and so even 
if interpreted differently than along the lines followed here, they are unlikely to 
influence the general picture obtained. 
Long clitics arc somewhat more evenly distributed, but their most salient fea-
ture in opposition to the short clitics is their possible placement following conjunc-
tions and pronouns, which altogether accounts for more than 50% of their occur-
rences. Their striking prcscncc, compared with the short forms, in embedded com-
plements and relative clauses is due to this feature. On the whole, the confused pic-
ture that emerges for long form clitics may be taken to reflect their general retreat 
in the language. With merely 39 occurrences in the Mark corpus, long clitics are a 
marginal phenomenon in the dialect, a result supported by Holzinger's observa-
tions. Short clitics, on the other hand, may be said to be able to survive through spe-
cialization for certain syntactic constructions. 
5. Conclusion 
While clitics are generally retreating in Romani, short form clitics arc able to sur-
vive in Sinti through specialization for certain syntactic constructions, namely those 
in which postvcrbal placement of the subject anaphor is obligatory. There are essen-
tially two such devices: The first is inherited from Common Romani and includes 
/e-enhancements in their various functions, such as purpose clauses, modal com-
plements, and conditionals. The other, verb-subject inversion, especially in its for-
malized version, is borrowed from German. The role that clitics assume is still con-
nected to their older function as anaphoric reference devices, though it is argued 
here that their distribution is now governed predominantly by syntactic rules, rather 
than by their hierarchical status on a scale of referential continuity. It is therefore 
difficult to regard their change in function as a genuine case of exaptation in the 
sense proposed by Lass (1990), and documented for the active participles with 
adjectival agreement in other dialects of Romani (Matras 1995a). One might 
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instead choose to view clitics and free pronouns as an inherited opposition gradu-
ally assuming a new complementary distribution. 
Thus, the following scenario can be postulated for the role of subject clitics and 
their development in Sinti: The language inherits two sets of overt anaphoric refer-
ence devices: emphatic free pronouns that appear mostly in preverbal position, and 
continuous (long) clitics that appear in postverbal position. These devices are 
rearranged as the language undergoes convergence of word order and other syntac-
tic patterns with those of the contact language, German. Clitics are gradually 
restricted to syntactic constructions in which VS order is obligatory. One of those 
is inherited, as Sinti preserves the rule on VS order in /e-constructions. Here, it was 
argued, clitics help reduce the friction which arises through the retention of a non-
convergent structure. The other, verb-subject inversion, is a result of Sinti-German 
convergence of word order patterns. Clitics now appear here, while zero anaphora 
is compromised. Free pronouns arc reserved for other constructions. They gain 
ground in environments which now, due to convergence with German, favor SV 
order: adverbial clauses, (factual) embeddings, and relative clauses. In addition, of 
course, they assume the function of pronominal or overt anaphoric reference in the-
matic sentences. As a result of this rearrangement in the distribution of subject 
clitics and free pronouns, and especially as a result of the formalization of their dis-
tribution, at least in some environments, clitics on the whole become less continu-
ous, and free pronouns become less emphatic. Finally, at a stage the beginning of 
which may be observed especially in the Mark corpus, we are confronted with the 
gradual appearance of free pronouns in postverbal position as well. This may be 
motivated by the German model for inversions, which, German having no subject 
clitics, makes use of free pronouns; but it can also be observed in some /e-clauses 
which have lost or partially lost their modality feature. At any rate, the infiltration 
of postvcrbal positions by free pronouns reinforces the beginning retreat of subject 
clitics, a development already evident through the reduction of long forms to short 
forms in positions immediately following the verb, and the fact that the original 
long forms are rather scarce. 
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NORBERT BORETZKY 
Abstract 
Romani has been influenced by a number of European contact languages, as a rule particular dialects 
by particular European languages. The extent of borrowing is greatest in the lexicon, but the contact 
languages have left their traces in the grammar as well. An important number of grammatical cate-
gories appears to have been created or at least shaped by this influence, not only via direct borrowing 
of markers ot other structures, but also by calquing foreign expressions, either by literal translation if 
this was feasible, or by rendering them according to the original sense. In this paper, some of these 
processes are discussed, among them the creation of expressions for future, permissive, modal con-
structions, superlative, infinitive, and perfect. 
1. General remarks 
During its European history Romani has experienced a lot of foreign influences, 
which as a rule did not alter the overall character of the language (cf. Boretzky 
1996a), but which in individual dialects amounted to a high degree of extrasystem-
ically conditioned change. For contact linguistics, the study of Romani interfer-
ences is especially interesting because particular dialects got into contact with var-
ious languages of Europe, thus opening up the possibility of comparative studies. 
We can state that, within Europe, there is no other language that underwent such 
different influences as Romani. Influence affected all levels of the language, most 
vigorously the lexicon (cf. Boretzky 1992; Vekerdi 1980), less importantly the sound 
types and the phonological system of the dialects (cf. Boretzky-Igla 1993), and to 
a varying degree the morphological system. Foreign morphemes of word formation 
can be found in nearly all dialects, whereas inflectional morphemes in the strict 
sense of the word are seldom borrowed (cf. Boretzky-Igla 1991). A little more fre-
quent is borrowing of independent markers (functional words). Dialects spoken 
north of the Balkanic region appear to have been heavily influenced by the word 
order rules of the contact languages (Slavic languages, German, Hungarian; cf. 
Boretzky 1996d). In this paper, indirect influences upon morphology, i.e. the cre-
ation of new grammatical categories under the influence of contact languages, but 
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formed by indigenous means, are examined. Most of these processes can be char-
acterized as grammatical calquing. We are going to discuss here some of the more 
important and more widespread phenomena that have not been dealt with to date in 
special publications.1 For reasons of space, we have restricted ourselves to collect-
ing the data and providing evidence for the interference argument as opposed to the 
internal development argument, but we did not attempt to show how the new struc-
tures interacted with the existing ones. 
2. New categories in Romani 
For reasons of space we are concentrating on categories that can be assumed to 
have not existed or have not been fully shaped in pre-European times of Romani, 
leaving aside categories that must have existed but have been reshaped under the 
influence of European languages. Some items will remain controversial, mainly 
because we have no Romani texts written prior to or immediately after the Romas' 
immigration to Europe, and because language material appropriate for linguistic 
studies is only available from the 19th century on. What we can do, then, is to draw 
conclusions from the state of the various dialects about the state of the language 
immediately prior to the immigration, not about the whole period between the emi-
gration from India and the arrival at Anatolia. 
2.1. Future formation 
2.1.1. Future formed by kam- 'love' and mang- 'ask, demand' 
We cannot claim with certainty that, before contact with Greek, there was no 
future category in Romani, since the expanded form of the present ending in -a 
(ker-av-a) is used in some varieties of Vlach as well as in Central dialects for 
expressing future events. In other Central dialects and in Sinti, however, it is not 
strictly separated from the true present, and in South Balkanic dialects, as e.g. in 
Arii, Erli, Bugurdzi, Drindari etc., it is reserved to present tense. Therefore, it is not 
very clear what the original function of this form was like. In my opinion, the a-
form was an unspecified present that could be used as a future too, whereas the 
short form (ker-av) originally functioned as a subjunctive but later on became con-
fused with the old present form in practically all dialects. In dialects receiving a 
1 From the very beginning of Romani studies scholars have drawn attention to the extensive 
amount of loan elements in this language. Details have been mentioned in many books and articles, 
but no special study has been dedicated to this topic. For linguistic orientation about the phenomena 
of interference in general cf. Boretzky-Igla (1994b) 
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new future morphology the long form specialized for the present, but in Central 
Europe it continued to serve for both present and future; cf. Table 1. 
Table 1 
Types of future formation 
present subjunctive future 
Type I ker-el-a/ker-el te ker-el ker-el-a 
Type II ker-el te ker-el ker-el-a (and innovations) 
Type III ker-el-a (ker-el) te ker-el (innovations) 
Central dialects preserved type I, type II is represented by some Vlach dialects 
(varieties of Kaldcras and Lovari), and type III with an obligatory new future is 
found among the South Balkanic dialects. 
In this reconstruction, the a-form is conceived of as an old (perhaps emphatic) 
present, which in default of a specific future form served as a future as well (cf. the 
unmarked present-future in German). 
Under the influence of the Balkanic languages, and Greek in the first line, a 
periphrastic future was formed with the aid of the verb 'love, want', as has been 
known for a long time.2 Today this verb appears in reduced form in the Balkanic 
languages, but in former times it was recognizable as such and could be translated 
into Romani; cf. the following constructions in Greek: déXw vá > dé va > Oá (the 
intermediate stage is partially preserved in Greek dialects); Alb.: do të (do is not 
distinguished from the full verb 'love, want'!); Bulg.: ste + present, in dialects also 
ste da + present < xàste da; in dialects inflected sta/stes/ste etc. functions as an 
independent verb 'want, will' even today; Rum.: voi/vei/va + infinitive, but in the 
colloquial language о sä + subjunctive is used more frequently. 
Thus it was not difficult for the Romani speakers to copy this model in the 
form of kamav te kerav, kames te keres, kamel te kerel, etc. Later this construction 
was reduced to kama-, kam- and ka-, respectively, and combined with the mere sub-
junctive, i.e. kama-kerel/kam-kerel/ka-kerel, under foreign influence rather than in 
an internal process of grammaticalization. The most frequent form is ka-, but the 
other two also survived. Besides this grammaticalized form the old unreduced con-
struction kamel te kerel has been preserved with its literal sense, which means that 
there occurred a functional split. 
2 Pott, who had little knowledge of the Balkanic dialects, mentions kam-ela only as a modal 
verb ( 1844; I, 360fT), but already Paspati ( 1870, 1010 and Miklosich (1881,101) derived kam/ka from 
кат-el relating this process to Greek OéÀei va > 9á. 
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One might argue against this view on the basis that a verb 'want, will' has been 
used in many languages for forming a future and that it is not cogent to assume 
Balkanic influence, but the details speak in favour of the Balkanic option, and 
moreover, this future form is not found to the North of the Vlach dialects, where 
there were no languages that could have served as a model. Also, it is rather unlikely 
that the Northern dialects should have known this future formation, but lost it later 
under the influence of the new contact languages without leaving traces. Apparently, 
the Balkanic Romani dialects did not develop this future at the first contact with 
Greek, but only after a long-lasting coexistence with the Balkanic languages. 
Besides this construction there is another, especially in Drindari of Bulgaria, 
making use of the verb mang- 'ask, demand, want', which is reduced to ma- (ma-) 
(see Gilliat-Smith 1913-14, 277). From a semantic point of view, this formation is 
as plausible as that with kam-. There is, however, another possibility for deriving 
ma-, namely from kama- (cf. above) by reducing the first syllable. (By the way, the 
origin of the second a is not clear, and kama-kerel e.g. in Southern Gurbet has the 
function of a conditional rather than of future tense, but it cannot be doubted that it 
is derived from кат-el.) A decision in favour of one of these suggestions will only 
be possible if forms less reduced than ma-, something like mang-kerel, are found. 
In view of the fact that for Bulgaria there are no texts prior to the last century, the 
question might never be settled.3 
2.1.2. Future formed by an equivalent of 'have' 
Another future formation seems to be copied from Bulgarian-Macedonian (and 
perhaps Albanian) models. As is known, there is another possibility in Bulgarian 
for expressing the negated future, not by 'will', but by the verb 'have': 
(1) njama da ida / nema da idam 'I won't go' 
i.e. with the aid of an auxiliary already reduced to a non-inflected particle njamal nema. 
In Macedonian dialects even positive constructions containing ima da are in 
use for the future. To be sure, there is no verb for 'have' in Romani, si / naj 'is / isn't' 
+ accusative being used instead; cf. si / naj man / tut / les.4 Apparently, naj for 
3 Kenrick (1967, 77) has mà for the positive, and nâma ma or nâma tâ for the negative future. 
At least the last form looks much like a contamination of Romani na ma (NEG-FUT) and Bulgarian 
njama da (dial, nema da)\ See also the following section. 
4 Modem Indie languages do possess a verb for 'have', but in some of them a construction com-
parable to the Romani one is in use; e.g. in Punjabi (local) 'be ' + genitive: munde da baut vadda sir 
si 'the boy had a very big head'. This may be an old construction in the languages of the Indian sub-
continent, and therefore an inherited category in Romani. 
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'haven't ' was utilized in order to copy the Bulgarian and Macedonian construc-
tions, thus resulting in naj te dzav / te dzas / te dial etc. 
Sometimes even a positive future is formed, i.e. the construction si te dzav may 
be used with both necessive and future meaning ('I have to go' and 'I will go'). The 
positive meaning may result from a process of generalization, but it is equally pos-
sible that it goes back to Slavic dialectal usage. Some examples: 
(2) ma dara, nanc te őhingarol tut о phral tukc 
'don't be afraid, your brother will not scold you' (Prilep)5 
(3) tut me nisar ninaj te mukav 
'I won't abandon you under any circumstances' 
(Vlach, Bulgaria; Romane svjati gilja 1933, 43) 
In Gegue (Northern) Albanian the future is generally formed with the aid o f ' h a v e ' 
+ infinitive; e.g. кат me shkue 'I'll go' as well as s' кат me shkue 'I won't go'. 
This had repercussions in various dialects spoken in Kosova: 
(4) dik so hi ma te kerav tumara dizake 
'look, what I will do to your town!' (Prizren) 
(5) kan ka dikhel mo dad о Sandani, ov si tc mangel les tuke 
'as soon as my father will catch sight of the candle-stick, he will demand it from you' (Bugurdii) 
2.1.3. Future formed by 'go' 
In Welsh Romani a sort of future is formed by dzava te etc. 'I am going to...'. It is 
self-evident that here the English construction has been the model for Romani, 
since there is nothing comparable found in any other dialect: wherever 'go' is con-
structed together with the subjunctive, it preserves the original meaning. Examples 
from Wales (cf. Sampson 1926, 191): 
(6) ake me diava te xà 'now I am going to get my dinner' 
(7) briäindo dzala te del 'it is going to rain' 
5 Where no sources are given, the examples are taken from Boretzky 1993a (Bugurdii), Boretzky 
1994a (KalderaS) and from unpublished recordings of N. Boretzky and B. Igla (for D?.ambazi, Gurbet, 
Prilep dialect, Arli). 
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In the second case 'go' has lost the connotation of moving from one place to 
another (cf. Hopper-Traugott 1993, Iff and 6 If), and it is clear that by this step the 
construction has become a futurum proximum. This construction of English could 
not be imitated in all details by the Romani speakers, simply because an equivalent 
for -ing in Romani, -indosl-indoj, has fallen out of use in Welsh Romani. It has to 
be emphasized here that such incongruencies between languages in contact are 
nearly never a hindrance for interference. Some linguists have claimed that in order 
to prove interference (as opposed to internal development) the rules of the model 
language must have been copied in all details, but this view is not tenable in view 
of our experiences with language interference (for the arguments cf. Boretzky 1986; 
1993c). 
2.1.4. Future formed by 'take' 
In dialects spoken in Russia and the Ukraine a future construction containing l-el 
' take' is found, the auxiliary being inflected for person; cf. lav te kerav / les te keres / 
lel îe kerel etc. (cf. Wentzel 1983, 72, 77). 
Similar constructions can be found in other dialects too, e.g. in South Balkanic 
ones, although here paratactic constructions of the type lav thaj kerav 'I take and 
make' seem to prevail. However, the meaning is different from that found in Russia: 
'begin to do' or 'take to doing' and similar. It cannot be excluded that in the course of 
natural, internal evolution an erstwhile ingressive has changed into a future, but in our 
case this is less likely since there is a model for the future function of the construction 
discussed here. Besides the normal East Slavic future formed by budu + infinitive or 
by the simple present form of the perfective verb there is an Ukrainian formation mak-
ing use of a verb 'take'; cf. cytaty-mu / cytaty-mes / cytaty-me etc.6 
(8) me na lava tusa [te] paruvav 'I'll not change with you' (Dobrovol'skij 1908, 24). 
Apparently, the marker is derived from an old inf. jati, pres. imu, imes, imet' etc. 
'take', which survived in a prefixed form only: Ukr. uzjaty,prijnjaty and Russ. vz-jat', 
pri-n-jat' and others. This Ukrainian construction may have influenced Romani, 
whereby the semantic content, but not the morphosyntactic rules of the model had 
been adopted. We have to take into account that future expressions formed with the 
aid of 'take' are rare in Europe. Sure, the preconditions for such a future form to 
come into being were favourable since there were the inherited ingressive con-
structions mentioned above, but we have to ask ourselves why it is only in 
Ukrainian and Russian environment that this future form arose. We may add here 
6 This connection has already been detected by Miklosich (1881, 101). 
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that even in Old Russian front the 14th-15th century on future-like constructions 
emerged that made use of jati, pres. imu etc. (not to be confused with imam etc. 
'have'), and further with pocnu/ucnu 'begin' which besides their future function all 
preserved the connotation of beginning (see Kiparsky 1967, 234). Thus it is not 
unlikely that Gypsies in South Russia became acquainted with such constructions. 
2.1.5. Future formed by 'become' 
In Russia, there is a different construction competing with 'take', formed with the 
aid of 'come = become' av-ela. According to Eloeva-Rusakov (1990, 15) it is 
found only rarely in North-Russian Romani, but there is much evidence for it in the 
texts of Dobrovol'skij (1908). The two authors derive avela te kerel 'he will do' 
correctly from Russ. budet delal ': 
(9) isce fcdyr tut avela te zaline 'she will love you even more' 
In the same paragraph there is a future formed by lela 'take' in a sentence with 
nearly identical wording: 
(10) ta jou tut iSce fedyr lela te zaline 'and she will love you even more' (p. 11) 
Besides those two possibilities the present ending in -a can be used for future, 
which means that no standard form has been developed. 
2.1.6. Non-marking of future 
In Sinti (Finck 1903, 10; Holzinger 1993, 98) future is not formally distinguished 
from present; the long forms ending in -ava, -eha, -ela etc. are in use for the pre-
sent and the future as well, whereas the short forms -av, -es, -el etc. have predom-
inantly present value. But even to them future meaning may be attached. This merg-
er of functions within one form is in congruence with the usage of the present form 
in German, where in colloquial style the marked future ich werde gehen occurs 
rather seldom, and this makes us believe that the merger was effected by German 
influence or, at least, that a possible non-distinction of the two tenses was rein-
forced by German. Furthermore, this argument is supported by what will be called 
here cumulative evidence. As we were able to demonstrate, there is a number of dif-
ferent future formations all displaying parallels to their respective contact languages. 
Only those dialects that use the long form in -a exclusively as future or in a 
modal sense with future connotation, developed forms clearly independent of con-
tact languages. These arc varieties of Kalderas and Lovari, and perhaps some of the 
Central dialects. Lipa (1965, 37f) claims that pres. phen-av and fut. phen-ava are 
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strictly distinguished in Slovakian Romani (or in some varieties only?). According 
to Barannikov (1934, 95), this holds for the dialects spoken in the Ukraine and 
South Russia, but in Dobrovol'skij (1908) the long form is used indiscriminately for 
both tenses. It is perhaps for that reason that future variants formed by the auxil-
iaries tela and avela were gaining ground. 
The dialect of Finland is similar to the Central dialects (cf. Thesleff 1901, 120), 
and in the dialect of Wales both forms are used for the present, but for the future 
the long form is preferred (Sampson 1926, 189). Here the question arises if this 
dialect has been for some time under the influence of German. Apparently, the 
English future formed by will (shall) has not been copied. 
2.2. Permissive constructions 
In the Balkanic languages the verb 'let' has been grammaticalized for expressing 
adhortative, permissive, optative and even concessive meanings, the imperative 
form of 'let' serving as a basis for grammaticalization. As is usual in such processes 
this form was partially phonetically reduced; cf. Greek афрае > а а е àç, Slavic 
nechaj/nech + -ka (particle) > пека/пек (da)\ Alb. le të and Rum. lasä (the last two 
without reduction). 
Romani has utilized the imperative form of mek-elhnukh-el, mek/muk in the 
same way as the Balkanic models did but, as far as I can see, not with the same mul-
titude of functions. The Greek model àç was transparent enough to be translated into 
Romani, since it does not differ much from the imperative aor. àoe even in its recent 
form. In addition, this particle is used as a marker of both adhortative and permissive, 
mostly in the third person, less often in the first person, but apparently not in the sec-
ond person, where simple vá 'that' is sufficient. The concessive marker is KI àç 
'even if'. This particle can also be combined with the imperfect, a construction 
which, to my knowledge, is not possible in Romani. It is conspicuous that the finite 
verb is immediately linked with aç, i.e. an earlier vá 'that' has been abandoned, if 
the verb immediately follows àç. Examples from Greek (Mackridge 1987, 298): 
(11) Аç ларе KI ègEÎç 'let us go too!' (adhortative) 
(12) a ç gíiv ëpôovv, à<poû ôé 0éXouv 
'may they not come, if they don't want to!' (permissive) 
(13) a ç TÓV vá Ttáei 'let him go!' 
(14) ëXa cnó raxpro paç , KI à ç <pépeiç ка1 TÓV ávSpa aov 
'join our party, even if you bring with you your husband!' (concessive) 
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It is possible that in Albanian this element has even more functions, but since this 
language was a contact language for only a few Kosova dialects of Romani, we will 
not go into details. For the time being nothing can be said about possible further 
influences of Albanian upon the local dialects. 
In Bulgarian, the third person forms arc used with adhortative, pennissive and 
optative senses, and with the lsg a demand addressed to the ego is expressed, 
whereas concessive use is not possible. As in the two other languages, the particle 
neka can be combined with past tenses (cf. Gramatika III, 1994, 70f). 
Rum. lasä cä is restricted to the concessive function: 'even if; it's not only that 
... but'. Rumanian differs from the other languages in that factive cä, not the non-
factive sä is used. 
For Romani I was not able to find other than the third person forms combined 
with тек . This restriction may be caused by the fact that the simple subjunctive has 
a variety of functions, including that of the adhortative. However, in other dialects 
constructions of т е к with 1 sg can be found (see below). Examples from Kalderas 
(Boretzky 1994a): 
(15) muk te zan ande kutari kutari plajin 
'let them go to that and that mountain' (adhortative) 
(16) muk te zantar, phenka, von i kagja mule 
'may they go, he said, they are dead (i.e. they will die) anyway' (permissive) 
(17) mek te del о del kagja i majangle 
'may God arrange it that way in future too' (optative) 
Whenever meklmuk appears in combination with other persons, like in (18), it must 
be understood as a request addressed to another person rather than to the ego or to 
the speaker's own group; for the latter, the mere subjunctive would suffice; cf. (19): 
(18) mek te zas khare 'let/permit us (to) go home' (lpl.) 
(19) te zas khare 'let's go home' 
Uhlik (1974, 76) gives some examples for the lsg that are difficult to translate, 
because the antecedent clauses are not real conditionals: 
(20) kana d2i kathe peradilem, muk mardivav jodzi d2i agoreste 
'if I have been turned down to this point, let me perish completely' 
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(21) te xasardem mo chelipe, т е к xasardem les, naj mae khonik bango 
'if I have spoilt my playing, let it be spoilt, nobody else is responsible for it!' 
A better example can be quoted from Slovakian Romani (Lípa 1963, 131): 
(22) mi koral'uvav, te na cacipen, te pheras kerav! 
'let me become blind, if it is not true, if I am joking!' 
In Kalderas, there seems to exist a kind of concessive construction in addition to 
the permissive and adhortative ones, but since the sentences are elliptic, with the 
main clause lacking, we cannot be sure if this is a standard function of тек: 
(23) т а т е к tu ko popravisajli, ko naj viäe kodeja so sas, ... 
approximately: 'but even if she mended her ways, if she isn't any longer what she was, ... (to be 
added: 'even that wouldn't help') 
(24) т а т е к tu, phrala, phenko, i te sutján (sc. munro gazasa), ... 
'but even if you slept (sc. with my wife), brother, he said - (to be complemented by: 'even that 
wouldn't matter') 
In view of the fact that this dialect is heavily influenced by Rumanian, it is very 
likely that the model for the constructions quoted here has been Rum. lasâ çâ, the 
more so as тек ke (with factive 'that') instead of the more widespread тек te has 
been used. 
Mek has been reduced to mi in Slovakian Romani and in Southern Poland—a 
normal process in progressive grammaticalization (cf. Lípa 1963, 131): 
(25) u amaro cavo pas amende mi besel 
'and our son may stay with us' (Kopernicki 1930, 87) 
It is an open question if negated *mek te na avel is possible, as for instance in Greek 
(cf. cxç pqv сше^Л1^о0р.аате 'let us not despair!') and in other contact languages. 
2.3. Modals and modal constructions 
Modal auxiliaries and particles have been borrowed from the contact languages into 
a variety of Romani dialects. Besides the inherited кат-el te 'love, wish, want' and 
mang-el te 'want, ask' for volition, saj 'can jnasti (te) 'cannot' for possibility and 
dzan-el te 'know how to' for ability, si te 'must' for necessitiy and some other 
periphrastic expressions like kampel 'have to', a lot of direct loans are in use: 
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mozinel and dali 'can', trom-al (in all dialccts) and darfte / tref te 'dare to, to be 
allowed to', birin-el, sabadno, hodno te 'to be able to', trubul / trebola / treba te 'it 
is necessary', mora, musaj/moste and prepi 'must' , valjazla 'it is appropriate'. 
The multitude of direct loans gives reason to suspect that even among the 
expressions formed by Romani elements some may be of foreign origin, calqued 
from Greek and other languages, e.g. the constructions si te, dzan-el te, kampel, as 
well as a peculiar dative construction met with in various Balkanic dialects: 
(26) so hala pes tuke? 
'what would you like to eat?' (Bugurdii, Boretzky 1993a). 
Doubtlessly, this is a caique of Serbian ne jede mi se 'I don't want to eat' and the like. 
Since the means for expressing modalities have been described in detail in 
Boretzky (1994b; 1996b), nothing more will be said here on this subject. 
Conditional sentences arc constructed in Romani dialects according to a vari-
ety of models, some of them giving the impression to be calqued, too. This is most 
probable for one construction found in Greek and in Macedonian Romani being 
made up of the future particle plus the imperfect tense, e.g. ka keravas 'I would 
do/would have done', Greek 8á exava (for the details cf. Boretzky 1993b). 
2.4. The formation of the prepositional system 
The Romani noun inflection is characterized by a system of eight cases that arc 
nominally identical with those of Old Indie, but do not continue the old case forms, 
most of the case morphemes going back to former postpositions. In addition, 
European Romani developed a rich system of prepositions from former locative 
adverbs and to a lesser degree from loeative nouns. Old postpositions arc not extant 
in any dialect, but in Finnish Romani there are tendencies to convert prepositions 
into postpositions, apparently under the influence of the contact language. 
As far as we can see, the prepositional system was created by the concurrence 
of some factors, but it is completely clear that it was not achieved by a shift of old 
postpositions into pre-nominal position. First it has to be emphasized that even in 
Modern Indie languages at least some prepositions can be found. There is an 
ambivalent case in Hindi and Punjabi, where bina functions cither as a post- or a 
preposition, cf. for Hindi N-ke bina or bind N-ke 'without N'. 
Also, Dardic languages of Northwest India, which are said to have played a role 
in the formation of Romani, have a few prepositions that can even be agglutinated to 
the noun (cf. Edel'man 1983, 306). Therefore, it cannot be excluded that a few prepo-
sitions of Romani directly originate from old prepositions. This may be the case with 
hi 'without' and vas 'because of, for', which arc unusual in governing other cases 
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than nominative/locative: bi is constructed with the genitive, vas with the dative. 
(Perhaps the old adposition andar 'from, out of ' < Ol antardt 'id.' was in use as a 
preposition, too.) It is possible that for some time bi could occur in both positions, 
i.e. N-GEN bi and bi N-GEN. Under the influence of Persian, which uses bi (older 
be) as a preposition (and as a prefix) it might have been consolidated in prenominal 
position, but this assumption would not explain why bi governs the genitive. 
The prepositional system of Persian (see Jensen 1931, 179ff) shows some sim-
ilarities with that of Romani, but we cannot claim with certainty that it exerted an 
influence on Romani. We will give here some details together with their Romani 
parallels: 
(a) There are a few old prepositions combined directly with the noun, as az 
' f rom' , ba 'in, at, on' , dar 'in', bi (be) 'without', td 'to, till', which are roughly par-
alleled by the Romani local cases and related categories as well as by the preposi-
tions ke (kia), tar (kotar) and te, the latter being etymologically related to the case 
morphemes -ke (dative), -tar (ablative) and -te (locative). Since except for -rá there 
are no postpositions in Persian, there is a slight possibility that this or closely relat-
ed languages may have triggered the development towards a prepositional system 
in Romani. 
The rest of the Persian prepositions are construed together with the so-called 
Izafet particle. 
(b) Some of these elements stem from locative adverbs or nouns, as pes 'front, 
foreside', zër 'lower part', pahlû 'side', tit 'inner part, middle', bald 'above, up'. 
When Romani came into contact with Persian or related languages, it had elements 
very similar in character to the Persian ones: the adverbs itpre/itpral 'above', 
teleltelal 'below', angle 'in front', *pale/palal 'behind', and the nouns pas 'side' 
and maskar 'middle'. We can imagine, therefore, that the Romani speakers identi-
fied their elements with the Persian ones and began to use them not only as adverbs 
but as prepositions. We have to take into account that the eight cases of Romani did 
not suffice to express all the meanings conveyed by the adverbs/prepositions listed 
above. 
(c) Some Persian elements are derived from other nouns, especially from terms 
of body parts: sar 'head' > 'on, above', röy 'face' > ' o n \ pust 'back' > 'behind'; 
without Izafet construction bar 'top of the head, height, bosom' > 'on, over'. For 
them, no corresponding elements can be found in Romani (perhaps with the excep-
tion of ma-muj 'opposite' < muj 'face, mouth'). 
As we have seen, there are some parallels with Persian, but the similarities 
between Romani and Greek are by far more conspicuous. It has to be pointed out 
that Greek underwent a far-reaching change. Whereas the Old Greek system dis-
plays typically Indo-European structures with one preposition governing more than 
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one case and having a couple of quite different meanings, Modern Greek differs 
radically from the old language: it preserved only a few simple prepositions, and 
these correspond to the cases or to some simple prepositions of Romani. All other 
meanings are expressed by secondary prepositions composed of locative adverbs 
(of the type 'near, below, above') plus one of the basic elements at, roughly ' in' , 
and ánó, roughly 'from'. In the course of change at became a neutralized, seman-
tically vague element capable of expressing a variety of local and purely grammat-
ical relations (e.g. as a dative marker). 
Now, much speaks in favour of the assumption that the secondary prepositions 
of Greek served as a model for Romani. Romani had locative adverbs correspond-
ing to those of Greek, and since in Greek these adverbs continued to be used as 
adverbs, it was possible to identify with them the Romani adverbs and create a set 
of new prepositions. This was only possible with Greek as a model; the Slavic lan-
guages preserved the simple prepositions of the Indo-European type, which could 
not be translated or indirectly imitated. In what follows we will give a detailed com-
parison of Greek and Romani. 
(a) simple prepositions of Greek and their equivalents in Romani (Table 2): 
Table 2 
Primary prepositions 
Greek Romani Greek Romani 
ум ' fo r ' = dative oá 'in; dative' = locative/dative 
pe 'with ' = instrumental tbç 'to, until' = dzi 
ánó ' f rom' = ablative or katar ' f rom' 
or andar ' from, out o f XWpiç 'without' = hi- (with genitive) 
In terms of function, these are the abstract grammatical cases as well as the 
basic local cases. The genitive of Greek (at least in the sg.) cannot be replaced by 
prepositions, and that is probably the reason why it was preserved in Romani too. 
As for the dative, it has been abandoned very early in Greek, but it is in full vigour 
in Romani as a grammatical case. There arc nearly no tendencies to substitute pre-
positions for it. 
(b) prepositions derived from adverbs in both languages (Table 3): 
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p é a a 'in it' > péaoc a é ' in ' = andre > andelanidre 
à v à p e a a 'in between' > ávápeacx a é 'between ' = maskar 'middle ' > maskar 
K o v t á 'near ' > Kovxá aé ' nea r ' and 
nXáyx 'side, beside it' > nXáyt a é 'at, near ' = pas ' s idс' tpase 'beside it' > p a s ( a ) 'a t ' 
návco 'above' > nàvco a é à n ô 'on, above' = opre/opral > pelaplupr 
rára 'below, down' > катсо à n ô 'under ' = tele/telal > tal(al) 
ц п р о а ш 'in front ' > p n p o a i á a é 'in front o f ' = angtetanglal > angla 
niacn 'behind' > niaco à n ô 'behind' = palal > pat(a) 
yópo 'around' > yúpo à n ô 'around' = trujal > trujal 
népet 'over there' > n é p a à n ô 'beyond' = perdal (adv.?) > perdal 
As can be seen from this comparison, the special local cases of both languages 
agree in detail. In Greek, the simple preposition ало plays an important role as a 
second constituent, and it may be therefore that in Rotnani the new prepositions 
have been derived from the ablative adverb in -a/ rather than from the locative 
adverb in -e. It is very unlikely that there exists a Modern Indie language which 
would have a comparable set of adpositions, and that makes Greek influence high-
ly probable. When these Romani prepositions came into being under Greek influ-
ence, no restructuring from a postpositional to a prepositional system was neces-
sary, simply because the elements under discussion were innovations. As for the 
prepositions tar, ke and te, corresponding etymologically with the ablative, the 
dative and the locative respectively, there remains a diachronic problem. We do not 
know whether they once were postpositions or adpositions that could be used both 
before and after the noun, but even if they became established as postpositions, they 
might have changed their position under the new circumstances. That this is possi-
ble can be demonstrated by a syntactic change of precisely this kind in Finnish 
Romani (see Valtonen-Gilliat-Smith 1967). 
The temporal prepositions pexá and nprv ало are rendered in Romani by the 
originally local pala {paid) and anglal. Overall, then, there is an equivalent in 
Greek for each Romani secondary preposition, the most striking difference being 
that in Greek the adverb must be combined with a simple preposition (aé or ало, 
which in many instances are no longer in semantic contrast). At a first glance, it 
may seem that Romani has no equivalent for this oé, but we have to take into 
account that the secondary prepositions of Romani govern the locative (today with 
pronouns and sporadically also with nouns, but earlier perhaps throughout), which 
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is a good equivalent for the semantically bleached at. Thus, with all the differences 
on the expression side there is a considerable functional similarity. 
In both languages the distribution of simple and complex expressions is in agree-
ment with the assumptions of markedness (or naturalness) theory: the less marked cat-
egories have simpler or shorter expressions, and vice versa. Therefore, universal fac-
tors may have played a role in forming this distribution (cf. Mayerthaler 1981). 
It is possible that some Romani dialects present a transitional stage closer to 
the Greek original. In the texts published in Paspati (1870) the simple new prepo-
sitions seem to be lacking, complex constructions being used in their stead. The 
first elements preserved the full, unreduced adverbial form, e.g. andre instead of 
ande / and / an or dre, which shows the ancientness of the construction; the second 
clement is ke or te, i.e. old prepositions (etymologically identical with dative and 
locative respectively); cf. anglal t-i rakli 'in front of the girl'; andre t-o saraj 'into 
the palace'; tnamitj t-o dakar 'vis-à-vis the king' (598); katar k-o maskareder 'to 
the second (brother)' (600); palal t-o raklo о mulo 'behind the dead boy' (602); 
opre k-o cesmes 'upon the fountain', katar t-iflori 'out of gold coins' (606); telal 
t-o seran 'under the pillow' (614); with old dzi: dzi t-o коса 'up to the knees' (610). 
In the Paspatian dialect, this seems to be the only possible construction; I was 
not able to find simple andre / telal etc. + noun. To be sure, the distinction made in 
Greek between aé and ало cannot be rendered by Romani ke and te, but apart from 
this both languages do behave very similarly. The dialect of the Izmir Scpetcides 
(Heinschink-Zambakli-Heinschink 1994, 2), similar to Paspati's variety in many 
other details too (prep. te\), shows the same constructions: talal k-i prosik 'under 
the lawn', andre k-o dzuva 'among lice'; andre k-o mela 'amidst the filth'; katar 
k-o them 'out of the country', ko maskar k-o them 'to the center of the country'. 
[According to Windfuhr (1970, 277), in Persian Zargari the local adverbs seem to 
be used as postpositions (ami and opre with locative, avri with ablative, and 
andama 'together' < ócvxápa with genitive). Cf. also postpositional andre in dnj 
masekende andre in Paspati (1870, 626). Is this due to Turkish influence?] 
The fact that the new prepositions stem from original nouns or adverbs com-
bined with older prepositions, was already noted by Miklosich (1881, 67) and by 
Sampson (1926, 221), but those authors did not relate the rise of the new preposi-
tions with the structures of the Greek system. 
There is another preposition in Romani that probably owes its existence to for-
eign influence: kaj, kate. Originally kaj was an interrogative, 'where?', and kate an 
adverb and in some dialects an interrogative, 'here' and 'where?', but now both 
acquired additional funcions: kaj is in general use as 'at, with', and kate occurs with 
the same meaning in the Arli dialect. This double function is paralleled by 
Bulgarian (and Macedonian); cf. Bulg. kâde (kaj), Maced. kade (kaj), being both 
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interrogatives and prepositions. The short forms are identical with Romani kaj, and 
Slavic kade is similar to Romani kate, and it is probably this similarity that made 
interference easier. Moreover, kaj is also similar to the old preposition ke (kia). 
In practically all dialects prepositions have been directly borrowed from the 
respective contact languages. Since we are interested here in processes of calquing 
we will not elaborate on this topic, but one special case should be mentioned. 
Varieties of Romungro have a preposition miste 'for, because of ' , which goes back 
to Slavic mësto or rather to the PP na mësté 'instead of ' (the / in miste pointing to 
an Ikavic dialect of Serbo-Croatian as the immediate source). Since in Slavic this 
secondary preposition never occurs with the meaning 'for, to the benefit o f , we 
have to look for another explanation for this meaning. Perhaps, this can be found in 
the double meaning of the old Romani preposition vas occurring in Central dialects 
with both meanings: the second meaning of vas was transferred to the loan miste 
because the two elements were associated by one common meaning—an analogi-
cal extension. For vas 'instead' cf. Hübschmannová et al. (1991): 
(27) gejl'as odoj va§ mange (= Czech sel tam namësto mne) 
'he went there in my place' 
An example for miste ' for ' (Knobloch 1953, 30): 
(28) akor nista ovla te pocinel miste о siklibe 
'then nothing will have to be paid for the instruction' 
In some dialects the PP pe than / po than / ко than + genitive is used for 'instead 
(of) ' . This is in all likelihood a translation of Slavic na mësté or na-mesto or sim-
ply mesto, as in Serbo-Croatian. Also, Rumanian in local + genitive may have 
served as a model. However, this caique appears not to be a really popular element, 
since instead of it loan-words are preferred. In Hübschmannová et al. (1991) it is 
lacking, and in the dialects examined by the author it is rare, giving the impression 
of a conscious ad hoc translation. 
A similar process has taken place in the word formation of Sinti, where the par-
ticles (the movable "prefixes") of German verbs have been translated into this 
dialect (cf. Igla 1992). 
2.5. New complementizers 
There arc only a few old elements in Romani (thaj, vaj, vi, te), most complementizers 
being borrowed from the contact languages. Among the indirect loans some arc trans-
lated, some others consist of a translated and a directly borrowed constituent. 
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2.5.1. Relative clause markers 
As is frequently found in the languages of the world, the interrogatives function as 
complementizers too; cf. kon 'who?' > rel. 'who; which', so 'what?' > '(that) 
what', kaj 'where?' > 'where; which; that', капа 'when?' > 'when', keti and simi-
lar forms 'how much/many?' > 'how much', savo 'which?' > 'which'. 
Since transitions like these arc nearly universal, they need not have come about 
in Romani as late as after the contact with the Balkanic languages, but may have 
existed potentially, as ad hoc possibilities, for a long time. The situation is differ-
ent, however, with kaj in its function as a general relative marker 'which'. Here, we 
must not disregard the functional identity of kaj with Greek rabç, where both ele-
ments appear with both meanings. Therefore, it is most probable that kaj acquired 
this function under the influence of Greek, which is preserved in nearly all dialects: 
(29) ehin jek kupcos, kaj les ehin desuduj sklepi 
'there was a merchant who had twelve shops' (Kopernicki 1930, 87) 
The oblique case is marked indirectly by the inflected personal pronoun les. 
Of the Central dialects Slovakian Romungro has so 'what' with broad relative 
function: 
(30) о raj so о love nasadja, dinja ari te hangozinen ... 
'the gentleman who lost the money, made public ...' 
(31) о love so zakernas pr 'o bijav 
'the money (which) they earned at the wedding' (Lipa 1963, 135) 
Normally, in the Slovakian translations the relative pronoun ktory occurs for so, but 
in popular speech со 'what' (and in Czech со) can also be found, and this seems to 
be the immediate model for the Romani relative marker; cf. from the Czech literature: 
(32) lampa jeStë horela, со nad klekadlem visela 
'the lamp that hang over the desk was still burning' 
and in Slovakian: 
(33) tento Bartoä, со §antí na dvore, je najmladsí 
'this Bartoä who is playing in the yard, is the youngest' 
(34) niet takej pcsniőky, бо by konca nemala 
'there is no such song that wouldn't have an end' 
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2.5.2. Temporal clause markers 
The use of капа 'when?' for temporal 'when' may be an indigenous development, 
since this transition has countless parallels in other languages. However, expanded 
капа-tu (as well as коп-tu 'who', so-tu 'what' etc.) found in Kalajdzi and Drindari 
can have only been formed by copying the Bulgarian model, especially koga-to 
'when ' , derived from koga 'when?': 
(35) ti kana-tu nakhinas-li manusa opra phrucjatar ... 
'and when(ever) the people passed the bridge, ...' (Kostov 1973, 107) 
and further коп-tu following Bulgarian koj-to in 
(36) kon-tu naj-erkin aila, lá rm-mukin andu temej 
'who (sc. of the wives) comes first, they will let her down into the foundations 
(sc. of the bridge)' (Drindari; see Gilliat-Smith 1962, 127) 
It is another question whether капа-tu has been formed on the basis of a pre-exist-
ing relative капа 'when' or whether it turned up as a relative immediately in this 
shape. 
Also, so-m 'when, as soon as' of Erli is an imitation of Bulgarian sto-m; cf. 
(37) som aljan khere ka chinav tut 'as soon as you come home, I'll kill you' 
Many dialects of the former Yugoslavia as well as Central dialects use sar 'how?' for 
temporal 'when, after, as soon as' and for conditional ' i f . Instances of temporal sar. 
(38) katar kada vakci sar corde mange о pasoäi 
' f rom the time (when) they stole my passport' (Bugurdzi, Boretzky 1993a, 100) 
(39) rakh ze adatre mirija romnja, syr lela te bijanel 
(= Russian smotri ze zdes' za Zenoj mojej, как ona rozat' stanet) 
'look after my woman, as soon as she begins to bear' (Dobrovol'skij 1908, 14) 
(40) sar les mudargjas, gelja kia leste 
'after he killed him, he went to him' (Kopernicki 1930, 4) 
(41) ta sar amen dine oda grastano mas, ta gejljom andro pani, kaj les te thovav avri 
'and when they gave us that horse meat, I went to the water in order to wash it' 
(Romano Dzaniben 1994, 1; 27) 
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For this use of 'how' wc find close parallels in Greek and in the Slavic contact lan-
guages: 
(42) a á v ßpaöuc'xari 6á <р0ую 'when/as soon as it darkens, I'll leave' 
(43) tóv <ruvávtpaa (ката) itcoç eßyoave áttó t ó a r ú t i 
'I met Ilim when he left the house' 
(44) Serbo-Croatian 
kako me ugledao, on mi pride 
'when he saw me, he came nearer' 
(45) Polish 
jak zyjç, nie szlyszalem 
'as long as 1 live 1 didn't hear (sc. something like this)', and 
(46) jak pódziesz, to wstqp do mnie 
'when you arrive, drop in (to me)' 
(47) Czech 
jak to povëdëla, dusi vypustila 
'after having said this she breathed her last' 
It is not quite clear if even so 'what?' used temporally is due to interference: 
(48) ratjaha, so gelja tele pal о vodro, cidinja len po pre 
(= Slovakian ráno, len ço zliezol z postele, obul si ich) 
'in the morning after getting out of bed, he put on (sc. his shoes)' 
(Romano Hangoro 1993, 55) 
2.5.3. Conditional clause markers 
In these constructions sar is used too: 
(49) sar amenge denaseja, amen tu tosarla livinaha 
'if you run away, we will shoot you tomorrow' (realis; Kopernicki 1930, 3) 
(50) sar me tutar denaSavas, ta man mindre duj phralora livinenas 
'if 1 had run away from you, my two brothers would have shot me' (ibid. 4) 
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Parallels from the contact languages: 
(51) Greek 
cráv Oékeiç o k a y i v o v i a i 
' i f you want, everything will come true' 
(52) Czech 
jak odejdes, budes potrestán 
' if you leave, you will be punished' 
(53) Polish 
jak bçdç mögt, dam ci picniqdze 
' i f /as soon as I can, 1 will give you the money ' 
Note that in Slovakian ak ' i f ' has been derived from ako 'how?'. 
2.5.4. Object clause markers 
Even the common Romani kaj 'that' introducing factive object clauses has its par-
allel in Greek лог» 'where?; that' (cf. above лот) and Romani kaj for 'where?' and 
relative 'which'), although in Greek лог) is less frequent than лол; and ott. Since 
this use of kaj is so well known we can dispense here with examples. 
Less frequent is the use of so 'what?' for 'that'; since it occurs in dialects spo-
ken in Russian and Slovakian and Czech linguistic environment, there is little doubt 
that it has been equated by the Romani speakers with Russian cto, Czech со and 
Slovak со occurring with the same combination of functions; cf. 
(54) dykhela, so leste star gara 
(= Russian i smotrit, cto u stola cetyre nogi) (Dobrovol'skij 1908, 5) 
'he sees that there are four feet at it/at the table ' 
(55) a me dumali, so rasaj 'and 1 thought that (it was) the preast' (ibid. 7) 
From Slovakian Romani: 
(56) so tut pal leste, so jou odova kerlas 
'what does it matter to you that he has done it?' 
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which corresponds functionally to Czech 
(57) je tomu 14 dni, со odjel 
'it 's 14 days (ago) that he departed' 
2.5.5. Causal clause markers 
Romani sar/har can even be used for introducing causal constructions: 
(58) he har sas о dilino solaxardo, xudin'as e god'averes he cid'as les avri a xevaha 
'and since the stupid one got angry, he grabbed the clever one and threw him out of the window' 
(Moravia; Mann 1947, 28) 
There appears to be an overlapping in har between temporal and causal senses, which is 
also true for English since. We have to do here with nearly universal transitions between 
the functions mentioned, and this weakens the interference argument. Nevertheless, 
'how' can be used in West Slavic languages with this sense; cf. from Czech: 
(59) jestő se mi kolena tresou, jak jsem se lekla 
'my knees are still shaking because/as I was scared' 
The agreement between soske 'why?', dative of so, > 'because' and equivalent 
Greek y ia t i , Bulg. zasto (Maced. zosto) and to a lesser degree with Alb. (se-) pse 
<perse, all meaning literally 'for what?', is greater and more convincing, since two 
elements are involved. 
2.5.6. Final clause markers 
In Kalderas, sar te 'that, in order to' (literally 'how that') is widely used with final 
function in the two Yugoslavian variants described by the author (Boretzky 1994a). 
It is structurally similar to Serbo-Croatian kako hi, but much closer to Rumanian ca 
sâ which, apparently, has served as a model for this Vlach dialect: 
(60) i vo cordel les sar te sinel lesko §oro 
'and he dragged him (away) in order to cut off his head' 
(61 ) mekol palal о praxo sar te korol jek trago 
'and he strews the ashes behind himself in order to leave a trace' 
We find complex conjunctions in other dialects as well. Since one of the con-
stituents is a direct loan, the origin of the constructions need not be discussed; cf. 
hotj / hoj te in Hungary. Hungarian hogy has the primary meaning of 'how' and 
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' that ' , i.e. hotj te is equivalent to sar te of the Kalderas dialect both structurally and 
semantically; an example from the Vend dialect: 
(62) soske na mukes hodj panj te pijav 
'why don't you allow (me) to drink water?' (Vekerdi 1984, 76) 
There is another equivalent to sar te and hotj te in Macedonian dialects: za te, the 
model being Macedonian za da: 
(63) ratilo; avile jekhe veseste on dujdzene phrajlja za te soven 
'night has fallen; the two brothers came into a forest in order to sleep there' (Prilep) 
In Russia, another complex marker, so-b 'that, in order to', occurs. There can be no 
doubt that it is formed after Russian cto-b(y)\ cf. 
(64) u dylyno priphendja, soby caven na len 
'the fool has said that they should not take along their children' 
(65) te prizlyzal sop te mar (!) о rom e romnja 
'that he should make the man beat his woman' (Dobrovol'skij 1908, 8, 10) 
As far as I can see, there is no direct equivalent for the kaj te 'that, in order to' of 
the Central dialects to be found in the respective contact languages, since Czech 
a-by and Polish ze-by display a different structure. 
2.6. The definite article 
We do not know to what degree an article has been in use in Romani prior to the 
contact with Greek. In Nuri, there are the elements uhu, ihi, ehe, which served as 
demonstratives and perhaps as articles too, but they are not very frequent (cf. 
Macalister 1914, 8). Sure, these elements must be affiliated in some way with the 
article of European Romani, о i e, but from this it does not follow that they had arti-
cle functions in early Romani. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that a definite arti-
cle as an obligatory category developed only under the influence of Greek, the more 
so that at least masc.sg. о and fem.sg. /' were identical in both languages. On the 
other hand, we have to take into account that the Greek article shows no similarity 
with aùxôç and ètceivoç, the demonstratives of Modern Greek, and this is to say 
that Greek did not provide the Roma with a model for forming the article on the 
basis of the demonstrative 'that' (as is normally the case in languages having devel-
oped an article). 
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2.7. Superlative formation 
Romani has an inherited comparative ending in -eder, which is in full vigor in 
Central dialects and in dialects spoken north to it, whereas it is in retreat in the 
Balkanic dialects and in Italian Romani where loan elements are applied instead. 
This distribution of conservative and innovatory behaviour appears to be condi-
tioned by the respective contact languages: West Slavic languages, German and 
Hungarian make use of inflectional means (suffixes) that cannot be easily borrowed 
or copied in an indirect way into other languages. On the other hand, the compara-
tive particles of Rumanian, mai, of Italian, più, of Greek, TUÓ, of Bulgarian, po for 
the comparative and naj for the superlative, present no obstacles to borrowing, 
which enabled (but did not make inevitable) the replacement of old -eder in the 
Southern dialects. An indirect calquing of the periphrastic comparative was not 
possible because there is no equivalent for 'more' in the Balkanic dialects, the for-
mal comparative but-er being restricted to the Central dialects. To my knowledge, 
buter has not been utilized for marking the comparative in any dialect, but it can be 
added to an old comparative as reinforcement. The distribution of old and borrowed 
elements gives reason to assume that the foreign particles were not borrowed 
because the older means of expression were no longer available or because the for-
eign elements had properties more advantageous than the old ones, but simply 
because they were at hand and could be adopted without difficulties. This view is 
supported by the fact that in northern dialects -eder is even applied to borrowed 
adjectives; cf. in Dobrovol'skij (1908) daludyr 'farther', prytkedyr 'quicker', 
gromkedyr ' louder' , and in the Slovakian dialect goreder 'worse' (Lipa 1963, 80). 
Whereas the abandonment of the old comparative morphology has no reason-
able motive, interference in the realm of the superlative has to be judged different-
ly. As in Romance languages, it had no form of its own, and the shaping of a spe-
cial expression made it possible to distinguish between comparative and superlative 
unequivocally even without further context. Therefore, it should not be by chance 
that perhaps all Romani dialects that had access to a foreign superlative marker, did 
borrow it. In West Slavic languages, Latvian and Hungarian, the superlative is 
derived from the comparative by a preponcd particle, and this has been copied in 
the respective Romani dialects; cf. naj-terneder after Slovakian naj-mladsi, vis-
baredir after Latvian vis-lielákais, and leg-terneder after Hungarian !eg-ifjabb\ (the 
particles nek- and jekh- seem to be derived from leg- in an internal process). In 
Russian, it is samyj, roughly 'same, very', combined with the positive, and this too 
can be found in Romani (cf. Elocva-Rusakov 1990, 17). 
Expressions for the superlative may have been borrowed earlier than those for 
the comparative. This can be inferred from the appearance of reinforced construc-
tions in the Balkanic dialects: we have naj-bareder in non-Vlach dialects, which is 
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an unambiguous superlative. Later on in naj-bareder the double marking was sim-
plified to naj-baro, and a new comparative po-baro was added. The Vlach dialects, 
however, did not come to systematically differentiate between comp, bareder and 
supcrl. maj-bareder, apparently because this distinction is not made in Rumanian. 
So far no calquing of foreign superlatives has been mentioned, and direct trans-
lations of foreign markers were not possible, since in Romani no equivalent for 
'most ' , 'utmost' or similar elements is available. Some formations, however, give 
the impression of having been created under the influence of foreign superlatives, 
even if no element has been translated in the normal sense of the word. 
(a) Rozwadowski (1936) gives forms containing nok-\ if this is not a variant of 
nek < Hungarian /eg-, it might be taken from or at least secondarily influenced by 
German noch 'still ' . This would be a direct loan, but what is peculiar about it would 
be that it does not copy a German construction, since in German noch can only be 
used as reinforcement of true comparatives (not superlatives!). Thus, nok-feder 
might continue German noch besser structurally, but not functionally. It must have 
become a superlative by an endogenous process. 
(b) For Bohemia, an element balo has been recorded (Jesina 1886), e.g. balo 
choreder. Pott (I, 1844,210)has bala, which he compares with Hindi bhald 'good'. 
The origin of this element remains unclear. 
(c) There is another opaque element recorded for Bohemia, kon-o/kon-i, and 
for Finnish Romani, koni, cf. 
(66) koni pxureder romni 'the oldest woman' 
To this koni another element found in Sinti seems to be related: one in Slovakian 
Sinti (Lípa 1965, 32f) and in the Lalere dialect now spoken in Western Germany; 
cf. one bare-den 'the greatest' (Holzinger 1993, 55f). 
While it is true that the creation of this new category was triggered by the con-
tact languages, it cannot be said to what degree Central European models have been 
copied, since the origin of the markers remains unclear. Valtonen (1972, 64) analyzes 
koni as kon 'who' + hi 'is', and if this is correct, the gender-inflected kon-o/kon-i must 
be explained as a reinterpretation of the copula constituent, whereas one is a reduction 
of the grammatical marker koni, a process to be observed quite universally. The geo-
graphical distribution points to a rather old element, which must be seen as an endoge-
nous development, independent of language contact (see also Pott I, 1844, 211). 
(d) In Wales buteder 'more' is sometimes used to form a superlative on the 
basis of the old comparative or the positive (Sampson 1926, 151). This procedure, 
too, does not render English most + positive in a direct way. 
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2.8. The 'new' infinitive 
It is not clear whether Romani had an infinitive or not when it first got into contact 
with Greek, but since there arc no traces of infinitive morphology in the conserva-
tive Balkanic dialects, we are not in a position to clarify if an inherited infinitive 
was abandoned under Greek influence or if this category did not exist in pre-
European times. However this may be, the infinitive met with in Central and north-
ern dialects of Romani is a late creation formed by interference with Slavic lan-
guages, Hungarian and German. We are compelled to draw this conclusion in view 
of the fact that in Romani an infinitive is present only in those contact regions 
where an infinitive does exist and, moreover, is in frequent use. Infinitive mor-
phology is dervided from finite subjunctive constructions of the type kam-av te l-av, 
in which the subjunctive agrees in person and number with the governing verb. A non-
finite form was created by generalizing one of the personal forms of the subjunctive: 
kam-av te l-el (3sg); kam-av te l-en (3pl or 2pl); kam-av te l-e(s) (2sg). 
Morphologically, these forms are totally independent of the infinitive forms of 
the contact languages, the reason being that for the lack of comparable elements in 
Romani the bound infinitive morphemes of Slavic and other European languages 
could not be translated or imitated in a similar way. Nevertheless, distribution and 
particular functions in the dialects do not leave room for an explanation other than 
by interference. This is a good example for demonstrating that calquing need not be 
accompanied by copying morphological rules. 
For further information see Boretzky (1996c), where historical problems, dis-
tribution, forms, functions etc. are treated in detail.7 
2.9. Perfect and pluperfect active in South Balkanic dialects 
Romani differs from the Balkan and other languages in that it does not distinguish 
a simple unmarked past from a marked (resultative) perfect, and this state has not 
been changed in most of the Balkanic dialects of Romani. There is one exception, 
however, in dialects spoken in Macedonia. Potentially, all dialects are capable of 
forming a perfect passive or a stative by combining the participle with the copula, 
e.g. kerdo si 'is made' or 'has been made'. A perfect active might have been formed 
in the same way if there were a verb for 'have', thus providing equivalents for e.g. 
English has made or French a fait, but since a word for 'have' was not available, 
the perfect active of Greek or Bulgarian could not be imitated by simple calquing. 
Despite these difficulties a perfect active (and a pluperfect active) turned up in the 
dialect of Prilep and perhaps in varieties of Macedonian Arli, but it is identical in 
form with the perfect/pluperfect passive. With intransitive verbs, this identity did 
7 Cf. also Pott ( 1844, 329f), where early sources are collected and discussded, and Soravia ( 1978). 
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not create confusion because intransitive verbs do not normally form passives, but 
with transitive verbs the context must be clear enough in order for the hearer to 
decide what is meant. It is interesting that, although the Prilep dialect does have a 
special verb for 'have' , ther-el, it does not make use of it to copy Macedonian con-
structions as imam zemen-o 'I have taken' (trans.) and imam dojdeno 'I have come' 
(itr.), but it has imitated Macedonian constructions formed with the copula 'is' like 
e dojden lit. 'he is come' or e umren/-a lit. 'he/she is died': 
(67) nasine alo о doktori ' the doctor hadn't come (yet)' 
(68) ma te si nekoj mulo 'somebody has died, perhaps?' 
As has been said before, the sentences are completely clear because the perfect is 
formed from intransitive verbs. This is not the case, however, with transitive verbs, 
which are also found in these constructions: 
(69) sinan havdo? 'did you understand?' 
(70) sigo sinum bisterdo 'I have forgotten it quickly' 
(71) me sinum tumenge vakerdo '1 have said to you' 
If the context does not suffice to disambiguate such expressions, (70) might also be 
understood as 'I have been forgotten quickly'. The speakers put up with this diffi-
culty, apparently because in Slavic Macedonian dialects both auxiliaries are con-
fused and, as bilinguals, they became used to this confusion; the following exam-
ples taken from Koneski (1967, 178f and 220f) have 'have' instead o f ' b e ' even in 
passive constructions: 
(72) vo Ser imalo ubien i eden srpski car 
'in Serres a Serbian Czar had been killed' 
(73) vo toj grob imalo nekoj dervis zakopan 
'in that grave a derwish had been buried' (imalo is literally neutral 'it had') 
In the same way, transitive verbs may be constructed together with 'be' , e.g. verbs 
of eating as sum jaden(a)lveceran(a)lporucan(a) 'I have eaten/I have taken sup-
per/I have taken breakfast', and other verbs: 
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(74) pctlitc se peani 
'the roosters have crowed' 
(75) da ne ste zaboraveni kaj ste ja ostavile kleStata 
'didn't you forget that you left behind the pliers?' 
In all likelihood, these were the immediate models of the Romani perfect/pluper-
fect active. 
Thus the tense system has been expanded via interference at least in this par-
ticular dialect. The old pluperfect active of the type ker-d-um-as 'I had done' is 
falling out of use, being replaced by the new sin-um-as kerdo. 
2.10. The Bulgarian narrative (evidential) in Romani 
Bulgarian as well as Turkish have an elaborate system of narrative forms express-
ing events and actions that arc not directly witnessed by the speaker. According to 
Rostov (1973, 107f) this distinction between direct and indirect statements has 
been transferred to some Bulgarian Romani dialects too but, similar to the infini-
tive category, not by simple translation. The Bulgarian morphological system is 
characterized by the principle that each narrative category is pushed one more step 
into the preterit than the corresponding direct category; cf. Table 4: 
Table 4 
Narrative in Bulgarian 
direct narrative 
pres. xodja xodel säm 
ipf. xodex xodel säm 
aor. xodix xodil säm 
perf. xodil sum bil säm xodil 
p'qu- xodil bjax bit säm xodil etc. 
This intricate system of dependencies based upon more than one principle 
could not be copied in all details, mainly because there was no equivalent for the 
Slavic /-participle. According to Kostov, the Roma extracted the -1 from this form 
and added it as -li to the Romani imperfect, which resulted in the dialect of Sliven 
in the following system (Table 5): 
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Table 5 
Narrative in Bulgarian Romani 
pres. kerava keravas-li 
ipf. keravas keravas-li 
past kerim kerimas-li 
plqu. kerimas kerimas-li 
If this is correct, Bulgarian and this Romani dialect would agree in not discrimi-
nating between narrative present and imperfect and between past and pluperfect. 
According to Kostov the following sentences are in contrast: 
(76) oda vakirjas mangi Ci tu phirsa 
'he told me that you (will) go' (directly witnessed) 
(77) oda vakirjas mangi ci tu phirsas-li ' id. ' (indirect statement) 
Tales are told in Bulgarian most often as if the speaker knows about the events 
reported only from hearsay, and this can be copied in Romani (Kostov 1973): 
(78) Romani: 
ti kana-tu nakhinlas-li manusa opra phrucjatar, Sunsejlas-li racjasa: Pavljo, Pavljo! 
Bulgarian: 
ti koga-to minavali xora po mosta, cuvalo se prez nostta: Pavljo, Pavljo! 
'and when(ever) people passed the bridge, one heard at night: Paul, Paul!' 
While it is undisputable that the examples quoted above render a categorial dis-
tinction, it is doubtful whether -li goes back to the -ll-lal-lol-le of the Bulgarian par-
ticiple or rather to the interrogative particle //; we have to take into account that, 
with the participle, a form ending in li does not exist in Bulgarian and Macedonian. 
On the other hand, the particle -li serves for marking conditional-temporal clauses, 
replacing normal ako or da (Gramatika III, 1994, 393ff): 
(79) kanjat li te - ez, gonjat li te - beit! 
'if they invite you—eat; if they drive you away—run!' 
(80) pocnese li zimata, pocvaxa se i veselbite 
'every time winter began, festivities began too' 
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Wc do not know how Bulgarian Ii could have been re-intcrprcted as a narrative 
marker, but what can be stated is that both li and narrative are not strictly indica-
tive, i.e. they do not report on events that positively happened. Perhaps a contami-
nation of the two elements has taken place. 
2.11. A verb for 'have' 
Nearly all Romani dialects have an expression for 'to have' which must be consid-
ered an old formation since similar constructions exist in Modern Indian languages 
as well. In Romani it is copula + oblique case of noun/pronoun for the possessor, 
e.g. si man lit. 'is me' = 'I have', and in Hindi various postpositions (kä 'o f ' for 
permanent possession or relationship, ke pas 'at, beside' for actual possession) cf. 
for Hindi 
(81 ) zamîndâr ke do gämv the 
'the land owner owned two villages' (McGregor 1987, 52) 
(82) us-ke päs paisä nahïm hai 
'he has no money' (McGregor 1987, 51) 
Therefore, it is surprising that a new verb for 'have' came up in dialects influenced 
by Greek; it is ther-el, which originally meant 'hold, preserve' (< ai. dharati). In 
Kalderas it means 'get, receive', and in various other dialects (Central and 
Northern) its passive form therdjol or therdo si was specialized for 'stand', a verb 
otherwise missing in Romani. The Balkan languages did not supply Romani with a 
direct model for shaping 'have', since in Greek or Bulgarian the semantic-etymo-
logical tie between 'hold' and 'have' is blurred and can no longer be detected. 
Therefore, the Roma had to find their own way, following the same, nearly universal, 
path that speakers of many other languages followed. This is to say that people take 
the easy way by direct copying, if there is such a possibility, but that they become 
inventive taking recourse to something like innate faculties if no other possibility 
is left. 
What has been said here about universal paths of lexicalization might induce 
us to assume that no Greek or Balkanic model was needed in order to form a verb 
for 'have', but the model may have been the fact that, in the Balkanic languages, 
there existed a simple verb for this central element. 
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Abstract 
Against the backround of the expressions for case in European Romani dialects in general, the article 
reviews recent developments in Bulgarian Romani dialects. Romani displays both inflectional forms 
and analytic means for the expression of case. Although there is a tendency of replacing inflectional 
forms by analytic ones, the inflectional forms have remained unchanged. On the other side we estab-
lish a lot of innovations within the system of analytic case expression. The same preposition replac-
ing the "locative" in both its functions (place and direction) is used for expressing the dative, and even 
the genitive case. This levelling of the analytic case expressions seems to be triggered by the contact 
language. Finally, some irregularities in the government of prepositions are considered that provide 
further evidence with respect to ongoing changes in the case system or Bulgarian Romani dialects. 
1. The case system of Romani 
As a result of typological restructuring, the Romani dialects can express case rela-
tions by either inflectional means (case suffixes)1 or by prepositional phrases. The 
inflectional pattern must be considered the older one, i.e. as indigenous or inherit-
ed from Indie. Some of the case affixes correspond to the postpositions of Modern 
Indie languages, but a good etymology has not been found in all cases. The analyt-
ic paraphrases are partly formed with prepositions that correspond to the case suf-
fixes.2 Therefore, it is quite plausible that case suffixes and prepositions have a 
common origin. Since it is hardly probable that affixes that have already merged 
with the stem could have been separated later and used as prepositions, one has to 
assume elements that originally had no fixed position, i.e. that could either precede 
the noun or follow it. In any case, the prepositions must have been created before 
the merger of the postposed elements with the noun. 
1 Some authors—e.g. Cortiade (1990)—consider the case affixes as postpositions. We will not 
deal here with the morphological status of the elements in question. 
2 The government behaviour of prepositions is presented in 3.1. 
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The case system (both the inflectional and the prepositional one) presents some 
peculiarities that invite a comparison with the Balkan languages. 1 will discuss fea-
tures common to all dialects of Romani spoken in Europe as well as some pecu-
liarities of Romani dialects spoken nowadays in Bulgaria. 
1.1. The common case expressions 
Let us first consider the case expressions as present in many conservative dialects.3 
The singular paradigm of о raklo 'the boy' is as follows: 
Table 1 
inflectional prepositional 
nom о rakl-o 
acc e rakl-es 
gen e rakl-es-ko/ki 
dat e rakl-es-ke ka o/k-o raklo 
loc e rakl-es-te te o/t-o/k-o raklo 
abl с rakl-es-tar tar (atar/katar) о raklo 
instr e rakl-e-sa(r) ? sa(r) о raklo 
General remarks: the accusative relation is not expressed in any of the dialects by 
a preposition. It is broadly accepted that the so-called genitive is not a pure case. 
3 For Bulgaria we can regard the dialect of the Erlides in Sofia as an example of a well-preserved 
dialect. A grammatical description of this dialect is presented in Kostov (1963), a small dictionary is 
given by Malikov (1992). The translation of the New Testament by Metkov (1995) gives a sample of 
that variety, too. If not otherwise indicated, the data presented here stem from a broad field research on 
Romani dialects spoken in Bulgaria that has been carried out by me since 1993, and since 1995 in 
cooperation with students and colleagues of mine from the University of Sofia. I am especially indebt-
ed to Evelina Grigorova, Elisaveta Manolova, Ivelina Cobanova, Karamfilka Getova, Nadezda Buyova 
and Kaspar Krikorjan. For general linguistic support I am indebted to Vladimir Filipov. 
Abbreviations used in the tables are as follows: 
abl ablative instr instrumental 
acc, A accusative io indirect object 
AGR Ancient Greek loc, L locative 
art article MB Modern Bulgarian 
Bg Bulgarian MGR Modern Greek 
c-g- casus generalis nom nominative 
d direction OCS Old Church Slavonic (Old Bulgarian) 
dat. D dative P place 
gen, G genitive poss possessive pronoun/possessive affix 
Gr Greek pp prepositional phrase 
infl inflectional prep prepositional 
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The reason is its special syntactic behaviour which is the same as for adjectives. The 
inflectional genitive is in general not replaced by a prepositional phrase—for such 
a replacement we find, however, evidence in Bulgarian varieties of Romani (cf. 2.4). 
The dative can be replaced by a prepositional phrase with ka (k-o/k-i). Generally, 
there are restrictions for the replacement of cases by pp's following (i) the animate/ 
inanimate distinction (with animate nouns prepositional phrases are less favoured) 
and (ii) the word class (replacement with substantives rather than with pronouns). 
Determination seems to be of no or at most minor importance with respect to the 
case realisations selected. In this field, however, especially the function of the zero 
article demands further research. The prototypical function of the dative case is to 
express the indirect object which, more often than not, is animate. This seems to be 
the reason why the dative is less often expressed by a prepositional phrase. The 
preposition used for the replacement of the dative (ka/k-) has extended to the area 
of other cases—this development is to be discussed below (2.3; 2.4). The locative 
is frequently replaced by a prepositional phrase: the dialect described by Paspati 
(1870) has te, in some Bulgarian dialects we find the shortened form t-o/t-iA Most 
dialects I am acquainted with, however, have ka/k- which by its origin is a dative 
preposition. The extension of the function of this marker, which goes still further in 
Bulgarian dialects, seems to date back to the pre-divergent phase of Romani, i.e. the 
time when Romani presumably was a more or less homogeneous language that had 
not split into dialects following their own tendencies of development. The ablative 
is, together with the locative case, the case that is most often replaced by a prepo-
sitional phrase. There are some indications that point to a replacement of the instru-
mental case by an indigenous preposition in Anglo-Romani and in Calo, but they 
are few and not very convincing.5 
1.2. Case expressions realised by borrowed prepositions 
Some dialects express case relations with a prepositional phrase that contains a bor-
rowed preposition. The instrumental case may be expressed by ku (< Rum. cu) in 
Kaldcrash dialects, or by the German mit/met in Sinti varieties.6 In many instances, 
especially in combination with pronouns, the preposition 'with' is used alongside 
the instrumental ending, i.e. the result is a double marking of the case relation ((1), 
(2b)). 
4 In these varieties t-o/t-i often alternates with k-o/k-i. We have met with forms in t- in Plovdiv, 
PazardZik, occasionally in the Rhodopes and even in Sofia. 
5 Some examples of 'the commitative postposition in prepositive function' can be found in 
Cortiade (1990, 25). 
6 The following examples are taken (1) from Borctzky -Igla (1994), (2a) and (3) from Soravia 
(1981, 4), (2b) from Holzinger (1993, 86) and (2c) from Igla (1992, 42). 
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(1 ) ku sa oge-sa 
with whole heart-instr 
'with whole heart' 
(2) (a) e bale-ha/ mit u balo 
art pig-instr/ with art pig:nom 
'with the pig' 
(b) leha/ mit leha 
3.sg.masc:instr with 3.sg.masc:instr 
'with him' 
(c) met о kas 
with art woocknom 
'with the wood' 
While in Sinti dialects the replacement occurs fairly often (though the inflectional 
forms also exist), in Kaldcrash ku is only rarely used. Many varieties of Sinti also 
replace the genitive case with the borrowed preposition fon (German von). 
(3) e bales-kro/ fon u balo 
art pig-gen/ of art pig 
'the pig's (of the pig)' 
2. The locative 
2.1. The functions of the locative 
The locative case—both the inflectional and the prepositional one—expresses both 
place/locality (ubi?) (4a) and direction/goal (quo?) (4b). 
(4) (a) sinjom e gaves-te/ and о gav 
I was art village-loc/ in art village:nom 
'I was in the village' 
(b) dzav e gaves-te/ and о gav 
I go art village-loc/ in art villageinom 
'I am going to the village' 
The merger of these functions in one expression is generally accepted as a charac-
teristic of the Balkan languages. It is a special case of the merger between the dative 
and the accusative case: in Ancient Greek we have en + dat for place (p) and eis + 
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acc for direction (d). In Modern Greek 'place' is expressed by eis + асе which thus 
serves both for place and direction. In Old Bulgarian two prepositions, na and vd, 
express place when governing the locative and direction when governing the 
accusative case. Both prepositions are used in Modern Bulgarian, too: after the 
restructuring of the case system, i.e. the replacement of inflectional cases by prepo-
sitions + casus generalis (e.g.), both na and v(dv) (+ e.g.)7 are used for place and 
direction (for the distinction between na and v(dv) see 3.3 below). 
The fusional processes in the two languages, though not identical, have led to 
very similar results. Schematically [p for place, d for direction] they are as follows: 
Table 2 
AGR OB 
p: en + D na/vä + L 
d: eis + A na/vä + A 
MGR MB 
p + d: eis + A na/v(äv) + e.g. 
2.2. Differences in the inflectional and the prepositonal expressions 
In Romani the picture is more complex, because we have to consider both the 
inflectional and the prepositional expressions. 
Table 3 
ROMANI 
inj7 (old and new) prep (old) 
p + d: -este te + N 
prep (new) 
ka/k- + N 
Thus, in Romani the inflectional system has remained unchanged while there has 
been restructuring in marking the prepositional case: the preposition ka, originally 
used for paraphrasing the dative case (with its primary function of expressing the 
7 In Modem Bulgarian inflected forms exist only in the pronominal system—here we may dis-
regard fossilized forms and the so-called vocative case. 
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indirect object) has replaced the locative preposition te. In order to understand this 
innovation we have to compare the expressions for the indirect object in Romani 
and its contact languages. 
2.3. Syncretism of dative and locative 
After the restructuring of the case systems in Greek as well as in Bulgarian the same 
expressions serve for 'place', 'direction' and 'indirect object', e.g. Gr. pcio/imun/ipci 
ston jatro, Bg. otivam/bj'ay/kazax na lekarja 'I go to/ was at/ said to the doctor'.8 
While Greek and Bulgarian use the same forms, Romani, at least during an ear-
lier stage, has different prepositional phrases for the indirect object and place/direc-
tion. By identifying the expression of the indirect object with those for place and 
direction in Romani the prepositional system of Romani has been brought closer to 
one of the two contact languages, cf.: 
Table 4 
ROMANI GR BG 
old new 
p t-i daj k-i daj ston jatro na lekarja 
d t-i daj k-i daj ston jatro na lekarja 
io k-i daj k-i daj ston jatro na lekarja 
Marking place and direction in the same way seems always to have been a con-
stituent feature of the inflectional locative of Romani—we do not know of any 
dialect where this is different. The levelling of the prepositional paradigm, howev-
er, is a later development as can be seen from the functional distribution between 
ka/k- and te/t- which still occurs in some dialects. The preposition levelling corre-
sponds to the Greek (merger of eis and en), as well as to the Bulgarian development 
(merger of loeative and accusative). 
2.4. Syncretism between dative/locative and genitive 
We want to draw the reader's attention to some recent, not widespread phenomena 
in Bulgarian Romani dialects. Along with the dative and the locative case, the gen-
8 A purely synchronic comparison between Greek and Romani reveals an interesting parallel 
between the two languages that will not be considered in detail here: both languages use inflectional 
and prepositional expressions for marking case relations. However, in Greek the two expressions are 
interchangeable only for the indirect object, cf. Rom. phenav e dajake/k-i daj and Gr. leo lis manas/ 
stin mana T tell the mother ' . 
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itivc, too, can be expressed by a prepositional phrase with the preposition k-.9 In 
alternation with the inflectional form as in (5a), the respective varieties use prepo-
sitional expressions as in (5b): 
(5) (а) о őhav-esko dad, i éhaki daj 
art boy-gen father, art girl-gen mother 
' the boy's father, the girl's mother' 
(b) о dad k-o őhavo, i daj k-i £haj 
art father at-art boy:nom art mother at:nom girl-art 
' the father of the boy, the mother of the girl' 





gen. -esko - k-o/-i na 
dat. -eske k-o/-i k-o/-i na 
loc. -este t-o/-i (k-o) k-o/-i na 
By this development the degree of convergence towards the contact language has 
increased: the varieties of Romani that have undergone this change express the gen-
itive, the dative and the locative (place and direction) relations by the same prepo-
sitional phrase, just as Bulgarian does. The genitive now has entered the analytical 
paradigm. This type has been found only in such regions where Bulgarian is the 
dominant contact language (and maybe the only one). In areas with dense Turkish 
populations, on the other hand, the Roma use a possessive construction (6) which 
follows the Turkish model (7). Comparing the possessive construction as used in 
the local Turkish varieties (7a)10 with the Standard Turkish one (7b) it becomes 
obvious that the Balkan varieties of Turkish have served as a model. 
9 The examples for the substitution of the inflectional genitive come from the Northern parts of 
Bulgaria and mainly from the towns of Lukovit and Montana. 
1 0 The rearranging of the possessive construction appears in many (most?, all?) Turkish dialects 
spoken in the Balkans. It appears that the change in the Turkish word order has been triggered/evoked 
by the influence of the Balkan contact languages, (cf. Németh 1965). Examples (7a) and (7b) from 
Németh (1965, 114). 
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(6) lesko dad e cheskoro 
his father art boy:gen 
'the boy's father ' 
(7) (a) baba-si qiz-in 
father-poss girkgen 
'the girl's father ' 
(b) kizin baba-si 
girkgen father-poss 
'the girl's father ' 
Disturbances in the genitive expression are found in other areas as well. A dialect 
spoken in Prilep (Macedonia)11 uses the preposition katar which is originally abla-
tive 'from' in meaning, cf.: 
(8) (a) katar о tikno chavo e sasui 
from art young man art mother-in-law 
'the young man's mother-in-law' 
(b) k-o krajo katar о gav 
at-the end from art village 
'in the outskirts of the village' 
It should be noticed that the local Macedonian dialects denote the possessive rela-
tion by ot 'from', and not by na as the standard language. This can be taken as fur-
ther evidence to the claim that the innovations that can be observed in Romani are 
to be interpreted as convergence towards the contact language. 
3. Government of prepositions 
3.1. General remarks 
The government behaviour of prepositions in Romani depends on whether a noun 
or a pronoun follows the preposition: nouns are in the nominative (9a), pronouns in 
the locative case (9b): 
(9) (a) anglal о kher 
in front of art house:nom 
'in front of the house' 
1 ' The examples for Prilep are taken from Boretzky (1992). 
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(b) angla les-te 
in front of 3.sg.masc-loc 
'in front of him' 
This invites a comparison with Bulgarian rather than with Greek: in Greek prepo-
sitions govern the accusative case for both word classes. In contemporary Bulgarian 
nouns are in casus generalis (which is based on the nominative case). Pronouns 
have kept two forms (accusative and dative) for the oblique case/ two oblique 
forms: after prepositions they are always in the accusative case. 
3.2. Functional contents of inflectional vs. prepositional marking 
One might consider the parallel existence of inflectional and prepositional means 
of expression as being symmetrical if there is a one-to-one relationship of preposi-
tional and inflectional means, both on the cxpressional and on the functional level. 
If we consider Table 1 again, we see that there is no absolute correspondence, since 
for some cases no prepositional marker exists. After the merger of the expressions 
for indirect object and place/direction (on the prepositional scale) a prepositional 
marker for the genitive, too, has come into existence. The inflectional paradigm 
with its greater specialization fulfils the one form - one function condition. In the 
prepositional counterpart, however, with the merger of forms one preposition has 
acquired several, quite distinct, functions. Thus, there are arguments for interpret-
ing the development in terms of either loss or increase in symmetry, depending on 
whether the expressional or the functional level is considered. To be sure, as far as 
the prepositional paradigm is concerned, a higher degree of equivalence with the 
contact language was achieved. 
For Romani dialects in general, different relations between inflectional and 
prepositional cases concerning the functional content (specialization vs. broadness) 
can be observed: the examples given above (merger of ka and le\ merger of the gen-
itive with the dative/locative) suggest a lesser degree of differentiation in the prepo-
sitional marking than in the inflectional one. There are, however, arguments for the 
opposite interpretation. The emergence of differentiation in the prepositional sys-
tem can be observed, too. A dialect spoken e.g. in Athens12 uses the compound prepo-
sitions katar, alar, andar as markers of the point of departure, cf. 
(10) (a) andar о kher 'out of the house' 
(b) katar i dej 'from the mother' 
(c) tar i Germania 'front Germany' 
1 2 Cf. Igla (1996). 
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Within the inflectional system no such differentiation is possible: in all three cases 
the ablative case would be used (e kherestar, e dejatar, e Germaniatar). In order to 
express the elative component in (10a), one has to add an adverbial: 
(11) e kheres-tar andral 
art house-abl from inside 
'out of the house' 
3.3. Differentiation of prepositions in Bulgarian Romani 
We observe a development towards differentiation in the use of prepositions in 
Bulgarian Romani dialects, too. The above mentioned Bulgarian prepositions na 
and v(äv) when expressing the direction of a movement are distributed in the fol-
lowing way: na + noun designates the goal of a movement—the locality as such is 
of no importance—in these cases the noun is usually without a definite article. To 
emphasize the locality one uses, instead of na, the preposition v(äv) and the noun 
with a definite article, cf.: 
(12) (a) otivam na kino 
'I am going to the cinema (in order to see a film)' 
(b) otivam V kinoto 
'1 am going into the cinema (i.e. the building)' 
For several Romani dialects (Sofia, Plovdiv, and elsewhere) I observed a corre-
sponding distribution between k- and and, cf.: 
(13) (a) dzav k-o kinos 
'I am going to the cinema (to see a film)' 
(b) dzav and о kinos 
'I am going into the cinema (the building)' 
Generally, we can note the fact that the convergence towards the contact language 
in the case system concerns mainly the prepositional expressions. The inflectional 
system is involved in view of the fact that its function is, to a certain degree, taken 
over by prepositional phrases. Since there is almost no trace of replacement of oblique 
case expressions with pronouns, the dichotomy of inflectional and prepositional 
systems keeps on existing. 
Except for the loss in frequency there are other indications for the weakening 
of the inflectional case system. These are considered in the following section. 
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3.4. The preposition bi 
hi is the only preposition in Romani that governs the genitive case. With pronouns 
it demands the possessive form,13 cf.: 
(14) (a) bi e dades-ko 
without art father-gen 
'without the father' 
(b) bi т о г о 
without l.sg:poss 
'without me' 
Probably due to the destabilization of the genitive (and the case system as a whole) 
or maybe due to the fact that the government behaviour of bi is exceptional to the 
whole system, a number of deviations arc observed. 
3.4.1. 'Wrong' government behaviour 
Instead of the genitive case (the possessive pronoun), we have found many instances 
with bi being used with the ablative (15a) or the instrumental case (15b), cf.: 
(15) (a) bi e dades-tar 
without art father-abl 
'without the father' (lit. 'without from the father') 
(b) bi tu-sa 
without 2.sg-instr 
'without you' (lit. 'without with you') 
Such examples can be found in numerous dialects either alongside with the 'cor-
rect' construction or as the only forms the preposition governs in the respective 
variety. We have not discovered any instances of bi governing the accusative case.14 
3.4.2. Borrowing the Bulgarian preposition 
The Bulgarian preposition bez has been borrowed into different varieties of Romani. 
It shows no uniform government behaviour, but one can observe that the accusative 
is favoured. With animate nouns the form in -es (respectively -(J)a for feminines, 
1 3 Varieties of Kaldcrash have developed a special genitive of pronouns which is distinct from 
the possessive pronoun, cf. munro dad 'my father' and bi mango 'without me'. For more detail see 
Boretzky (1994, 52). 
1 4 That could be expected if the innovation was triggered off by Bulgarian influence. 
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and -en for plural) can be used (16b), but more frequently we find the unmarked 
form (i.e. the nominative) (16c). Inanimate nouns are always in the nominative which 
for them is identical with the form of the direct object (i.e. the accusative) (16d). 
(16) (a) bez tu 
'without you' (tu = nom. and acc.) 
(b) bez e dad-es 
without art father-acc 
'without the father ' 
(c) bez о rom 
without art man:nom 
'without the man' 
(d) bez о lil-a 
without art paper-nom:pl 
'without the papers (documents)' 
Occasionally bez combines with the ablative (17a) or the instrumental (17b) case: 
(17) (a) bez tu-tar 
without 2.sg-abl 
'without you' 
(b) bez pe rome-sa 
without poss husband-instr 
'without her husband' (lit. 'without with her husband') 
One might conclude that in the first instance the former government has been desta-
bilized (see 3.4.1), Only when this had happened did the borrowing of the 
Bulgarian preposition—together with the government behaviour of the preposition 
in Bulgarian—take place. The examples given in (17) are isolated ones that cannot 
be explained by Bulgarian, but rather look like a substrate transfer from the phase 
when the preposition bi had been destabilized. 
4. Conclusion 
The restructuring of the case system common to all European dialects certainly 
took place at a time before the divergent development of Romani dialects set in. 
Most, but not all, innovations found in Romani dialects spoken in Bulgaria 
today are due to the influence of the actual contact language. In the other cases one 
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has to chcck very carefully whether one is confronted with innovations within an 
otherwise intact dialect or with destabilizations due to ongoing language change 
(loss in linguistic competence). 
The linguistic area of present-day Bulgaria lends itself to comparing different 
dialects of Romani in view of the stability of the synthetic vs. the analytical case 
system. Whereas the levelling of the prepositional system as well as the predomi-
nance of prepositional case expressions is found in dialects for which Bulgarian is 
the only or at least the most important contact language, in dialects under the influ-
ence of Turkish the inflectional system survives astonishingly well. 
The analytical case expressions, or better, the dichotomy of inflectional and 
prepositional case expressions must be considered as one of the system-defining 
structural properties of Romani as a whole. Since the preservation vs. loss of the 
inflectional case system as a rule reflects the situation of the contact language, we 
may conclude that these developments follow tendencies determined by language 
contact rather than language-inherent properties. 
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Abstract 
This paper begins with an introduction of the conventions I use below and my chief sources. This is 
followed by a sketch of the relationship of the dialects of Romani and a brief reconstruction of the 
phonological systems of Ancient Romani and Dommànï, the SaurasênT-like Prakrit, which became the 
predecessor of Romani. The larger second part contains new or amended etymologies for 87 recon-
structed Ancient or Wallachian Romani words. These may be considered part of an evolving etymolog-
ical dictionary of Romani. 
My original intention years ago was to comment on Vekerdi's dialect dictionary, to 
prepare a list of corrigenda. I had not only found numerous misspelt forms but also 
erroneous and bad etymologies. Some of them are so absurd that I do not even bother 
to refute them in the etymologies that follow. To mention but a few: Vekerdi does 
not take the Wallachian Romani suffix -kinja ('-woman, female person') to be the 
adoption of Southern Slavonic or Bulgarian -киня (e.g. ратайкиня 'servant girl'), 
but designates Greek yuvrj as its source — with a "?" to be sure (Ve 89) — although 
this has been pronounced [jini] for more than a thousand years. The German Ro-
mani (GR) kurâko 'crow' he derives from German "Krähe ?" instead of the obvious 
etymon, Greek xopâÇ. Culling such examples would have been too extensive a job 
and, as a matter of fact, uninteresting. Instead, I have turned my attention to Romani 
words which were as yet of unknown origin or whose classical etymologies (in, for 
example, Turner) have proved unsatisfactory. During this work there emerged a col-
lection which may command interest and form the base stock of entries in a future 
etymological dictionary. Its structure will, of course, be different from what is found 
below. According to Vekerdi "not counting the words adopted from the language of 
the majority people, the full vocabulary of a speaker of Romani totals about 1200. .. . 
Slightly more than half of the stems (ca. 400-430) are Indie in origin" (1974, 14f). 
In another place (1981, 410), he talks about 400-500 Indie words. As always, he 
calculates downwards, but even if the figure given is right, it can now be amended to 
almost 600, since I claim to have discovered about more than fifty words that they 
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are also Indie in their origin. Turner's etymological dictionary suggests that many of 
these are lexical archaisms retained only in Romani, while other Modern Indie lan-
guages have replaced this Old Indie vocabulary. This modifies the current picture of 
Romani. 
The headword of most entries is the reconstructed Ancient Romani form, in some 
cases it is a word from a present-day dialect. My four chief sources are Vekerdi 
1983 (Ve), Uhlik 1983 (Uhl), Hiibschmannová et al. 1991 (HSZ) and Kochergina's 
Sanskrit-Russian dictionary (1978), abbreviated SRS1 and the supplement to its sec-
ond edition, abbreviated SRS1 D, on pages 896-943. It was only once that 1 had to 
consult a bigger dictionary. 
In the Wallachian Romani data from Hungary I indicate word stress on poly-
syllabic words (with a grave accent) and length (with a macron), unlike my sources. 
For the sake of uniformity I have changed the consonant symbols of Uhl and HSZ, 
according to the following chart: 
HSZ Uhl here Ve if different 
t' с —. V 
d' d —; > dj 
n nj • "j 
/ ' Ij -i > lj 
dz dz H > 3 dz 
— I У r rr, r 
— 1 —, y Ï 
ë ë —, У ë, WR с 
— sj -У s s 
— tj У z z 
Uhlik's language I simply call Bosnian Romani (BR), although his dictionary 
cites data from several dialects, he does not indicate which. Those which are proba-
bly or certainly Wallachian Romani I mark with parenthesized (*=WR, =WR). It must 
be noted that the dialect forming the core of his dictionary — whose data were col-
lected half a century ago—is mostly spoken in Vojvodina/Vajdaság today, whereas in 
Bosnia Albanian Romani is gaining ground and the mixture of the two dialects gives 
rise to new ones. 
Each Hungarian Romani (HuR) and Slovenian Romani (SnR) form is cited from 
Vekerdi's dictionary. Vekerdi's notion of the Gurväri (Gu) dialect is misleading: be-
sides real Gurväri data he labels others that may be linked to the Cerhäri, Curäri, 
Kheräri, etc. tribes as Gu as well, but this merger is unjustified despite the fact that 
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all of these belong to the group of central dialects genetically. The latter I define as 
North Eastern Wallachian Romani (WRNE) dialects adding that their Wallachian Ro-
mani character is only secondary, they do not belong there genetically. The genetical 
relationships of European Romani dialects are shown in the tree below: 
W С 
GR and all the SkR 
other dialects HuR 









of the Balkans 
My reconstruction of the consonant system of Ancient Romani is the following: 
*ph *th *ch *kh 
*P *t *c M *( *k 
*b *d *3 *d *3 *g 
*/ *s [?) *s *x 
*z *z 
*n M 
*l *r [r] *i *h 
The ch column was palatal, but the st cluster was perhaps still realized as [$/], nd as 
[rid], and d could have had a variant [r] as well. The Saurasënï-like Prakrit, which 
became the predecessor of Romani, I have dubbed Dommânï. It is an important 
model explaining the phonological development of Romani (Tálos 1980) modelling 
the period from the separation of Romani until its appearance in Armenia. By Romani 
I only mean European Gypsy, I do not consider Bôsâ (Armenian Gypsy) and Zutt 
(Syrian Gypsy) to be close relatives of Romani. The reconstructed consonants of 
Dommânï are given in the following charts: 
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W o r d - i n i t i a l Cs 
*s *s *s *x 
*ph *th *th *ch *kh 
*p *t *f *c *k 
*bh *dh *dh *jh *gh 
*b *d *d *j *g 
*mh *nh — 





W o r d - i n i t i a l Cr c l u s t e r s 
*pr *tr — — 
*bhr 
*dr — — 
I n t e r v o c a l i c Cs 
-b 4L. -L- S 











*yh *„ *h 




























Other word-internal CxCy clusters could only be of the NC or ST type: 
*mbh *ndh *ndh *njh *ngh *sth *sth 
*mb *nd *nd *nj *ng *st *st *sc 
Of three member clusters there are only a few examples of the NCr and STr type. 
In transcribing Dommânï reconstructions I follow the Indologist tradition, but with 
Ancient Romani I switch the code and, for example, indicate (medial) palatals by a 
hacek. 
The [э] reflex of a in open syllables was originally only an allophone, similarly to 
the short variants of ë and 5 in closed syllables. Temporarily there could have existed 
*ai and *au as well as a result of contraction. Stress probably fell on the penultimate 
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mora, as is usual in the descendant languages, but with the exception of, for example, 
Marathi. The reconstruction of word-final vowel nasalization is difficult. 
The five basic members of the vowel system were supplemented by an epenthetic 
central э, which only occurred word-internally, never at the edge of words. Its main 
source is the Old Indie short a in open syllables (actually [э]). After the disintegration 
of the unity of Ancient Romani, this vowel merged with others depending on the con-
text, its typical reflex, however, is e alternating with 0. I do not mark stress on the last 
syllable of the reconstructions. Enclitics following a strong morpheme boundary (+) 
were unstressed, examples include the secondary case markers that have developed 
from postpositions and the tense and mood suffixes following the person markers in 
verbs, e.g. *le manusèskaro 'the man's' (genitive, possessive adjective), *le richèndar 
'from the bears', *la domniàke 'to the wife', *ov kbrla 'he makes, he will make', *ov 
kèrlas 'he was making (past imperfect), he would make (present conditional)', *ov 
kardiàsas 'he (had) made (plusquamperfect, past conditional)'. In vocative forms: 
*dàde 'father!', *âhavèia 'boy!'. The verb-forming suffix *+iol (< 01 -T bhavati) 
leaves stress on the stem: *kardiol 'rises from', *karàdi(u)lo 'was made', etc. Also 
in some adverbs: *sigo 'quickly, soon', *misto 'well', *ßdar 'better, rather', etc. 
Let us now proceed to the entries that form the core of this paper. 
1 AR *(ala)va кэгэ1 and *(alavo)da кэгэ1 'speaks, talks' 
Equivalents: SnR vakërel, SkR vakerei 'mluvit, hovorit, vyprávét, povídat' 
HSZ 255, BR vatjarav, vakerav, vrakeru 'gôvorim, kâzëm, kàzujëm' Uhl 89, 127, 
GR rakrel Ve 171, w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . 
Wallachian Romani lacks this verb, its expected form would be *vakrel (*vakerd-
perf.), instead a loan from Rumanian, vorbij, vorbisârèl, WRNE vorbinèl is used, 
Ve 175. This famous word — cf. Hu vakerâ/ol, vaker — is of unknown origin. The 
second part is suspiciously the AR *кэгэ1 'makes, does', but what is the first part, and 
why do western dialects, for example, German Romani, have ra- instead of eastern 
va-2 What kind of sound change is this? 
At a first glance, v- suggests a foreign origin, but there is a more probable solu-
tion. The dialectal expressions meaning 'talks, has a conversation', with the structure 
duma f, vorba f, svato m, lafi m, thavali f 'word, speech' + kerel, or del 'gives', ihol, 
chol 'puts'—abundant examples in Uhlik—let us assume that the word under discus-
sion has also been clipped earlier from such a structure. The most obvious possibility 
is that it is the composition of the plural of AR *alav m 'word', *alava + *кэгэ1, of 
which the initial *ala- has been lost. As regards the German Romani form, it ob-
viously must be explained from the diminutive form of this word, AR *alavodo m 
'little word' with the plural *alavoda. In this form the whole of the *alavo- part has 
been lost, and the interdialectal r- ~ v- correspondence is not phonological. If the 
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GR rakrel is indeed < *ßdakrdl, this is also evidence for the fact that the plural of the 
suffix *-odo was *-oda even in Ancient Romani instead of the expected *-ode. (The 
stem itself is T 1373 âlâpd- m y/lap.) 
2 AR *-àle vocative plural suffix 
The vocative case in Old Indie did not have a special suffix in the plural. Ac-
cordingly AR *manus (perhaps *martusa as well) 'people' nom plur ~ Skr mdnusâh, 
vs. *manusàle 'people!' voc plur ~ Skr (=) mânusâh again. I know of no attempt at 
explaining the suffix. It may be composed of a plural morpheme, to which an enclitic 
(therefore stressless) element *+le is added, which is connected to the definite article 
and is demonstrative in origin. The '+' marks an enclitic boundary assigning stress 
to the previous syllable. This, however, is mere conjecture. 
I think the suffix may originally have been a connective-reciprocal morpheme, 
similarly to the Hungarian plural suffix -ék 'the X family, X's family/company'. 
(As for the term and the notion, see Hajdú 1969, 1975.) The meaning of San-
skrit simhädayah is 'the lion and the other animals' (simhd- m 'lion'), and Pali has 
a similar construction: rukkha-gumb-ädayö 'trees, bushes and so on' (Mayrhofer 
1951, 187). Since such an ending would regularly yield *-äde in DommänT, I con-
sider it rather probable that R (*)manuscile derives from Old Indie (*)mänusädayah 
used as a vocative. 
The peculiar stress pattern of the suffix may be explained by the fact that in 
languages having automatic and/or simple stress rules stress placement that diverges 
from the main rules typically occurs in the vocative, imperative and among numerals. 
(Cf. e.g. WR stàlvardes 'forty', but desustär 'fourteen' ~ Hu tizën(')négy id.) In 
Balkanic dialects the suffix has the form -eilen (for example, in Bosnian Romani), 
the nasal of which is, of course, the infiltration of the 2nd pers plur suffix: BR avert, 
manusàlen! 'come, people!'. 
3 AR *amisiaral 'mixes' 
This verb is only known from Wallachian Romani, WR hamij 'mixes, gets 
mixed', hamijpe 'gets mixed', its long forms are hamisârèl 'mixes, blends, stirs', 
hamisàjvel 'gets mixed', Ve 67 without the long forms and w i t h o u t an e t y m o l -
o g y , with an erroneous initial x-, cf. also BR (*=WR) hamisarav 'mêsïm, mêsâm' 
Uhl 168. As regards its form it is a typical loan verb, its source can nevertheless 
not be found in Balkanic languages. A hypothetical Gk *YctpiÇcù which could be its 
base, does not exist. The solution is that it is obviously by analogy that the word 
entered the class of loan verbs. The short form is secondary, the original morphemes 
in hamisârèl is *hamis-iardl, while hamisàjvel has taken the place of *hamis+iol. 
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It is an original Indie word, but not the continuation of T 10137.1 misrayati, 
10137.2 misrâpayati as in other Indie languages: Pa missëti, Hi misnä 'to be mixed', 
but the derivate of the adjective T 10135 misrá- 'mixed': 
OI misrT ka rôti VIII 'mixes' SRS1 513b > AR * misiarai, 
Ol misrTbhávati 1 'gets mixed' SRS1 513b > AR *misiol. 
The only problem is the initial *ha-. It may be a prefix, Ol ämisra- = misrá-, in 
this case the h- is prothetic. If we take OI sammisrá- (= misrá-) as our starting point, 
we have to hypothesize a lenition s- > Ii-, but this use of h is unknown in Wallachian 
Romani. The Classical Persian equivalent of the word is â-mëxtan, and not *han-
mëxtan, therefore we may not think of the influence of Persian ham/n- (and hamë-) 
either, the less so since AR *amal m 'companion' (the etymon of which, C1P hamäl 
< Ir *hamahla-, OI samartha- m) contains the prefix suspected, yet does not preserve 
the initial h-. The solutions seems to lie in the fact that the verb is W a l l a c h i a n 
Romani and was thus influenced by the Rumanian dialectal (*)hamestecd 'to mix' 
with h- prothesis (instead of the standard amestecà). 
4 AR *arakhal tr 'finds < *comes across' 
Elsewhere the equivalents of HuR arakhel1, WR (a)rakhèl 'finds' are: SnR lâkhel 
Ve 18, SkR arakhel '1) najít, nalézt, 2) sehnat, zjistit, 3) hlídat, strezit' HSZ 30b. 
In its origins it may be identical to the HuR verb arakhel2 'guards, protects', 
whose etymology is perfect: T 10547 rdksati I, raksitá- pp, T 1298 draksati, y/raks 
'watches over, defends', SRS1 535a, SnR lâkhel is the same, which is interesting 
because it represents the /- doublet of the same verb: T 10883 laksati, T 10885 
laksitd- pp, SRS1 550a. Its meanings are '1) feels, senses, perceives, 2) gets to know, 
3) observes, notices'. The possible connection between 'feels' and 'guards' is shown 
by the common origin of Hu érëz 'feels' and őriz 'guards' (see Tálos 1993, 393), 
and 'finds' may also be linked to them. 1 would still propose that the Romani verbs 
meaning 'finds' are the descendants of T 182, 187, 188 *add(akk)- 'gets stuck' > 
D *addakkhadi '*gets lodged on'. Because of the regular reflex -dd- > AR -r- the 
merger with D *drakkhadi became absolute. 
5 AR *as(i)an m 'whetstone' 
1 myself know the word only from Uhlik: BR (j)asan m 'belegija, brûs, a device 
for sharpening scythes' (28, 40). It is certainly connected to the following: T sand- f 
id., which is the derivate of OI sisdtil/s'ïs'îtë III, s'yáti IV, si/ätd- pp '1) whets, 2) whets 
the weapon or horn' SRS1 640a, probably from an d- prefixed version. But one 
may also think of the composition of Olasri- f 'the edge of sthing' SRS1 81b and 
OI ásna- m 'stone' SRS1 82a: *asr(y)asna- m > D *assannho. All are derivates of 
IE *ak (or *эк) 'sharp, etc.'. There are similar words in Iranian languages as well, 
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e.g. MP Ips'nl pasán, Osl (y)ssön, OsD insön(ce) 'whetstone' ROSI 523b. Later 
forms of the Persian word are: C1P l'fs'nl afsän, ModP äfsän id. PRS1 I 106b, the 
relation of which to the following is not clear: FK äsyäna DRS145b, KKorm hasân m 
(oblique case hasén) KRS1 432a, partly < Ir *upa-sana-. The Ancient Romani form 
is probably *asan m. 
6 AR *asaral 'praises' 
This is a well-known word, cf. Pt I 405, 431, II 233, SkR asarel '1) chválit, 
2) prehánet' HSZ 32a, BR (a)sarav 'hvâlïm' Uhl 100. Vekerdi (20) cites two compar-
isons of Turner's: T 14827 âslâghayati with ?, slâghatë I, and/or T 1641 uccärayati. 
Neither of them can be correct; there are, however, two verbs not retained in 
other Modern Indie languages and not present in Turner, which can be antecedents 
of this word: one is OI sdlatë I, salitá- pp, fsäl 'praises' SRS1 642b, the other is 
OI sâthâyatë X, sathitá- pp, fsat h 'flatters, beguiles' SRS1 633b, to which the d-
prefix has to be added. Both are possible sources, -/- > -r- has to be hypothesized 
in the first, which is perfectly conceivable as shown by the existence of the *-(i)aral 
suffix, on the other hand, the regular Romani reflex of -th- is -r-. 
7 AR *asukiardl 'waits < *fasts' 
The WR verb alukârèl 'waits' has a palatalized version azutjârèl as well, this 
version is V e l 7 9 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y , further variants: (a)zukarèlpe 
(with a complement pe prep) 'waits for sbody', (a)zukaravèl 'keeps sbody wait-
ing', etc., in other dialects: HuR SnR SkR uzarel '(po)cekat, oöekávat' HSZ 274b, 
BR doazutjarav, sudjarav, usugarav 'cèkâm, döcekäm' Uhl 50, 65. What is strange 
(and in any case secondary) in this word is the consonant -z-, which normally is 
typical of the loan vocabulary. Earlier, I reconstructed AR *asugiaral from a contam-
ination of WR azukârèl and BR asudjarel and hypothesized the metathesis of voicing 
as an explanation. 
Since we are definitely dealing with the derivates of suko '1) dry, arid, parched, 
2) thirsty', these variants have in fact developed by d i s s i m i l a t i o n of v o i c e l e s s -
n e s s . To be sure this is the a- prefixed verb pendent of *sukiaral 'makes dry', which 
is proved by the following Bosnian Romani data: sutjurav 'postlm' Uhl 276, sut-
jaripe m, trusuj, trusipe m 'krst, pôst, svétac' Uhl 144, 275, 462, where the meaning 
of trus f and its derivates is 'zed'. It is also instructive to consider 'glàdujëm' Uhl 83: 
BR sutjarav e dand, literally 'I am drying the teeth'. A beautiful example of the 
coincidence of 'hunger' and 'thirst' is Gk neîva f, which originally meant 'thirst', 
later rather (and today only) 'hunger', besides Xípóq m/f 'hunger', Sícpa f 'thirst'. An 
illuminating case for our etymology is the origin of AR *nerno 'sober', which Ve 76 
reports as a rare word, in the form HuR jerno (Gy) w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . 
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Cf. also SkR njerno 'strízlivy' HSZ 190. Izmir (Greek) Romani also has it (nerno), 
Moses Heinschink has called my attention to the word and its origin in 1987: T 7266 
nirannci- 'hungry, starving' SRS1 332, this is a derivate of cinná- pp 4— átti II, -y/ad 
'eats'. Of the Indian relatives of *suko it must be noted that the derivate of Hi sükhä 
'dry', the verb sükhnä 'become dry, etc.' has the meaning ' w a i t , be standing in 
the cold' as well, URS1 525b-526a; while 'keeping sbody waiting' . . . kö intizär më 
sukhänä URS1 515a, literally ' d r y sbody in waiting'. 
Finally, it is worth noting that the cluster of Slavonic verbs which this Romani 
verb "translates", *őekati (Vasmer IV 325, ÉS1S1 Ja 4, 13) is, according to one expla-
nation, cognate with 01 kdkatê I 'is thirsty' SRS1 144, cakâna- 'thirsty', on the other 
hand Ru ждать ' t o w a i t ' and жадатъ ' t o be t h i r s t y , etc.' are related as 
well, cf. Vasmer II 33, 39. Of the langauges of the area Greek could have been the 
example of the Romani concept, cf. Gk ^tpooxaXiá^ta '1)1 keep standing, I tarry, 
2) I get tired in waiting' ÚMK 442a. 
8 AR *a$var m 'halter' 
Wallachian Romani asvâr m (Ve 20, without an etymology), BR suvar(i) m/f, 
osvar m 'ùlâr' Uhl 404, and known in other dialects as well, cf. Pt 239-240, 
Mi VIII 69. 
Its connection with the following is certain, but not clear: MP (zên)abzâr 'har-
ness' КАР 144, ModP âbzâr 'tool, equipment' (PRS1 1 37), (zin)âfzâr 'harness, hal-
ter' (PRS1 I 106, 778). I have no explanation for the -s- in place of the -z-, the 
Persian -z- may, nevertheless, derive from an earlier -z/3-, which may come from 
-<?-. The phonological form of the word may have been influenced by a hypothetical 
D *ass3vâro m 'rider' < T 926 asvavâra- m 'horseman, groom', which is an Iranian 
loan there, cf. MP aswär id. (КАР 109), or Afgh spôr m (RAS1 94b). 
9 AR *azbavdl 'hurts' 
A Wallachian Romani word, but cf. BR (*=WR) azbav, azbavav 'dîrâm' Uhl 63, 
in Loväri the present tense always has the form azbàl, in the past the stem *azbav-
—> azbad- exists as well: mindig azbàlasma 'he always hurt me' imperfect, atùnci 
azbadàsma 'then he hurt me' perfect. Vekerdi's e t y m o l o g y (22): "Rum izbi ?" is 
unlikely even with the ?, as it seems to be an o r i g i n a l word. 
AR *z has no regular Old Indie source, here, however, it is before -b- and ob-
viously instead of *-s-. Turner does not know words existing only in Wallachian 
Romani. Another lexical archaism, not retained in other Modern Indie languages, 
is the OI verb sárvati, sárbati and sárbhati 'hurts, hits, kills' SRSI 638a, 712b, to 
which Romani has added an *a- prefix. Of this Early Ancient Romani had *äsabbadi 
> *âsabbâdi by metathesis and change of stem class, but for the form *azbaval an 
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Ol *âs'arb(h)âpayati caus starting point may also be hypothesized. 01 sarbhati is 
related to the English verb harm, cf. also Avßaroma- m 'shame', see also the entry 
Ru сором m in Vasmer III 724. 
10 AR *balval f 'wind' 
A common word: WR balval, HuR balval, SnR bävjal, GR bal/rval, each f 
'wind', Ve 24, Pt 417-418, Mi VII 16. 
It is undoubtedly connected to T 11491 vâtâ- m 'wind' (cf. also vâta- m id. 
SRS1 575a), it is still strange, pointing to some sort of reduplication: D *bâdavâda-. 
Interestingly it is exactly this word that is found reduplicated in Hazara, where it 
is bödböt, with the Russian gloss 'вёлиие' (Efimov 1965, 29). The fact that the 
word has become feminine and reduplicated made it possible to keep it distinct from 
*bal m/pl 'hair' (T 11572) and *balo m 'swine', the latter of which is of uncertain 
origin. 
11 AR *barvalo 'rich' 
This is a well-known word, cf. Pt II 416-417, Mi VII 16-17, Ve 25, whose 
e t y m o l o g y : "Skr balavant" 'strong, mighty, predominant' SRS1 462b c a n n o t 
be the antecedent of this word, since that could only lead to something like *bol(v)o. 
There must have been an AR word *bar 'richness', of which the adjective *bar-
valo was derived by the common -valo adjectival suffix. And there is such a word! 
Since it does not occur in Turner, the word seems to be preserved only by Romani: 
Ol vára- m 'richness, treasure' SRS1 577a. 
It may be mentioned that there are altogether four such near homophones: 
(1) *bar m '*richness'—see above, 
(2) *bar f 'garden' Pt II 410, Mi VII 17, Ve 24 < T 11480 vâtâ- f 4- vrnöti 
(3) *bad m 'stone' Pt II 409, Mi VIII 16, Ve 24 < T 11348 *vatta- < *varta-
(cf. Afgh bât m 'whetstone' RAS1 724b) 
(4) *-var (multiplicative suffix) < T 11547 vdra-2, but it may as well be Iranian, 
cf. MP lw V/ war. 
12 AR *bec f 'hip' 
The word is reported w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y by Vekerdi 26 as a Wallachian 
Romani word; I myself only know it from the pseudo-Wallachian North Eastern di-
alect of Romani (WRNE) thus: odol becikûnè masà 'those thin flanks (of pork)'. 
The identification of the origin of this word is connected to *maskar m 'waist', 
*maskar prep 'between'. The first half is T 9804 mádhya- n '1) middle, 2) waist', adj 
'central', to which *-kar is added, which is unclear to Turner as well: "(+ ?)", thus 
its expected *-j- became -s- because of the -k-. 'Between' in Panjabi is vie, vicâlê 
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and vickâr, the latter obviously contains the same enigmatic element as the Romani 
word. The -kar element is known in Bengali as well in the same word: Imadhyëkâral 
moddekar 1) adj 'internal, intermediate', 2) postp 'between' BRS1 714b. This -kar is 
a tadbhava suffix usually forming an adjective from an adverb (cf. Bykova-Kolobkov 
1957, 26, Ray 1966 does not mention it). Similarly in Parya: bi/eé-a 'in, on, within', 
biskalo 'middle (aged)', biskar-a 'in/to the middle' Oranskij 1977, 265b, 266a. 
I think that Ol madhya- n was probably the etymon of a D adjective *majjhdkciro 
'intermediate, middle', which by nominalization acquired the meaning 'hip'. The 
AR preposition *maskar, instead of the expected *ma^e, has developed with this 
detour. The Sanskrit word already had the meaning 'waist', and in the area Ro-
mani has visited during its history 'middle' and 'waist' are often connected in their 
roots, e.g. В Imäjhal mac 'middle', Imäjhäl majha 'waist', ModP miyân '1) middle, 
2) waist' PRS1 II 586a, ModGk jiéao n 'middle', péorj f '1) middle, 2) waist'. In 
this light, it seems probable to me that *bec f 'hip' < (*)waist' is the etymological 
continuation of T 12042 vïcya- 'middle' via the form D *becca/i f. 
13 AR *bero m 'boat, ship' 
A well-known word (Pt II 89, Mi VII 19, Ve 26), although rare in the Central 
and Eastern dialects, HSZ 44b gives the word with *, meaning a recommended word 
from other dialects; BR bero m 'brôd, láda' Uhl 39, 150. Its etymology is also known 
and good, but besides the reconstructed form T 9308 *bëda- other variants are also 
to be supposed. The -r- of the Romani word (instead of *-/-) and Ne berä NRS1 828b 
(instead of *berâ) suggest that *-dd- is to be supposed in their input. 
14 AR ? *birevli f 'bee' 
Its forms are: WR biri(v)lji, biri/ulji f, also in Hungary there exists birovlji f, 
WRNE birilji, birinji f, HuR birili, berveli f (Ve 28), SkR berevlji, bervelji f 
'vőela', bervel m 'címeiák' HSZ 45a, BR (partly =WR) birovl(j)i, birovn(j)i, biromni, 
beru(v)l(j)i, brli f 'pôèla', birovljori f 'pcèlica' Uhl 248, Pt II 287, Mi VIII 88. Turner 
derives it from T 11330 varöla-. The clusters containing v in the second syllable of 
the Romani word cannot be really obtained from an original *ö. Based on D *baröli 
> AR *ЬэгоИ the frequent i reflex of a cannot be understood either. 
Another possible source has occurred to me, which, however, raises more serious 
problems. I mention it, nevertheless, because of its interesting consequences. In 
Sanskrit — I am deliberately not using Old Indie here — there is a word explicitly 
meaning 'bee': dvirëpha- m SRS1 295b. Provided that -li is some kind of suffix, 
we may assume a D *birëvhdlï > AR *birevli f etymon, which yields the attested 
forms without difficulty. This "suffix" may be the same as that found in the word 
madhûlikâ- f 'bee' SRS1 493a (mádhu- n 'honey'), the input to the derivation is thus 
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*dvirëphalikâ-. The aspiration of -vh- has apparently not reached the word initial *b-, 
therefore the word did not become *phirevli. The change *b- > *dv- is possible in 
Romani, cf. AR *barand m 'tent pole' < T 6652 *dvaränta-. The counterargument 
for this word being the source of the Romani word is that Skr dvirëpha- is the result 
of poetic word formation, it literally means 'with two r s', an allusion to the word 
T 3651 bhramara- m SRS1 487a also meaning 'bee', Skr rëpha- m SRS1 548a is 
the name of the letter r in Brahmi and its derivate scripts. It is hard to imagine that 
this word, meaningful only to literate people (actually only to a Brahmin) could have 
percolated all the way down to the Dömbäh vegetating at the bottom of Indian society, 
and displaced all its synonyms. The word does not even belong to the terminology 
of religion, which could justify its Sanskrit origins (cf. Span Dios, Port Deus, but 
Jud Diof) without the influence of ecclesiastical Latin). If the word in question is still 
a loan from Sanskrit, this modifies our picture of the social position of the Dömbäh 
and the ethnogenesis of the Roma! 
15 AR *bivando 'raw' 
The word is cited by Vekerdi (76) from Wallachian Romani in the form jivando, 
its etymology is "Skr vimlâna ?", that is 'withered, decayed' SRS1 523b, which does 
not satisfy the sound laws: it would give the form *biman. 
My starting point is the privative form of the verb pàdyatë, the participle of 
OI vipddyatë IV, vipanná- pp '*does not reach some place', which has provided a 
new present stem for the verb stem: D *bi\>annadi, the participle of which in An-
cient Romani is *bivando, in which the semantic change 'unripe' —> 'raw' may be 
supposed. The word has a wide range of variants, which can be explained by the 
notions of dissimilation and metathesis, but two other similar words have interfered 
with it: *hi/evend m 'winter' and the participle of *bianal 'gives birth to', *biando. 
Cf. BR ivando, (j)ivand, v/bijand 'présan, sîrov' Uhl 289, 338. 
16 AR *bohl2 'rotates tr' 
We may assume two AR verbs *bohl. The first is well-known, cf. Pt II422-423, 
Mi VII 23 'immerses, dips (into water), baptizes', its privative participle is biboldd 
'unbaptized > Jew', hence Hu biboldó 'Jew', T 9272 *bödayati. There was, however, 
another bohl2 'turns round', whose derivates possibly include GR *ЬоНрэп m '(vault 
of) heaven < *curve', which in Wallachian Romani became a -del verb: WR böldel 
(bôlde imperative, boldinö pp), böldelpe 'turns him/herself, boldinès 'conversely', 
Ve30 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . 
Its source is the OI verb vâlatë I, ulyatë IV/pass, ultd- pp '1) turns, twists, curves, 
2) moves' SRS1 569a. Its vocalism comes from the и of the weak forms, its initial 
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consonant b- is generalized from the forms of the full grade, similarly to the story of 
*bùchiol. 
17 AR *bùchiol 'is called, has the name of' 
This is a Wallachian Romani verb, bitsol, sometimes with the variant bisol, Ve 33 
w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . SkR (with the note "reg") 'jmenovat se krestnim 
jmenom ' HSZ 56b, BR (*=WR) busuvav, busivav, buchivav, bicijau 'zovem se' 
Uhl 459. HSÈ 278a mention the verb viőinel pes 'jmenovat se (krestnim jménom)', 
which is obviously the borrowing of SC víkati vicém 'shout, call' ShRSl 52 or 
Big вйкам ce 'be called, named'. Lackóvá (1992, 70) has the following: vichinlas 
pes Lolo 'he was called Red' and E chaj pes vichinlas Sedra 'The girl was called 
Bramble', with -ch-, which is a nice example of the contamination of the two verbs. 
This is another lexical archaism, which does not occur in Turner. We again have a 
well-known Old Indie verb: vácati I, vákti II, úcyaté pass, 'speak' s/vac SRS1 560b, 
SRS1 D 901. The entry's antecedent is the passive form, cf. Pa vuccati, to which 
Mayrhofer (1951, 75) adds the note: '"wird genannt, geheißen' pass, zu vac- [... ] 
mit V- nach vac-." Based on this D *bucchodi > AR *bùâhiol as if it went back 
to some Old Indie phrase -f bhavati. Other Modern Indie languages preserve only 
derivates of this verbal root, e.g. T 11199 vacanà-, T 11200 vdcas- n, etc. 
18 AR *busno m 'he-goat' 
Vekerdi (33) reports the forms WR busnji and HuR buznji f 'she-goat', and, 
following the etymological tradition, derives it from (C1)P buz 'goat'. The traditional 
etymology is made dubious by a number of problems. One is that 'he-goat' is n o t 
*bus/z m, but WR busno m, thus the morpheme structure of AR *busni f is busn-i, 
and not *bus-ni\ it does not contain the -ni feminine suffix attaching to athematics, 
as the -n- of the word seems to belong to the stem. Another problem is that while 
-sn- > -zn- is a usual prenasal voicing, in case of deriving the word from Persian 
we would have to hypothesize devoicing, therefore the version with -s- appears to be 
more original. 
We are again dealing with an original word. Turner mentions the word vrsan-
m 'male bull' without a number, between 12083 and 12084, which is related to the 
following: vrsa- m '1) male, 2) bull, 3) man, husband', vrsana- m '1) (sg) scro-
tum, 2) (du) testicles' SRS1 618a (from the latter comes Hi basnï f 'pouch, wallet' 
URS1 134b), vrsni- m 'ram' SRS1 618b, the word D *busi/dnau > AR *busno m pos-
sibly comes from the version *vrsi/anaka- of the latter. This word also has its Iranian 
equivalent, but it is not buz, but ModP gos(e)n ~ go/äsen 'male' PRS1 II 398b < 
C1P gusn, MP Igwsn'l gusn, Av varsni- 'ram' < Ir *wrsni- RM 33. 
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The stem itself is connected to 'wet(ness)', thus, through the stem fvcirs, with 
its derivatives, AR *Ьэгэ$ m 'year', and (<—) *brisind m 'rain', similarly to the con-
nection between English ox and its OI cognate uksan- m 'bull' and the meaning of 
fuks 'sprikle' hence 'impregnate'. Therefore, the relationship of busno and the other 
words cited may be conceived of otherwise. It may be a participle busno from an AR 
verb *busol (< OI vrsyáti ""moisten, tup'), with the participial suffix -no, marking 
habitual action. The most common examples are WR xoxamno 'liar' (< *xoxav-
no, AR *хоха\'э1 'lies'; Hu hóhányó 'humbug' from its HuR or GR equivalent) and 
AR *basno m 'cock' from *basol 'makes music, crows'. (Basno has obviously dis-
placed an original *kax m id., which we may assume with great certainty on the basis 
of *kaxni f 'hen'.) 
19 AR *bust f 'skewer' 
In Dommäm the sibilant element of Middle Indie -st- and -st- clusters is retained 
unlike the reflex in other Modern Indie languages, where the result is *-tth-, *-tth-. 
It is logical to expect that the Ancient Romani reflex of -sc- should be *-S£-\ Ancient 
Romani, however, does not have words with *-sc-. This is perhaps because the regular 
reflex is "irregular," resulting from the simplification *-sc- > *-st-. 
By supposing this possibility the probable etymon of 'skewer' can be spotted: 
T 12081 vrscika- m 'scorpion, tarantula' (cf. Hi bicchû m 'scorpion' URS1 119b), the 
Old lndic word as an adjective also has the meaning 'stinging, stabbing' (SRS1 618b), 
thus there are no semantic difficulties with this etymology. The word is reported by 
Vekerdi (33) as Wallachian Romani in the form bus without indication of gender and 
w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . Cf. also Pt II 353, 389, BR bus f, bus(t) m 'rázanj' 
Uhl 320. 
20 AR *calo 'full, satisfied' 
Wallachian Romani also has it: cälö ~ cajld, perhaps also with the stress *càjlo. 
The verb itself cäljöl 'eats his fill' (with the perfect stem câljil-), in fact, an expected 
variant also crops up: Ve 26 "becajvel V (thus WR) 'gobble' ", where be- is the 
Hungarian verbal prefix. In Wallachian Romani the AR adjectival suffix *-(v)alo 
became -àjvel (Loväri), -àjvol (Mäsäri) by fusion with the verbal suffix * . . . -iol. Its 
perfect is -àjlas < AR *-àlilo/i. In this word -alo is part of the adjective, of an 
adjective which itself was once a participle. 
The etymon of the word is the following: T 4535 cakitá- pp cákati/ё I '1) eats 
his/her fill, 2) gets satisfied, 3-4) etc.' SRS1 203a-b, and not Ve 37 cited from Turner, 
T 5019 *chädayati, with ?, which has provided a participle (châdità- pp) to another 
adjective, *calo2 ""pleasing' (Ve 39). 
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21 AR *cerhan(i) f 'star' 
Its variants: HuR cerhan f, SnR cerhin (ëerhënja pl) f, WR cerhàj f, SkR őer-
xenj f 'hvëzda' HSZ 68b, BR öe(h)raj(i)n, őerharin, с he raj in f 'zvézda' Uhl 460, 
Pt II 197, Mi Vll 31, t he e t y m o l o g y of Ve 38: "Pers carkh". He surely is not 
thinking of C1P carx 'circle, wheel' « PIE *kwekwlós), is he? 
The internal -rh- cluster of the word must be the result of some unusual sound 
change. I suppose that we are faced with a suffixed derivate of Ol rksa- n 'star, 
constellation' SRS1 134b, in which multiple metathesis took place: 
D I *r e cc . h â n I 
D II *c e r . h a n I instead of *chërânî 
That is *r- and *-cch- have changed places in such a way that *-cch- has lost its 
aspiration, or rather, it has stayed in "its place". The phenomenon may perhaps also 
be explained "theoretically" by modern syllable phonologies. Although *-cch- is 
phonemically o n e unit, it bas a syllable boundary (.) within, the rhythmic template 
of the word has been preserved during the metathesis. 
22 AR *ëulo m 'drop' 
Doubtlessly the original meaning and word class of SnR culo '1) few, 2) cheap' 
Ve 44, SkR âulo (with the note "reg") adv 'trochu' HSZ 73a, was AR *őulo m 
*(*)drop'. This is evident on the one hand because 'trochu, málo' can also be said as 
őepo HSZ 68b, which is, of course, the borrowing of Hu csëpp ~ csöpp. On the other, 
from its derivates: SkR culja/ol 'téci, k a p a t ' , culjado, culjardo 'tekuty', culjakerel 
' 1 ) neustále téci, 2) k a p a t ' HSZ 72b-73a, and in the Czech-Romani part (354a) 
' k a p a t ' in the form őuljal/vkerel as well. 
Vekerdi 44 has it w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y , Turner has it under 4732, 4877 
ksulla-, as if its meaning, 'small, tiny' (SRS1 182b), were original, which it clearly 
is not. It obviously derives from the following: T 4943 cyutd- pp 'fallen' <— T 4948 
cydvatë I 'drops from, trickles from, falls' SRS1 214b. Within the entry Turner cites 
the verb "Gy. eur (boh) iulav-", but as we have seen he wrongly separates the word 
culo, which is its participle, from it. 
23 A(W)R *chel or *chival f '(small)pox' 
WR sel f '(small)pox' (often in the plural: seljà, Ve 155 simply written as sel2, 
which is, of course, a possible pronunciation) is not homophonous with the word 
sel1 'hundred' (< *sal < D *sado < T 12278 sata- m/n), with which it thus forms a 
minimal pair to illustrate the phonemic opposition between /s/ and /§/—there are no 
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more true minimal pairs. There exists a word seljà plf 'bran' forming a minimal pair 
with the plural of '(small)pox' (Ve 155, T 12278 salâkâ- 0-
Other dialects also have the word: SkR (with the note "reg") chelja pl 'éerné 
nestovice', with a diminutive cheljora pi 'plané neStovice' HSZ 74b, BR (=WR) 
chel, sjel f (o: sel) 'ôspa', chela 'ôspice vêlike', cheljora 'ôspice mâle', xurde chelora 
'böginje' Uhl 35, 234. Vekerdi follows Turner's etymology: T 12490 sïtalâ-,sïtalî- f 
'pox' , hence Si sïarl f, Gu sillf id. Starting out from this word the expected Ancient 
Romani form would most probably be some *si(r)li f, therefore this etymology is not 
without problems. 
Taking into consideration the words for pox in languages of Eastern Europe — 
e.g. SC ôspa f < *osspa, from the verb *sspç//*suti 'sprinkle', and Hu himlő, again 
from the verb hintHhimlik id.—I think the Romani denomination has the same notion 
in the background, it is the derivate of a similar verb, or at least such a verb has influ-
enced the hypothetical *si(r)li. Of the numerous verbs for 'throwing, casting, hurl-
ing, scattering, sprinkling, putting' the most frequently occurring is AR *chival (with 
*chito pp). In its place Lovâri has two intermingling verbs: sol 'puts' (s(uv)àv 'I put' 
pres., sutèm '1 put' past perf.), and did el 'throws' (s'ùdav '1 throw', sudèm 'I threw', 
sudinô pp 'thrown'). Of these the first can be best linked to T 3683 ksipáti/e IV, 
ksiptá- pp 'throws, casts, hurls' SRS1 181a. The form that can be assumed for An-
cient (Wallachian) Romani is *chival f, with the plural *chiv(a)lia. The parallels for 
the simplification *chival > chel are AR *divas m 'day' > WR djes or djês (< T 6333 
divasa- m) and AR *deval m 'God' > WR del or del (with the oblique stem devlès/n) 
( < T 6530 dëvata- n 'deity'). 
24 AWR *-de imperative particle 
In Wallachian Romani, some verbs in the imperative mood can be present or 
future. Two particles, the stressless -de and -ta narrow the command to the present, 
adding a sense of urging to it. Their difference seems to be that the first may be added 
to verbs meaning departure, the latter to those meaning approach. (They cannot be 
added to any verb.) Vekerdi cites the example líaven-dé 'come along' " (47). It is not 
only the stress pattern that is wrong here, I feel that (*)avèn-ta! is better meaning 
'come [here]'. The form avèn-de! is a IstP plur. inch command: 'come and let's go'. 
Other examples: zà-de! 'go [away from here], go now', àn-ta muro serand! 'fast, 
bring my pillow', às'-ta! '1) wait [a little], 2) keep [quiet], 3) hush'. I do not know the 
origin of -ta, but -de is obviously the borrowing of Big de. On the Bulgarian particle, 
see Maslov 1981, 334 (§329), on its origin BER I 328, 334. 
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25 AR *dilo 'mad' 
A well-known word: Pt II 313, Mi VII 43-44, it has entered (partly from 
Rotwelsch) Hungarian as well: dili, dilis, bedilizik, etc. Vekerdi (49) discusses it 
in the entry dilino, to which I think is not related, see the entry *(go)di lino. H i s 
e t y m o l o g y : "Skr dinal T 6347, 14607". If * dilino is indeed the clipped form of 
an earlier *godi lino, the origins of *dilo must be sought elsewhere. 
The most reasonable assumption is that it is the participle of the verb 'gets mad'. 
That is T 6512 dfpyati IV 'is mad, is wildly excited', drptd- pp, y/darp. But of the 
participle the expected result is D *dittau > AR *dito, it is very difficult to derive 
dilo from this by the regular sound laws. Obviously Romani had the corresponding 
verb for a long time, which I imagine to have been AR *diel, like *piel 'drinks'. The 
more regular *dil- has taken the place of its perfect stem *dit- by analogy, which 
thus became *dilo. The hypothesized verb has been supplanted by the denominal 
derivation of *dilo: *diliol or *dildliol (> WR dildjvel), as it has happened with 
*kindiol 'soaks', *londiaral 'salts', and many other verbs. 
Its origin may, nevertheless, be different, especially if its primary meaning was 
not 'mad' but 'fool', though this is not evidenced by the dialects. In the opinion 
of Mediaeval Europe, useless, vain, idle deeds were a type of foolishness, as shown 
by the meaning of WR süsd 'empty, useless, vain' < AR *cuâho < D *cucchciu < 
T 5850 tucchyd-, tuccha- id. This explains the evolution of Late Latin follis 'fool' 
from follis '(empty) bellows' (> OF fol (> fou) > Eng/оо/ 'jester, fool'). 
OI drti- m/f '1) skin (for water), 2) smith's bellows' SRS1 283a with the (diminu-
tive) suffix -aka- would regularly yield D *didau > AR *dilo. ('Smith's bellows' is 
*pisot m on the other hand, the origins of which is as yet unknown. What can be said 
about it is that it belongs to the archaic stratum and is perhaps not monomorphemic: 
*pis+ot with an -ot suffix.) 
26 AR *dil f 'pëditum audTtum' 
Its forms are: WR fil f, HuR SnR GR ril f id., SkR rilj f 'prd' HSZ 237a, BR fil f 
'vëtar iz tela' Uhl 424, Ve 142 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . Cf. also Pt И 277, 
Mi VIII 61. 
It is generally true that as a result of large scale phonetic simplifications and 
mergers the number of hom(e)ophonous word has greatly increased in Middle Indie 
languages, and as a consequence many words were confused with each other. We 
are here dealing with an expressive word, the explanation of which is an unrewarding 
task. I attempt the following. My hypothesis is that two words have been confused 
here. As for its f o r m , the word is the participle of Ol ddrhati, drmhaii I, drdhd-, 
drhitá-, drmhitd- pp '1) ties (up), b e g i n s , 2) strengthens, 3) founds'. Its m e a n i n g , 
however, is similar to that of the OI verb ddlati I, dalitd- p p ' e x p l o d e s , c r a c k s , 
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b r e a k s , b u r s t s ' (SRS1 262a, T 6216 dálati, T 6508 drdhâ-, drlhá-). The word-
internal retroflexivization was extended to the word-initial consonant: D *didho > 
*dhidi/a f > AR *dil f. It is regular in all its phonological details: the voiced aspira-
tion shifts leftwards and original -d- always yields -/-. 
27 AR *gad m 'shirt' 
In the Loväri dialect of Wallachian Romani the plural, gada, means 'garment(s)', 
which for some speakers is in opposition with a form retaining the short vowel in the 
plural, gadà, which only means 'shirts'. The e t y m o l o g y of Ve 60: "T 4125 
gâtraka-" n 'wing'. This is not a good idea even from a phonological point of view, 
as it might only result in something like AR *gatro m. 
It is obviously the same as Ne gâdo 'long garment (worn by Bhutanis)' 
NRS1 316b. (It does not appear in Turner; neither *gadda-1 'sediment, mud', nor 
*gadda-2 'spotted, mottled' can be related to it.) 
28 AWR *gdrkliànos m 'throat' 
'Throat' in Wallachian Romani is girtjùno m. Vekerdi (63) specifies the 
R u m a n i a n dialectal forms "gîrtan, gîltean". BER I, 288 gives the variants 
Rum gîrtlan and Banate gîrclean, which, especially the latter, could be the source of 
our word, it is more probable, however, that Big грбклян (cf. also SC grkljân) id. can 
be specified as the i m m e d i a t e source. The sequence *-kli- before a vowel yields 
long -ttj- in Wallachian Romani; if preceded by a consonant, it of course gives -tj-. 
29 AR *gilabal 'sings' 
It is a well-known word, its most original form may be *gilabal, the other vari-
ants are secondary. These are the palatalized one with -//'-, those with a change of suf-
fix to -av- or -ar-: WRNE gil(j)âbèl, WR HuR djilavèl, SnR giläl, djiläl, Gurväri (?) 
gabarel, GR gïvel id. Ve 62, SkR giljavel '1) zpívat, 2) kokrhat, kukat, cvrlikat' 
HSZ 112a, BR gilabav, zijabav, gilavav, djilabav 'pêvam' Uhl 252. The WR per-
fect gilabadàs 'has sung' suggests a latent present stem variant, *gilabavel, which is 
recorded by Uhlik ibid., similarly to the verb *azba(va)l. 
The word is possibly a compound, its first component is T 4167 gïîà- n 'singing, 
song (ace)', and not the word *gili f 'song' itself, which is < T 4168 gtti- f, 
gltikä- f; the second component is some verb, which might have been something 
like *(h)abb...- in DommänT. Which is this Old Indie verb? Because t h e 
e t y m o l o g y of Ve 62 T 4135 gäpayati is no t s u i t a b l e here. I am think-
ing of (T 0) 01 âhvàyati/ê I, ähütä- pp ' 1 ) names, с a 11 s ( o u t / i n ) , c a l l s u p o n , 
2) i n v i t e s , 3) causes, brings about, rouses, 4) sends for sbody, summons, wishes' 
SRS1 106b, 784a. Thus OI (*)gïtam âhvàyati > D *gîdo abbhëdi, which were two 
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words in the time of aspiration shift, since the verb is not *khilabal. It is also possible 
that the d i s t a n c e of the initial consonant is responsible for the absence of the shift, 
thus yielding the regular *gilabal. 
30 AR *(go)di lino 'silly, fool' 
The adjective WR dilinö, GR dinelo Ve 49 is usually considered to be the derivate 
of dllo 'mad': T 6347, 14607 dîna- 'sad' SRS1 271a. The word *dilo, however, is 
probably the participle of AR *diel 'gets mad': T 6512 drptá- pp drpyati IV 
SRS1 261a. 
I claim that *dilino is a form which, like *vakaral, has lost a syllable, its original 
form could have been *godi lino, which literally means 'mind-taken' (the participle 
of *lel 'take' is *lino). It is thus like Hu eszeveszett 'mind-lost, mindless —» mad' 
or Ru сумасшедший. The etymology of GR gödi, WR gödji f 'mind' is known: 
T 4314, 14456, görda- 'brain'. 
31 AR *gosni f 'manure, *cowdung' 
Its occurrences: WR gosnji f 'dung' Ve 64 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y , 
BR (?*=WR) gosnja pi 'dïibre, gnôj' Uhl 77, 85. 
Similarly to *khoni f, which originally meant 'beeftallow', this word probably 
also meant 'merda bovlna', its etymology therefore is: Ol *gösaka- n SRS1 631b, 
632a, T 4333 gösakrt- n, T 4333.2 gösakara- n 'cowdung', cf. also T 12238 
*Éakana-. The -n- of *gosni is either a suffix, or, based on the variant gösakrt- n, 
we may explain it by the oblique cases, the word being heteroclitic its genitive is 
gösaknás, cf. Gk охйр, gen. axaxôç. The Iranian equivalent of the word has an 
-rc-stem in all Eastern Iranian languages and also in Western Iranian languages that 
got into the area, e.g. Bal sayan, Par sayón, Orm 3skan (Oranskij 111). On the other 
hand, its fate was similar to that of Slavonic *govmo 'stercus', which was originally 
an adjective meaning 'bovlnus'. This ancient word is being replaced in Wallachian 
Romani gunùj m id. originating from Rumanian. 
32 AR *haravli f '1) belt, 2) strap' 
Its occurrences: WR haravlji f 'belt' Ve68 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y , 
BR (?=WR) harvali, aravlji 'rêmën' Uhl 322, SkR (*=WR) haravlji f (with the note 
"reg") 'oprat" HSZ 119b. 
The part har- may be identified as the following: OI vardhra- m 'belt', n 'strap' 
SRS1 568a. The second half could be a suffix, but I assume we are dealing with a 
compound here: OI avali f '1) stripe, floss (i.e. Docke, écheveau), 2) row, 3) stroke' 
SRS1 101b. The starting point is thus *vardhrävalikä-, hence D *ballhâvalî or due 
to dissimilation *bârhâvalî, with aspiration shift *bhârâvalî, and some way or other 
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the result of *bh- is *h- in this case, which again may be explained by dissimilation. 
For the possibility of -rdhr- > -Ih- cf. AR *cilo, WR jâlà 'raw' < T 1340.1 ârdrà-, 
Pb alla, Hi âlâ, Ne âlo, etc. 
33 AR *haliel (*xind- perf.) 'cacat' 
The verb has a variant with -/- in Hungary as well, besides WR xinjèl there 
exists xljel, too, with the imperatives xinji and xlji, and the perfect xind-. Similarly 
BR xljav, xinav 'obavlm riûzdu vèliku' Uhl 209, SkR xinel 'srát' HSZ 127a, it is 
probably athematic, i.e. with a consonantal stem, cf. also Ve 67-70, where instead of 
the usual etymon — Gk / C Ç Î U — a n o t h e r one is proposed: Gk ^ Ú V Í U , the meanings of 
which are not suitable here, cf. also Pt II 166, Mi VII 23. 
The word, however, as it is apparent from its -I- variant, is Indie in its origin. 
The details are complicated by the fact that two verbs have been mixed: 
(1) T 13960 hádate I, hanná- pp id., ßhad — Turner without the Romani verb, 
SRS1 769a, which etymologically may be identified with the Gk /éÇw mentioned 
above. 
(2) T 3887 khindáti VI, khidyatê IV, khinttê VII, and even khídati I RV, khinná- pp 
'pushes' SRS1 186b. 
The Pali equivalent of the first verb, hadati ~ hanati, hafinati pass, received a 
new present stem, *hagg-} by analogy of bhajjaï :: bhagga- in other Modern Indie 
languages, hence Hi hagna, Pb haggnä id., etc. It may be assumed that in Romani the 
following has happened: *hdliel > *hßliel > *xliel, since in preconsonantal position 
the buccalization of h is a n a t u r a l sound change, just like in the case of *catar 
> *cfltar > *star 'four' the spirantization с > s again in preconsonantal position. 
Still, the most likely explanation for the -/-vocalism of the word is the influence of 
(*)khin/dati. 
34 AR *huliel (*hulist- perf.) 'gets off, alights 
In Hungary the WR verb huljèl (huljil- perf.) is the equivalent of Hu száll, and 
imitates its prefixed forms: huljèl oprè 'gets on', huljèl tëlè 'gets off ' , huljèl andrè 
'gets in', huljèl ävri 'gets out'. In the Balkans, where the preverbal use of adverbials 
is unknown, huljel is only 'gets o f f , forming a pair with the verb inkljel 'gets on, 
starts off, goes out', unknown in Hungary, cf. Pt II 326, Mi VIII 25, Ve 74, 91, 
GR kliel 'rides (a horse)'. This is a true pair of verbs, both have a peculiar perfect 
in -ist-, Vekerdi (72) erroneously spells it with x-, and for some unclear reason gives 
xuttjel 'jumps' and xutjilel 'catches' as its synonyms, b u t d o e s n o t g i v e an 
e t y m o l o g y . 
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A lexical archaism, absent in Turner, is the Ol hudáti VI '1) collects, 2) s u b -
m e r g e s , dives, 3) sinks' SRS1 779a. The peculiar perfect suffix is perhaps the 
reanalysis of the ending of ahudista 'he submerged (medial aorist)' into a tense suffix. 
35 AR "xanduvsl ("xandud- perf.) 'scratches, scrapes' 
In Wallachian Romani (with simple r as well) xarùndel (xarùnde imperative, 
xarundàs perfect, xarundind participle), its reflexive form is xarùndelpe 'scratches 
himself Ve 68 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . Likewise SkR xaruvel pes 'drbat 
(se), skrábat (se)' HSZ 125b, there is also BR xanudav, xanrudav 'cèâêm, grèbëm' 
Uhl 51, 91, 438. In German Romani handrel acquired the meaning 'combs', while 
hansel 'scratches' originally meant 'itches'. Vekerdi (67, 68) did not recognize the 
affiliation of handrel, therefore h i s e t y m o l o g y is: "Germ, behandeln ?" [sic!]. 
The Ancient Romani form was "xanduval (with "xandud- pp). T 13645 *skar- does 
not fit here, T 2689 kandûyâti on the other hand does, but he only mentions the 
Romani equivalents in the supplement under the number 14350, citing the forms 
xanov-, xaruv-, WeR xatav-. Pott II 167 correctly hit upon the exact origin of the 
word. 
36 AR *xulai m 'lord, master, peasant' 
Wallachian Romani does not know the word, for other forms see Ve 72, as well as 
SkR xulaj m ' 1 ) hospodár, pán, 2) bohaty sedlák', xulanji f 'hospodinë' HSZ 130a-b, 
BR xulaj 'gàzda, gospödär, gospodin', xula(j)ni f 'gâzdarica, gospodàrica, gospoda' 
Uhl 82, 88. In its oblique cases the contraction must be rather early: "xula nom 
pl, "xulas obi sg, "xulan obi pi, GR xujlo m has developed by metathesis. Ve-
kerdi's etymology is: "Kurd, xola ?". What Kurdish word he was thinking of is 
not obvious, but the word is indeed Iranian and together with *ambrol f 'pear' is 
of s p e c i a l r e l e v a n c e . In the ancestor of European Romani (which I have 
labelled with the reconstructed *Dommânî (Jibbhaj), the reflex of intervocalic -t(h)-, 
-d(h)-, even -d(h)- is -/-, as is in fact well-known. Two Iranian words have par-
ticipated in this change, one is "ambrol, mentioned above (Ve 14, its etymology is 
correct, cf. Pt II 57, Mi VII 6), the other is *xulai: cf. MP /xwd'y/ xwadäy, then xudäy 
'lord, master', cf. КАР 142, similarly in Parthian xudäy, Iqdyxwd'yl kadexudäy 'host, 
landlord' RM 199-120, ModP xodâ 'Lord, God' (the non-Arabic synonym of älläh, 
räbb), as well as KKorm xwadê, xway m (KRS1 420a-b), etc. It is difficult to deter-
mine whether the borrowers have heard "xwadäy or already "xudäy, since *-э-, the 
regular replacement of Iranian -a- changed to и or о in a labial environment and it 
is not known when. E.g. "xumer m 'pastry' < "xamer < Ir "xamer, "tovar m 'axe' 
< "tavar < Ir "tabar, WR vurdon m 'cart' < AR "vardon < Ir "wardän or "wrdän 
(> C1P gurdän, Os wœrdôn), "posom f 'wool' < AR *рэкэт < MP *pasm, "por m 
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'feather' < AR *рэг < MP parr < Ir *parna-, etc., as well as (W)R dudum m 'squash, 
pumpkin' < AR *dodum < Arm d3dum id. When the latter was borrowed the (D) -d-
vs. -dd- distinction was already lost and the changes (i) -d- > -/-, (ii) -dd- > -d-, as 
well as general loss of quantity had all been completed. 
Let me note here that it is the I n d i e etymology of AR *rovli f 'stick' that is 
correct: T 10875 lakuta- (> Hi laurTf 'penis', В Hard or /lord lori 'stick', etc.), while 
ModGk paßSi n id. could only yield *ravdi in Romani. Similarly Vekerdi's etymol-
ogy for R balan/ji f 'tub' — "Serb, bâdanj" (the Slavonic equivalent of Hu bödön) 
is an absurd idea. The origin of WR balaj, balaji f id., SkR balanji f '1) koryto 
(i vymleté vodou, 2) okop)' HSZ 37b, BR balanji f, (=WR) balaja f, balaj m 'körito' 
(Uhl 137) is known: < Arm batanik'/s, ModArm baynik' 'bath(tub)' < Gk ßaXa-
vetov n, L bal(i)neum n, cf. Hübschmann 1895, 343 (No. 56). 
37 AR *xuxur(mutro) m 'poisonous mushroom, toadstool' 
The word (xuxùr m) is rare in Wallachian Romani, buràca f (burâ/êci pl 
< Rum burète m) is used instead, in Vekerdi HuR huhur (72) w i t h o u t an 
e t y m o l o g y , SkR xuxur m 'houba' HSZ 130, GR xoxer id. Sowa 100, etc., it 
has been known for long, cf. Pt I 69, II 160, Mi VII 65. 
The key to an explanation is provided by Pb kukkar-muttâ m (RPbSl 161a, 
PbRSl 351a), Hi kukurmutä m (Platts 839b) 'mushroom, toadstool'. The first part 
of the compound in these means 'dog', the second 'ûrîna', their etymons are T 3329 
kukkura-, kurkura- m and T 10234 mutra- n, more precisely *mdtraka- m/n. There 
are similar phrases in other Indie languages as well: Te kukka-goragu, puttu-kukka-, 
putta-kokku, putta-gorugu, Ko naay-kukka, Ka naayi-koreyu (KaRSl 372b), Ta naay-
k-kuray (TaRSl 807b), where kukka and naay(i) is 'dog', kokku is 'marsupial rat', 
putta is 'anthill', koreyu, kuray is 'shade'. Cf. also T 3211 kukkuramaradaka- m, 
Hi kuk(u)rödä m 'Celsia coromandelina, a plant dogs are fond of smelling before uri-
nating'. The semantic background of the denomination has been cleared earlier, see 
Lévi-Strauss 1970 and 1972—the reference and the corroboration that I am seeking 
the etymon of xuxur in the right direction I owe to Sándor András Kicsi. B e s i d e s 
AR *$икэ1 ~ *juklo m, *$икИ f the word for 'dog' was thus (originally) *xuxur m, 
while '(poisonous) mushroom' was *xuxur-mutro m < OI *kurkura-miitraka- m/n 
(T 0), see above. Of the compound the meaning of xuxur 'dog' was forgotten and the 
second part became redundant/nonsensical. The meaning of the full compound was 
then shifted to the first part. 
38 AR *-icho m (*-ichi f) diminutive for animals 
Its meaning more precisely is the young of larger mammals. It is doubtlessly 
the suffixization of T 5026 *chäpa(ka)- > AR *chavo m; Turner, however, does not 
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mention the suffix. We often find -i- as a linking sound (cf. AR *-iban, *-ipan < 
Ol -tva(na)- n), but it may also be the feminine -i ending of the dam. The feminine 
form corresponding to chavo originally also had a *-v-: *chavi f '(Gypsy) girl'. Its 
stem consonant (=[w]) was deleted (or had palatalized) in oblique and plural forms, 
where the i was implemented in prevocalic position as a glide: *ëhavia *[ëha.wià\ > 
*[chaßki] (obi or plur) —» *[chai) nom sg. Obviously AR *doi f 'spoon' comes from 
an earlier *dovi f, cf. T 5573.1 döva-, The case of *goi f 'sausage' may be similar, 
but its origins arc quite unknown. 
The (HuR) words chavo and chaj have entered colloquial Hungarian: csávó 
'(usually Gypsy) boy' and csaj 'girl' (now especially a teenager, without reference to 
her ethnic background, thus the feminine equivalent of srác 'boy', which is of a Yid-
dish origin), respectively. The Indian background of these words is explained utterly 
wrongly by MTESz 1 466, since it claims them to be linked to PIE *yuwnkás, which 
is continued in AR *juvli f 'woman' < T 10504 yuvatikâ- f. 
39 WR intja 'in that direction, yonder' 
In Wallachian Romani, similarly to Hungarian, the set of words for pointing is 
not divided into three parts (according to the three persons, as in, say, Japanese), but 
only into two, based on the relative distances near vs. far. Thus 'this here with you' 
and 'that there with you' are both possible. This distinction, however, is comple-
mented by a contrastive cross classification, labelled demonstrative vs. remonstrative 
by John Lötz: Hu emez 'this, and not that' vs. amaz 'that, and not this'. 
The "demonstrative" pronouns and adverbs of Loväri are the following: 
j 'this' 'that' 
j 'here' 'there' Loc/Lat 
j 'hence' 'thence' Abl 
Approximate indication of direction is automatically [—Loc] (this would make it def-
inite). In this case in Wallachian Romani the Dem-Rem distinction also neutralizes: 
N e a r F a r 
(Rem) akorde intja 'this direction' 'that direction' 
N e a r F a r 
Dem kado kodo 
Rem kako kuko 
Dem kathe kothe 
Rem katka kutka 
Dem kathar kot har 
Rem katka(Ur) kutka(l/r) 
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Vekerdi considers the latter to be Rumanian in its origin and proposes Rum înaintea 
'before' to be its source, with which it probably has nothing to do. Taking into 
consideration that in Wallachian Romani (i) -tj- could have been earlier *-k(h)li-, 
(ii) initial in- could result from the metathesis of *ni-, sometimes *le-, (iii) the -/ of 
the adverbial ablative -al (sometimes -ar < Ol -ätah) could have got lost (e.g. te/ala 
'under' < *tolal, anda 'from' < *andral, pa 'from, about' < *upral)—the word can 
be internally reconstructed as deriving form an AWR adverb *niklial. Bosnian Ro-
mani also has oklja 'önämo' Uhl 227, thus I may be searching in the right direction. 
It is perhaps related to the AR verb *nikliel 'goes to, starts, mounts, rides', which 
Wallachian Romani does not have, but in Bosnian Romani is niklivav, likav, intjav 
'îzâdëm, etc.' Uhl 109 < T 7478 *niskalati backformation to T 7484 niskälayati, 
which has a peculiar perfect stem (cf. AR *huliel), and is uncertain in every respect. 
40 AR ? *kari f '*shot' 
The derivates of this reconstructed word are known only in western and central 
dialects: HuR karjadel, SnR kârdjâlînel, GR kârja del 'shoots' (Ve 81, without an et-
ymology), SkR del karije (with the note "reg. záp.") 'strílet' HSZ 145b, cf. Pt II 109. 
Also HuR karjalo m, GR karmaskri f 'gun' (Ve ibid.). 
Romani has a nonproductive suffix *-i f that forms nouns out of verbs (nömen 
actiönis). There exist three certain examples containing it: 
(i) WR coral, HuR corjal adv 'secretly, stealthily', SkR coral 'potaji' HSZ 70b 
are all archaic ablatives of cori f 'theft', which Slovakian Romani has in itself 
too: cori f '1) lup, kofist, 2) krádez' HSZ 71. (Similarly in Hindi: côrî f 'theft' 
URS1 349a.) This is the derivate of the verb *согэ1 'steals' < T 4933 cörayati. 
(ii) Bosnian Romani has the word cumi f 'poljubac' Uhl 269, and it could have 
occurred in earlier Hungarian Romani as well, evidenced by Hu csumi 'kiss'. In 
Wallachian Romani it has been displaced by the form с um id f, which developed 
by backformation from the derivates cumidel '(gives) kisses' and frequentative 
cumidkerèn(pe) 'they are kissing'. Although there are no traces of a verb *ситэ1, 
it is obvious that that there is the noun T 4868 cumbä- f, cumbikâ- f and the verb 
T 4870 cumbayati behind them. 
(iii) Only in the second part of a compound can the Ol *märikä- be spotted, which is 
cognate with the AR pair *тэгэ1 'die' < T 9871 *marati, mriyáté VI and *maral 
'beats to death (today: beats, hits)' < T 10066 mârayati. Even here it shows up 
in its lenited form, -m- > -v-: in AR *manusvari f 'gallows', originally literally 
'homicide' < T 14746 *mänusamärikä- f. 
The fourth is the hypothetical AR *kari, which, 1 believe, comes from a derivate 
of T 2778, 13645 krnötillkrnuté V, krnâtillkrnïtë IX, s /kr3 '1) wounds, 2) kills' 
(SRS1 150a): an Ol * kärikä- f. Of the Romani words the adverb *karie contains the 
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Loc/Lat suffix -e, the variant karja- the ablative suffix. Ancient Romani might have 
had the verb *кагэ1 'shoot' for it, which is even more likely given GR karmaskri f 
'gun' < AR *karibnàskari. 
Modern Greek has xctpiocpíXt n (ÚMK 309a) '(kind of) gun', which is the bor-
rowing of It Carlo e figlio (cf. BER II 241). The word cannot be derived from this 
(solely). 
41 AWR *kekeràska f 'magpie' 
The WR Lovâri form is kekerâska f '1) magpie, jay, 2) screech owl, 3) (in Ve-
kerdi) vulva', it also occurs in Hungarian Romani, where it is probably a Wallachian 
Romani loanword. BR karakaska, karagaőka, kakaraska 'svràka' Uhl 372. Bulgar-
ian also has the word in the form какараска, каракашка f id. BER II 151. It is obvi-
ously Greek (ModGk xapaxâÇa f ) , but the vocalism of the Wallachian Romani word 
requires some explanation. Now, it is needless to assume a quasi Rum *cäcärä§cä f 
mediator — although the the existence of such a form cannot be excluded — , be-
cause, as Mohay notes, the tendency for the dissimilation a... á > t... á is one of the 
characteristics of the Modern Greek vernacular (UMK 716). We may therefore start 
out of a dialectal Greek form *xepexá^a as well. 
42 AR *karlo m 'sound, voice' 
Its occurrences: WR kirld, GR kurlo, SnR HuR kello m only with the meaning 
'throat', the etymology of Vekerdi 90: "Serb. grid". Cf. also SkR kirlo m '1) hrdlo, 
2) hlas' HSZ 151b—152a, BR krlo m 4 ) grlo, 2) glâs' Uhl 83, 92, as well as "Krlo 
e Romengo" [The Voice of the Roma] — the title of a long-gone newspaper from 
Yugoslavia, also Pt II 96, Mi VII 89. The similarity of the word may indeed seduce 
one to derive it from Slavonic, but there is more than one reason why this cannot be 
so. We are dealing with a final-stressed thematic stem, which excludes its being a 
late loan word. On the other hand, nothing justifies the g—> к- "sound substitution" 
or "development" in it. Finally of its meanings 'voice' seems to be more original and 
only the meaning 'throat' could have developed under Southern Slavonic influence. 
It is exactly because of the original meaning and the stem type that I consider it 
an Indie word. AR *кэг1о < D *karilau < *кэШаи < *kalidau < Ol kalitá- pp <— 
T 2914 kdlatë I, kaláyati/é X, fkai1 and fkai2 ' 1 ) gives a s о u n d, sounds, 2) counts, 
assumes', as well as .. 7) emits a s o u n d , etc.' SRS1 153. It is also probable that 
in the Dommânï word the -I- > -r- change took place a f t e r the lateralization of the 
-d-, therefore by dissimilation. 
43 AR *kindo2 'wet, soaked' 
This is a widely spread word together with its derivates: WR kindjârèl 'soaks', 
kindjol 'gets (thoroughly) soaked', SkR cindo2 'mokry', cindjol2 'namocit se, 
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zvíhnout, zmoknout, mokvat (o ranë)', cindjarel 'namácet, navlhcovat' HSZ 62a, 
BR tjingo 'môkar' Uhl 173 — backformation with -g- instead of -d- from the verbs 
tjindjarav, tjindjivav. The e t y m o l o g y of Turner 5812 * tinta- (and following him 
that of Vekerdi 89) i s m i s t a k e n , the archetype had *k-\ Pt И 103. 
This adjective also derives from a participle, that of the verb *kinal2, the etymon 
of which is T 3620 klídyati IV, 3622 klinnd- pp, sjklid 'gets wet, gets soaked through' 
SRS1 178b. It is thus like londo 'salty' (Ve 102), behind which (today) there is no verb 
*lonel, '(sprinkle with) salt' is WR londjârèl. It is again the participle that provides 
the verb with a present stem, just like in the case of *pekal 'bakes, roasts', *phagal 
'breaks', * chinai 'cuts', *mukhal 'allows, yields' and many other verbs. 
44 AR *kiraval 'cooks' 
Although German Romani also has this verb in the form kiervel, it is a typical 
Wallachian Romani word in place of the verb *tcival id. of most other dialects, which 
Wallachian Romani does not use (Ve 80, 89-90). Although the usual etymology, 
T 3635 kvdthati I 'boils' from the retroflexivized causative form *kvathdpayati — 
in Middle Indie languages it did in fact retroflexivize: Pkr kadhia-, S kadhida-
'boiled' — , is possible, I propose that it is to be derived from something else. 
Regularly *kvathäpayati would yield D *kadhâvëdi > AR *karaval, merging thus 
with the causative form of *karal 'makes, does', which is T 2418 karótillkuruté VIII, 
kriyate pass, krtd- pp, y/kaA. 
There exists another stem yjkar1, which is in fact yjkr, 'throws, hurls, tosses': 
T 3172 kirátiUkiraté VI, kiryáté pass, kírná- pp 'scatters, pours out, sows' SRS1 150a, 
and this is a perfect etymon for the verb in question. Semantically, we have to 
consider the analogy of It butta la pasta adesso 'cooks the pasta now' literally 
' t h r o w s the pasta in (the pot) now'. WR kirol 'cooks (intr)' (< *kiriol) is, of 
course, an analogical form beside kiravèl. 
45 AR *kod(i) f 'neck' 
'Neck' in western dialects is *men f < D *mefini/a < T 9732, 9858 mànyë du, 
mányah pl SRS1 498a, with the palatalization *a > *e before *iïh. In Wallachian 
Romani dialects it is replaced by the athematic kor f or thematic kori f (WRNE). 
SkR kor f 'hrdlo' HSZ 154b is provided with the note "reg". Uhlik's (430) forms 
kor, kox f 'vrât' are probably Wallachian Romani, while men f (ibid.) is Albanian 
Romani. 
The etymon Vekerdi cites is T 3607 krödd- m 'breast' with a "?", which is in 
fact the etymon of R * kolin m/f 'chest'. Interestingly, the same word is given as the 
origin of *kod(i) as well (Ve 93). The only source of Ancient Romani intervocalic 
*-d- is OI -;;-, but I presume that in the antecedent dialect of Romani sometimes -nth-
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denasalized to -tth- too, and thus also became AR *-d-. I base my presumption on 
T 2680 kanthá- m 'neck, throat' SRS1 146. The corresponding Hi kanth m 'neck, 
throat, Adam's apple, voice' URS1 669a instead of the expected *kâth does not seem 
to be a popular word, it obviously is Sanskrit. 
46 WR kropàco m (pl -uri/a) 'pole (on a cart)' 
Ve95 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . It is the borrowing of Rum pro\àp n 
(pi -urU-e) id., whose source is Big прдцтъп. In Uhlik (326) BR (=*WR) is also 
kropaco 'rúda (kôlâ)'. 1 do not have data for Romani *procàpo. Where did the 
metathesis happen? In Romani or already in the dialect from which it borrowed the 
word? The latter case, evidence for a dialectal Rum *cropà( n, would help discover-
ing the precise location of the ethnogenesis of the Wallachian Roma. 
47 AR *kurko m '1) Sunday, 2) week' 
Of the two meanings of the word 'Sunday' is primary, the second meaning de-
veloped from 'the seven day period from Sunday to Sunday', which is connected to 
the similar meaning of the plural (та adßßaxct) of Gk oäßßaxov n, from the times 
when the week lasted "from Saturday to Saturday." It is a well-known word with a 
well-known origin (cf. Pt II 116, Mi VII 88-89, Ve 96). Although it ends in a stressed 
-o, it is a Greek loan. Its category, however, is not original, it probably used to be 
an adjective, similarly to its source. There must have been an AR phrase *o kurko 
divas m 'Sunday', the caique of Gk ( f j ) xupiaxrj fjpepa 'Dies Dominica, the day of 
the Lord'. (The resurrection of Jesus fell on a Sunday, which was to be expected 
according to stories about dying and reviving gods, cf. L Dies Sölis (Orientális).) 
Greek also has r)pépa xupíou with the same meaning, which justifies assuming an 
AR phrase *o divas le r(ai)èskaro or *o divas le xulaièskaro (or xulàskaro). It is not 
clear how хирсахг) came to be stressed on its final syllable in Romani (the fact that 
it was so in Greek is not sufficient reason) and why it has lost its internal syllable. 
Furthermore, why was its и substituted by и and not the usual */? (Was it still pro-
nounced as *ü?) It is clearly a very early borrowing and perhaps from Armenian, its 
source is then Arm kiraki (Grabar kiwrakë), in which there is no trace of the iota any 
more (cf. Hübschmann 1895, 357, No. 205). 
48 AR *khangari f '(Christian) church' 
This is a word primarily of eastern dialects, elsewhere it is a loan, WR khangerï f 
'church', SkR khangeri f 'kostel' HSZ 159a, BR kcingeri, khandjiri f 'crkva' Uhl 45. 
The often proposed Persian source cannot be correct: ModP kongor, konge/ä/ore 
'loophole, crenellation (of a castle)' PRS1 II 362a, FK kango/ura id. DRS1 594b. The 
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word-initial kh- does not make this etymology probable. Therefore, the other etymol-
ogy of Vekerdi 86—"ghantägära 'belltower' " is semantically a better proposal, yet 
it is not good because it would yield something like *khanrar. 
Indie languages have countless onomatopoeic words for smaller and bigger ver-
sions of bells. It is usual to sew bells on the skirt of dancers, but even without 
this the association of bells and skirts is obvious by their shapes, which resulted 
in many words now meaning 'bell', now 'skirt'. The most probable source is T 4444 
ghargharikâ f 'bell' SRS1 201a, which absolutely plausibly yields *ghaggarï first, 
then or immediately *ghangarT, and finally AR *khangdri f, cf. Pkr ghagghara- n 
'string of bells', Hi gâghrî f, Pb ghaggrï f 'skirt'. Obviously, when the Roma reached 
the Christian world, the most charasteristic novelty of churches was the bell, which 
gives the reason for the semantic shift 'bell' -> 'church'. 
49 AR *khan(i) f 'pëditum inaudltum' 
R *khand m '(bad) smell, stink' is etymologically all right: T 4114 gandhá- m/n 
SRS1 189a, which rather is 'fragrance'. In many dialects it has a variant khan m, 
without the -d by reanalysis of khàndel 'stinks, smells badly, is putrid': khan+del 
4— khand+del. There is, however, another word with which this has apparently been 
confused in Bosnian Romani: khan(d) f(!) 'smrâd, smrâdez' Uhl 347, elsewhere 
the two words are kept apart: SkR khand m '1) puch, 2) plyn'; khan f and khanji f 
'prd' HSZ 158b, 159a and in Hungary WR khäj f 'pëditum inaudltum', which is no t 
r e c o r d e d by Ve 68, but appears in DF 32 with the gloss 'szellentés'. A derived 
verb also belongs to the latter: HuR khanjarel (hence Hu kanyerászik, kanyerál), 
SnR khanjarel 'breaks wind' Ve 86 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y and the Wallachian 
Romani equivalent, khajârel id. 
Its etymon is easily identifiable: T 4531 ghränä- f 'smell', ghräna- m/n 
'1) smell, olfaction, 2) nose' SRS1 203b, AR *khan(i) f and Gu Ma ghän(i) f 'stink' 
are both from the f i r s t variant, Turner does not cite the Romani equivalents. 
50 AR *khoni f 'tallow' 
The Wallachian Romani form of the word is khöji f (khönji is not a Wallachian 
Romani record) Ve 88 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . Elsewhere: SkR khonji f 'lûj' 
HSZ 161a, BR koni (э: *khoni), *=WR khoj f 'lőj' Uhl 156. 
Its origin is the following: the first part is T 4255 *gÖ- m/f '(of the) cattle', the 
second part is T 13802 snëha- m '1) stickiness, oiliness, 2) glue, 3) grease, 4) etc.' 
SRS1 757a. Of the conjectural *gôsnëha- the Dommânï form is regularly *gonnhT f, 
as if its antecedent were *gösnikä-. Then by the leftward shift of the voiced aspiration 
*gonnhT > *ghonnT, finally AR *khoni. 
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The leftward shift of the voiced aspiration can be witnessed in the following 
etymologies: 
— AR *chib f 'tongue, language' < D *jhibba < *jibbha < T 5228 jihvd- f 
— AR *chon m 'month' < D *jhonno < *jonnho < T 5301 jyautsna- m 
— AR *khabni f 'pregnant woman' < D *ghabbint < *gabbhinî < T 4062 
garbhim-
— AR *khand m '(bad) smell' < D *ghando < *gandho < T 4014 gandhá- m/n 
— AR *khul m 'fasces' < D *ghudo < *gûdho < T 4225 gütha-
— AR *khuval 'weaves' < D *ghuvadi < *guvhadi < T 4205.1 gupháti 
— AR *phandal 'ties' < D *bhand;xti < *bandhadi < T 9139 *bandhati 
badlinätll/badhnlte IX, s/bandh 
— AR *phivlo 'widow, unmarried' < D bhivadau < *bidhavT T 11752 vidhdvä- f, 
*vidhutikä- f 
— AR *phuro 'old' < D *bhuddau < * buddhau < T 9271 *vrddhaka- < vrddhd-, 
sjvardh 
— AR *thar f 'molar tooth' < D *dhaddi < *daddhi < T 6250 *däddhä- < 
ddmsträ- f 
— AR *thud m 'milk' < D *dhuddo < *duddho < T 6391 dugdhá- n dögdhi 11, 
etc. y/duh 
— AR *thupl 'milks' < D *dhujjadi < *dujjhadi < T 14613 dúhyati IV, etc. yjduh 
On aspiration shift see Turner 1959b, partly erroneously, and Aichele 1957. 
51 AR *lakhliaral '1) perceives, feels, smells, 2) understands' 
The verb 'understands' is a simplified form in most dialects: HuR SnR hajol, 
GR hajel (Ve 69), a more original form is represented by Slovakian Romani: axaljol 
'1) rozumët, chápat, 2) minit, myslet', sar oda axaljos? 'jak to myslß?', sar tut 
axaljos? 'jak se cítíS?' HSZ 25a. The etymology Vekerdi gives is correct (T 1040 
äkhyäta- pp <— akhyâti II, cf. SRS1 88b-89a, 187a), but does not refer to the WR verb 
hatjârèl usually considered to have the same origin, meaning 'understands' as an in-
terjection: .. .hatjârèsf?) 'you know(?), you see(?)', its more fundamental meaning 
is 'perceives': hatjâràv hodj sil si 'it is cold, I feel it', hatjârèlpe zurâlèske 'feels 
himself strong' (Vekerdi's sample sentences). 
The word-internal Wallachian Romani -tj- cluster can result from the palataliza-
tion of five different consonants or consonant clusters: (i) */, (ii) *k, (iii) *kl, (iv) *tl, 
(v) *khl, as is copiously exemplified. 1 suspect that in this case we are also dealing 
with the derivate of a participle: while *axàliol contains the *+iol med suffix, this has 
*-iaral tr. Both are logical, since perception is an inactive process on the one hand, 
and it can have an object on the other. That we have the suffixation of a * . . . khlo pp 
is apparent from the Bosnian Romani equivalent. Besides hatjarav there also exists 
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atjharav 'primëtlm, zàpazlm, slûtlm' Uhl 345, 444. The participle which is the input 
to the derivation is obviously that of AR *lakhal, which I have mentioned in con-
nection with *arakhal. It seems probable, however, that first the lateral dissimilation 
*lakhlo > *ßakhlo took place, after the productive verb *lakhal had ceased to exist, 
and "-iaral has been added to this. Therefore it appears to be more appropriate to 
hypothesize the verb "akhliaral instead. 
52 AR *le$al ("legi- perf) 'takes, leads' 
Its origin can be considered known (in Vekerdi it is without an etymology): 
it is a compound of the stem of AR "lel ("lino pp) 'takes, grasps' (T 10948) and 
*ja/ 'goes', the perfect stem of which is suppletive (T 10452, T 4008). A similar 
structure is well-known from other Modern Indie languages: Pb lai jänä (lainna + 
jänä, RPbSl 976b), Hi le jânâ (lend. + jânâ, URS1 735a), Ne laijänu (linu + jänu, 
NRS1 1003). Its paradigm in Ancient Romani could have been the following: 
' t o g o ' ' t o t a k e , l e a d ' W R L o ' t o c a r r y ' 
*jav *3as "le^av "le^as ingràv ingràs 
as "fan *le$as "le^an ingrès ingrèn 
*3al "fan "le^al "levari ingrèl ingrèn 
"galiom "galiam "legliom "legliam ingerdèm ingerdàm 
"galial "galian "leglial "leglian ingerdán ingerdàn 
"galo/i "gale "leglias "legle ingerdàs ingerdè 
In other dialects: WRNE ligrel (ligerd- perf), HuR li$el, SnR Ще1, SkR Ijijal 
(Ijigend- perf) 'odnést, odvézt' HSZ 168a, GR hiyel, BR (partly WR) li/edjarav, 
(l)indjarav, ingalav, ingerav, etc. 'nosïm, donèsëm, odnèsëm, vôdlm, odvèdëm' 
Uhl 67, 206, 219, 429. During its history in several dialects it has by analogy en-
tered the group of old . . . +karÔti compound verbs, in which "-karadi has become 
voiced initially because of the preceding n, cf. e.g. AR "chingral ("chingard- perf) 
'tears, slashes' (T 5046). In WR inkrèl, BR intjarel 'holds' the change -nk- > -ng-
has already become inactive by the time of the prefix metathesis. Its etymon could 
not have been T 7474 nískaröti because of its meaning ('expels, breaks into pieces' 
SRS1 347a), instead it is also a compound with the stem of lel\ AR "lekrel. 
HM talk about the verb "irigrel" with a similar meaning (76a), which they even 
conjugate (40), and which Vekerdi records in his dictionary, with the note "rare" to 
be sure. There exists no such or similar verb in Lovâri or other Wallachian Romani 
dialects. The most likely story of this verb sheds light on the nature of Gypsy philol-
ogy. It was solved by László Szegő some 25 years ago. He claims that Hutterer 
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and/or Mészáros have read an old handwritten glossary, in which a f l y s p e c k had 
got above the word *ingrel resulting in the -n- > -ri- "sound change". 
53 AWR *lun^isaral 'hands (over) sthing to sbody' 
In Wallachian Romani dialects the following words are in general use: i/unzârèl 
'hands (over)' and i/Unzol 'reaches out for sthing', I have not met a word for 
'touches'. Vekerdi records only the latter, intransitive form without an etymology. 
Formerly 1 have suspected it to be of an Indie origin. I have thought of the 
derivate of 01 nihsárati I, nihsísarti III, nihsrtd- pp '1) flows out, 2) goes out, 
3) steps up, 4) appears' SRS1 350, something like: *nihsärati, *nihsäräpayati. Via 
AR *nisaral this could only get to AWR *insaral, thus besides obvious semantic 
problems there is no explanation for the voicing in Wallachian Romani -ns- > -nz-. 
The fact that this word is not known in non-Wallachian Romani dialects suggests that 
we are dealing with a word of Rumanian origin. It is probable that in this case it 
was an initial Rumanian lu- that fell victim to Wallachian Romani prefix metathe-
sis. The word is the borrowing of Rum a lungi (lungèse, lungit pp) '1) lengthens, 
2) stretches, 3) o f f e r s , 4) stretches out, 5) pulls (an ear), 6) extends, 7) dilute 
(water)' DRM I 741b. In Romani this regularly becomes *lun^isaral (long, Greek-
style form) or *luny(na)l (short form). The first developed into *lun$aral with the 
e x c e p t i o n a l d e l e t i o n of -i-. The intransitive a se lungi (with the adequate in-
transitive and medial meanings) has accordingly become *lùn^ol. This was followed 
by *lun- > *in-. WR lunzij 'lengthens' and inzârèl thus have the same source. The 
corresponding forms in Uhlik are: 
(i) in(d)zarav, anzarav, unzarav, izarav 'pfûzTm, prètëgnëm, pfibstrëm' (303, 305), 
(ii) lundjarav, lungarav, inzarav 'nàstavïm, prödüzlm, razvucëm' (299), 
(iii) lundjivav, lundjarav ma 'prödüzlm se' (299), lundjivav 'ràstëgnëm se' (314), 
inzivav, unzivav, izivav, anzivav 'prôtëgnëm se, èpruzlm se' (306). 
54 AR *mangan m 4 ) dowry, heritage, 2) property' 
In Hungary WR mandjïn m 'treasure' Ve 105 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . 
Its earlier meaning is preserved probably by BR (*=WR) mandjin m 4 ) blâgo, 
bogatstvo, imánje, imétak, imövina, 2) m î r â z ' Uhl 33, 102, 170. 
It is because of its meaning that it may be assumed to be connected to the verb 
*mangal 'ask for', which < T 10074 mdrgaîi/ë I, mârgdyati/ë X, mârgita- pp '. .., 
3) demand sthing of sbody' SRS1 0, SRS1 D 930a. Its etymon is: T 10073 märgana-
n 'search, investigation' SRS1 510b, but obviously also '*dowry', cf. Hi magnï f 
'asking in marriage', Pb mangnï f RPbSl 634a. In Romani *-эп may have changed 
to -in (by analogy), e.g. AR *sostan f > HuR sosten f (Ve 153), WR sostjin f 'pants' 
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< T 13468.2 *sumstana-, but it could also have remained -en: AR *cikan m 'grease' 
« T 4782 cikkana- SRS1 210b) > HuR ciken, WR cikèn m id. Ve 42. 
55 AR *miàsekos m 'month' 
Turner has this word among those corresponding to 10104 OI mâsa- m in the 
form másek with the note "lit. one month", that is, as if the -ek part was the AR nu-
meral *ek. The order of the elements in the compound makes this unlikely. Based on 
Vekerdi's HuR SnR masek 'month' and trin masekengero 'three-month-long' (107) 
this is a substantlvum palaeocliticum, thus it could even be an original word. Uhlik's 
(167) masek djive 'mêsëc dâna' also shows the word to be athematic (with a con-
sonantal stem). However, the following is read in JaSari's (Albanian Romani) play: 
"Kurkenca thaj masikonca (instr plur) na dikhljum tut, sar te nakhavelahine i kalji 
phuv" (6) 'I haven't seen you for weeks, for months as if you were devoured by the 
black earth', thus here it is a substantlvum xenocliticum. 
This is probably not a part of the Indie heritage, but the borrowing of Big мгъсец, 
in fact, *мтъсек m, and it has the following history: 






Changes in rules and paradigms 
*k replaces *c on analogy of stems in the alterna-
tion Sing k :: Plur с — perhaps in the Bulgarian 
source already 
*k replaces *c on analogy of the non-alternating 
stems 
Sing -os :: Plur ( ')ia is replaced by Sing -o :: Plur 
-à (and perhaps later -è) 
Sing -o :: Plur -à (later -è) is replaced by Sing -0 
:: Plur -à (later -0) 
The Hungarian and Slovenian Romani equivalents of the last phase are examples of 
the total Romanization of the word. We probably have here an ancient borrowing 
from Bulgarian, since the reflex of SI *e is always / in them, suggesting a Serbo-
Croatian dialect with this feature as a source, cf. HuR svito m 'world' (Ve 157) < 
SC (*)svft < SI *svëtts, etc. I can only assume that in Albanian Romani the word in 
singular is *masiko, its plural I do not even dare make a guess about. Since there 
exists a variant Big заек 'rabbit', while Macedonian has за]ак m sg, 3ajav,u pi, the 
form *мпсек as input is well imaginable (cf. Vasmer II 84). 
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56 AWR *mdsura f '(hideous, ugly) frightening mug' 
In connection with WR mösura f Vekerdi gives simply the gloss 'face' (111, 
without an etymology), but it is not a synonym of the word muj m (mos/n- obi) 
'1) mouth, 2) face'. Its use is extremely offensive, its inappropriate use must be 
avoided. 
1 have tracked it down in Bulgarian: мусура f 'муцуна на говедо' Ralev 
1977, 147a and мутра f 'грозно неприятно лице' Sklifov 1977, 267. 
57 AR *musaral 'wastes' 
The Wallachian Romani form is musârèl '1) spoils, ruins, 2) wastes, spends 
(money)' Ve 113. Its connection to the verbs HuR ro/uminel, WR ro/umïj, rumusârèl, 
WRNE rumisârèl, GR rumierei and WRNE rumisàjvel is unclear. Ve 145 links 
musârèl as well to the Gk verb pipaÇсо m 'I get worse'. 
Its fate is probably parallel to that of *hamisiardl: it is an original word, which 
got into the class of loan verbs (verba xenoclitica) by analogy: T 10298 mrsä adv 'un-
necessarily, in vain', hence *mrsâ karôti 'does sthing in vain —> *wastes —» *spoils', 
similarly to OI môghîkarôti id. SRS1 522a, which this verb cannot be derived from. 
58 AR *musi f '(upper) arm, biceps' 
A word of the W and С dialects: HuR SnR GR must (probably *müsi) f id., 
SkR musi f 'paze' HSZ 185b, BR musi f 'rúka' Uhl 326, interestingly in the form 
musikh f 'arm' in Kosovo Albanian Romani: "Djala oljeste thaj doljelalje andar i 
musikh" Hilmi Jasari 5 'goes up to him and takes him by the arm', the idea is clear, 
the following can also be read in the same place: "/ djuvlji doljela e murse andar i baj 
e vastesiri thaj na mekhelelje te djal olatar" 'the woman takes the man by his sleeve 
and does not let him leave her' with the usual ablative of the locus tactT. Vekerdi 113 
repeats the bad etymology of Pott II 457-458: he identifies the etymon as T 10221 
mustí- m/f, which means '1) fist, 2) hand(ful)', cf. Hi mdth f '1) fist, 2) hand, 3) hilt, 
4) handle' URS1 793a, which is indeed of this. In Romani the Old Indie word could 
only yield a word like *must(i) f. 
This word is a feminine form derived from AR *muso m 'mouse' < T 10258.1 
mdsaka- m, obviously on the analogy of Big мишка. The view on which the deriva-
tion is based is an e t y m o l o g i c a l c o m m o n p l a c e , cf. L mdsculus, Gk pucáv, 
ModGk PLUQ, KOVTÍXL, OHG mus, Ru мышка, as well as T 10261 *musala- 'mus-
cle'. Namely, when bending the arm the biceps runs upwards like a mouse. This is 
similar to comparing the lower leg of humans to a fish: the calf ends at the "cloaca 
of the fish", where the disembowelling of a fish is begun. The most obvious lin-
guistic reflection of this are the Slavonic words *jbkro/a1 and *jbkro/a2. Arabic 
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also provides evidence: battaTU ssaql (or rrigll) 'calf is a derivate of batta 'dis-
embowels' (ArRSl 90a). Also Persian màhice 'biceps < *little fish', mâhiâeye pâ 
'calf PRS1 II 447a, Afghani mâhigàk ' c a l f , mähäy 'fish' RAS1 240a, 643a. And 
in B o s n i a n R o m a n i : prnehko macho flíst (na nözi)' Uhl 560 — SC list m 
'Pleuronectes flesus'—literally 'the fish of the leg'. 
59 AR *nasul adj 'bad, evil', m 'evil (man), the Evil One' 
The word nâsùl is primarily Wallachian Romani, cf. also Mi VIII 23, Vekerdi's 
etymology "Gk *ávátpeXoc; ~ àvàcpeXoçT' c a n n o t be c o r r e c t . Cf. also 
BR (?=WR) nasul 'zâo, rdav' Uhl 443, WRNE and SkR nafel ' I ) zly, spatny, 
2) "rare" necisty', m/f 'd'ábel, necistá síla' HSZ 186. 
The solution is provided by the origins of the adjective nasvalo 'ill', which 
Ve 116 records w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y , cf. also Pt II 323, Mi VIII 23, 
(T 0) na/ä sábala- 'weak, powerless', 01 sábala- 'strong, powerful' sa-+bála- n 
'power' SRS1 462b. The Romani adjective has developed by analogy under the influ-
ence of the suffix -(v)alo. Without this influence the expected form of the word would 
be *nasvdl with the oblique forms *nas0vale(s) or *nasavßle(s), the latter becoming 
*nasule(s) by the vocalization of the -v-. The meaning of Ancient Romani *nasul 
has developed like that of * nasvalo: the author of the illness, that is 'the Foul one' 
= *o Bisufo m, TÓ Kveüpa 'AxáOapxov n, and 'the Evil (spirit)', since áoQéveia 
ex той riovrjpoü êaxiv." Since the version nafel is unlikely to be independent of 
nasul, one is bound to think that its -/-, which is untypical of Romani, is a r a r e re-
flex of the *-sv- cluster in the oblique case *nas0vale(s). In this light, the etymology 
of, for example, *fèdar 'better' may also be reconsidered: it is not the reanalysis of 
T 9377 bhadrám 'well' into a comparative, but it may be, for example, the compara-
tive of T 12473 s'ivám 'auspiciously (acc)', si vena ins, D *sivëdar(o) > AR *s0vedar 
> *fèdar. 
60 AR *nipral (*nipard- perf.) 'keeps mentioning' 
It is from Mihály Rostás's dialect (WRNE) that I know the verb liprèl (liperd-
perf.). 'keeps mentioning' (cf. Tálos 1988), non-pseudo-Wallachian Romani does 
not have it (Ve 0), the expected form would be WRLo *imprèl, cf. also BR liparav 
(also with initial ri-, re-, le-) '(s)pômënëm' Uhl 270, 352, elsewhere 'stücäm, I hic-
cup' (!) 380. (It is well-known that in Bosnian Romani the verbs in *-Cral became 
invariable -C-arel due to the influence of the suffix *-aral. WRNE phabrèl (phaberd-
perfect) 'sets on fire', the equivalent of WRLo phabärel id., has developed by reverse 
analogy.) 
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The word is the equivalent of T 7214 nipatati, that is *ní-patati I 'falls in ruin, 
settles down, falls at the feet o f , f u r t h e r m e a n i n g s of which are: '1) flies away, 
2) falls out, upon, 3) meets, 4) c o m e s to s b o d y ' s mi nd ' (!) SRS1 329b. 
61 AR *nizdral 'trembles' 
WR izdràl 'trembles, quivers', BR (=WR) izdrav 'drhtlm' Uhl 70, izdrano 
'drhtav', BR (=AlbR) lezdru 'd?§cëm' Uhl 71 probably contained a *ni- suffix earlier, 
but the conjectural transitional form, *inzdral perhaps never existed: 
*n i z d r a 1 
*i 0 z d r a 1 
Perhaps it is of Indie origin and is doubly prefixed: in its -z- we may assume the trace 
of Ol sam-, while its stem is partly T 6006 trásali I, T 6006.3 trásyati IV (with the 
participle T 6008 trastá-) 'trembles, is afraid'. There also exists santrásati with an 
inchoative meaning (SRS1 249b, 685b). Now its meaning is imperfective, therefore 
it has an -a-stem and as a result it has lost its sibilant. It may have got contaminated 
with some *-t/drdti II or *-t/drâyati (*t/drând- pp). The OI form could have been 
something like *nihsamtrásyati. (Ve 75 "Pers. larzidanl Slav?") 
62 AR *patr(i)adi f/?m 'Easter' 
Vekerdi records the word w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y and as masculine ( 125), 
which is probably mistaken, HuR patradi, SnR paträdja, SkR patradji f 'velikonoce' 
HSZ 205b, BR patradji(n), patragi f 'Úskrs, Vàskrs' Uhl 411, 421, cf. Pt II 397, 
Mi VIII 35. 
I know from Aleksej D. Belugin (personal communication, 1986) that this is 
a compound of T 7733 pattra- n or pattrikâ- f 'leaf and T 6333 divasà- m 'day', 
thus "Leaf(y)day", which is obviously a mirror translation of Hu Virágvasárnap, 
Big Цветница, SC Cvëtna Nèdelja, Cvêti, etc. all meaning 'Palm Sunday', liter-
ally 'flower Sunday'. Palm Sunday is the Sunday b e f o r e Easter. Since *kurko m 
is not only 'Sunday' but also 'week', WR bârô kurkö means both 'great week', 
i.e. 'Holy Week' («— Gk peyáXrj kßSopag) and 'great Sunday', i.e. 'Easter Sun-
day', the name of which is up to the present day WR bâro djês m literally 'great day' 
(«— Big Великден) or bäri rätji 'great night', even sùnto râtji f 'holy night' — the 
latter may also mean Christmas Eve. Actually, the meaning of WR paträdji is liter-
ally 'Easter holidays' including Easter Monday, too. The " r i g h t w a r d s h i f t " of 
the holiday may have been brought about by the time lag between the Julian and the 
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Gregorian calendars, which is 13 days, the latter being so much ahead. This explana-
tion works only for the word for 'Easter' in the dialects of Central Europe. 'Cvêtna 
Nèdelja' BR luludjengo kurko Uhl 48 itself is the equivalent of Gk rj Kopiaxrj т<5v 
ßatcov. It can also be added that in the frayed suffix we may suspect either T 6328 
dîna- n 'day' or T 6331 divá- m id., and in Ancient Romani the word may indeed 
have been masculine with the oblique form *patr(i)adies/n. 
63 AR *peskdrodo 'alone' 
Wallachian Romani has structures like дёвушка больна лежит дома, ad-
verbs may agree in gender: i ralkji nasvälji pàsljol khërè 'the girl lies at home ill'. 
W R korkord (or korkôrà) 'alone' also behaves like this: о sävo korkord sas 'the boy 
was alone', i sêj korkori gëlàstar kaj о orvosi 'the girl went to the doctor alone', 
mindig korkorè sàmas 'we were always alone'. However, there also occurs an in-
variant, gender insensitive adverb korkord or korkorl (and also with stress on the first 
syllable) too, as well as korkorès with the suffix -es forming an adverb of adjectives. 
In Western dialects its first -r- may be missing, as in GR kokres (Ve 93, without an 
etymology), such r-less form can also be found in Uhlik (330). 
I assume that the word contains a diminutive, thus SkR korkororo 'samotinky' 
HSZ 155 is doubly diminutive. In other languages of the area 'alone' is a diminu-
tive form: Big самичек, Rum singurèl, but this is also so in Hungarian, though it 
is not really a Balkanic language: egyedül (egy 'one', -(e)d obsolete diminutive suf-
fix). Its stem is not the numeral 'one', but the reflexive pronoun, pes- (the obi stem) 
—> *pèskdro 'his own . .. ', *pèskorodo (diminutive possessive adjective) 'himself, 
alone'. It has probably lost its stem syllable by h a p l o l o g y in phrases like the 
following: 
AR *nangiardiàs pes\ pèsi korodo 'he undressed himself/alone' 
\ 4 
*nangiardiàs pes\ 02 ksrodo id. 
The first pes is the reflexive pronoun. The resulting clipped word has been reanalysed 
as a reduplicated form: —> kdrkodo. 
The following solution is less likely: in Balkanic languages (in Bulgarian, in 
Rumanian) the word for 'cuckoo' often expresses loneliness. If there existed an AR 
word *koko m 'Cuculus' — and why not? — its diminutive was *kokodo m, which 
would mean that the forms considered dissimilated above are primary. 
64 AR *p(d)rati f 'band, belt' 
Ve 136 " p r â t i Mé: belt" w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . 
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Pt II 345 links it to Hu párta 'girl's headdress' and Hi barhá m, after the 
latter mentioning "Skr waratra" in parentheses. The latter, T 11320 varaträ- f, 
*varatriká- f '1) strap, 2) (saddle) girth (for elephants)' is a c o r r e c t etymology. 
There are two ways to hypothesize the prefix Ol pari-, AR *рэг~. One is that it has 
radiated into AR *barati f id., yielding *parati. The other is to start out of OI *pari-
varatrikä- in the first instance, which became D *parivarattl > AR *parvarati, then 
by haplology *parati. The word has also suffered -r-dissimilation: the Ancient Ro-
mani descendant of word-internal -t(t)r- > D *-ttr- is always *-t(a)r- except when 
preceded by another r, that is: 
T 10702 rátriká- f 'night' > D *ratt0T > AR *rati f id. 
T 11320 *-varatriká- f 'belt' > D *-varatt0T> AR *-varat i f. 
65 AR *parsuk f '(bread)crumb(s)' 
The Wallachian Romani word prusùk f is often used in the plural: prusukà plf 
'(bread)crumb(s)'. On the basis of BR (*=WR) prusuk, brusuk, prusik and pursuk f 
'mîva' Uhl 177 the archetype may have been *parsuk. Vekerdi 139 follows the ety-
mological tradition in claiming it to be of an Armenian origin: "Arm phsrankh". 
The word is a lexical a r c h a i s m , other Modern Indie languages have not 
preserved it, for example В /paris'uska/ porisusko BRS1 541b is a direct loan from 
Sanskrit, a so-called "tatsama". The source of the word is thus Ol (T 0) parisuska-
4 ) very dry, 2) drained, waterless' SRSI 380a. AR *parsuk is a r e g u l a r equiv-
alent of this form, cf. Ol pari- > AR *рэг- in other words as well, OI súska-, 
* sás kaka- (T 12548) SRSI 651b > AR *suko '1) dry, arid, parched, 2) thirsty', cf. also 
AR *asukiaral. 
66 AR *sapano and *sapo 'wet' 
The Wallachian Romani dialects of Hungary do not know this word, it cannot 
be found in Uhlik's dictionary either, but GR sapeno 'wet' Ve 147 w i t h o u t an 
e t y m o l o g y , SkR (with the note "reg") sapano 'vlhky' HSZ 243b. 
As the adjective T 1340 árdrá- 'wet' SRSI 99b (> AR *alo) had a pair prefixed 
with sa-, T 1368 sárdra- id. SRSI 728, the adjective T 1208 âpya- 'wet, water-, 
aquatic' SRSI 95b could also have a variant (T 0) *sâpya- id., which, or rather, the 
extended form *sápyaka- of which became D *sappau- > AR *sapo, to which the 
pleonastic suffix -ano is added: *sapano. OI âpya- is the derivate of äpa- n 'water' 
SRSI 94b. 
67 AR *sovlia(l) xal 'swears' 
The origins of AR *soval or *sovli f 'oath' (Pt II 228, Mi VIII 67) are known: 
T 12290 sapátha- m, *sapathá- f, SRSI 635b, cf. Hi sü f, Pb sahü f id., moreover, 
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GR sövel f, WR s/colàx f id., similarly solcix in Sovakian Romani HSZ 249b 'prisaha 
(i manzelská)'. Clearly these latter forms have shortened from *sölax or *sovlax, but 
what is the ending -ax in them? A suffix? 
The explanation is provided by the expression of 'taking an oath' in the lan-
guages of the Middle East and of India. In these areas the person taking the oath 
" e a t s " t h e o a t h : KKorm sônd xwârén KRS1 338a, ModP sowgänd xordän 
PRS1 II 71a, Osl ärd (bâ)xœryn ROSI 212a, Pb sahû khânâ RPbSl 309b, Hi su khânâ 
URS1 526b, Ne kiriyä khanu RNS1 21 lb, NRS1 217b, and so forth. Based on this, I 
suggested some while ago that the etymon of present-day WRLo colaxârèl 'swears' 
may be some expression like *sovlia xal 'eats oaths', or *sovl(i)al xal 'eats of the 
oath', and the initial x- of xal stuck to the end of the preceding word as the meaning 
of the expression became obscured. The assumption has proven right, in Uhlik under 
'zàklinjëm se' 439 one can find besides dav sovel or sovli 'I give oath' the following: 
solax xav that is ' I e a t oath'. Besides BR sovl(j)i, sovlax f 'zákletva' Uhl 439, 
the variant sovlal f may also be found, this probably still merits the label "Abl(adv)" 
instead of "f", and perhaps there also exists the BR expression *sovlal xav. 
68 AR *suhm m 'straw' 
The word sulum m is a typical Wallachian Romani word, Vekerdi 154 su-
luma f appears to be a mistake, WRNE sulma is plural and suggests that originally 
this is a stem with vowel-zero alternation with -э- in its second syllable, cf. also 
BR (?=WR) sulum m 'släma' Uhl 342, tjirvehko sulam 'kümova sláma' Uhl 148. 
Vekerdi's e t y m o l o g y : "Slav slama ?" is a m i s t a k e , which is not extenuated 
even by the "?". 
This is also a lexical archaism (T 0): 01 sumbala- pin SRS1 651a 'straw, chaff', 
of which D *summalo, by metathesis *sulbmo, then AR *subm. 
69 AR *sumndl 'saint, holy' 
The word is present in Bosnian Romani in the form: sumnal, somnal(o) 'svêt, 
svéti, svéta/o', HSZ 251 records it with an *: sumnal 'svët' (!), sumnalu(t)no 
'svëtovy' (!), more on the meaning below. There is no data of the word in Hungary 
(Ve 0), it is replaced in Wallachian Romani by sùnto (< Rum sfint < SI *svpts. The 
use of the word sumnal in the meaning 'world' is exemplified by the Skopje monthly 
paper entitled Романи Сумнал/ /Ромски Свет (since 1993), which is the result 
of the confusion of two homophonous Macedonian words: ceem1 < *svëte 'world', 
свет2 < *svgts 'saint, holy'. 
This is an Indie lexical archaism (T 0), < 01 sunirmala- 'very clear, absolutely 
transparent (water)' SRS1 737a, without the prefix sit- 'good, beautiful' ( ~ Gk eő-
and Ù-): T 7366 nirmala- 'spotless, clean', of which D *sunimmdlo, then with the 
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metathesis of *-nimm- it became AR *sumnal. The cause of the variant sumnalo 
is the infiltration of the suffix -alo, but the -a- of the variant sumnal still wants an 
explanation. 
One possibility is that the -э- > -a- change took place in order to get rid of the 
inconvenient alternation of the stem. The word * sumnal belonged to the *ncisval type, 
in which the internal -Ca- sequence changed place before a vowel suffix: 
Norn O b i 
*nasval *nasavl-e- but later > WR nasul > С dialects nafel 
*sunmal *suman!l-e- but later > BR sumnal 
The variant with -a- ceases to be alternating, similarly to Hungarian, where -o/ö/e- is 
epenthetic, schwa-like: 
N o m А с с 
vacok vack-ot 'den' 
but vacak vacak-ot 'measly' 
It could even be the case that the metathesis of *-nimm- happened later for the same 
reason: 
*sun!mal *sunam!l-e-
In this both consonant clusters are uneasy, because -nm- should regularly become 
-mm-, while -ml- should become -mbl-, but an alternating *summal :: *sunambl-e-
would be too opaque. The case of *sulam (cf. above) could be cited here. Its oblique 
cases, *sulmes/n-, do not cause any problem, but a form like *sumal would require 
oblique cases of the form *sumbles/n-, which is again not transparent. One of the 
ways of getting rid of this problem is by metathesis — this is what had happened — , 
the other is the creation of *sumbal nom — of which there is no evidence — , analo-
gously to the following: 
*saral 'remembers' *sardo pp 
*bisral 'forgets' *bisardo pp 
It is interesting to note that this verb has again become opaque in some Wallachian 
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70 AR "sax m 'cabbage' 
Similarly in most dialects, but in the Western dialects ModGk appa f 'brine' 
(cf. also BER I 15) has totally supplanted it (Ve 155 without indication of gender, 
but with a correct etymology): T 12370 sdka- m 'vegetable' (SRS1 640a). Elsewhere 
(1981, 410-411) he comments on this the following way: "It is remarkable that the 
names of cultivated plants and domesticated animals has in most cases developed 
by a narrowing of the meaning in Romani: 'vegetable > cabbage', 'young animal 
> swine', 'kid, lamb > sheep'. These changes in meaning make the assumption 
probable that these notions did not play a significant role in their everyday activity 
(e.g. they did not grow these and breed those) and they were indifferent to a more 
precise definition of these notions: any type of edible plant was simply 'vegetable'. 
It is possible that the differentiation of these notions took place only after leaving 
India (but in this case very early, still on Iranian territories, because the usage and 
meaning of these words is uniform in the different Romani languages)." Vekerdi 
is again trying to "reveal" the "primitiveness" of Romani thought, even though the 
semantic change at issue is well-known from a number of other languages, especially 
of the area concerned, cf.: 
Modern Greek Bulgarian Rumanian 
'vegetable' Xayavixá pin зеленчук m (L viridia pin) 
'cabbage' Xá/otvo n зеле n värzä f 
(cf. BER I 631, 633). After all the etymon of the word for 'cabbage' in Slavic lan-
guages is also L composita pin 'vegetable' (cf. Vasmer II 188). 
71 AR "selo m 'rope' 
Vekerdi's etymology, "Skr srnkhala ? /Т 12544: sulva (э: sulv/ba- m)" c a n n o t 
b e t a k e n s e r i o u s l y . The former could only yield something like *singal, the 
latter *sub(o). 
Its etymon is obviously the following: T 13591 *sêlli-, of which Pb sëlhT f, 
Hi sëlï f, Ne seli, Gu seh m, all meaning '(thin) rope, string'. This would be the 
only example for the OI 5 > R s reflex, but more probably Turner's form correctly 
is *sêlli- or *sêlli-, since the languages from which the input was reconstructed all 
merge s(h)ibilants, while Romani does not. 
72 AR "sol f 'whistle' 
Its variants are: WR sol f 'whistle', SkR sol m 'písknutí', del sol 'pisknout, 
zapiskat', del sola 'pískat', soljarel 'pískat, hvízdat' HSZ 257a, BR so/il f 'zvïzduk', 
soljarav, soldav, dav so/il 'zvizdlm' Uhl 460. 
We are undoubtedly dealing with an onomatopoeic, expressive word, therefore it 
may even be considered as internally created. However, it may also be the case that it 
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is related to sunal 'hears, listens to' < T 12598, 14289 srnőtillírnuté V, srûyàtë pass, 
s'rutá- pp. Its source may be the feminine form of the participle T 12744 srutä- f, or 
the well-known sruti- f, and because of the word's vowel we may also think of the 
adjective s'rautâ- f exhibiting the vrddhi degree; all of which are connected to the no-
tion of hearing and thus p e r h a p s to t h a t of s o u n d i n g as w e l l . This is still 
better than Vekerdi's etymology, which is "Pers. sur 'shout' ?". The Bengali equiva-
lent of 'whistle' is worthy of notice: Isől ső BRS1 808a. The corroborative power of 
this fact is decreased by the dozens of other Bengali words meaning 'whistle' (BRS1 
passim). 
73 AR *su^o 'clear, pure' 
The word for 'clear' is WR (v)iizo, HuR siizo (the etymology of Ve 159, 171 — 
"Skr. *sucya1 *sudhyaT' — is correct after all, but he only mentions it in the entry 
M o ) , SkR Mo 'öisty' HSZ 313a, BR (=WR) (v)uto '«st ' Uhl 53. The variants are 








For the variant uzo Turner (T 2448) proposes Ol rjû-, Pkr ujju-, which is a bad 
idea in any case, since it is obviously related to the others. 'Clear' in Old Indie is 
T 12520 suddhá- adj/pp <— T 12524 súdhati/ё 1, T 12525 súdhyai/ё IV, sudhyâtë pas-
sive, fsudh SRS1 649b, 650a. Of this and of its causative two Dommânï verbs were 
derived: AR *sulaval 'sweeps, cleans' < D *sô/udhâvëdi < T 12630 södh(äp)ayati 
and AR *sùyol < D *sujjhddi. The verb *su^iaral was derived of this and finally the 
adjective *sujo was backformed from it. 
WR sudrd 'cold', as well as HuR sudro, SkR sudro 'chladny' is primarily an 
attribute of pâji m 'water', the examples of Vekerdi and HSZ all relate to it (Ve 158, 
HS£ 258b), since its meaning is 'fresh' and it is probably the extension of T 12520 
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suddhá-*-ra-. Vekerdi does not give an etymology and Turner does not know it. The 
'weather, wind' and 'ice' are always connoted by silälö 'cold, freezing', the etymol-
ogy of which is known (T 12487). 
74 AR *tromal 'dare' 
Its forms are: HuR tromal, WR tromàl 'dare' (Ve 167 without an etymology), 
SkR tromal '1) odvázit se, troufnout si, opovázit se, 2) "reg." smët, mit (ve vyznamu 
smët)' HSZ 267a, BR tromav/m, (*=AlbR) tromu 'smêm, CisüdTm se' Uhl 346, 414. 
The word looks suspiciously Greek, but while ModGk тpopâÇo 'I frighten' does 
not suit it, the meaning of xoXpcô (ÚMK 630a) is exactly the same. In Dhimotiki À 
> p is frequent before a labial consonant, e.g. dôeXtpôç > dSeptpôç, aXprj > apprj, 
AXßavixrjt; > 'ApßaviTrjg > Turkish Arnavut (cf. BER I 15), etc. The VR > RV 
metathesis is common in Greek, e.g. AR *tetràdi f 'Wednesday' < Gk TexpáSrj > 
Texápxrj f. I am certain that the source of tromal is a Greek dialectal *тpoptai < 
*xopp.ca < xoXpco. 
75 AR *them m 'country' 
This is a widespread and well-known word. Vekerdi's etymology (63 and 
1981, 415) is "Gk dépa", Turner is on a better track: 13761 *sthämya-, since this 
is most probably an ancient word. The hypothesized *sthämya- and the AR *than m 
'place' < T 13753 sthdna- n are both derivates of s/sthä 'to stand'. 1 suppose 
that semantically 'country' has more to do with 'land' than with 'place'. To put it 
differently, AR *vlàxiko them 'Wallachia, Bkccyía, Jàra rumîneàscà' is the calque 
of Big Влйшка зём(л)я. I assume that *them has resulted of earlier *khem by 






—anter +anter -banter 
kh —> th e m 
Its etymon is OI (T 0) ksamya- adj 'earthy' SRS1 180a > D *khemmo (or *themmo 
already), the -e- (instead of *-a-) is explained by the following -m(m)y-. This is the 
type of consonantal metaphony also found in AR *men f 'neck' < D *menfia < 
T 9732 mányá- f. The masculine oblique ending can be explained similarly: 
(i) AR *domes 'Rom-(acc)' < D *dommesso < Ol dömbasya gen, cf. Ol döm-
bäh nom 
(ii) AR *les 'that, him (асе)' < D *desso < Ol tásya gen, cf. Ol sa(h) m, tat n nom 
In the latter the lenition t- > d- > I- is parallelled by English pcet > that [öxt], in the 
AR *o m definite article the result of lenition is ß-. Still, Vekerdi (119) gives "Skr 
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asau ?" as a source b e s i d e s Gk ó, even though Turner 1928 treats the fate of tásya 
in Romani convincingly. 
76 AR *thiral > *thirdel 'pulls, sucks (milk)' 
Vekerdi 35-36 discusses the word, cf. also Pt II 290, Mi VIII 86, and considers 
ModGk oépvo) to be its source. For a Greek etymology it would be more reasonable 
to cite the verb oópo (< AGk обры), which has the same meaning but is more 
adequate as for its forms. 
The verbs for 'pull' and 'suck (milk)' are related in many languages. I used 
to think that WR voj cirdel ek thuvälji 'he smokes a cigarette' is the mirror trans-
lation of Rum el tràge о ligára. It is not impossible that 'sucks (milk)' was the 
pr i т а г у meaning of WR cirdel, which may then be connected to the following par-
ticiple: OI T 6738 dhítá- pp dháyati 1, dhïyâtë pass (SRS1 308b) 4 ) sucks (milk), 
2) drinks', to which we have to assume the retroflexivization of -t-, which does spo-
radically occur (e.g. AR *рэгэ1 vi 'falls' < D *padadi < T 7722 pdtati I, patitá- pp) 
and the infiltration of the participial form into the present stem, which is rather com-
mon. The initial AR *thi-, like apparently always in all dialects, has changed to ci-, 
the -rd- cluster has simplified to -ßd- in many W and С and in Albanian Romani 
dialects. 
77 AR *thiro m 'time' 
GR cïro m 'time' has been known for a long time, see Pt II 200, Mi VII 34, 
Vekerdi (34) follows the etymological tradition in identifying ModGk xaipóg as its 
etymon, which, after all, is not impossible, but the R ci- ~ ModGk ke- correspon-
dence is somewhat spurious. Considering that the consonant *c, which is otherwise 
rather rare in Romani, is most common before *i, before which on the other hand 
*th does not occur, we may hypothesize a */thil -A *ci variant rule or sound change 
in early Ancient Romani, supported by a number of etymologies, especially the in-
terdialectal tikno ~ WR ci(g)no 'small'. T 5839 tïksnà- > *tïksina- (SRS1 243a) > 
D *tikkhinau, becoming (early) AR *tikhno. In most Romani dialects this word un-
derwent the simplification -khn- > -kn- before the leftward shift of aspiration. This 
failed to happen in Wallachian Romani, the emerging *thikno thus became *cikrto. 
In German Romani the difference between nominals of the old and new declensions 
has ceased to exist, cïro could have earlier been finally stressed thematic, that is, not 
a loan. 
Therefore at least two Indie etymons can be suggested for it: (i) T 6817 
dhïra- '1) strong, 2) solid, 3) resolute, 4) p e r m a n e n t , u n c h a n g i n g , . . . 
7) s l o w ' SRS1 306a, via D *dhïrau, but the following is more probable: (ii) T 13771 
sthira- ' ! ) strong, hard, 2) p e r m a n e n t , firm, d u r a b l e , 3) obstinate, tough, 
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4) u n c h a n g i n g . . . ' SRS1 755a-b. Its connection to the notion of 'time' is more 
obvious in its derivates: sthira-yauvana- n 'eternal youth', etc. via some D *thi-
rau. Two more examples as semantic evidence: MP ly'wll, Man Ij'rl jâr 'time' 
< Ir *yäwa-war-, Av yav- is 'durability, continuity' (RM 34); 01 lagná- m/n 'con-
venient time' < lagná- pp 4— lágati I '1) stays, resides, 2) owes sbody, 3) p a s s e s 
( t i m e ) ' (SRS1 551b). 
78 AR *thivo 'clever, able' 
It is írom J. D. Taikon's dialect (WRKld) that I know the following word: cl\>o 
(or civo) 'clever, able' Gjerdmann-Ljungberg 1963. Perhaps it was stressed finally 
originally and is of an Indie origin (see below). 
In Wallachian Romani, when *kh turns into the affricate с and *th into с before 
*/;'/ [i] ~ [i], they simultaneously also lose their aspiration, which is not really natural, 
unless the following steps are assumed: 
(i) h -A s /к i 
-A s 11 i 
(ii) к -4 t / s 
(iii) is с 
ts -Ac 
The fact that in many western dialects original ch loses its aspiration, while ph, th 
and kh retain it is in accordance with this segmentalized explanation. This is natural: 
(i) h -Asie  
(ii) s ->0/с?  
or es -А с 
It is to be noted that the original Wallachian Romani triplet *ch :: *c :: * j is s :: с :: z 
in most dialects. If the palatalization of *kh is early, then c, is' and ch were contrastive 
in early Wallachian Romani. It is also notable that *khli yields unaspirated (t)t too, 
that is, (t)tj in a simpler notation. 
Examples for the cases mentioned are as follows: WR dicol 'seems' is not the 
direct continuation of an OI verb *drsyatë IV/pass, but a late derivate of *dikhol 
« T 6507.2 *deksati) from AWR *dikhiol. The relationship of WR nâcol 'passes 
(of time)' to the verb nakhèl 'runs' is similar—the latter is rare in Hungary, nâsèl id. 
is used instead (< T 7087 násyati IV, nastá- pp). Furthermore: 
WR mac f 'fly' < AR *makhi < D *makkhi < T 9696 máksika- f 
WR cil m 'butter' < AR *khil < D *ghido < T 4501 ghrta- n/pp 
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WR ci 4 ) (do) not, 2) neither, nor' < Arm k'i, if it is not a continuation of 
T 14386 cid. 
The change turning th into an affricate before i has taken place in other dialects 
as well: WR ci(n)nà, cignô 'small' and SkR cikno 'maly' HSZ 61a-b < *thikno < 
*tikhno < T 5839 *tîksinaka- < tïksnâ-. Elsewhere the aspiration has been lost in the 
-khn- cluster before its shift leftwards: in other cases all dialects uniformly have c-. 
Thus *thiral later *cirdel 'pulls', *thiro > ciro 'time', see above, and perhaps in the 
word discussed here as well, to which I propose the following source: T 0 dhïmant-
'thoughtful' and 'clever, wise' SRS1 306a and T 0 dhtvan(t)- 'skilled, competent, 
sensible, pious' SRS1 ibid., either yields *thivo via D *dhïvau. 
79 AR *uchai f and *uchalin f 'shadow' 
Its forms are: WR usaljin f 'shadow, cool place' Ve 170, BR (partly =WR) 
uchalin, vusalin f, uchalipe m, etc. 'sênka' Uhl 355. In Slovakian Romani the word 
uchal, uc halj in f 'stin' HSZ 271a, uchaljiben m 'chládek, stinné místo' HSZ 271b 
also has the variant uchaj f, which will turn out to be important for us. Vekerdi cites 
the stem T 763 *avachâda- as it etymon, but Turner has other ideas too, in T 2542 he 
relates it to Ne ojhel 'shadow, half shade' NRS1 188b. This can in no way be correct, 
there is no natural explanation for the word-internal *-jjh- becoming voiceless. 
The simplest explanation happens to be the correct one: T 5027 châyd- f 
'shadow' SRS1 215b (cf. ModP sâye, C1P sâya). The initial *u- (< 01 ava- or ud-) is 
a suffix, the basic variant of the word did not have -/-, this is retained by Slovakian 
Romani. The form *uchalin contains -in f, a suffix forming tree names. We may 
assume the following in Ancient Romani: 
*akhor m 'walnut' -A *akhorin f 'walnut tree' (HSZ 27a, Uhl 232) 
*khiliav f 'plum' *khiliavin f 'plum tree' (HSZ 160b, Uhl 378) 
*pandax f 'hazelnut' -A *pandaxin f 'hazel' (HSZ 206, Uhl 154) 
*ambrol m/f 'pear' -> *ambrolin f 'pear tree' (HSZ 27b, Uhl 145) 
The -/- of the latter has intruded in the following two, obviously because the otherwise 
resulting * . . . ai-in would have created the nonexistent ii cluster, that is, hiatus: 
*phabai f 'apple' ->• *phabalin f 'apple tree' (HSZ 223a-b, Uhl 116) 
*uchai f 'shadow' -A *uchalin f '*shadow casting tree, the shadow of the tree' 
(cf. Vekerdi above: 'cool place'). While usaljin is 'shade', ulùv (see below) is '(arti-
ficial) shadow'. 
80 AR *udit m 'light' 
The word 'light' is reported by Vekerdi (168 u d u d ) as rare with the indication 
of Szt and Mû as sources, cf. also Pt II 310, Mi VII 46. Dialects of Wallachian 
Romani seem indeed not to have the word, I have only found it in the North Eastern, 
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pseudo-Wallachian Romani dialect: my informant, József Rézműves did not know 
the word itself, only thus (1977): jakhèngi vudùt (f) 'pupil (of the eye)'. No doubt 
this is the word discussed here. Uhl 454 BR dud m, duti m 'zënica', the Romani 
expression is the equivalent of Rum lùmea öchiului (or ochilor) and Hu szeme fénye 
(or világa). SkR (v)udud m HSZ 272a, 282b, '1) svítidlo z vydlabaného bramboru, 
ve kterém se pálí lûj, 2) "reg." svëtlo', ududoro m 'svëtélko, bludicka', udu(d)del 
"reg." 'svítit'. 
Its etymon may be found in Turner but without the Romani word: T 1994 
uddïptà- n/pp ùddïpyatë IV 'blazes up', as well as Pkr udditta- n 'flaming'. This 
might have been the Dommän! form as well: *udditto then > AR *udit m 'light', 
of which udud has developed by double assimilation. The form with -f- and the -/-
of BR duti is the evidence for the original and expected *udit. Vekerdi provides the 
word with the etymology "T 6606 Skr dyuti (?)", which is not correct since it cannot 
yield but something like 
81 AR *uluv m 'shade' 
It is a Wallachian Romani word, Vekerdi (169) quotes it from Horváth's glos-
sary in the form u 1 u v 'shade' w i t h o u t indication of gender or an e t y m o l o g y . 
The word is quite widely known, but because of its meaning it is difficult to elicit. 
DF's dictionary gives its meaning precisely but with a Hungarian provincialism: 
"szárnyék". In any case we know that while WR us'aljin f is 'natural shadow, for 
example, of a tree', ulùv is 'atrificial shadow or its cause', as is obvious from Uhlik's 
dictionary: BR (?=*WR) luv, uluv, vuluv m 'hlâdnjâk, záklon, zâ§tita' Uhl 97, 447. 
It evidently shares its origin with the following Panjabi word: luhalal pro-
nounced *[öHä], with the spelling löhaläl in RPbSl 235b, 681b-682a, 971b and 
1042b, according to PbRSl 146a: '1) зйнавес, ширма, 2) укрытие , при-
к р ы т и е ' . It does not occur in Turner. Its etymon is obviously: OI ullôca- m 'an 
awning, canopy' Monier Williams 219c, SRSI 0. 
82 AR *umblal m 'a piece of glowing embers' 
It is known in the form umblàl m in Wallachian Romani, but is not a well-known 
word (Ve 0), WRNE (Mihály Rostás) unglàl m, SkR umblal/v, unglal m 'zhavy uhlik, 
oharek' HSZ 273a, BR (?=WR) um(b)lal, umbral m 'glávnja, ûgarak' Uhl 83, 400. 
It only accidentally resembles the verb *umblavdl 'hangs' and the Slavonic word 
*pgslb m 'coal'. 
For the notion of 'piece of glowing embers' there exist at least three words 
in Old Indie: 1) alâta- n, 2) ulkâ- f, 3) úlmuka- n SRSI 73a, 131b, 132a. I assume 
that the Romani word is a compound of 3) and 1) in this order: *ulm(uka)aläta- > 
D *ummalädo > AR *um(b)lal. Its internal -b- is the same type of excrescent sound 
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as that of the verb *um(b)laval: T 2230 avalamb(h)ayati, or rather *ullamb(h)ayati > 
D *ummallâvëdi > *ummalâvadi > AR *umblaval, or that in the word *am(b)rol m/f 
'pear', which is the borrowing of C1P amrüd. The following is obviously some-
how related to, but cannot directly be derived from, the word *ulmalâta-: T 2342 
*umbäda- > Si umaru m 'lighted stick', umârîf 'half-burnt log, firebrand', Gu umär, 
umâro m, umäriyü n 'firebrand', ûbâriyù n 'piece of wood lighted at one end'. 
83 AR *u$(i)le adv 'loan' 
WR(v)u(n)zi/ulè 'loan', uzlipè m 'loan', BR (*=WR) ufrlipe m, uftlimos m 'dûg, 
dugövanje, krèdlt, zájam' Uhl 73, 142, 439 is a rather enigmatic word, in Vekerdi 
(169, 171) "Burushaski us 'debt' ", which is a b s o l u t e l y i m p r o b a b l e , see also 
Pt II 76, Mi VIII 92. 
It is an original Indie word, T 1674 ujjháti VI, ujjhitá- pp '1) leaves, escapes, 
2) sends back, g i v e s u p , 3) r e n o u n c e s ' SRS1 113a, we may hypothesize a 
noun D *ujjhido m/n or a participle *ujjhidau. The word under discussion may be 
the regular local adverb AR *uyl(o) or the adverb of the participle *u^ilo. 
84 AWR *zenia pi 'back(bone)' 
From the form of WR zejà pl 'back' (according to Vekerdi "backside, hip" 177) 
it seems evident that it is a word in plural, to which belongs a feminine singular base 
form. Vekerdi's etymology is interesting because it is p a r t l y c o r r e c t . He gives 
Rum §àle plf 'the hip of humans, the back of animals' as a source, which is out of the 
question p h o n e t i c a l l y . The Rumanian word, however, is the long variant of the 
plural of §a f (fei pl) 'saddle, seat, dorsal bone' (from L sella). 
This word is the m i r r o r t r a n s l a t i o n of the Rumanian denomination. It 
is nothing but the plural of zen f 'saddle', whose origin is well-known (Pt II 253, 
Mi VIII 98 < C1P zên, ModP zin). In Loväri 'saddles' is zenjà today. The original 
*zenia meaning 'back' has departed from the base form and became monomorphe-
matic, but at least the *n in it was not recoverable, therefore the typical denasalization 
under Rumanian influence, WR -nj- > -j- became permanent. The Bosnian Romani 
data are instructive, among them one can find zïn f 'grba', as well as zeja pl 'léda, 
grbaca, hrbat'—and, of course, zen f 'sèdlo' Uhl 91, 152, 333. 
This semantic shift has interestingly taken the opposite direction is Persian: 
MP lkwpk'l köfag 'saddle' is the derivate of Ikwpl köf > C1P kith > ModP kuh 'moun-
tain ( ^ back)' (RM 69). 
85 AWR *zalag f 'earring' 
WR zlag f 'earring' is a typical dialectal word for the following word of other di-
alects: HuR èeni f, öenji f, SkR àen f 'náugnice', BR ben and őejf 'nàuSnica' Uhl 191, 
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the latter can only be Wallachian Romani. The monosyllabic athematic variants are 
all backformations from the plural AR *íania (HSZ 68b, Ve 38, 178, in both places 
without an etymology). Although we would expect word-initial *ch-, its etymology 
will be correct: T 5333 jhanikci- f, a word rhyming with kanikâ- f and the like. The 
words that could be mentioned now mean 'earring', now 'drop'. Eng eardrop helps 
understanding the origins of the denomination. I assume that whatever it is derived 
from the strange WR zlag originally meant 'drop'. Starting out of the words con-
nected to those meaning 'drop', I have arrived at the Wallachian Romani word for 
'saliva'. It is sálja f sg or saljà pl Ve 146, coming from Greek: cráXiо n. To the 
plural singulative forms *saljin or *saljik f 'drop of saliva' may also belong, similar 
words can be found in Slovakian Romani: saljikh, saljig 'trocha, trochu', saljigori 
'trosicku' HSZ 243a. This takes us to one of the sources of HuR zalog '(a) little': 
SC. zâlogcïj 'a bite (of food)', but this is suspiciously partly Greek, which has also 
oxáXa f 'drop'. (Cf. also BR zalo/a, zaloga 'málko, málcice' Uhl 163.) Based on the 
few data available I claim, despite the missing links in the etymology, that the origins 
of zlag are to be searched in this direction. 
86 AR "zamavdl 'tries, tastes' 
Wallachian Romani zumavel (Ve 178) w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y . It is 
certainly connected to C1P äzmüdan, äzmäyldan (äzmä(y)- près) 'tries, attempts', as 
well as ModP âzmudân, àzmàyidân (âzmâ(y)- près) id. PRS1 70, similarly in Fârsï 
Kâbull, but Afgh äzmüyal id. seems to be a Persian loanword (RAS1 578a). 
The Ancient Romani form was probably *azmaval originally, which after the 
clipping of the *a- considered a prefix automatically yielded *zamaval, while the э 
labialized to и under the influence of the -m- (see the entry *xulai). Uhlik's (267, 297) 
datum is probably Wallachian Romani: zumavav 'iskùsâvâm, pökusäm, prôbâm'. 
87 AR "zaveli f '1) scrambled eggs, 2) crackling (?)' 
Its occurrences: WR zevelji f 'crackling' Ve 177 w i t h o u t an e t y m o l o g y , 
SkR jevelji f 'míchaná vajícka' HSZ 99b, BR (?=WR) zevelin, zeveljjji f 'övárak' 
Uhl 55. 
The word is usually derived from Armenian, provided that its original meaning 
is 'scrambled eggs', cf. Arm jvacel/l id. (which is a derivate of ModArm ju (jvi gen, 
in Grabar JM (Juoy gen)) 'egg' (from a well-known stem), cf. Pokorny 784), Hübsch-
mann 1895, 40, No. 179—it has found its way into Georgian, where it is tapamçvali 
id. KRGS1 821b. 
I doubt this etymology because of phonological difficulties. It must be connected 
to the following Persian word: ModP zdvâle (< C1P *zawäla) 'pastry shaped round 
(for baking bread)' PRS1 770a. That is, the earliest (interpolated) meaning of the 
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Romani word must have been '[egg]pie\ The Armenian word may be the cause of 
the initial *j-, but it may also be secondary. 
Abbreviations of languages and dialects 
Afgh Afghan (i.e. Pashtu) 
AGk Ancient Greek 
AlbR Albanian Romani 
Ar Arabic 
AR (reconstructed) Ancient Romani 
Arm Armenian 
Av Avestan 




BR Bosnian Romani 
С the central dialect group of Romani 
C1P Classical Persian 
D DommänT, the reconstructed early period of Ancient Romani, 
a kind of Prakrit 
E the eastern dialect group of Romani 
Eng English 
FK FärsT Kabul! 
Gk Greek 
GR German Romani 








Jud Judio (i.e. spoken Judeo-Spanish) 
Ka Kannada 
KKorm Kurdish, Kurmanji dialect 
K o K o y a 
L Latin 
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Ma Marathi 
ModArm Modern Armenian 
ModGk Modem Greek 
ModP Modem Persian 
MP Middle Persian 
Ne Nepali 
OE Old English 
OF Old French 
OHG Old High German 
OI Old Indie 
Orm Ormuri 
Os Ossetic 
OsD Ossetic, Digoron dialect (in the south) 















SkR Slovakian Romani 
SI Slavonic 





W the western dialect group of Romani 
WeR Welsh Romani 
WR Wallachian (or Vlach) Romani 
WRKld Wallachian Romani, Kelderäsi dialect 
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WRLo Wallachian Romani, Loväri dialect 
WRNE a pseudo-Wallachian dialect of Romani, spoken in the northeast 
of Hungary 
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Abstract 
The article presents a Kelderash Vlach Gypsy song from Transylvania, which the performer impro-
vised about his ideology of the local variant of the Romani language. In Vlach Gypsy communities, 
formal speech is differentiated from everyday informal speech. The frames of formal speech are the 
narratives including songs introduced by formulae of asking permission and greeting at communal 
events. In the paper, the form, content and music of the song are analyzed, together with some pecu-
liarities of language ideology revealed in the song. In terms of dichotomies the singer separates the 
language and speakers of his community from other variants of Romani and from other languages and 
their speakers. The components of speech events have their constant epithets. These are "true", "pure" 
and "Romani". Language use also implies a value order, and the speech of Gypsy communities whose 
value system is identical with the singer's is considered "correct". At the same time, the "purely", that 
is, "correctly" performed narrative is the expression of the ritual purity of the community and the "cor-
rectness" of the given value order—the social-economic-cultura! construction of Vlach Gypsies. 
Popular ideologies of native speakers in different linguistic communities about the 
particular characteristics and functions of their vernacular have recently raised 
much interest among linguistic anthropologists. On the basis of Michael Silverstein 
and Alan Rumsey, Kathryn A. Woolard highlights aspects of language ideologies 
as follows: Linguistic ideologies are shared bodies of commonsense notions about 
the nature of language in the world. The notion of the linguistic ideology includes 
cultural conceptions not only of language and language variation, but of the nature 
and purpose of communication, and of communicative behaviour as an enactment 
of a collective order (Woolard 1992, 235). At the same time, relying on the findings 
of Alvin W. Gouldner and John B. Thompson, Woolard also points out that ideolo-
gy is, among other things, a conscious public discourse, that part of consciousness 
which can be said. But in many other uses, the claim is not necessarily one of con-
scious, deliberate, or systematically organized thought (ibid. 238). 
From among various ideologies, emphasis is to be laid on a particularly typi-
cal ideology of everyday thought, purism, which includes ideas about the purity of 
a language. In terms of language, linguistic purity means the "correct" use of the 
* This work was supported by Grant T13692 from the Hungarian National Research Fund (OTKA). 
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vocabulary and various grammatical categories as compared to a certain norm 
which, in tum, is derived from a comparison with an unchanging, idealized state of 
the language. Taking a look at the informal and formal variants of language use also 
reveals that formal speech, which changes more slowly than the colloquial, is the 
main carrier of the linguistic traditions that generate the notion of correctness, that 
is, "purity" in the speakers. This aspect already belongs to the social function of 
language: the "correctly" used idioms are symbols of the "correctness" of social 
behaviour as acceptcd in the given community. 
In the following, I attempt to examine some aspects of a purist folk ideology 
of the language as reflected by a Kelderash Vlach Gypsy song from Transylvania 
(Romania). In section 1, I am analyzing the peculiarities of formal speech in the 
communicative economy of the Vlach Gypsy communities. Section 2 carrics the 
analysis of the song in terms of form, content and musical characteristics, while in 
section 3,1 briefly summarize some of the specific features of the Vlach Gypsy lin-
guistic ideology as it appears in the song.1 
1. Daily speech-formal speech in the traditional Vlach Gypsy community 
Research carried out in various Vlach Gypsy communities in Hungary have 
revealed that Vlach Gypsies differentiate two levels of language use. On the basis 
of his experiences gained in a Mashari Vlach Gypsy community, Michael Stewart 
has found that informal daily speech is called duma. Another type of speech is 
vorba that "takes on the special meaning of formalised speech preceded by greet-
ings which indicate that the speech is for the benefit of all, not part of a private con-
versation. 'Be lucky!' (T'aven baxtale!) and 'I find you with God!' (Devlesa rakhav 
tumen!) arc the most common forms. The content of vorba may be a tale, a joke or 
a riddle, but most often it is a song" (Stewart 1989, 85). Besides vorba, another 
term, that of caci vorba 'true speech' is also used to denote formalized speech and 
narrative genres. As against songs sung at mu/atsagos, or community events (Hung. 
mulatság 'amusement'), at least three conventions are to be observed: 
- they arc to be in Romani (romanes); 
- their style must meet the norms of the community, that is, they must be 
'Gypsy' (romand); 
- and their content must be 'true' (caco), that is, revelatory of their real life 
(Stewart 1989, 86-7). 
1 Let me herewith express my thanks to Zita Réger and Irén Kertész Wilkinson for their valu-
able advice they have given me in writing this article, and to Endre Tálos for controlling the tran-
scription and translation of the Romani texts. 
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Vlach Gypsies differentiate two kinds of songs: slow, lyrical song (loki djili) 
and dance song (khelimaski djili). It is the former of the two that is called "speech" 
or "true speech". Extensive collections have revealed that this designation is used 
by the Vlach Gypsies all over Central Europe. The designation "speech" or "true 
speech" is uttered during community events. The person wishing to sing asks per-
mission to take the floor. The formulae of taking leave may include: T beg permis-
sion from everyone, that you may forgive me if I offer you a true speech' 
{Engedelmo mangav savora zenendar, sa jerton ma, te phenav tumenge jekh caci 
vorba) (Stewart 1989, 85); or in a Lovari community in Slovakia: T beg permis-
sion, Gypsies, I have a little speech, let me tell you!' (Engedelmo, romale, engedi-
nen, si ma skurto vorba, phenav la tumenge!) (Kovalcsik 1985, 46). The same des-
ignation may appear in the reply of the audience, for example in a Lovari commu-
nity of Hungary: 'Tell your speech!' (Phen tji vorba!) (Bari 1996, 1/4), etc. The 
nature of the "truth" content of the songs depends on the context. Talking of the 
texts sung at a male gathering of the community, Stewart states: "The truth of these 
songs is stereotypical and general" (ibid. 91). Personal "truths" cannot be uttered 
on such occasions, since the aim of singing together is to express the brotherhood, 
the unity of Vlach Gypsy men. The leading singer picks from general textual ele-
ments referring to the entire community. These consist of pairs of six- or eight-syl-
labic lines that can be combined in various ways. 
Personal "truths" are usually narrated in a narrow family circle. There is a shift 
of phase among various Vlach Gypsy communities in Hungary as to whether the 
personal "truth" is clad in newly invented text or in a slightly modified textual cle-
ment commonly used in the community. Personal "truths" normally channel the 
performer's own problems, but this "truth" cannot sharply deviate from the norms 
of the community, and the song very often warns of the violation of collective 
norms. In a Lovari song I recorded in Voivodina (Yugoslavia) the male singer com-
plained—to an embarrassed audience of his male relatives—that while he was in 
prison, his brothers neglectcd him, and did not visit him regularly. A woman in a 
north-eastern Tserhari-Churari community in Hungary designed the words of the 
song she was to sing at a family gathering to reconcile her sons (Kovalcsik 1993, 
16-7). She calculated that uttering her message in a formalized language would pro-
duce the solemn atmosphere that, in turn, would force her sons to take their mother's 
advice and restore the unity of the family. In a greater part of such personal songs, 
when performed by men, there is a point close to the end where the singer declares 
that the content of his song is "true", and strengthens it with an oath. 
It is noteworthy that there are several transitional stations between the two 
kinds of speech and types of truths which may be selected from according to a 
given set of parameters (e.g. gender, context, communicative intention, etc.). Irén 
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Kertész Wilkinson (1997) observed in another Mashari community in south-eastern 
Hungary not related to the one investigated by Stewart that the "truths" of a song 
are constantly commented on in prose, often in every strophe, and that this belongs 
to performing that song. On the other hand, Vlach Gypsies may perceive a song 
either as an emotionally distanced and general or as a closely personal message, this 
being further complicated by the fact that a performer may express his or her per-
sonal feelings or someone else's emotions. During a vigil, for example, the male 
singer's line "You too had a good mother" was corrected by a woman saying that 
his mother was still alive, though it was not she who had brought him up. When 
repeating the line, the singer already sang the particular line corrected ("You too 
have good mothers", ibid. 154). 
Another group of formulae introducing or terminating a narrative reveals that 
the triple "truth" of language use, form, content, which characterizes a narrative 
presented in the right way is meant to epitomize the right social behaviour as the 
symbol of the ritual purity (see e.g. Sutherland 1975; Salo 1979; Okely 1983; 
Formoso 1988; Stewart 1997; Kertész Wilkinson 1997) of the community.2 In male 
gatherings studied by Stewart women were not allowed to take part in singing at all 
(Stewart 1997, 186-7). In other communities, e.g. in the mentioned Tserhari-Churari 
group, women accompany their husbands' singing. Sometimes they can also take 
the lead, provided that their husband, brother or father has asked permission from 
the rest of the men. For example: T m asking for permission, Gypsies, let us be 
pure and lucky, let my wife entertain us!' (Engedelmo mangav, romaié, t avas vuze 
taj baxtale, saj kerel muri romnji amari voja!) (Kovalcsik 1993, 16). Yet this com-
munity also observes events in which only men can be the actors: namely, story-
telling. The ideal of the triple "truth" formulated on these occasions refers to the 
participants, the language and the genre. The participants must be "true" (Tserhari-
Churari) Vlach Gypsies, their language must be Romani, for the "truth" can only 
be uttered in this tongue (Kovalcsik ibid. 4). The tale text related at a communal 
event must be "pure" in the sense that it contains no words or phrases alluding to 
sexuality. Should one occur in a text, the narrator has to resolve the taboo with the 
formula 'Forgive me, boys, let us be pure and lucky, that's how it is in the story!' 
(Jertjinen, savaié, t avas vuze taj baxtale, ande paramicate-j!) (Kovalcsik ibid. 16). 
A part of the taboos relating to the content are undoubtedly linked up with the 
ideas of purity. Death, for example, is an impure event (Stewart 1994) therefore 
2 Vlach Gypsies conceive of the human body as divided into two parts by the waist: the upper, 
pure, and the lower, impure parts. Both parts can further be subdivided into internal and external pure 
and impure parts. There are strict rules to preserve purity, and only those who adhere to these rules 
can be lucky and healthy. The main source of impurity is believed to be female sexuality. 
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funeral songs are not allowed at the mulatsago of men. "If anyone sings songs of 
death and mourning it is typically the women (romni-s) at funerals" (Stewart 1989, 
86). Illness is also a taboo, since it is an impure state which can also be caused by 
the violation of communical norms, that is, by some impure deed. A man who had 
fallen gravely ill in the mentioned Tserhari-Churari community composed a long 
song of the presumed causes of his illness. Fearing, however, that by making the ill-
ness public he would bring even greater disgrace upon his family he did not sing 
the song to anyone but recorded it on tape and listened to it for weeks, until he had 
psychologically elaborated the grave case (Kovalcsik 1991). 
The following formulae of greetings may also appear at the beginning or end 
of lyrical songs: 'For your [fine] honour!' (Anda tumari [sukar] patjiv!), 'To your 
[fine] health!' (Pe [sukare] sastjimasfte]!), 'Be healthy and lucky!' (T avert saste 
taj baxtale!) (see examples in Kovalcsik 1985). Summarizing the attributes used so 
far, one finds that "Gypsy" and "true" refer to the genres, while "true", "pure", 
"lucky", "honourable" and "healthy" refer to the performers. The attributes are 
mutually interdependent, even if they are not both included in a formula of greet-
ing. Presumably, when one condition is not fulfilled, then the narrative cannot be 
called "true speech" and the narrator and listeners are no longer "true Gypsies". 
An interesting analogy is offered by the Chamula Indian community studied by 
Gossen. They regard their language, Tzotzil, the best of all the surrounding tongues 
or the "true language" (Gossen 1977, 86) and call the most formal genres of their 
narratives "pure" or "true speech" (Gossen ibid. 89). Although researches in Hungary 
so far have not found the adjective "pure" with reference to formal speech in the 
formulae, it can rightly be presumed that the "purity" of performers and that of the 
genre are mutually dependent, hence "purity" also applies to the three conventions 
determining the ways of speaking. 
The clarification of the problem of purity is to be approached from the lin-
guistic aspect by the analysis of a slow, lyrical song I recorded in a Kelderash Vlach 
Gypsy community in Transylvania—dedicated to the problem of caci vorba. It was 
improvised for me by the performer to show what he meant by the purity of his 
mother tongue, a local variant of Romani. Prior to that, the singer told me that non-
Vlach Gypsies living in neighbouring villages did not speak as purely as they. 
"They speak broken Romani", he said. Wanting to pacify him, I set against his 
everyday opinion another everyday—relativistic—opinion prevalent in my culture, 
namely that their language is nice, too. My host pointed at the tape recorder and 
said: "C'mon, switch it on", and he began to sing. 
On the one hand, the song is a metalinguistic product (Jakobson 1960), in that 
the singer resorts to the formal language to present his ideas about both types of— 
formal and informal—speech. On the other hand, it is a metanarrative (Babcock 
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1977), a "song about the song" since he characterizes the same type of formal 
speech, "Romani song" (Jili romani) with the help of formal speech. The formal 
traits suggest that the personal message took the channel of formal speech because 
the performer deemed it generally valid to the entire community. 
2. Analysis of the song 
2.1. Form 
In terms of form, the text conforms to the following criteria: 
2.1.1. Formulae used in the song 
Some formulae of formal speech are only used in prose, some only in singing, and 
again some in both. As for their place, there are some which have fixed places and 
some that can be shifted freely. Opening and closing formulae have fixed places. 
Among the Kelderash, asking for permission to sing, as the introduction to the lin-
guistic event, and the good wishes at the end addressed to the audience are usually 
said in prose. Our performer regarded the circumstances of recording (only his wife 
being present) as a private context in which these formulae were not obligatory. 
That he presented both the opening and the closing formulae singing indicates that 
the highly important message of the text turned the context public for him. 
Freely used formulae arc oaths. Some types are part of the generally used tex-
tual elements, others are attached to personal, improvised texts. Since the state-
ments of improvised texts are not necessarily valid generally, the singer ensures 
with the following formulae that the audience shall believe the "truth" of the state-
ments: "May my head die", "May my children die" [i.e. if I lie, or, if I don't tell the 
truth]. These formulae are used in colloquial speech, when people want to stress 
something they are saying. In song texts, the formulae of swearing also serve as the-
matic transition, for the formula is followed by a new statement. 
Addresses belonging to the interactive construction of slow lyrical songs con-
stitute a separate type of formulae among the freely placed ones. The singer keeps 
in constant touch with the audience, addressing by the name or the designation of 
the status of the person(s) she or he is singing to. 
In the studied text (Appendix 1) the opening formula was improvised, because 
the situation was extraordinary. The singer asked my husband for permission to 
sing to me. The reason is that Vlach Gypsy men may not sing to strange women 
except their immediate kin (mother, wife, sister). The singer reassured my husband 
that his intention was not courting me: "Don't fear, brother, don't fear, / We don't 
take it Tike that'". My husband did not have to have worries, for the singer's inten-
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tions were honourable. Therefore, he could safely allow him to sing ("Leave it to 
me, brother"). To give weight to his honourable intentions, he ended the phase of 
asking for permission with an oath ("May my head die"). 
The closing formula of the song was directly addressed to me, but the good 
wishes forwarded to my children and husband also prove the honourable intention 
("Be all your three children / And your man healthy"). 
Within the framework of interactive construction, the singer attached status 
names both to my husband and to me, so we became included among the Vlach 
Gypsy "brothers". It proves the gesture of admission that my husband was called 
phrala ( 'brother', vocative) and I was called pheno ( 'sister', vocative), at times 
replaced by the even more intimate or indulging term dile ('silly', vocative). 
2.1.2. Rules of formal text-construction 
The singer performs the text in a language used for Kelderash slow lyrical songs 
whose rules slightly deviate from daily speech. The detailed description of these 
rules is beyond the purview of this paper. The basic number of syllables in the 
Kelderash slow song is eight, with minor deviations. Shorter lines can be extended 
with meaningful (for, then, alas) or meaningless padding words or syllables, and the 
longer ones can be cut back by omitting certain less important words. Constant for-
mal elements arc the interjections, conjunctions and vocatives inserted before the 
lines, or at times after them, not belonging to the main text. At these places, one or 
two-syllabic extensions are also possible. In our case, the interjections haj ( 'ay ') 
and no ( 'well'), the conjunctions de ('but') and kë ( ' for ' ) and some additions to the 
content were inserted at the head of lines. In sung Kelderash, the text is arranged in 
rhyming lines, and the rhyming syllables {-re, -u, -ju, etc.) may change the phono-
logical structure of the word it is attached to. (E.g. the word djeh 'day' may be sung 
as djehu or djeju.) 
The studied song has six-line strophes throughout, except for one with seven 
lines. The song of sixteen strophes consists of six-line strophes throughout, except 
for one that has seven lines. In six strophes, only four different lines of text arc sung 
to six musical lines, so lines one and three are repeated. In another six strophes, 
there are five lines of words. In five of these, the singer omitted the repetition of 
line three. In one case, the rule of extension was preserved, so the musical strophe 
was enlarged to contain seven lines. In three strophes, the lines of different text 
number six, so there are no repetitions. The last strophe is a half-strophe of three 
lines. It is typical of individual male singing that the last strophe ends earlier than 
the last musical line (here, as can be seen, on the third). (Perhaps, the singers there-
by suggest that the termination is forced, they would still have much to say.) 
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2.2. Major elements of content 
As it was described above, the first and last strophes of the song arc reserved for ask-
ing permission and saying farewell, respectively. Strophe 2 carries the central state-
ment, namely: that the language of the singer is 'pure Romani tongue' (romani sib 
uzi), which is 'not broken' (naj phadji). In strophe 3, a long, three-line swearing for-
mula is attached to underscore the "truth" of this statement. Strophes 4-15 contain 
the arguments supporting the same statement. They includc the following motives: 
(a) The carrier of the Romani language is the Romani song. Two examples are 
listed to illustrate that the type of speech of Romani song contains the "truths" for-
mulated about the life and values of the Kelderash Vlach Gypsy community. The 
two stereotypical "truths" or values are: 
the migrating way of life (strophes 4-5); 
and the family of many children (strophe 7). 
The first one, the itinerant way of living is due to the traditional occupation of the 
community. The singer and his relatives live by making, repairing and selling metal 
utensils. Their work and hawking activity is accepted in the Romanian shortage 
economy, for few would undertake such long absences from home touring villages 
far and near. 
The second-named value is the child. The singer would always want children 
by his side, for them he would risk death. The two examples show that these are 
fragile values, as they are endangered. The neighbouring people mock them for 
their migrating way of life. The performer has no other means to take revenge on 
the tauntcrs than cursing. So as to preserve the purity of formal speech, the singer 
utters an apologizing and well-wishing phrase before the curse-words ("Forgive 
me, be lucky"). (It is analogous with the formula that serves to ensure the purity of 
the audience of the Tserhari-Churari talcs.) 
A greater danger than derision is the threat of the outside world rending a 
Vlach Gypsy from his family. The mournful days (lit. black days) may refer to mil-
itary service or imprisonment. The feeling of endangerment prompts the singer to 
state that he would sacrifice himself for his children, or he would not go on living 
without them. 
After these two examples, the singer draws the conclusion: Man's fate of a 
"whole of life" is determined by God, and the songs are the reflection of this life. 
The Romani songs mirror the life of the community, carried by the Romani speech 
(strophes 8-9), which is not broken (strophes 9-10), he repeats. 
(b) The presentation of the speakers of the pure language. This tongue is spo-
ken by the drotosa, as the Kelderash are called by the Hungarians, for they repair 
metal vessels by wiring them (Hung, drót 'wire'). These tinkers are the "true" 
Gypsies as they sing in Romani "in the true manner" (strophes 11-12). 
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(c) Comparison of languages. The singer communicates his everyday experi-
ence that while you speak your mother tongue without difficulty, you "break your 
tongue twenty-five times" before you utter other languages (strophe 13). 
(d) Aesthetic evaluation of the Romani language, and the singer's ars poetica. 
On the climax of the song, the singer illustrates with a metaphor the place of his 
own tongue among the languages he knows. Romani is the highest (as the rising 
Sun in the sky). That is why his aim is to sing purely in this language. The notion 
of purity also implies correct usage, the right content and the well-learnt form. The 
singer can be a fully-fledged member of the community if he has learnt the rules of 
"true speech" (strophe 14). 
(e) The penultimate strophe (15) before saying farewell reinforces the exis-
tence of Romani as a separate language. 
It is also part of the performance to wish to enhance the good reputation of the 
community. He mentions in three strophes (2, 11 and 12) that we must show the 
Gypsies in Budapest the recording which proves that we have visited "true 
Gypsies". Thus, the singer also accepted his "sister and brother" from a faraway 
place as mediators of his message. 
2.3. Song 
The tune (the model see in Appendix 2) is a peculiar variant of a style known as 
psalmodizing in the Hungarian folk music stock (Dobszay-Szendrei 1992). Though 
the style has many international ties, in the Hungarian language territory its use is 
localized to the Székely counties (Rom. Secuime) in Romania. This is supported by 
the fact that this Keldcrash group had moved to their present whereabouts, the 
Mezőség (Rom. Címpia Ardcalului), from the Szckely region. The tunc is howev-
er also known by Kelderash people living elsewhere in Transylvania. In Hungary, 
its four-line six-syllable variants can be found among both Romungros and Vlach 
Gypsies all over the country. The three- and four-line variants with eight-syllabic 
lines are known among the Romanian speaking Boyash Gypsies in Hungary, but 
they are prevalent among Boyashes in Voivodina (Yugoslavia). A representative of 
Boyash variants in popular art music is the anthem of the Hungarian Rom (com-
posed by Gusztáv Varga, Kalyi Jag, 1989, B/9). Psalmodizing dance tunes are rarer 
in the repertory of Gypsy communities.3 
3 Some published variants of Gypsy tunes in psalmodizing style: Víg, 1984, A/1, six-syllabic 
Romungro tune. Kovalcsik 1988, 188, the Vlach Gypsy variant of the former. Kovalcsik 1994, 21, 
no. 2, four-line Boyash dance tunc, ibid. 64 -5, nos. 37 -8, three-line remote variants. Kovalcsik 1988, 
187, Boyash tune from Voivodina, ibid. 186, variant of the tune discussed in this paper by the same 
performer. Further variants: Bari 1996, 1/16, 2/4, 4/29. Ibid. 2/20 and 4/3 are dance tunes. 
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This is one of the most important tunes of the Transylvanian Kelderash. With 
a Hungarian word, they term it keserves (lit. plaintive song or lament), which is the 
central tune, among the collective events of the community, of the vigil sung to spe-
cial words. Both the variability of the syllable scheme and the recitative character 
indicate a state somewhere between the free dirges and the set laments. 
The middle cadence divides the tune into two part, the b flat-c-d range being 
extended to t h e / - / ' octave and the upper g'. The arch declining from g' already 
appears in the first part of the first strophe (line 3), and in the second part begun 
unusually low, on/ , it gets complemented with an arch rising high up. The first part 
of the second strophe remains in the b flat-c-d range, whereas the second part reach-
es the high register with a ninth leap, quite unexpectedly. This vertical change of 
focus between the two parts also prevails in the other strophes. If you take a look 
at the scheme of melody line variation, you will find that the singer conceives of 
the tune in pairs of tones. In the b flat-c-d range, he alternates the seconds of note 
pairs (sec the list of the variations).4 The large leaps may seem idiosyncrasies, but 
they are not: the principle of a new melodic construction is at work here. As against 
the former melodic ideal: the descending line from high, a new pattern of melody 
starting low and reaching the high ranges has been gaining ground in recent 
dccades, resulting in the transformation of nearly the entire stock of Gypsy slow 
songs in Hungary. One of the first signs of this transformation can be discerned in 
the more archaic Kelderash songs. 
3. Discussion and conclusion 
From the above analysis, the following can be concluded as to the linguistic ide-
ology of the community: 
Firstly, the devices of representing the ideal of linguistic purity are dichotomy 
and the use of constant epithets. The singer mentions the following dichotomies 
concerning the language, the speech and the content: 
- language (sib): pure-broken (uzi-phadji) 
- speech (vorba): Romani-othcrs (romani - 'German' njamcicko, 'Jewish' 
zidovicko, etc.) 
- content: true-false ( 'I 'm telling the truth' cacephenav - 'I am lying' xoxavav) 
The pure-broken and Romani-othcrs dichotomies apply to both the informal and 
the formal levels of language. The informal language is pure when it is spoken as 
4 The list only shows the more important variations without the complements of the pairs of tones. 
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the mother tongue, and 'broken' otherwise. The token of the purity of a formal lan-
guage is its 'true' content. Romani is the language of both the informal and the for-
mal spheres. Content only comes in when the formal sphere of Romani is con-
cerned. 
On the positive (Romani) side, the components of the speech event have con-
stant epithets: 
true Romani pure 
speakers + + 
language + + + 
speech + + + 
content + 
- the speakers of Romani arc: true Gypsies (cace/adevër rom[a]) 
- the language is: true (adevër), Gypsy (romani) and pure (uzi) 
- the speech is: true (caci), Gypsy (romani) and pure ('[I speak] purely' tistari) 
- the content is: true (T tell the truth' cace phenav). 
The speakers of the language arc the Rom, the adjective Romani denotes both lan-
guage and speech, while the attribute 'true' applies to all four categories. The adjec-
tive 'pure' only refers to the Romani language and speech. 
Secondly, the singer regards a given linguistic situation as proper. Two of the 
attributes are expressed with words taken from two different languages. Besides 
Romani caci 'true', adevër 'idem' of Romanian origin (Rom. adevârfat]) and besides 
uzi 'pure', tistan of Hungarian origin (Hung, tisztán 'purely') are used as syn-
onyms. Thus in the given linguistic situation, they are not averse to incorporating 
the lexicons of the two surrounding elaborated languages, Romanian and 
Hungarian, in the Romani language. 
It is true that the pretext for singing the song was a conversation in which the 
singer commented, at least in my interpretation, on the informal use of the language 
by neighbouring Gypsy communities. Yet in the song he first addressed the theme 
of formal language use. Thus, our third point may be that, talking first about for-
mal language means that for him, that is the 'true' language and the vehicle of the 
'truths' important for the life of the community. For him, language use is primari-
ly the conveyor of a value system. Those whose values are identical with his speak 
"pure, true Romani". Those whose values are different, speak badly, incorrectly, 
they simply speak a "broken" Romani language. 
A following point in the correctly performed narrative is the expression and 
promotion of the community's ritual purity. The guarantee for the 'purity' of the 
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text is the realization of the ideal of 'pure' utterance devoid of any implications of 
sexuality. By turning us all into relatives for the duration of the singing who can 
enjoy the 'pure language' performed with a rich set of formulae, the singer ensured 
the ritual purity of all three of us. Returning now to the adjectives used in the greet-
ings of performers and audience, one finds the attributes of ritually pure people. 
These people are 'true', 'pure', 'healthy, 'honourable' and 'lucky'. 
Finally, let us try to answer the question why he conveyed his message through 
the Romani song. What is more, he even picked the most central tunc of the com-
munity in view of the importance of the theme. Anthropological literature general-
ly claims that the prejudice against the Gypsies derives from the difference between 
sedentary and nomadic ways of life, between productive and improductive activi-
ties (see e.g. Formoso 1988). Investigations in a few Gypsy communities, howev-
er, have shown that in actual fact ethic oppositions have arisen in which both par-
tics regard their own cthic as correct. While peasants idealize productive work and 
the "toil" it implies, some Gypsy groups esteem a good business sense and its 
instrument, a glib tongue highest (see e.g. Stewart 1997, 237). At the same time, 
these groups live their lives as if in a constant state of siege, defending themselves 
with their egalitarian society against the outside world. It is via their formal behav-
iour at the communal events that they express their conviction which is the oppo-
site of what the external world says: they are 'true' and genuine, pure and hon-
ourable. 
They idealize the formal speech that carries these characteristics. As Stewart 
writes: "The Rom said that men became Rom in 'speech' (vorba). One answer to 
the question 'What does a true Gypsy do?/How can I bccomc a Rom?' was '[if you 
learn] to speak in a refined way in company'. The answer to a common riddle 
'When is a man happy?' was 'in vorba'. There was the straight meaning here, but 
perhaps a joke was also intended: All people, the Rom included, arc always 'bet-
ter' in speech than in practice. But by saying this, I do not wish to revive the tired 
distinction between the 'ideal' and the 'real', or—to use the sociological jargon— 
social structure and social action. Specch (including what we distinguish as song) 
had a significance for the Rom that it does not have for us since it was through 
speéch that the Gypsies represented the reproduction of their society" (Stewart 
1997, 202-3). 
Romani song is the elevated form of speech by which it can be expressed that 
the mocked, disdained and endangered social-economic-cultural construction that 
provides the frame of Vlach Gypsy existence is correct by their standards. Anyone 
therefore who may question the unique purity of the speech of Vlach Gypsies liv-
ing within these frames, expresses doubt about the correctness of this order. 
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Appendix 1 
1. kë I: Na dara, phrala, na na ju, :/ 1. Don't fear brother, don't fear, 
Na Iah kade, sa kadejw, We don't take it "like that", 
haj kë I: Mukh la, phrala, pala mare, :/ Leave it to me, brother, 
Te merel muro sorore. May my head die. 
2. kë /: Me romane horbimare, :/ 
Kade-j e romani sib uzire, 
kade /: Te phenen la vi kherere, :/ 
Kë miri sib naj phadjire. 
3. /: Ke miri sib romani-jre, :/ 
Tc merel muro sorore, 
/: Pheno, me te xoxavavi/, :/ 
Pheno, me cçce te n av«. 
4. kë /: Dile, naj ma so këravw, :/ 
Sajek phirav ol droma/'г/, 
da /: Капа phirav ol dromare, :/ 
Malan man ol phirijasare. 
5. к /: Adevër romane phenav, :/ 
Kake vorba romanire, 
kë /: Kade-j vorba romanire, :/ 
Te jertis, t ah baxtalire, 
Te dabulje la mamare. 
6. /: Dakë na cçëe phenavu, :/ 
Opral kade vorba ro[mani] na ma ja\u, 
kë /: Numa d ek kocom phenavw, :/ 
Pheno, me cçce phenavt/. 
7. d /: Ane mire kale djejw, :/ 
Nici jekhar na na dikhljomw, 
Numa sa le xurdenw, 
T çvav lenge me meravu, 
Merav lenca so d alaj u. 
2. I speak Romani, 
That's the pure Romani tongue. 
Tell them all at home, 
We don't speak a broken language. 
3. For my language is Romani, 
May my head die, 
Sister, if I 'm telling a lie, 
Sister, if I'm not telling the truth. 
4. Silly, I can't do any better 
But roam the roads. 
And because I keep roaming the roads, 
I am the target of mockery. 
5. I tell you in genuine Romani, 
For this is true Romani speech, 
That's what Romani is like: 
Forgive me, be lucky, 
"Give it to your mother." 
6. If I 'm not telling the truth, 
Nothing is higher than [Romani], 
Therefore, I only say, 
Sister: I 'm telling the truth. 
7. In my mournful days, 
I wasn't allowed to see anyone, 
If only I'd been allowed to see my children, 
I would die for them, 
If it comes to that, I ' l l die with them. 
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8. kë Zçneh, pheno, so d alare, 
Zçneh, phrala, so d alare, 
So kamel о laso Delve, 
к Ane mire saste zilere, 
So jilabadjom tukere, 
Kade-j e 3i 1 i romani/e. 
9. Sar phenen I ane jilire, 
Th ane Içte, joj, gëlave, 
Kade-j vorba romani re. 
Sa te merel muío sorove, 
Pheno me te xoxavavre, 
К amari sib but phadjolre. 
10. I sib zanel te phagëlove, 
Sar tomnatu vaka mere. 
Da kade-j adevër, jojre, 
Haj te mercn mire savere, 
Pheno, me te xoxavavre, 
Kade-j amari sib maSkar amere. 
11. /: MaSkar ol drotoäare, :/ 
Turnende kade phcnenre, 
Kadala-j о rom adevajre, 
Save jiljaben ëçëere, 
Ta delà vçste po Pescere. 
12. no /: Kadala-j о rom adevëriv, :/ 
Save jiljaben romane/ÍV, 
Ancn tjo sasto sastjore, 
Phen la d avri tu, phenore. 
De drom, te zal tjo kastatefonore. 
8. You know, sister, how it will be, 
You know, brother, how it will be, 
What the Lord God grants me 
For the whole of my life. 
What I sang to you 
Is the Romani song. 
9. As it is said in the song, 
And what there is in the song, 
That's the Romani speech. 
May my head die. 
Sister, if I 'm telling a lie, 
Our language is not broken. 
10. You can speak a broken language, 
As you can break ... in the autumn, 
But this is true language, 
May my children die. 
Sister, if I 'm telling a lie, 
We speak this language among ourselves. 
11. We the tinkers, 
As you call us, 
They are the true Rom, 
Who sing in the true way, 
And news of them reach Budapest. 
12. They are the true Rom, 
Who sing in Romani. 
They wish you good health, 
Tell it to everyone, sister, 
Switch it on, let your tape-recorder work. 
13. the vi /: Kade-j vorba roman i ju, :/ 
So na maj pharola khonigre, 
/: Te kamo te horbima/'iv, :/ 
BiSthçpanzvar phagama/Tv. 
13. This is the Romani speech, 
It's not hard for anyone, 
But if I want to speak (another language), 
My tongue breaks into it twenty-five times. 
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14. /: Numa kocom kamlu, jojre, :/ 14. All I want is 
To sing clearly in Romani, 
For as the rising sun goes in the sky, 
Tistan romane te jiljabavre, 
Kë de kathar avil о Kham te zalи, 
Kade-j vorba romanire, 
S opral pe kade na maj najre. 
Such is the Romani speech: 
Nothing is higher than that. 
15. kë Kade-j vorba romanijre, 
Kade-j naj ci njamcicko, ci 
zidovickore, 
Oda, phcno, romani/e, 
/: Kë tu zçneh, so phënavw, :/ 
Dile, me na xoxavavw. 
15. For this is Romani speech, 
This is not German or Jewish 
language, 
This, sister, is the Romani language, 
For you know what I am saying, 
Silly, I'm not lying. 
16. Sa de trin tje sçvere, 
Sa vi tjo manus bax-sastjure, 
Te trajil tja baxtalire! 
16. Be all your three children 
And your man healthy. 
Be your luck happy! 
Huedin (in Hung. Bánffyhunyad) Cluj County, Romania, 1983. 
Singer: Mihály Gábor (45) 
The recording is kept in the Archives of the Institute of Musicology, Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
AP 13485/d. 
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Appendix 2 
Parlando 
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T E A S I N G I N T H E L I N G U I S T I C S O C I A L I Z A T I O N 
O F G Y P S Y C H I L D R E N I N H U N G A R Y * 
ZITA RÉGER 
Abstract 
Teasing has been demonstrated to be a potentially important, culture-specific means of of linguistic 
socialization in different linguistic communities and social groups. Structural and pragmatic charac-
teristics of early teasing have been examined in a traditional Romani linguistic community in 
Hungary. Teasing proved to be widespread from the earliest age on in the speech addressed to Gypsy 
babies and children. Culturally specific features of early teasing and age-related changes in its patterns 
are analyzed. As to the acquisition of this discourse skill, Gypsy children seem to recognize and use 
very early some of the specific "contextualization cues" necessary for the idenfication of the under-
lying intention of teasing behind the surface form. 
1. Introduction 
Teasing has been demonstrated to be a potentially important, culture-specific means 
of linguistic socialization' in different linguistic communities and social groups 
(e.g., Heath 1983; Schieffelin 1986; Eisenberg 1986). The use of teasing, and vari-
ation in its structural and pragmatic characteristics is related to factors such as typ-
ical ways of achieving social control, beliefs about child rearing, and types of 
speech genres used in the community. Accordingly, teasing may serve a variety of 
pragmatic ends (e.g. social play and control of the behaviour of children). Teasing 
has also been found to be a source of language learning and affective socialization 
(Miller 1986). 
According to earlier linguistic and anthropological research (Kaprow 1989; 
Réger-Gleason 1991) teasing is extremely widespread in traditional Gypsy commu-
nities, in child-adult interaction as well as among adults, and it is used in a variety 
of situations and genres. According to these data, teasing may be a source of amuse-
1 Linguistic socialization is meant here as a term covering the processes by which children learn 
culturally and socially appropriate ways of speaking in their community (Ely Gleason 1995). 
»This work was supported by Grants no. 1929 (1987), 707 (1988-91), and 3219 (1991-94) from 
the Hungarian National Research Fund (OTKA). 
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ment, a means of scaffolding narratives (see the use of test questions in adult narra-
tives described in Réger-Gleason 1991) or a technique of memorization in these 
nonlitcrate communities. It is also a means of verbal manipulation and social control 
in these basically egalitarian societies.2 Furthermore, teasing is an extremely impor-
tant communicative means in inter-ethnic communication as a way of manipulat-
ing the gazhe ('non-Gypsies') from a socially more vulnerable position, in order to 
reach various goals. 
The aim of the present paper is to shed light on the use of these skills in Gypsy 
children's early linguistic and social development. More specifically, the paper will 
try to highlight some structural and pragmatic characteristics of teasing in the early 
interactions of children growing up in a traditional Gypsy community in Hungary: 
how adults tease young children, what children's earliest teasing skills look like, 
and what children may learn through teasing. 
The analysis presented here is a preliminary one, and its primary goal is taxo-
nomic and methodological. That is, it will focus mainly on identifying basic topics 
and discourse categories and their rough frequency of occurrence in early teasing 
among traditional Gypsies in Hungary.3 (More detailed developmental analysis 
including further aspects, among others the examination of gender differences in 
early socialization to teasing, will be included in other papers.) 
1.1. Some structural and pragmatic properties of teasing 
in earlier descriptions 
As a multifaceted phenomenon showing substantial variation in its structural fea-
tures and pragmatic ends, teasing has been differently defined in the available 
descriptions (Schieffelin 1986; Eisenbcrg 1986). Categories used in the analysis 
that follows will draw mostly on Eisenberg's analysis of the use of teasing in 
Mexican American families (Eisenberg 1986), as the nature of her data seemed to 
be closest to those presented in this paper. 
2 The importance of teasing in this respect is that it offers face saving possibilities and helps to 
maintain mutual respect. (That is, after a face threatening utterance one can always add: 'I have just 
been joking'.) 
3 Hungary's Gypsy population has recently been estimated at one half million (Havas - Kemény 
1995). About one third of them are native speakers of one of the Romani dialects (Vekerdi 1977). 
Gypsies thus comprise the largest group of bilingual speakers in Hungary: their bilingualism is for the 
most part of the classic diglossic variety (see Fishman 1967) in which Romani is reserved for intra-
group or "home" use, and Hungarian is the language used in all dealings with outsiders. Romani itself 
is an Indo-European language of Indian origin. 
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1.1.1. What is teasing and how does it "work"? 
Eiscnberg defined teasing as "any conversational sequence that opened with a mock 
challenge, insult, or threat" (Eisenberg 1986, 183M). As a key feature of the teas-
ing sequence she assumed that "the teaser did not intend the recipient to continue 
to believe the utterance was true, although he or she might intend the recipient to 
believe it initially" (Eisenbcrg 1986, 184). Thus, teasing sequences have been con-
sidered to be inherently ambiguous and intended to produce uncertainty: in each 
case, the addressee of the tease must decide whether the sequence produced by the 
speaker was serious or whether he/she was only joking. 
However, the success of the tease may not depend only on the receiver's under-
standing. A teasing sequence opened by the speaker may move further successful-
ly in two ways: 
- The recipient immediately recognizes the tease and gives appropriate reply; 
- The recipient fails to recognize the teasing intent, and thus becomes the 
"butt" of the tease. 
In the first case, teasing "works" because all the participants play together. The sec-
ond "works" because someone's vulnerability has been revealed. Thus, play and 
amusement could be shared with the receiver, or be at his/her expense (Eisenbcrg 
1986, 186). "Contextualization cues" (Gumperz 1982) or "key" features (Hymes 
1972) help the receiver in framing the utterance as teasing or play. These cues may 
be for example: 
- discourse-related (e.g., the use of a disclaimer after the challenge, for exam-
ple I am beating you! No, I am not beating you); 
- suprasegmental (e.g., the use of sing-song intonation); 
- paralinguistic (e.g., volume, way of delivery of the utterance); or 
- nonverbal (smile/laugh/winks accompanying the teasing utterance). 
Eisenberg has mentioned two further aspects of communication that help the child 
receiver to identify teasing: 
- Repetitiveness: in child-adult discourse, teasing sequences often become rou-
tinized. This provides a frame for interpreting the challenge as non-serious. 
- Safe context: the teaser is well known to the child. 
Repetitiveness and routinization of teasing result in restriction of topic choice. 
Some prototypical mock threats and challenges identified in teasing young children 
in different cultures are for example: 
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- inflicting bodily harm (/ am going to heat you)\ 
- disrupting important relationships (/ am going to take your mum away); 
- withholding affection (7 don't like you)\ 
- attacking valued attribute (You are ugly!), etc. 
(Eisenberg 1986; Miller 1986) 
1.1.2. Some typical discourse strategies used in teasing 
There are a number of typical discourse strategies found in adult-child teasing 
sequences. Some of the most frequent are the following: 
Adult opens a teasing sequence 
or another person helps the child 
with the defense 
by defending the child or by giving the 
child lines to defend 
herself 
(Eisenberg 1986) 
Other forms of teasing worth mentioning are: 
- issuing a teasing statement addressed to a third party about the child (with 
the child expected to overhear, e.g., She is ugly, isn't she?), or 
- inviting the child to tease another person together with the speaker. 
Thus, pragmatic and discourse properties of teasing as well as related grammatical 
structures show rather great variability. Teasing may be: 
- direct or indirect; 
- dyadic, triadic (with a co-teaser) or multiparty; 
- teasing may have different grammatical forms (declarative or imperative sen-
tences, questions of different types) with different illocutionary force (see for 
example the use of rhetorical questions with the illocutionary force of sham-
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2. Teasing in adult-child interaction in traditional Gypsy communities 
2.1. Methods 
2.1.1. Subjects and data 
The present paper is based on longitudinal naturalistic data on two girls living in 
the same community. The community belongs to the group speaking the Mashari 
subdialect of the Vlach dialed.4 One of the girls, Pitjinka has been audio-recorded 
on various occasions between 1 month and 3 years, the other, nicknamed Bici has 
been videotaped from 1;0 to 6;0, at regular intervals, in an ongoing project. Two 
half-hour records have been selected for more detailed analysis here. The first one 
(recorded when Pitjinka was one month old) will allow illustration of some cultur-
ally specific ways of teasing prevcrbal babies. The second one (a recording made 
with Bici at 2 years 1 month of age) will highlight some adult strategies in teasing 
children at the early phases of language development as well as the young child's 
earliest attempts to use this culturally important genre of speech. 
Recordings were transcribed in CHAT format, and all instances of teasing were 
codcd and analyzed using the CHILDES system (MacWhinncy 1994). 
2.1.2. The definition of teasing used in this paper 
For the purposes of the present paper, Eisenbcrg's definition (see above) has been 
expanded in two respects: 
- In addition to mock challenge, insult or threat, any other type of social play 
involving children that contained ambiguity and served as a potential source of jok-
ing and amusement has been included in this analysis. 
- In addition to sequences of mock challenge, insult or threat, this analysis also 
included any single utterance representing some of these categories. (Thus, for 
example, teasing names or initiations of teasing that have been subsequently 
dropped or remained unanswered have also been included in the analysis.) 
2.2. Results and discussion 
In the two half-hour records analyzed, 60.1 and 38.0% of the total number of utter-
ances, respectively, belonged to this category. (Record I contained 520 and Record 2 
781 utterances addressed to the child, produced overwhelmingly by the respective 
4 The Mashari subdialect of the Vlach dialect of Romani, is characterized among others by the 
following features: 
- at the end of the syllabic s is replaced by //; 
- some old Vlach Romani sounds related to Romanian ones (open e [ç] and velar i [V]) may be found; 
- к may be replaced by g in certain lexical items, e.g., kodo becomes gado (see Stewart 1987, 187). 
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mothers. In parallel Hungarian data, teasing occurred only occasionally, see Réger 
1986.) Thus, teasing seemed to be pervasive in the speech addressed to Gypsy 
babies and children from the earliest age on. (Observational data also indicated that 
it was practised by everyone in the extended family and neighbourhood surround-
ing these children.) Preverbal children seemed to be even more frequently teased 
than older ones. 
Items of teasing in the two samples have been analysed concerning topics and 
discourse strategies used by the respective mothers, and the basic speech act types 
identifiable within the teasing sequences. The levels of analysis proposed here can 
partially be matched to those proposed by the most elaborated analytical system in 
developmental pragmatics, the Ninio-Whceler model (Ninio-Snow 1996). In terms 
of this model, teasing is to be considered as the type of interchange selected for 
study, and "basic speech acts" serve to categorize segments of speech at the utter-
ance level (see Ninio-Snow 1996, 40). 
Results indicated important qualitative and quantitative change in teasing, 
occurring as a function of the child's age, growing communicative ability, and the 
age-related transformation of her culturally defined attributes (see e.g. footnote 10). 
2.2.1. Teasing a preverbal baby 
As to the first topic, teasing preverbal children, the most characteristic topics and 
discourse strategies may be illustrated by the following longer sequence from 
Record l.5 
5 Record 1 was made by Judit Szegő during her stay in the community while involved in a pro-
ject of social anthropology. Record 2 was made by the author. 
The text was segmented according to the principles of segmentation recommended in Fletcher 
and Carman (1988). 
In the transcription of text, I used the following notation: 
Aspirated sounds are denoted by an h after the respective consonant: th kh ph. 
Palatal sounds are denoted by a j after the sound: tj dj nj Ij. 
Alveopalatal sounds: с s z 
Palatalized sibilants: s z 
The /г/ sound is a trill, usually uvular or long rr. 
X is a uvular fricative. 
Velar e and i are denoted as ё and /'. 
Stress is indicated by a grave accent. 
Length is indicated by a bar on the respective vowel. 
A short pause is denoted by /; a longer pause is shown as //. 
Hungarian words in the text are underlined. 
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EXAMPLE 1 
Mother: 
I Sôste roves de as ta te dikhàv? 
Why are you crying, let me see! 
2 Sô kerden, ha! 
What have you done, hmm? 
3 Soj? 
What? 
4 Co kerden édeske? 
What have you done my dear? 
5 Kon? 
Who? 
6 Jâj! (kisses the baby) 
Oh! 
7 Sopij âri tire mizè! 
I'll suck out your pussy! 
8 Mittőj? 
All right? 
9 Cärel e mama tji miz! 
Mum is licking out your pussy! 
(the baby is crying) 
10 Kön mardç h tu? 
Who has beaten you? 
II Miátoj aba, 
All right, 
12 Mittoj dc na rov! 
All right, don't cry! 
13 Arak / d e ! 
Wait a little! 
14 As ta te dikhàv la! 
Wait, so I can see it! 
Cica, mother, 23 years old 
Kincho, brother, 5 years old 
Pitj inka, daughter, one month old 
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15 As ta! 
Wait a little! 
16 Jàj, dé dulmut dikhlem tu, édeske! 
I haven't seen you for ages, sweetie! 
17 Kàj sanas? 
Where have you been? 
18 Ha! 
Hmm? 
19 Käj phíres mange, he? 





22 Phen aba kaj sanah mange édeske! 
Tell me where have you been, honey! 
23 Phèn aba! 
Tell me! 
(addressing Kincho) 
24 Käj sah tji phej, Kineo? 
Where has your sister been, Kincho? 
(giving lines Kincho to repeat) 
25 "Sanas te rodes tuke romès?" 
"Have you been looking for a man for yourself?" 
26 Ha! 
Hmm! 
27 Phèn aba lake! 
Tell her already! 
28 "Sanas te rodeh romès?" 
"Have you been looking for a man for yourself?" 
29 Ha? 
Hmm? 
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(speaking to Pitjinka again) 
30 De phèn hât! 
Tell me! 
31 Phen ke mindjär mâràv tu! 
Tell me because I am going to beat you! 




34 Ci pheneh? 
Won't you tell me? 
35 As tà! 
Wait a little, 
36 Atta, att- att- att(a)! 
Wait, wait, wait, wait! 
37 As ta te maràv tut! 
Wait a little, I am beating you! 
38 As tà! 
Wait! 
(the baby starts crying) 
39 Mittoj, nem! 
All right, no! 
40 Ci märel tu e mama! 
Your mother doesn't beat you! 
41 Ci märel tut! 
She doesn't beat you! 
42 Mm! 
Hmm! 
43 "Jaj de bokhäli sim mange édesanya! 
"I am so hungry, mother! 
44 De m aba к éerra te xav! 
Give me a little to eat! 
45 De bokhâli éim mange! 
1 am so hungry! 
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46 De m aba к cerra te xäv! 
Give me a little to eat! 
47 Me nádon bokhäli sim!" 
I am very hungry!" 
48 Nàdjon bokhäli, udje anvu? 
Very hungry, aren't you, mother? 
49 Ha! 
Hmm! 
50 (offering her breast) 
// Ehe dik so dav tu! 
Look what I am giving to you! 
51 Le! 
Take it! 
Topics and discourse strategies characteristic in the earliest form of teasing among 
traditional Gypsies arc almost all represented in the passage above. 
Topics of teasing in Record 1 
The main topics of teasing in the record were the following: 
-Sexua l teasing of the type demonstrated by lines 7 and 9 in Example 1. 
Further ways of sexual teasing in Record 1 were calling the baby kurva 'whore', 
büdös kurva 'damned whore' or inci-punci 'teeny pussy', and the corresponding 
teasing statements and questions (e.g., Jaj kurva j la! 'Oh, she is a whore'; Kâj la 
goda kurva Pitjinka? 'Where is that Pitjinka whore?'). These items were also 
included in this category. Sexual teasing including these types represented almost 
one quarter (24.3%) of the teasing utterances addressed to one-month old Pitjinka 
by her mother and brother; 
- Mock threat and mock scolding. Mock threats of inflicting bodily harm (see 
lines 31-37), mock threats and mock scolding realized through specific intonation 
patterns, as well as other types of scolding (for example, attributing negative qual-
ities to the baby, e.g., Jaj, dik de buzenglï la! 'Oh, look how she is cunning!') were 
included into this category. They represented 12.1% of the utterances related to 
teasing in Record 1 ; 
- and the uniquely Gypsy type of teasing called in this paper "Scenes of future 
life" where the mother and older brother address mock-scolding, challenges, or 
threats to baby Pitjinka in her imagined form of a young girl to be married (see lines 
16-28 in Example 1. In some cases this category was overlapping with that of sex-
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ual teasing and mock threat. These items were double-coded.) This "future-orient-
ed" way of teasing was represented by almost the half (44.9%!) of the teasing utter-




Topics of teasing in Record 1 and Record 2 
In analyzing the discourse strategies observed in Records 1 and 2, teasing was first 
classified as either direct or indirect. In addition, on the basis of the grammatical 
form and illocutionary force of utterances constituting teasing sequences, basic 
speech acts were identified in both direct and indirect teasing. 
Discourse strategies in Record 1: speech to a preverbal baby 
Direct and indirect teasing 
In direct teasing, the utterance was addressed directly to the target child (in 2nd or 
3rd person singular), and to her only. In indirect teasing, the teaser involved anoth-
er person (or persons) into the tease. 
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d i r e c t i n d i r e c t 
Fig. 2 
Discourse strategies in teasing: direct and indirect 
Indirect teasing types used in the teasing sequences of Record 1 were the fol-
lowing: 
- Inviting a co-teaser (an older participant, see lines 24-28 in Example 1 where 
the young mother involved 5-year-old brother Kincho as co-teaser, by giving him 
lines to repeat to baby sister Pitjinka). In this case, "speaker(s) to hearer alignment" 
(Goffman 1981) may schematically be represented as Adult and Other > Child. 
- Improvising mock dialogue with shifts between the roles of speaker and 
addressee (see for example lines 37—48 in Example 1. Here the mother addressed 
mock scolding to Pitjinka, and after several disclaimers, she shifted to the baby's 
role and started to speak on her behalf). The discourse strategy of 'filling in' both 
speakers' roles may be called indirect in a special sense. Namely, in such cases, 
teasing is performed through modelling the appropriate interaction itself to the tar-
get child as audience. (Schematically, this could be represented in the following 
way: Adult and "Child" > Child.) 
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Fig. 3 
Types of indirect teasing in Record 1 and Record 2 
Basic speech acts 
Some of the most important speech act categories were the following: 
- Directives (direct and indirect), mostly aimed at eliciting some sort of 
response (nonverbal, vocalization) from the baby (see for example lines 12, 21-23, 
30-31, and 34 in Example 1); 
- Teasing formulated as statements (see for example lines 7 and 9). (Emphatic 
statements formulated as exclamatory sentences were also included in this category.) 
- Naming/calling routines (see the examples of sexual teasing cited above on 
p. 298); 
- Explicit disclaimers after threats (formulated as statements) (see lines 39—41 
in Example 1 above). 
- Mock information requests (illustrated by lines 17 and 19 in Example 1). 
Frequency of direct and indirect teasing, and basic speech act categories occur-
ring in the two records are given in Figures 2 and 4. They clearly show that the baby 
at this early age was mostly directly teased, with directives and statements as dom-
inating speech act types. Figure 3 shows that when using indirect discourse strate-
gies, the mother of one-month old Pitjinka preferred to involve a co-teaser, and con-
structed mock dialogues less often. 
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Basic speech acts within teasing sequences 
Even this preliminary analysis may shed light on the highly sophisticated 
nature of the early forms of teasing in traditional Gypsy communities. Among oth-
ers, this complexity is highlighted by the fact that teasing in this record involved at 
least four types of shifts: 
- shifts in topic 
- shifts in time (between present and—expected—future) 
- shifts in roles (speaker - addressee) 
- and shifts in alignment of speaker(s) to hearer (see Goffman 1981) 
In addition to characteristic topics and discourse strategies, contextualization cues 
such as sing-song intonation and way of delivery (e.g., an extremely affectionate 
tone of voice) as well as nonverbal cues unequivocally indicated to the audience the 
teasing force of these utterances. 
2.2.2. Teasing a toddler 
Examination of the types of teasing in Record 2 has shown a partially different 
range of topics and discourse strategies used with older children at the early phases 
of language development. Teasing at this age has already been strongly routinized 
and particular teasing sequences frequently repeated seemed to serve as building 
blocks in adult-child interaction. 
Topics of teasing in Record 2 
Examples 2 and 3 demonstrate some of the most typical topics of teasing addressed to 
a girl of toddler age: making her speak and act like a loving and caring wife. (These 
routines are called "good wife routines" in this paper.) This category of teasing in 
which the child was called on to act out gender-specific behaviour expected from girls 
at a later age seems to be the equivalent for this age of the earlier form of teasing 
"scenes of future life" performed with infants. In addition, Example 2 also illustrates 
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the widespread habit of Gypsy adults of linking the young child with a mate of the 
opposite sex by declaring them "lovers" (piramnji and piramno). This social play 
allows Gypsy adults and older children to perform a kind of "double teasing" (i.e. 
teasing both of the children at the same time or getting one child teased by the other). 
EXAMPLE 2 
Maron, mother, 37 years old 
Bici, daughter, 2;1 years old, "girlfriend" 
Dombi, playmate, 2;1 years old, "boyfriend" 
Dragica, sister, 12 years old 
1 Mother: Jäj de, "figyelem" phen! 
Oh, "attention", say! 
2 Child: (trying to imitate) [se:da:m]! 
3 Mother: Phen, "figyelem"! 
Say: "attention"! 
4 Child: Dombi! (name of playmate and "mock-boyfriend") 
5 Mother: "Av khërè", phèn! 
"Come home!", say! 
6 Child: "Av khërè!" 
"Come home!" 
7 Mother: "Av xà"! 
"Come, eat!" 
8 Child: (trying to repeat) [xakka]! 




11 Child: Miz. 
Pussy. 
(laughing: the mother playfully hits Bici) 
12 Mother: Muri sej! 
My daughter! 
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Astär ta lehki kor! 
Grab him (Dombi) by the neck! 
Astár lehki kof ! 
Grab him (Dombi) by the neck! 
Astàr lehki kof! 
Grab him (Dombi) by the neck! 
Sukârès! 
Gently! 
Ihi / [jo:]! 
Oh, well! 
18 Mother: Phen, "Mâtô san, mô"? 
Say, "Are you drunk, boy"? 
19 Child: Mâsôsan? 
Are you drunk? 
20 Mother: De cumide- sâr cumideh e Dombes? 
Well, kiss- how are you kissing Dombi? 
21 Sikàv ta sar kamèh les! 








(with playful intonation) 
Dombi mäto / mäto / mato! 
Dombi drunk / drunk / drunk! 
Phen "Àv сак kathe Dombi pàsa ma! 
Say, "Come here, Dombi, by my side! 
Bes tele"! 
Sit down!" 
(looking at the video camera) 
Mamç, marne бок ko(do)? 
Mum, mum, what is this? 
О repülövo. 
The airplane. 
(trying to imitate) [pe:je]. 
Pe god avèl tjo dad! 
It's with that your father is coming. 
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Mock-display of emotions and prototypical (gender appropriate) teasing utterances 
performed by the child seemed to be an inexhaustible source of amusement for the 
audience. "Good wife routines" organized in this frame were the most frequent 
topic in Record 2 (representing more than one third of the total number of teasing 
utterances, see Fig. 1 on p. 299). 
The second group of teasing (about one quarter of the utterances coded as teas-
ing in Record 2) included mock threats, mock insults and mock scolding. This type 
of teasing occurred more than twice as frequently as in Record 1 (see Fig. 1). 
A further type of teasing (illustrated by lines 26 and 28 in Example 2) consisted 
in making the child believe facts that were evidently untrue. In such cases subsequent 
amusement was at the expense of the child. Teasing through misleading utterances 
occurred in 9.1% of the total number of utterances related to teasing in Record 2. 
Sexual teasing, a pervasive topic in Record 1 occurred only occasionally in Record 
2 (sec Fig. I), but the proficient use of this type of teasing by the child has given evi-
dence of its earlier importance in child-adult interaction (see line 11 in Example 2). 
Sexual teasing included also the same type of naming/calling and "qualifying" routines 
as those found in Record 1 (e.g., Kurv avesa, Bici! 'You are going to be a whore!'). 
Discourse strategies in Record 2 
Direct and indirect teasing 
With respect to discourse types, one of the major changes in Record 2 when com-
pared to Record 1 was the significant increase in indirect teasing (60.2% in Record 
2 as compared to 15.2% in Record 1, see Fig. 2 on p. 300). The explanation for this 
change may be that the growing linguistic and social competence of the child 
allowed a greater variation of types of shifts in spcakcr(s) to hearer(s) roles and 
alignment. There were three major types of indirect teasing, all three representing 
different types of spcaker(s) to hearer(s) alignment: 
- Involving the child as co-teaser in teasing a third person in the family or the 
community who becomes the "butt" of the tease. This latter may be sometimes pre-
sent and expected to overhear, or absent at the time of the interaction. In such cases, 
the child becomes aligned with the speaker. (Schematically, the direction of the 
tease may be represented as Adult and Child > Other.) (Kôn i mäto? 'Who is 
drunk?'; Kôn i basoso? 'Who is a fucker?') 
- Involving a co-teased child: teasing the child and, simultaneously, someone 
else too, who was expected to overhear (most often the peer of the opposite sex). 
In this case, the young child became aligned with the hearer, and the direction of 
the tease may be represented schematically as Adult > Child and Other. (For 
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example, Gede bari t avla, me ci dav le e Norbeske 'When she will grow up, 1 
won't give her to Norbi [the "boyfriend's" nickname]'.) 
- The third type may be classified as a complex one where the child is both the 
receiver and (re)producer of the tease. (That is, she becomes aligned with both the 
speaker's and the hearer's role. This may schematically be represented as Adult > 
Child > Other.) In this type of teasing, the adult generally gives the child lines to 
repeat (typically those of some version of the "good wife's routines"). These 
instances were mostly introduced by the imperative verb form Phen "Say!" (see for 
example lines 3-7, 18 and 23 in Example 2). According to Fig. 3, it was this latter 
type of indirect teasing strategy that the mother of 2;1 year old Bici preferred above 
all: this category alone made up 41.0% of the total number of teasing utterances in 
Record 2 (see also Fig. 3 on p. 301 for the relative proportion of these teasing cat-
egories). 
Basic speech acts in Record 2 
Basic speech acts in adult teasing (both direct and indirect) at this stage were the 
following: 
- Directives (direct or indirect) addressed to the child. They generally aimed at 
eliciting gender appropriate adult-like speech, action, or emotional display on the 
part of the child (see for example lines 13-15 in Example 2). Direct modelling of 
teasing utterances by giving the child lines to repeat, was considered a special sub-
group within this category. Directives, including direct modelling, made up 30.4% 
of teasing utterances in Record 2. (See also Fig. 4 on p. 302, where the proportion 
of "giving lines" and other directives are represented separately.) 
- Test questions6 focusing on the details of "future life" (see for example lines 
3, 5, 12 in Example 3), or involving the child in teasing a third person (see above, 
p. 305). Test questions of this type seemed to be highly routinized and repetitive. 
They represented about one quarter of the teasing utterances in Record 2 (see Fig. 4). 
- Statements used mostly for describing the child's future life, acknowledging 
her answers within the teasing routines, or qualifying either the girl or her 
"boyfriend") amounted to 20.4% of the teasing utterances in Record 2 (see Fig. 4). 
- Teasing naming/qualifying (Dile! 'Fool!') or the corresponding negatively qual-
ifying statements (Tiszta did la! 'She is completely crazy!') occurred less frequently 
than in Record 1: it made up only 1.6% of teasing utterances in Record 2 (see Fig. 4). 
6 Test questions are that type of questions to which the speaker knows the answer and expects 
the addressee to give this particular answer (or verbal response). 
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E X A M P L E 3: TEST QUESTION IN TEASING 
Maron, mother, 37 years old 
Bici, daughter, "girlfriend" 2;1 years old 
Dombi, playmate, "boyfriend" 2;1 years old 
Dragica, sister, 12 years old 
1 Mother: Ci kameh leh aba? 
Don't you love him [i.e. Dombi, the "boyfriend"] any more? 
2 Child: Na. 
I don't. 
3 Mother: Kàh kameh, muri sej? 
Whom do you love, my daughter? 
4 Child: E mamas. 
Mum. 
5 Mother: H anke? 
And anybody else? 
6 Child: E Dombès. 
Dombi. 
7 Mother: De akkor càk kameh e Dombes! 
Well, then you do love Dombi! 
8 Lèh leh tuke? 
Are you going to marry him? 
9 Sodé savóra avna tu kathar о Dombi? 




12 Sodé savóra avna tu? 
How many children are you going to have? 
(addressing Dombi) 
13 Ker aba vi tu väreso! 
Say something already, you too! 
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Table 1 summarizes the discourse strategies used in Records 1 and 2, in a com-
parative way. 
Table 1 
Main discourse strategies in teasing 







(direct or indirect) 






(direct or indirect) 
(aimed at eliciting 
emotional display) 
test questions 
(aimed at eliciting 
expected utterance) 
giving the child lines to repeat 
INDIRECT (OR INDIRECT + DIRECT) TEASING AND ITS SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION 
involving a co-teaser involving the child as co-teaser 
to tease the child in teasing another person 
(Adult and Co-teaser > Child) (Adult and Child > Other) 
involving a co-teased (teasing 
the child and another person 
simultaneously) 
(Adult > Child and Other) 
or teasing the child by getting 
her tease a mate or another 
person 
(Adult > Child > Other) 
improvising mock dialogue 
with shifts between the roles 
of speaker and addressee 
(Adult and "Child" > Child) 
(Basic specch acts realizing items of indirect teasing are potentially those listed in Direct teasing) 
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The high frequency of teasing (also a preferred way of speaking among adults) in 
the speech directed to children as well as the topics and discourse strategies used in 
them seem to fit the general patterns of CDS (child directed speech) in traditional 
Gypsy communities described earlier in Réger-Gleason (1991). Their paper demon-
strated that, in traditional Gypsy communities, children from the moment of birth are 
considered as full members of their community and potential communicativc partners 
and that, almost from the moment of birth on, they are directly taught and trained for 
future gender-specific roles. Although adults and older children do adjust their spcech 
to their linguistically immature partner by using, for example, baby talk lexicon and 
phonology (see Régcr-Gleason 1991),7 ways and genres of speaking arc often explic-
itly modelled, demonstrated, and possibly tested from very early on. Some of the spe-
cific features of teasing babies and young children—among others, the direct model-
ling of teasing sequences or, on the level of the content, the involvement with future 
gender specific roles—thus proved to fit the general patterns of adult-child interac-
tion in traditional Gypsy communities outlined in this earlier paper. 
On the other hand, the great emphasis on teaching culture-specific ways of speak-
ing to babies and young children may be related to the fact that knowledge of these 
skills is considered basic for Gypsy culture and identity (sec Réger-Gleason 1991). 
Some of the differential features found in early and later teasing, more specif-
ically, the decrease in the occurrence of direct sexual teasing with age may perhaps 
be related to beliefs concerning the child's changing status in traditional Gypsy 
communities. Anthropological research done in the same community has demon-
strated that rules of behaviour connected with beliefs of pollution are still very 
widespread in it (Stewart 1987). These rules prescribe, for example, the strict sep-
aration of the upper and lower parts of the body, and different customs related to 
childbirth and women's fertility. Babies are, however, considered to be exempt 
from pollution, at least oncc the perinatal period is passed. It is perhaps for this rea-
son that there seem to be no rules restricting the metaphorical expressions of love 
and tenderness when speaking to them. 
How long is the state free of pollution supposed to last? Sutherland (1975) puts 
its limit at the age of puberty,8 but our data seem to indicate that, between infancy 
and childhood, there may be a secondary age limit as well. This point needs further 
investigation. 
7 See also the use of the form со [tso] instead of so [so] in line 4 and the consonant assimila-
tion in the word mistoj > mittoj in line 39 in Example 1. These items illustrate typical phonological 
modifications in conformity with the rules of Baby Talk phonology (see Ferguson 1977; R é g e r -
Gleason 1991). 
8 In the community studied by Sutherland, babies become wuzho or free from pollution at six 
weeks, and preserve this status until puberty (Sutherland 1975, 262). 
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3. Glimpsing at the earliest teasing skills of a Gypsy child 
Beyond types of adult teasing, Examples 2 and 3 show that at the age of 2; 1, the 
young child has already proved to be an eager and relatively skilled partner in per-
forming her part within the teasing sequences. Thus, for example, she has already 
been able to provide the expected replies in the teasing routines ("filling in" the 
appropriate lines, see lines 2, 4 and 6 in Example 3). Moreover, she has already 
been able to creatively connect portions of two different routines (that of the sexu-
al and that of the "good wife" routines, see line 11 in Example 2). She was also able 
to initiate teasing by herself (see Example 4, line 15) by using playful, sing-song 
intonation, and to use teasing for other, more sophisticated pragmatic ends as well 
(for example to "defuse" impending threat, see Example 5, line 16). 
E X A M P L E 4 
1 Child: Anyu, butil mange! 
Mum, undo it for me! 
2 Mother: Bontil. 
I am undoing. 
3 Child: Anj-
Mora-
4 Mother: De v è Dombeh ek cerra, more! 
Give a piece to Dombi, girl! 
5 Phàg I e Dombehke! 
Break it off for Dombi! 
6 De! 
Now! 
7 Child: Na maj-! 
There is no-! 
8 Mother: Hat as ta, bontij les! 
Wait, I am undoing it! 
9 Ci mukheh te bontil leh? 
Won't you let me undo it? 
10 Child: Na. 
I won't. 
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14 Child: ar] # 
(with sing-song intonation) 
15 Me Ci dav! 
I won't give him any! 
16 Mother: De vi leh ck cino, miri sej! 
Yet give him a small (piece) my daughter, too! 
17 Maj vi lehki dej kerel, dèl tu! 
His mother is going to make, she too, and she is going to give you! 
E X A M P L E 5 
1 Mother: Pekèl о khàm? 
Is the sun shining? 
2 Child: Paj. 
Water. 
3 Mother: tu [?] paj ande fejastra? 
Is there [?] water on the window-sill? 
4 Child: Aha! 
Yes. 
5 Mother: (with pretended anger) 
Kón sordah les? 
Who poured the water there? 
6 Kón sordçh koth о paj? 
Who poured the water there? 
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7 Child: На? 
Hmm? 
8 Mother: (with pretended anger) 
Kôn sordçh koth о paj? 
Who poured the water there? 
9 Child: Me! 
Me. 




12 Ha tu sár buses? 
And what is your name? 
13 Tu sár buses? 
What is your name? 
14 Child: Karing? 
Where? 
15 Mother: Karing. 
Where? 
16 Child: (with sing-song intonation) 
Keràv têlê! 
I wipe it up! 
Modification of intonation patterns (the use of sing-song intonation) seemed to be 
the primary means of the young child to frame her utterance as teasing (see also 
Eisenberg 1986; Miller 1986 for similar findings). A more thorough description of 
the development of early teasing in young children will require the study of the 
developmental patterns of intonation. The examples cited however, seem to 
demonstrate that as a consequence of their linguistic socialization, children in tra-
ditional Gypsy communities are able to recognize and use from very early on some 
of the specific "contextualization cues" necessary for the identification of the 
underlying intention of teasing beneath the surface fomi. 
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4. Conclusion 
Preliminary analysis of child-adult interaction in a traditional Gypsy community 
has highlighted the pervasive importance of teasing in Gypsy children's early lin-
guistic socialization. Topics and discourse strategies used in early teasing revealed 
some of the beliefs and expectations surrounding babies and children as well as par-
ents' endeavour to teach them as early as possible the ways of speaking considered 
as useful and appropriate in their community. Among the topics of teasing, metaphor-
ical use of sexual teasing addressed to infants and teasing related to the baby's or 
child's future life and expected gender-specific behaviour seemed to be particular-
ly important. Direct sexual teasing, however, seemed to decrease with age. 
On the other hand, some of the discourse strategies used in teasing reflected the 
marked tendency of mothers and other adults to provide the child with explicit 
models of proper ways of speaking. These included: inviting a co-teaser, shifting 
roles or using explicit disclaimers in teasing babies, and in later teasing, giving the 
child lines to repeat or getting her to tease another person. (At the same time, teas-
ing has become increasingly sophisticated over time, with more frequent indirect 
teasing occurring as the child grows older.) Use of directives (direct or indirect) in 
later teasing served, among others, to elicit gender-specific behaviour and emo-
tional display from the child. All these findings arc in accordance with the results 
of the earlier study on the general characteristics of adult-child interaction in tradi-
tional Gypsy communities. 
This quality of input may affect the processes of socialization itself, as well as 
those involved in language learning. First, evidently, it must have a strong impact 
on socialization to sex roles as well as on the socialization of affect—the process 
of learning how to feel and how to express feelings and emotions according to the 
patterns of the given culture. In a more subtle way, these characteristics of the input 
language may affect the processes involved in language acquisition as well. For 
example, in this type of linguistic socialization, intonation may play a particularly 
important role in "bootstrapping" grammatical acquisition (perhaps even beyond 
the great importance attributed to it in a recent work, see Morgan-Demuth 1996). 
As to language use, children learn from very early on that in understanding and 
interpreting messages, they have to rely strongly on contextual cues—a factor that 
may lead to a highly context-dependent way of speaking. On the other side, the 
practice of subtle variation in ways of involving the child in teasing, in changing 
speaker(s) to hearer(s) alignment may lead to the development of skilful conversa-
tionalists who will then be able to skilfully manage and negotiate different conver-
sational purposes in a variety of speech situations. 
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Gypsy children's increasing skills in teasing may thus be as much a source of 
advantage as disadvantage in later life. On the one hand, this type of context-depen-
dent linguistic socialization is probably at the core of their difficulties with the use 
of decontextualized language in the classroom. On the other hand, proficient teas-
ing and what it involves: extraordinary sensitivity to contextual cues, and the skil-
ful manipulation of the frames of communication, may represent a basic survival 
skill in the hostile and prejudiced social environment in which most of them will 
have to live their later life. 
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T H E R O M A N I L A N G U A G E I N T H E R E P U B L I C 
O F M A C E D O N I A : S T A T U S , U S A G E , 
A N D S O C I O L I N G U I S T I C P E R S P E C T I V E S * 
VICTOR A. FRIEDMAN 
Abstract 
The development of Romani language use in the Republic of Macedonia is discussed here primarily 
in terms of its relation to education and other public and official contexts. The paper gives a detailed 
account of the statistical and legal position of the Roms in Macedonia and former Yugoslavia, fol-
lowed by a linguistic account of the standardization of Romani for official use in Macedonia with 
comments on dialects, political action, publishing, the educational establishment, and the situation in 
other Balkan countries. Romani has gradually risen in status from total legal absence to legal equali-
ty with all other minority languages, even if the de facto realization has not yet met the de jure possi-
bilities. The standardization of Romani and the fixing of the Arli dialectal base with other elements, 
together with a consistent orthography, has made significant progress. 
As an ethnie group in Macedonia, the Romani people have occupied a marginalized 
place similar to that in which they find themselves elsewhere in Europe, but with 
an important difference. While they have been subjected to discrimination (see 
Silverman 1995a; 1995b), they have not been the target of the kind of racist vio-
lence that has occurred and still occurs elsewhere in Europe (cf. Bárány 1994; 1995; 
Kyuchukov 1995). In fact, in the complex ethnic mosaic of Macedonia, the Roms1  
have maintained their separateness while at the same time functioning as an inte-
gral and accepted part of everyday Macedonian life. Since the constitutional revi-
* 1 am grateful to the International Research and Exchanges Board, The National Endowment 
for the Humanities, the American Council of Learned Societies, the Ford Foundation, the Institute for 
International Education (Fulbright Hayes), and the American Philosophical Society, which have di-
rectly or indirectly supported my research in Macedonia during this time. 1 am particularly grateful to 
§aip Jusuf, Trajko Petrovksi, Oskar Mamut, Gunes Mustafa, Saip Isen, Ramo Rusidovski, TahirNuhi, 
Iliaz Zendel, Faik Abdi, Didar and Hajrcdin Serif, Donald Kenrick, Ian Hancock, Thomas Acton, 
Marcel Cortiade, Yaron Matras, Peter Bakker, Anthony Grant, Carol Silverman, Christina Kramer, 
Wayles Browne, Marjan Markovik, Ognjan Tanevski, Krume Kepeski, Svetlana Antonovska, Olivera 
JaSar-Nasteva, Liljana Minova-Gurkova, Zivko Cvetkovski, and Dimitar Mirèev all of whom have 
helped me in my research on Romani issues and none of whom arc responsible for the opinions 
expressed here. Moreover, any errors are entirely my responsibility. 
' See note at Rom in Table 2. 
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sions of 1974, when the Roms received legal recognition as an ethnic collective, 
there have been various attempts to advance education in Romani—educational lin-
guistic rights being a cornerstone of identity politics. With the independence of the 
Republic of Macedonia, the Roms were recognized in the 1991 constitution as a 
narodnost 'nationality' on the same level as Albanians, Turks, Vlahs, and others 
(mainly Serbs). Although Roms seek to participate in formal educational institu-
tions using their own language, however, the Romani language itself is still in the 
process of the kind of standardization associated, among other things, with the insti-
tutionalized structures of formal education. In this paper, I shall discuss the devel-
opment of Romani language use in the Republic of Macedonia primarily in terms 
of its relation to education and other public and official contexts, utilizing both pub-
lished sources and my own experiences during more than twenty years of field 
research in Macedonia. In order to frame these issues, I shall first tum to the statis-
tical and legal position of the Roms in Macedonia and former Yugoslavia. 
According to the 1994 census Roms constitute approximately 2.3% of the pop-
ulation of the Republic of Macedonia.2 In former Yugoslavia, Roms constituted 
between 0.6% and 0.7% of the total population, approximately two thirds in the 
Republic of Serbia and about one quarter in the Republic of Macedonia. As can be 
seen from Tables 1 and 2, the figures on people declaring Romani nationality have 
varied considerably over the years. This is not due to changes in birth or death rates, 
since the Roms have a natality rate almost twice the Yugoslav average (Stankovic 
1992, 173). While mechanical growth (migration) could account for some fluctua-
tions, there were no migrations massive enough to account for these differences. 
Rather the magnitude of changes in the figures reflect differences in social pressure 
concerning the declaration of Romani as opposed to some other nationality. The 
tremendous drop in 1961 in the number of self-declared Roms in Serbia but not in 
Macedonia has been labeled a "statistical enigma" (Stankovic 1992, 160), but must 
clearly reflect a difference between either the censusing or social position (or both) 
of Roms in Serbia and in Macedonia. 
2 Romani ethnopoliticians have on occasion claimed as many as five times the official figures 
(Cangova 1991), and political leaders of all the other major ethnic groups inside Macedonia as well 
as politicians in neighboring states with histories of territorial claims against Macedonia have at one 
time or another claimed numbers as much as 60 times in excess of the 1994 census figures. The point 
is not one of statistical accuracy but rather claims to political power and hegemony (see Friedman 
1996). Nonetheless, given the social stigma attached to Romani identity and the marginalized position 
of Roms in society, it is well known in demographic literature that Roms often choose to declare a dif-
ferent nationality (Stankovic 1992, 161). Another example of conflicting tensions was the appeal to 
Roms during the 1991 census to register as Roms and not as Albanians or Turks or "something else" 
out of fear or due to pressure (Nova Makedonija 28.III.91, 4). To the extent that the Macedonian gov-
ernment is seeking to reduce Albanian influence, this has led to increased recognition for both Roms 
and Macedonian Muslims. 
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Table 1 
Figures concerning Romani nationality in Macedonia and Former Yugoslavia 
in the five uncontested post-war censuses. Source: Stankovic (1992) 
1981 1971 1961 1953 1948 
Macedonia 43125=25.7% 24505=31.2% 20606=65% 20462=24.2% 19500=26.8% 
Serbia 110959=66% 49894=63.6% 9826=31% 58800=69.5% 52181=71.8% 
The 1991 Yugoslav census was boycotted by part of the population, mainly ethnic Albanians. 
Table 2 
The ethnic structure of the Republic of Macedonia since World War Two 




1948 % 1953 % 1961 % 1971 % 1981 % 1991 % 1994* % 
Macedonians 789548 68.5 860699 66.0 1000854 71.2 1142375 69.3 1279323 67.0 1328187 65.3 1295964 66.5 
Albanians 197389 17.1 162524 12.4 183108 13.0 279871 17.0 377208 19.8 441987 21.7 441104 22.9 
Turks 95940 8.3 203938 15.6 131481 9.4 108552 6.6 86591 4.5 77080 3.8 78019 4.0 
Roms** 19500 1.7 20462 1.6 20606 1.5 24505 1.5 43125 2.3 52103 2.6 43707 2.3 
Vlahs 9511 0.8 8668 0.6 8046 0.6 7190 0.6 6384 0.3 7764 0.4 8601 0.4 
Serbs 29721 2.6 35112 2.7 42728 3 46465 2.8 44468 2.3 42775 2.1 40228 2.0 
Muslims 1560 0.1 1591 0.1 3002 0.2 1248 0.1 39513 2.1 31356 1.5 15418 0.8 
Bulgarians 889 0.1 920 0.1 3087 0.2 3334 0.2 1980 0.1 1370 0.0 1682 0.1 
Greeks 848 0.1 836 0.1 536 0.0 707 0.1 474 0.0 368 0.0 
Egyptians 3307 0.2 3080 0.2 
Bosniacs 6829 0.4 
Yugoslavs - - - - 1260 0.1 3652 0.2 14225 0.7 15703 0.8 595».. 0.0 
Others**** 8928 0.8 9752 0.8 10995 0.7 29580 1.7 15612 0.8 31858 1.6 9797 0.4 
Total 1152986 100 304514 100 1406003 100 1647308 too 1909136 100 2033964 100 1945932 100 
Sources: Antonovska el al. ( 1991 ; 1994a; 1994b; 1996), Latific el al. ( 1970), Pekevski el al. ( 1973), Savezni zavod za statistiku ( 1954; 1981 ). 
* According to Dr. Svetlana Antonovska (p.c. 95/05/25), Director of the Republic Bureau of 
Statistics, the lower figures for some nationalities in 1994 vs. 1991 is due to the fact that citizens living 
abroad for more than one year were included in the 1991 census, whereas in the 1994 census—in accor-
dance with international norms—only those citizens living abroad for one year or less were counted. 
** The predominantly Romani-speaking ethnic group popularly known as Gypsies in English and 
Cigani in Macedonian (similar ethnonyms are used in most of the languages of Central and Eastern 
Europe) is now referred to by the native ethnonym Rom (singular) in scholarly literature as well as offi-
cial documents in many countries. (The term was official in the 1971 Macedonian census.) Although in 
languages other than English this word has been unhesitatingly adapted to the grammar of the language 
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in which it is used (e.g. Bulgarian, Macedonian, Romanian, Serbo-Croatian pl. Romi, Albanian pi. Rome), 
considerable inconsistency has arisen in English usage. Thus as the plural of Rom some scholars and 
other serious writers use the Romani form Roma, others adapt the word to English morphology and write 
Roms, others use a pluralized adjective Romanies, and some use the Kalderash collective Rom for both 
singular and plural. I have argued elsewhere (Friedman Hancock 1995) that just as in English the plur-
al of Turk is Turks and not Turkler, so the plural of Rom should be Roms and not Roma. I would argue 
that the form Roma exoticizes and marginalizes rather than emphasizing the fact that the group in ques-
tion is an ethnic group just as are Turks, Magyars (not Magyarok), Bulgars (not Bulgari), etc. 
*** This figure includes those who declared "Yugoslav" as well as nationalities not counted sepa-
rately in the census, mostly from Africa, East Asia, and the Middle East (MIC 95/01/05). 
**** Yugoslav and Macedonian censuses distinguished up to 34 nationality categories as well as 
several other types including those who declared a regional indentity and those who did not declare a 
nationality. For the sake of conciseness, I have grouped all the smaller categories, none of which are rel-
evant for this paper, under the designation Other. This designation includes the following specified 
groups: Austrian, English, Belgian, German, Danish, Jewish, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, 
Russian, Rusyn, Slovak, Slovenian, Ukrainian, Flungarian, French, Dutch, Croatian, Montenegrin, 
Czech, Swiss and Swedish. This category also includes those who protested the use of nationality as a 
classification by making facetious declarations, among which the most popular were Lightbulb and 
Refrigerator (Robert Hayden, University of Pittsburgh, personal communication). 
Between the 1971 and 1981 censuses, there was a change in the legal status of 
Romani that both reflected and encouraged a rise in consciousness of Romani iden-
tity—viz. the federal and republic constitutional reforms of 1974 in which Romani 
(along with Vlah) received the official status of etnicka grupa 'ethnic group', a step 
below narodnost 'nationality' (the term which came to replace 'national minority' 
[Macedonian nacionalno malcinstvo Serbo-Croatian nacionalna manjina] during 
the 1960's and became official in the 1974 constitutions).3 This rise in national con-
3 The 1974 constitution recognized three types of ethnically defined collectives: narod 'nation', 
narodnosl 'nationality', and etnicka grupa 'ethnic group'. The difference between a narod and a narod-
nost was that a narod was considered a constitutive nation of Yugoslavia and of its constituent republics 
(Slovene, Serb, Croat, Macedonian, Montenegrin, and Muslim) whereas a narodnost was de facto a minor-
ity that was a constituent of a national-state other than Yugoslavia, e.g. Turks. An ethnic group was a 
minority with no nation state beyond the borders of Yugoslavia, i.e. the Vlahs and the Roms. An excep-
tion to this principle were the Ruthenians (Rusyni), who live primarily in Vojvodina and who did not have 
an external nation-state but were nonetheless given the status of narodnost. A major complaint of the 
Albanians during this period was that while they constituted a numerically larger group than Macedonians 
or Montenegrins, they were considered a narodnost while the latter each constituted a narod. Each cate-
gory implied a different level of linguistic and other collective rights mitigated by factors of size and dis-
tribution: the language of a narod (Slovenian, Macedonian, Serbo-Croatian) was official at the federal 
level. However, federal laws and regulations were also to be published in Albanian and Hungarian, mak-
ing them semi-federal. The language of a narodnost was official at the republic or provincial level (e.g. 
Turkish in Macedonia, Hungarian in Vojvodina), the communal (municipality) level (e.g. Italian in 
Slovenia, Bulgarian in Serbia), or not at all (e.g., German, Polish, and Russian) (see Bugarski 1992; Skil-
jan 1992). The languages of ethnic groups did not receive guaranteed official support, but their constitu-
tional recognition positioned them to seek such support. Although the Roms had the status of narodnost 
in the Republic constitution of Bosnia-Hercegovina, this had no practical effect (Skiljan 1992, 40). 
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sciousness was parallel with a rise in linguistic consciousness. It was during this 
period that the first serious attempts in the direction of Romani-language education 
were made in Macedonia. 
In discussing the relationship of the Romani language to Romani nationality, it 
is important to keep in mind that there is not an absolute one-to-one correspondence 
between the two. The figures in Table 3 show the correlation between declared 
nationality and declared mother tongue for the first and last uncontested Yugoslav 
censuses conducted in Macedonia and the 1994 Macedonian census. 
Table 3 
Difference between declared nationality and declared mother tongue for the six main languages 
of the Republic of Macedonia: 1953, 1981, 1994 
1953 
Declared Mother Tongue 
Declared 
nationality Macedonian Albanian Turkish Serbo-Croat Romani Vlah 
Macedonians 853971 1986 281 934 277 2565 
Albanians 2152 153502 6569 181 70 1 
Turks 32392 27087 143615 534 70 10 
Roms 1040 860 2066 25 16456 1 
Vlahs 137 4 2 14 0 8130 
Serbs 3945 0 8 31070 41 9 
Muslims * * * * * * 
Yugoslavs 2152 25 50 563 2 4 
Others 322 341 569 5258 173 31 
Total 896651 183805 153160 38579 17089 10751 
1981 
Declared Mother Tongue 
Declared 
nationality Macedonian Albanian Turkish Serbo-Croat Romani Vlah 
Macedonians 1276878 190 160 547 316 * 
Albanians 1218 374181 3 440 1697 * 
Turks 16608 8592 60768 366 94 * 
Roms 4160 1697 808 24 36399 * 
Vlahs l l l l 1 0 3 2 5257 
Serbs 8521 10 3 35867 14 * 
Muslims 15075 4968 2038 16325 308 30 
Yugoslavs 7645 1943 274 2746 530 * 
Others 13282 4247 2853 17031 1280 * 
Total 1334498 391829 64907 63349 37780 5931 
•Not specified 
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Tabic 3 (continued) 
1994 
Declared Mother Tongue 
Declared 
nationality Macedonian Albanian Turkish Serbo-Croar Romani VI ah Bulgarian 
Macedonians 1289868 124 124 1938 94 259 125 
Albanians 2063 426418 210 135 • • 0 
Turks 10885 906 62726 8 6 + • 11 0 • 
Roms 5974 1212 1311 14 + - 34955 • • 
Vlahs 1800 • 0 12 0 6747 0 
Serbs 11693 0 8 27843 • • 32 
Muslims 5552 605 180 1181 20 • • 
Bosniacst* 36 21 • 312 + - 0 0 • 
Bulgarians 358 0 • 80 0 • 1216 
Egyptians 961 1856 42 10 • 0 0 
Others 3793 221 64 3484 40 30 75 
Total 1332983 431363 64665 35095 35120 7036 1448 
Sources: Savezni zavod za statistiku (1953a), Savezni zavod za statistiku (1988), Antonovska el al. 
(1996) 
t This Figure represents Serbian and Croatian which were listed as separate languages in the 1994 census, 
t f 6426 Bosniacs were listed in the column 'Other' for mother tongue. Presumably the overwhelming majority declared Bosnian. 
7795 Muslims were also in the 'Other ' column and presumably also listed Bosnian. 
• Under 10 
As can be seen from the table, there is a fairly high correlation between declared 
Romani nationality and declared Romani mother tongue. In fact, the corrélation of 
over 96% is well above the Yugoslav average of 79.1% of those with Romani nation-
ality declaring Romani mother tongue (Petrovic 1992, 120). This can be taken as an 
indicator of the strength of the correlation between declared Romani language and 
nationality in Macedonia. What these figures do not—and cannot—reveal, however, 
is the fact that many Roms declare another nationality (and/or mother tongue) due to 
the social stigma attached to Romani.4 Since the majority of Roms in Macedonia are 
Muslim, and moreover urban, Turkish represents a significant prestige language while 
4 Albanian and Turkish are probably more frequent than Macedonian due to the fact that most 
Roms in Macedonia are Muslim and the former two languages are more closely identified with Islam 
(cf. note 2). According to Faik Abdi, cited in Cangova (1991 ), most Roms who declare another nation-
ality and/or mother tongue in western Macedonia declare themselves as Albanians while in eastern 
Macedonia they declare themselves as Turks. This would reflect the relative numerical strength of 
these two groups in these two regions. 
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Albanian represents numerical strength as the language of the largest predominantly 
Muslim minority. We can also note here that the drop in Roms declaring Turkish 
mother tongue between 1953 and 1981 correlates with the migration of Turks to 
Turkey (largely for economic reasons) in the late 1950s (cf. Katona 1969; Jasar-
Nasteva 1992). Many other Muslims also declared themselves as Turks on the basis 
of religion in order to emigrate to a non-communist country. The tremendous dis-
crepancy between declared Turkish and Albanian nationalities in 1948 and 1953 was 
politically motivated. The 1948 census was conducted before the Tito-Stalin break, 
when relations with communist Albania were good and relations with non-communist 
Turkey were bad. By 1953, Yugoslavia had been expelled from Cominform and was 
not on good terms with Albania whereas by contrast relations with Turkey had thawed 
considerably (cf. Tanaskovic 1992). Although not readily ascertainable from census 
figures, these changes in relations also affected Roms, albeit not those declaring 
Romani mother tongue. At present, the issue of education for non-Romani speaking 
Gypsies also involves ethnic politics.5 There is pressure on Muslim Gypsies to go to 
Albanian or Turkish rather than Macedonian schools, the better to justify expanding 
minority language education (cf. e.g. Flaka e Vellazërimit 86.01.06, 10 on the situa-
tion in Kumanovo, also Birlik 84.10.01, 14). Current concern in Macedonia with 
Romani education is not merely connected to Article 48 of the Republic's constitu-
tion, which guarantees minority language rights, but can also be seen as aimed at 
reducing challenges from Albanian and Turkish. 
There are also the öupei, or Egipkatii, endogamous, non-Romani speaking 
groups of Romani descent who do not identify as Roms and who in Macedonia 
speak Albanian (e.g., in Ohrid and Struga) or Macedonian (e.g., in Bitola) as their 
first language (Friedman 1985b; Ljubisavljevic 1990; Risteski 1991; Duijzings 
1992; 1997; Hadzi-Ristik 1994; Zemon 1996).6 Although they sought to be recog-
nized as a separate category in the 1981 census, they were placed in the category 
"unknown" (Nova Makedonija 82.03.06, 9), whereas in the 1991 and 1994 censuses 
they were recognized as a distinct group (but see Abduramanoski 1994). Both 
Romani and Albanian ethnopoliticians claim them for their own, but the Gupci 
identify with neither. 
While Romani-speaking groups are often associated in the popular mind with 
nomadism, and indeed many groups were and some still are peripatetic—in France, for 
example, more than half the Gypsy and Traveler population is nomadic or scmi-seden-
5 I am using the term Gypsy here as a cover term for all those European groups descended from 
Indie speakers who arrived in Europe during the Middle Ages. 
6 Like the English term Gypsy, these ethnonyms derive from ethnonymic terms meaning 
'Egyptian'. 
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tary (Chalumeau-Gualdaroni 1995)—Romani people have been settled in the Balkans 
in general and Macedonia in particular for centuries (see Friedman-Dankoff 1991). 
The social situation of many if not most Roms in Macedonia is thus quite different 
from that of many groups living elsewhere. The education issues facing many 
European countries, and the United States as well, involve significant differences 
between Romani and non-Romani culture—issues such as how to deliver societal ser-
vices to nomadic groups, adapting the educational curriculum to the needs of children 
from a very different culture, etc. The Romani-speaking people of Macedonia, howev-
er, are part of a region where multilingualism and multiculturalism are a centuries-old 
tradition. The very existence of the Balkan linguistic league is testimony to this. The 
Balkan linguistic league (or Sprachbund) consists of the Balkan Slavic languages 
(Bulgarian, Macedonian, and the Toriak dialects of Serbian), the Balkan Romance lan-
guages (Romanian, Meglcno-Romanian, and Aromanian [Vlah]), Greek and Albanian, 
all of which share a variety of significant structural similarities as the result of centuries 
of language contact. As the Slovene linguist Jernej Kopitar wrote in 1829, these lan-
guages gave the impression of having a single grammar (Sprachform) with different 
lexicons (Sprachmaterie). Moreover, although they are not usually included in studies 
of the Balkan linguistic league, the Balkan Romani dialects do in fact share a number 
of significant grammatical features with the other Balkan languages (see Rostov 1973; 
Friedman 1985a; Matras 1994). A brief illustrative example is given in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Optative-Subjunctive particle replaces infinitive and other structures in the Balkan Languages 
Romani te dzas mangav te hramonav 
Albanian të shkojmë dua të shkruaj 
Greek ná pâme thelö ná gráfö 
Bulgarian da trügnem iskam da pisa 
Macedonian da odime sakam da pisuvam 
Toriak Serbian da idemo оси da pisem 
Romanian sä mergcm vreau sä scriu 
Vlah (Krusevo) s- neádzimü voi si scriu 
gloss 'let us/if we go' T want to write' 
However, while Romani-speakers constitute an integral albeit distinct and 
sometimes marginalized segment of Macedonian society, and while issues in 
Romani education parallel issues in other minority language education in 
Macedonia, there is a significant difference: while the Albanian, Turkish, and 
Serbian minorities in Macedonia have codified languages to serve as the bases of 
education, Romani, like Vlah (Aromanian), lacks such a standard. In the case of 
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Vlah, there is a codified literary language, viz. Romanian, which is sufficiently 
close that it can provide a model if not a substitute. In fact, there is a movement that 
would replace Vlah with Romanian, but this is resisted by the majority of Vlahs in 
Macedonia (cf. Jasar-Nasteva 1997) in the same way that, e.g., the Macedonians 
resisted the imposition of Bulgarian, the Ukrainians resisted Russian, the Slovaks 
resisted Czech, or the Norwegians resisted Danish (cf. Haugen 1968). Romani, 
however, is faced with a different problem which makes it unique in Macedonia and 
unusual in Europe: not only does there not exist at this time an established Romani 
linguistic norm, but Romani's closest relatives—the languages of western India 
such as Hindi and Punjabi—arc too distant from Romani to have even the slightest 
chance of substituting for it, although their relationship to Romani in terms of 
vocabulary enrichment is a separate issue, one which we shall discuss below (cf. 
also Friedman 1989). Thus Romani education cannot take place effectively without 
settling the Romani "questione della lingua" (chibakoro phucipe). 
As was mentioned earlier, the 1970s saw both a change in Romani legal status 
and attempts at advancing Romani-language education. In general, however, these 
attempts met with a variety of difficulties. In 1971, Saip Jusuf, a Rom who had 
earned a B.A. in physical education from the University of Belgrade, began work 
on a Romani grammar with Krume Kepeski, a professor at the Skopje Pedagogical 
Academy (Nova Makedonija 80.02.15, 10; cf. also Koneski 1950; Lunt 1952, v). 
By 1973 Jusuf and Kepeski had completed the manuscript of their grammar (Prof. 
Kepeski was kind enough to show me the manuscript while I was in Macedonia), 
and they were seeking publication. Due to various complicating factors, however, 
the grammar did not appear until 1980. The appearance of Jusuf-Kepeski (1980) in 
a tirage of 3,000 copies signaled a new phase in the development of the standard-
ization of Romani in Macedonia. The book is written in both Romani and 
Macedonian on facing pages and was the most ambitious attempt of its kind at the 
time. The express purpose of the book was the creation of a Literary Romani for 
use by Roms in Macedonia, Kosovia,7 and adjacent parts of Serbia, with a view to 
the creation of Romani-language schools in these areas and to the use of this liter-
ary standard as a basis for the creation of a Romani literary language for use by 
Roms in general (Jusuf-Kepeski 1980, 4-5).8 The language of the grammar is 
7 Bccause both the [original] Slavic Kosovo and the Albanian [and Turkish] Kosova currently 
have political implications whose complexities I wish to eschew, I have chosen to use the productive 
English suffix when writing about this place in English. 
8 The question of whether Romani is to be considered a single language with numerous dialects 
or as a group of closely related languages is not of immediate concern to this article. The most com-
monly held opinion among linguists is that Romani is to be treated as a single language (cf. 
Kochanowski 1963, 184-92; Hancock 1975, 26; Ventcel' - Cerenkov 1976, 283; Cortiade 1984) 
despite varying degrees of mutual intelligibility. Questions of the definition of language and dialect 
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based on the Arli dialect of Skopje, although Jusuf makes frequent use of his native 
Dzambaz dialect—especially when citing Romani forms in the Macedonian text— 
and occasionally Gurbet and Burgudzi forms are also mentioned.9 I have published 
a detailed analysis of this grammar elsewhere (Friedman 1985c). For the purposes 
of this paper it will suffice to point out some of the most salient types of problems 
raised by Jusuf-Kcpeski (1980) with respect to the standardization of Romani and 
its use in education: 
1. Orthographic conventions were not standardized as illustrated by the fol-
lowing examples: syllable final jot is indicated by both / and j as in the spellings 
muj and mui 'mouth', the automatic fronting of velars before front vowels is incon-
sistently indicated, e.g. kerdo and kjerdo 'done', the opposition between a uvular 
fricative /х/ and a glottal glide /h/—phonemic in some Romani dialects but not in 
others—is not made consistently, e.g. xor 'depth' but hordaripe 'deepening', xra-
monel 'write' but hramondikano 'written', etc. 
2. Competing dialectal forms arc not selected but rather mixed, as seen in the 
following examples. The basic form of the instrumental singular marker is {-sa} but 
the /s/ is lost intervocalically in Arli. On the Romani side of one of the nominal par-
adigms, the instrumental singular of the word for 'wind' is given as bavlal-aa, -asa 
while on the Cyrillic side it is given as 6 a B u a u a j a (bavlalaja). In fact, bavlal is the 
Arli dialectal form, the Dzambaz and etymologically older form being balval. 
Similarly, the second singular present tense morpheme, which also has the basic 
shape {-sa} and has both the Arli-specific loss of /s/ and a morphological variant 
without the final /а/ in all the dialects, is used in various places in all its possible 
involve more factors than mere intelligibility, as can be seen from such classic examples as the mutu-
ally unintelligible dialects of Chinese or the mutually intelligible languages of Scandinavia, but the 
discussion of the relationship among language, dialect, ethnic identity, and national identity are 
beyond the scope of this article. For our purposes, we shall adopt the commonly held view of linguists 
just alluded to (cf. also Haugen 1966; Lunt 1984). 
9 We are accepting here as a useful heuristic device the distinction between the so-called Vlax 
and Non-Vlax dialects of Romani. Although the Romani dialectal situation in the Republic of 
Macedonia is quite complex, the majority of speakers use dialects of a Non-Vlax type that arc 
described by the self-ascriptive cover term Arli (< Turkish yerli ' local'). Next in importance for 
Macedonia is Dzambaz (< Turkish cambaz 'acrobat, horse-dealer', known elsewhere as Gurbet, relat-
ed to Kalderaä, Lovari, Curari, Macvano, etc.), which is a Vlax type dialect that has undergone Non-
Vlax influence. Also of significance for Macedonia is Burgudzi or Bugurdzi (< Turkish burgucu 'gim-
let-maker', also known as Rabadzi [< Turkish arabact 'drayman'] or Kovacja [< Slavic Kovac 'black-
smith'], a name which is also used for other groups including the non-Romani speaking Gupci of 
southwestern Macedonia), which is also a Non-Vlax dialect. The details of Romani dialectal differ-
entiation are beyond the scope of this paper. For a summary of current theories see Hancock (1995). 
Vencel' - Cerenkov (1976) and Boretzky Igla (1994, 361-415) give useful comparative sketches of 
Romani dialects. Cf. also Table 7 for some illustrative examples. 
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realizations: keresa/kereja/kerea <-> keres/kere 'you do'. Similarly, for the nomina-
tive plural definite article both Arli/Burgudzi о and Dzambaz/Gurbct e are used, 
e.g. о Roma and e Roma 'the Roms', feminine nouns in consonants are used with 
both jotated and non-jotated oblique stems, e.g. chiba- and chibja- 'tongue, lan-
guage', etc. 
3. Neologisms are coined from Hindi, sometimes with disregard for the Romani 
phonological system, rather than based on native material or borrowed from lan-
guages familiar to the speakers e.g. bhaga 'consciousness'. 
4. The grammar was written on a level for use in a high school or pedagogical 
academy, but at the time there were no textbooks at the elementary school level. 
The grammar could thus at most have been used to prepare teachers, but the cadre 
of educated and motivated individuals and particularly the organizational structure 
was lacking. 
Although the cultural organization Phralipe 'Brotherhood' was formed in 
1948, it was not until the 1970s and 1980s that sporadic attempts were made at 
advancing Romani education and related linguistic rights such as use in the mass 
media. Thus there were radio programs broadcast out of cities and towns such as 
Belgrade and Nis in Serbia and Tetovo in Macedonia (cf. Puxon 1979, 89), a 
monthly entitled Krlo e romengo 'Voice of the Roms' was published for nine 
months in 1973 in Belgrade (Dalbello 1989). Books in Romani, most of them poet-
ry, were published in all of the capitals of the ex-Yugoslav republics and 
autonomous regions as well as in smaller towns such as Leskovac and Presevo. 
Classes in Romani were begun in Gilan (Gnjilane) and Ferizaj (Ferizovik, 
Urosevac) in Kosovia (Birlik 9.X.94, 14) and informal classes outside the regular 
school structure were also organized in the predominantly Romani Skopje suburb 
Suto Orizari (Sutka), which was where a large number of Roms from Skopje and 
later elsewhere settled after the disastrous Skopje earthquake of 1963.10 In 1977, 
Saip Jusuf translated a book about Tito into Romani with significant press cover-
age (Nova Makcdonija 77.09.28-30, 9; Jusuf 1978). It was the first non-periodical 
publication in Macedonia (and Yugoslavia) by a Rom for Roms. Shortly thereafter, 
a number of anthologies of Romani poetry and stories were published, mostly in 
1 0 According to the 1994 census (Antonovska et al. 1996), 48% of Macedonia's Romani popu-
lation lives in the five Skopje municipalities, more than half of them in the municipality of Cair, where 
Sutka is located. The next largest concentrations are Prilep (8.2%), Kumanovo (7.1%), Tetovo (5.6%), 
Gostivar (4.9%), Bitola (3.9%), Stip (3.3%). Debar (2.5%), and Vinica (2%). In terms of proportions, 
Roms constitute 3.9% of the population in the five municipalities of Skopje, but 14.7% in Cair. Other 
relatively sizable proportions are Vinica (4.6%), Debar (4.3%), Prilep (3.8%), Berovo (3.3%), Stip 
(2.9%), Kiőevo (2.6%), DelCevo (2.5%), Kumanovo (2.4%), Koiani (2.3%), and Kriva Palanka 
(2.2%). 
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bilingual editions (e.g. Djuric 1979; Dimic 1979; Krasnici 1981; Salijesor 1984; 
Balic ei al. 1984; Dimic 1986; see also Dalbello 1989) as well as a Romani-Serbo-
Croatian-English dictionary (Uhlik 1983). More than ten years after Jusuf (1978), 
however, Trajko Petrovski's (1989) translation of the pre-World War Two Macedonian 
poet Косо Racin's collection Beli Mugri ( 'White mists') into Romani was still an 
unusual event. 
Throughout this period, pedagogical materials were virtually nonexistent. The 
classes mentioned above were conducted without formal textbooks. Jusuf- Kepeski 
(1980), while it brought attention to the Romani language, did not function in an 
institutional context. Although translations, original belle lettres, folklore collec-
tions, and scholarly studies" appeared with increasing frequency, they did not 
change the educational situation. Cortiade (1984), published in an expanded ver-
sion in Titograd (Podgorica) in 1986, was an attempt to formulate a transdialectal 
orthography that would serve as the basis of both literary communication and a lit-
erary language for use in schools. Although this orthography has been gaining 
increasing acccptance in Western Europe (see also Cortiade et ai 1991; Cortiade 
1994), and was even the basis of a primer published in Sarajevo (Kurtiàdc 1990) in 
a tirage of 2,000 with a teachers manual in a tirage of 1,000, this orthography has 
not had a significant impact on publications in Macedonia. Problems with this 
orthography will be discusscd below (see also Friedman 1995). 
In 1990, Yugoslavia along with the rest of Eastern Europe entered an era of 
political pluralism. The tragic results of the nationalist hijacking of that political 
process, a course of action that had already begun during the previous decade, arc 
too well known to require further comment here.12 The Romani contribution to the 
ethnopolitical movement, however, is not perceived as a challenge to the legitima-
cy of the Macedonian state and has been careful to insist on its loyalty to the 
Republic of Macedonia.13 The Party for the Complete Emancipation of the Roms 
(Macedonian: Partija za Celosna Emancipacija na Romite, Romani: Partija Saste 
Emancipacijake e Romengiri; PCER or PSER) was founded on 12 August 1990 
11 An especially prolific scholar has been Rade Uhlik, who published a Serbo-Croatian-Romani 
dictionary as early as 1947 and had published Romani poetry even prior to that (Uhlik 1937; see also 
Dalbello 1989). 
12 Of the plethora of books that have sprung from this tragedy, Woodward (1995) is the first 
major scholarly work in English (see Hayden 1995) and gives a particularly clear analysis of the role 
of international involvement. Silber - Allen (1995) represents the best journalistic account in English 
in the opinion of many educated observers (Vesna Pusic, University of Zagreb, personal communica-
tion). 
1 3 This is in contrast to, e.g., some Albanian ethnopoliticians in Macedonia, who on occasion 
dispute the legitimacy of Macedonian statehood and even national identity (e.g. Xhaferi 1995). 
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with Faik Abdi (Faik Abdieskoro), a wealthy businessman from Shutka, as its 
leader.14 The first item in the party program concerned education. Among the 
planks in the educational platform were the following (Predlog 1990): 
1. Opening of pre-school/day-care centers in which children could be exposed to 
both Macedonian and Romani simultaneously 
2. Elementary education in Macedonian with 2-3 hours a week Romani instruction 
3. Founding of a Department of Romology at Skopje University, one which would 
contribute to the overall improvement of the condition of the Romani nationality 
4. Post-graduate studies and exchanges with India 
5. Romani children learn the history of their people, especially about Hitler's holo-
caust against the Roms during World War Two, which is to be made part of the fac-
ultative language classes 3-4 hours a week. 
The third section of the party program was concerned with the Romani language, 
and called not only for minority language rights equal with other minority lan-
guages but also expressed concern for the normativization of Romani and close 
cooperation with institutions in India. 
On 8 September 1991 a referendum was held concerning independence for the 
Republic of Macedonia. Material encouraging people to vote was printed in all six 
major languages of Macedonia including Romani.15 It was perhaps the first time 
Romani appeared on the front page of the principal Macedonian daily newspaper, 
Nova Makcdonija (91.09.08, l) .1 6 
In Fall 1991, Faik Abdi sent a letter in the name of PCER to the rector of the 
University of Skopje demanding the opening of a Romani Studies Department but 
the establishment of such a Department remains a desideratum that has yet to be 
achieved. In early 1992, a group of Romani intellectuals formed a second Romani 
political party, the Democratic Progressive Party of the Roms in Macedonia, headed 
1 4 Like other ethnopolitical parties in Macedonia, the leadership of PCER denies that the party 
is "mononational" and points to the existence of party members belonging to other nationalities to 
demonstrate this (Cangova 1991). As with other ethnopolitical parties, however, the fact remains that 
the party's political concerns are focused on a specific ethnic group. In 1991 the party changed its 
name to Party for the Complete Emancipation of the Roms of Macedonia (Romani: Partija Saste 
Emancipacijake e Romengiri tari Makedonija, Macedonian: Partija za Celosna Emancipacija na 
Romite na Makedonija). 
1 5 The other five are Macedonian, Albanian, Turkish, Aromanian, and Serbian. 
1 6 The phrase was Referendumeske '91. Va: sijam suvereno thaj korkorifundirimi Makedonijake 
'[pertaining to] Referendum '91. Yes: I am for a sovereign and independent Macedonia' (Arli dialect). 
The advertisement was hexaglossic, but there were also monoglot Romani-languagc posters encour-
aging Roms to vote in the referendum. 
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by Bekir Arif. A major issue for the new party was increasing the pace of education-
al reforms (Nova Makedonija 21.10.1992, 4). There was also disagreement between 
the two parties over questions of language standardization, dialectal compromise and 
the place of Romani in educational institutions. Among the debated issues were 
whether Romani should be a language of instruction (Macedonian: nastaven jazik) or 
a language of study (Macedonian: nastaven predmet) and whether or not the standard 
was to be based entirely on the Arli dialect, spoken by the majority or Roms in 
Macedonia, or whether elements of other dialects should be included. Table 5 gives a 
selection of diagnostic words illustrating some of the most salient phonological, mor-
phological, and lexical differences among the main dialects spoken in Macedonia. 
Among the features illustrated arc the following: palatal mutation of dentals before 
stressed i\l ('work'), treatment of inherited intervocalic retroflex *nd ('bread'), 
palatalization and loss of Inl intervocalically before stressed I'll ('water'), formation of 
the aorist ('I gave'), the shibboleth 'thus', intervocalic /s/ in grammatical suffixes 
('with God'), shape and gender in the 3pl pronoun ('they'), and shape of the definite 
article (nominative plural = masculine nominative singular vs nominative plural = 
oblique singular and plural and distinct feminine nominative singular vs feminine 
nominative singular = nominative and oblique plural). 
Table 5 
Examples of Romani dialectal differences 
Burgudzi buci maro pani diyom kidjal dcvlcsa on, ol o-i-o-c 
Arli buti maro pani dindjum agjar dcvlca on, ola o-i-o-c 
Dzambaz buki manro pai diycm gcja dcvlcsa von o-i-c-c 
Gurbct buői marno pai diycm gaja dcvlcha von o-c-c-e 
gloss work bread water / gave thus with God they the: 
Ms-Fs-
Np-Obl 
It was shortly after this split in the Romani political scene occurred that, on Novem-
ber 20-21, 1992 the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Macedonia and the 
Philological Faculty of the University of Skopje sponsored a conference for the 
purpose of reaching an agreement concerning the introduction of Romani as a 
course of study in Macedonian schools.17 The conference was attended by a num-
ber of Macedonian Roms active in Romani intellectual life, including Saip Jusuf, 
1 7 Concerned Macedonian intellectuals were already attempting to respond to the need for 
Romani-language education by the summer of 1991, when Dimitar Mircev, who was then a professor 
of Sociology at the University of Skopje, discussed with me the possibility of holding a normativiza-
tion conference in Skopje. 
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Trajko Petrovski, Gunes Mustafa, Saip Isen, Ramo Rusidovski, Tahir Nuhi, Iliaz 
Zendcl, and others. Also present were Donald Kcnrick and myself as well as mem-
bers of the Philological Faculty of Skopje University and the Macedonian Academy 
of Sciences, most notably Olivera Jasar-Nasteva and Liljana Minova-Gurkova as 
well as Zivko Cvetkovski, head of the Macedonian Department. Representatives of 
the political factions were also present at the opening session, but the chair of the 
meeting deftly prevented the meeting from becoming a series of political speeches 
and expeditiously turned the conference into a language standardization working 
group. 
It quickly emerged that the Roms present at this conference were not in favor 
of the establishment of Romani as a language of instruction in a parallel education 
system but rather the teaching of Romani as a subject in elementary schools and 
pedagogical academies with a view to preparing a cadre of teachers and ultimately 
a lectureship and Department of Romani at the University of Skopje. As mentioned 
above, one of the explicit goals of Romani politics in Macedonia is the establish-
ment of such a Department, but a qualified cadre of faculty has yet to be trained. 
The document that resulted from these deliberations, which was reproduced in 
full and analyzed in detail in Friedman (1995), was agreed upon by representatives 
of the various political currents as well as by the intellectuals that produced it. The 
document addresses a number of issues in Romani language standardization, e.g. 
the Arli dialect is specified as the base, with elements from other dialects being 
incorporated into it, and basic orthographic, morphophonological and morphologi-
cal rules are specified in a series of twelve points. The document should be viewed 
in the context of Jusuf-Kcpeski (1980), Kcnrick (1981), and Cortiade et al. (1991). 
As indicated above, both Jusuf and Kcnrick were present at the conference. 
Moreover, both Jusuf and Kcnrick participated in the deliberations of the Language 
Commission at the Fourth World Romani Congress, at which Cortiade et al. (1991) 
was discussed and signed. Jusuf was a signatory to that document, but Kenrick was 
not. Mention should also be made here of Hancock (1975; 1993), which, while 
important for the history of Romani standardization, did not have a direct bearing 
on the 1992 conference. The former had been superseded by subsequent publica-
tions and events while the latter had not yet appeared. 
Orthography has always been an issue for the standardization of Romani. 
Because efforts at Romani education have taken place in the context of the lan-
guages of other countries, as many orthographies have been used for Romani as 
there are standard languages with which is has been in contact. Although Romani 
in Cyrillic-using countries such as Russia and Bulgaria has been written in Cyrillic, 
a consensus has emerged to use a Latin based orthography as the most universally 
accessible (cf. Kyuchukov et al. 1995)—considerations which also influenced the 
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choice of alphabet for Albanian (see Skendi 1967, 366-90). In the case of Macedonia, 
which in the context of former Yugoslavia had an established bi-alphabetical tradi-
tion, Romani has always been written using a Latin orthography similar to that of 
Kenrick (1981), although Jusuf and Kepeski (1980) also use a Macedonian-based 
Cyrillic orthography for Romani in their Macedonian parallel text. At the 1992 
Skopje conference, Macedonian Roms preferred to continue developing an orthog-
raphy like that of the Second World Romani Congress (Kenrick 1981) rather than 
the Fourth. 
Table 6 illustrates some of the salient differences between the Fourth World 
Romani Congress orthography and that of the 1992 Macedonian Conference. 
Table 6 
Comparison of current Romani orthographies 
Cortiade et al. 
(1991) 
1992 Macedonian 
Conference dialectal pronunciations 
Rom (loc. sg.) Romesöe Romeste [romeste] [romesce] 
Rom (loc. pi.) RomenQe Romende [romende] [romende] 
Rom (abl. sg.) Romesöar Romestar [romestar] 
Rom (abl. pi.) Romenöar Romendar [romendar] 
Rom (dat. sg.) Romesqe Romeske [romesce] [romeske] 
Rom (dat. pl.) Romenqe Romenge [romende] [romenge] 
done (pl. pt.) kerde kerde [cerde] [kerde] 
Rom (instr. sg.) Romeça Romesa [Romea] [Romesa] 
you do (sg.) keresa keresa [cerea] [keresa] 
The treatment of underlying or historical dental and/or velar stops is an area of both 
considerable and salient dialectal variation and morphophonemic alternation in 
Romani. These phonemes can be pronounced as palatals and/or with affricated or 
fricativized articulation in various dialects of Macedonia and elsewhere (see 
Ventcel'-Cerenkov 1976 and Boretzky-Igla 1994 for details). Moreover, as seen in 
Table 6 (and mentioned earlier), some Romani dialects eliminate intervocalic /s/ in 
certain grammatical morphemes. Cortiade et al. (1991) articulates the principle of 
using underlying forms in most environments, but has special graphic symbols for 
the above mentioned morphophonemic alternations in their function as case mark-
ers (which Cortiade et al. 1991 treats as postpositions, but see Friedman 1991), viz. 
0, q, and ç for dentals, velars, and Isl, respectively. Thus in the orthography of 
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Cortiade et al. (1991) the same morphophonemic alternations have different spellings, 
while the same graphic symbols have different pronunciations whose dialectal vari-
ations are represented by different letters in roots and verbal affixes on the one hand 
and in case affixes on the other, as illustrated in Table 6. 
On 17 November 1993 the first issue of a Romani monthly newspaper, Romani 
Sumnal/Romski Svet 'Romani World', was published in Skopje under the editorial 
leadership of Oskar Mamut, who is also employed in the Romani-language division 
of Radio-Television Skopje.18 The newspaper is bilingual, with all material in both 
Romani and Macedonian. The issue of the codification of a Romani standard lan-
guage is explicitly addressed on the first page of the first number, where the edito-
rial board states that one of the tasks they have set themselves is contributing to the 
development and use of literary Romani. As such, the paper can be taken as a mea-
sure of the progress and ongoing concerns of the standardization of Romani in the 
Republic of Macedonia. The role of the mass media is potentially of great impor-
tance in language standardization. 
In its basic principles, Romano Sumnal represents a development in the direc-
tion described by the decisions reached at the 1992 Skopje conference and indicat-
ed in Jusuf-Kepeski (1980), namely an Arli base with elements from other dialects 
using a Latin orthography of the type in wide use in Eastern Europe, including 
Jusuf-Kepeski (1980), and recommended at the 1971 standardization conference 
(cf. also Hancock 1993; 1995). Nonetheless, specifics of the solutions reached by 
Romano Sumnal differ from those seen elsewhere (see Friedman 1997). Taken as a 
whole, Romano Sumnal clearly represents a step forward in the standardization of 
Romani in the Republic of Macedonia. The editors are aware of standardization 
issues and are attempting to make concrete contributions towards a consistent and 
usable norm. 
Of particular importance to Romano Sumnal was the issue of education. Four 
articles were dedicated to the topic in the first issue (Bajramovska 1993; Mamut 
1993; Darman 1993; Jasarov 1993). Darman (1993) speaks directly to the concerns 
of Romani parents for creating a home environment conducive to the success of 
children who are just beginning school. The other three articles are all critical of the 
fact that at the time they were written, Romani was still not a subject in any school 
curriculum in Macedonia, that the rate of educational success among Romani chil-
dren is not showing any signs of increase, and that the few Romani intellectuals 
either hide their origins or bicker with one another rather than cooperating. While 
the very existence of a newspaper complaining about these conditions is itself 
1 8 Although the newspaper was intended as a monthly, it has so far appeared only thrice: 17 
November 1993, 10 December 1993, and 1 April 1994. 
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something of a step forward, the fact remains that Romani education, like many 
other social programs, has not progressed with alacrity. Emilija Simoska (p.c. 
8.XII.95), fonncr Minister of Education, observed that education is functioning as 
a proxy for intercthnic relations so not enough attention is being paid to curriculum. 
Nonetheless, progress is being made. When in June-July 1994, at the behest of 
the International Conference on Former Yugoslavia (ICFY) and under the sponsor-
ship of the Council of Europe, an extraordinary census was carried out in the 
Republic of Macedonia (see Friedman 1996a), Romani was one of the six official 
languages of census forms and documents, including the training manual for enu-
merators, in accordance with Article 35 of the census law. The published materials 
connected with the 1994 census represent the first official use of Romani in the 
Republic of Macedonia and were thus intimately connected with the standardiza-
tion of Literary Romani in that country. The language of the census forms displays 
significant progress in the achievement of standardization and as such represents a 
significant development of Romani in official usage (Friedman 1996b). 
In September 1995 Saip Jusuf's Romani textbook for elementary schools was 
finally in press at Prosvetno Delo, the reviews having been completed in July of 
that year. Although Jusuf originally envisioned a series of textbooks beginning with 
grade one, the current book is intended for grade 3. The manuscript contained about 
a hundred texts, in poetry (24) and prose (80). The amount of material is about 
twice as much as can be covered in a year at two hours a week (i.e. 70 hours), and 
the question of norm versus dialect is not explicitly addressed. The final version 
also included a vocabulary and pages of pictures for stories. One problem with the 
review process was that the two reviewers with pedagogical expertise knew no 
Romani, while the Romani reviewer had no pedagogical experience. The Romani 
reviewer criticized the text for excessive Indicism (e.g., using namaste 'hail' 
(Hindi) instead of sar sijan 'how are you' or sukar/lacho dive 'good day', the 
Indicism badali instead of the colloquial Turkism buluti 'cloud'), but sometimes 
picked on dialectal details (suggesting kanzavuri for kanauri 'hedgehog', farba 
(from German) for renki (from Persian, probably via Turkish) 'color' (cf. Friedman 
1989). However, he also caught orthographic inconsistencies, e.g. the need to treat 
the syllable o- in the 3sg ace. pronoun as part of the stem: ole and not о le (as if о 
were the definite article). The textbook was officially published and announced to 
the public on 8 April 1996, but as of this writing (March 1997) it had not yet been 
released due to financial complications. 
Meanwhile, developments in neighboring and other Balkan countries are tak-
ing place each independent of the other. In Albania (Kurtiàde 1994) the Fourth 
World Romani Congress orthography and pedagogical materials sponsored by the 
European commission are circulating, but it is unclear if any of them are in actual 
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use. Similarly, in Romania a pedagogical manual for teacher training complete with 
lessons using the Fourth World Romani Congress orthography (Cortiade et al. 
1991) has been published (Sarau 1991; cf. also Saräu 1992) and European 
Commission-sponsored projects arc being undertaken (Interface 15[8/94], 5), but 
so far Romani is only a language of study at the university level (Lemon: Romnet 
95.XII.20). In Bulgaria some materials use an adaptation of Bulgarian Cyrillic for 
Romani (e.g. Malikov 1992), but an English-type Latin orthography using digraphs 
rather than diacritics is also in use (Kyuchukov et al. 1995), e.g. sh=s, ch=c, 
chh/chsh=ch, j=dz, zh=z, x=ks, h=x or h. y=j, ts=c, ph, th, kh, w=schwa, and studies 
have been conducted for bilingual literacy (Kyuchukov 1995).19 Romani is also 
being taught at the University of Sofia (1995-97) by Birgit Igla, a non-Rom spe-
cialist in Romani with extensive fieldwork expcricncc in Balkan Romani. In Grccce, 
various studies have been conducted and conferences held, but none of them are 
concerned with education of Romani children in Romani (Interface 18[5/95], 18; 
13[2/94], 15-20; 8[ 11 /92], 12). Rather, in accordance with Greece's assimilationist 
language policies towards its minorities (cf. Human Rights Watch 1994), the con-
ccm is with teaching Greek. Although former Yugoslavia was home to some of the 
most progressive Romani activities such as the first Romani summer school, which 
was held in Belgrade (Interface 16[ 11 /94], 3), the war has resulted in the persecu-
tion of Roms living in the FRY and other Former-Serbo-Croatian speaking lands, 
and many have fled to Western Europe (see Interface 19[8/95], 20-2). 
In conclusion we can say that while progress in Romani language education in 
the Republic of Macedonia has been slow, it has been made. Romani has gradual-
ly risen in status from total legal abscncc to legal equality with all other minority 
languages, even if the de facto realization has not yet met the de jure possibilities. 
The standardization of Romani and the fixing of the Arli dialectal base with other 
elements, together with a consistent orthography, has made significant progress 
from Jusuf-Kepeski (1980), to Romano Sumnal (1993) to the census (1994) to 
Jusuf's third grade textbook (1996). Similarly, the orthography confcrcncc of 1992 
probably helped make actors aware of the need for consistency. While activity in 
the Republic of Macedonia has not been coordinated with that going on in neigh-
boring countries or western Europe, it is endeavoring to meet the needs of the peo-
ple for whom it is intended, and is certainly in advance of, e.g., Greece or FRY. 
Although politics is clearly playing a role, nonetheless, the essential issues remain 
pedagogical and normative. The introduction of Romani as a language of study at 
the elementary level has the potential to exert an enormous influence on the future 
codification of Romani both within the Republic of Macedónia and beyond its bor-
1 9 Cf. also Hübschmannová et al. (1991), which uses a Czech based orthography. 
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ders. While Romani education in Macedonia is progressing slowly, it is nonetheless 
perceptibly progressing, and if other circumstances in the region allow, the future 
promises to be better than the past. 
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